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ABSTRAcl'
The literanire reports the need for nurses to develop and implement health

policy. The extent to which community health nurses are involved in the development
and implementation of health promotion policy is addnssed by this doctoral research.

The interdisciplinary perspective of Women's Studies provided the theoretical

frarnework and methodology to investigate the following research questions: What is
the role of the community health nurse in the development and implementation of
health promotion policy? What systematic changes to the existing mechanisms of

policy development and implementation are required to establish health promotion
policy which is congruent with the WHO'Sdefinition of "health promotion"?
Community health nurses (n=31), working in two public health nursing service
delivery agencies in an urban setting were recruited through a letter of invitation.
Data were col lected using a semi-structured interview schedule w hich explored health
policy, work environment, health promotion needs, and the opportunity for women's
voices to be heard. Transcrikd data from tape recorded interviews were analyzed

verbatim using qualitative methods in the form of content analysis. AI1 elements of the
method, which is natural h i c inquiry, and more specifically women-centered
interviewing, were shaped by the teneu of feminist science. The feminist lens was
chosen because of the hierarchical nature of organizational structures, the need to
make tbe invisible, visible and, the need CO hear the voices of these nurses. By using
feminist theory and feminist methodology, themes, categories, concepts, and their
relationships emerged from the data.

fourteen themes were identified penaining to the "work world' of community
health nurses; their alienation from policy development and implementation, their

frustration and resistance; and, their desire for equity in tems of gender,
programming, and professional status. This study reveals the lack of community
health nurses' involvement in policy development and implementation and the

wnsequences of not involving nurses in palicy making. Alienation and marginalization
corne at a cost. The price is high and ultimately everyone pays; the governmentl

agencies, colleapes, and the public.
Findings are dimissed within the context of health Gare reform and the work of
the community health nurse. Beyond the implications for nursing practice, education,

research, and management, the findings have rneaning for health policy development
and implementation at al1 Ievels of the existing health care system. One example is the
need of a feminist model for policy development and implementation. A model was

developed by bringing into focus each recommendation generated by the study within
the frarnework of structure, process, and outcorne. Feminist analysis reveals

theoretical and practical links ktween nurses' lack of involvement in policy
development and caring values offered by community health nurses who endeavour to
contribute to heal th promotion policy .
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'Let's heor it for love "
(Shields, 1992, p. 362)

Statement of the Problem
The need for nurses to develop and implement health policy is substantiated in

the literature (Andreoli, Musrr, & Otto, 1987; Backer, 1991; Bushy & Smith, 1990;

Chambers, 1989; Dick, Harris, Lehrnan, & Savage, 1986; Glass & Hicks, 1995;
Hinshaw, 1988; Kuss, Proulx-Girouard, Lovin, Katz, & Kennelly, 1997; Lefort,
1993; Milio, 1984; Murphy, 1993; Rains & Hahn, 1995; Williams, 1993; Wood &
Ransom, 1994). For example, Gilliu (1991) encourages nurses to evaluate clinical

work and research data with respect to policy implications. In a publication of the
Canadian Public Health Association (CPHA, 1990), entitled Communitv Health

-

Public Health Nursin~
- in Canada: Pre~aration
and Practice, the role for the
community health nurse as policy formulator is identified. There is also agreement in
the literature that the wmmunity healtb nurse should engage in health promotion.
Health promotion is defined by the World Health Organisation (WHO, 1984) as a

process of enabling people to increase control over, and to improve, their health.
Thus, community health nurses are expected to k involved in the development and
implementation of health promotion policy, which is the focus of this dissertation
work.

Community health nurses, by virnie of their practice, arc acutely aware of the
health promotion needs of their communities. Community health nurses therefore, are
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individuals who should be involvecl in the formulation of health promotion policy; yet,
historidly, this has not b e n the case. The r w n s for this situation are many and
include: invisible care values (Kelly-Gadol, 1987; Watson, 1990); lack of according
importance or value to "caring" and "love" in human affairs (Lanara, 1996; Roach,
1991); absence of "professional lineage" (Raymond, 1986); nonîaring bureaucratie

health Gare system (Watson, 1991); silencing and devaiuing of women's voices
(Harding, 1987); patriarchal health care system (Shenvin, 1992); and, lack of a
ferninist mode1 for health policy making (Sherwin, 1992).
Only recently have researchers within and ouuide the discipline of nursing used
a feminist perspective to gain insights about the caring imperative and love, and their
relationship to health policy and health promotion. Connections between feminist
perspectives and caring are now beginning to appear in nursing scholarship. Nursing,
women, and children are perhaps the paradigm cases for "invisible" care values and
help us understand why caring values are not core for health policy and practice

(Watson, 1990). That is, caring values among nurses, women, and children are not
ncognized by policy rnakers as legitimate or of value. Beyond care values and love, it
is the conviction of historian Joan Kelly-Gadol (1987) that women do form a

distinctive social group and that the invisibility of this group in traditional history is
not to be ascribed to female nature. She hirther argues that these two notions arise out
of a feminist consciousness.

In this dissenation the words "caring" and "love" are used. Sister Simone Roach
(1991) argues that "the world in which we live is crying out for compassion,

meaning, tenderness, and love" (p. 7). Nursing as a profession emkllishes a tradition
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of =ring and love. Roach conceptualizes caring as the human mode of king. It is her
argument that "nursing is no more and no less than the professionalization of the
human capacity to are chiough the acquisition and application of the knowledge,

attitudes, and skills appropriate to nursing's prescribed roles" (p. 9). lncluded in the
mu1ti form expression of caring, Roach argues, are compassion, cornpetence,
confidence, conscience and cornmitment. She identifies a paradox about caring in that
it is often more obvious by its absence than by iu presence in hurnan affairs. The
"health world" is not exempt from this paradox.
The rneaning of love as an emotion, an experience-its political, social and

theoretical implications for feminisrn is the central question that feminist theory needs

to discuss (Douglas, 1990). Simone de Beauvoir (as cited in Douglas) argues that love
now diminishes and enslaves women, but this is not an inherent or necessary pan of

love. Lanara (1996) argues that the word nursing has become synonymous with the
word love. "Nursing has its rwu in nourish, nurture. and the Greek word for the
nurse, adelphe, means brotherly love" (p. 160). Lanara hirther argues that love arises
from the Greek "agape* which rneans devoted to the welfare of the other. It does not

mean personal liking or a sentimental affection.

Raymond (1986) writes about femaie friendship. She argues that female
friendship has given us the experience of each other and it has given us the gift of

Self. The ways in which women have put each other first are rnany. One example she
offers is "professional lineage" (p. 36) where women rientists at women's foileges in
the United States have mentored and supponed the careers of their female protégées.
Raymond further argues that "thinking" is a necessary condition of femaie friendship.

.
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This thinking is best described by "thoughtfulness." This term is characterizcd both by
ability to rason and by considerateness and caring. 'Many women may be brilliant
thinkers, but that thinking has CO be accompanied by a genuine attentiveness and
respect for other women if fernale friendship is to flourish" (p. 221).
In summary, and for clarity of meaning in this dissertation, when the terms
caring and love are used, the intcnded meaning is as follows. "Caring" is defined as

the human mode of being (Roach, 1901). "Love" or agape means devoted to the
welfare of the other (Lanara, 19%). Ther concepts are relevant to this dissertation
work because they are fundamental to nursing in general and health policy
development in particular. The relevancy of these cmepts to policy formulation and
implementation is established throughout the course of this study.
As defined by Stanley and Wise (1983), "feminism is not only a set of beliefs
but a h a set of theoretical constructions about the nature of women's oppression, and
the pan that this oppression plays within social reaiity more generally" (p. 55). These

authors argue that feminism directly confronts the idea that one person or set of
people have the right to impose definitions of reality on others (Stanley & Wise,
1991). Jean Watson (1991) States that "caring and the feminist lens that nursing can

use to uncover, examine, d a i m , and restore itself is the antidote now called for in
the noncarine bureaucratie health care system" (p. x). Feminism is central to

understanding the "work world" of community health nurses, their experienas and
their degree of involvement with hcalth policy, as well as the oppressive forces they

(may)encounter.

Susan Sherwin (1992) argues that a health care system mode1 is needed that can
change traditional understanding about who haJ relevant knowledge to make decisions
about health and health policy. She suggests a feminist mode1 that resists hierarchial
structures and proclaims a cornmimient to egalitarian alternatives. In her view,
representatives of al1 groups are included in the decision-making suuctures. Sandra
Harding (1987) States that "only partial and distorted understandings of ourselves and
the world around us can be produced in a culture which systematically silences and

devalues the voices of women" (p. 7). A ferninist model has the potenrial to promote
better health care for those now oppressed in society and give voice to those who are

silenced .
A cautionary word is presented by Marsden and Omery (1992) who argue that

nurses must not deny their female heritage. These authors cite the work of Adrienne

Rich who writes,
For if in trying to join the cummon world of men, the professions molded
by a primarily masculine consciousness, we split ourselves off from the
common life of women and deny our fernale heritage and identity in our
work, we lose touch with our real powers and with it the essential
condition for al1 realized work: community. (p. 488)
The literatun nview of health promotion policy, as documented in Chapter

One, supports the need for closer communication arnong researchers of health
promotion and the community health care groups advocating for populations they
reprernt. A feminist model, substantiated by a literature review of feminist research
rnethodology in Chapter Two, "include[s] many different voices in defining the central
questions and exploring the promising paths to answers in the field" (Sherwin, 1992,
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To date, there have been some preliminary studies exploring the nurse's
involvement in health policy (Barriball & Mackenzie, 1993; Batra, 1992; Clarke,
Beddome, & Whyte, 1993; Counu & Boyle, 1987; Rains & Hahn, 1995; Thomas &
Shelton, 1994). With respect to community health nurses and policy development
there is an apparent lack of research efforts (Clarke, Beddome, & Whyte, 1993; Rains

& Hahn, 1995). Therefore, the need to examine the role of community health nurses

with respect to policy development and implementation is warranteci. Furthermore, the
need to examine this prablem through a feminist research lem is justified (Anderson,
Blue, Holbrmk, & Ng, 1993; Chinn & Wheeler, 1985; Emden, 1995; Keddy, 1992;
Mason, Backer, & Georges, 1991; Wuest. 1997).

Through the use of a feminist research perspective, the objectives of the
proposed research include the extent to which community health nurses are engaged in
the developrnent and implementation of health promotion policy, and to suggest

strategies by which their involvernent could be enhanced. The interdisciplinary
perspective of Women's Studies provides the theoretical framework and methodology
to respond to the following research questions:
1.

What is the role of the cornmunity health nurse in the development and
implementation of health promotion policy?

2.

What systematic changes to the existing mechanisms of policy development and

implementation are required to establish health promotion policy which is
congruent with the World Health Organization 's definition of "health
promotion "?

niese two central questions are based on the following four premises:

Community health nurses have irnplemented health promotion policy with
communities, but the majority do not participate in health promotion policy
development.
Ferninist approaches have not been brought to bear on the development of health
promotion policy .
Although individual community health nurses may use a feminist approach to the
implementation of health promotion policy, they may not identi@ the approach
as feminist.
Feminist approaches for the development and implementation of health
promotion policy would constitue a major and positive change to currently
existing practice and policy in the health care system.
h g u a g e plays an important part in research. The four key terms used in this
study are detined as follows:

Health promotion is defined as a process of enabling people to increase control
over, and to improve, their health. Health is defined as a resource for everyday
life, not the object of living (WHO,1984).
Policy development is viewed as a process which establishes long-term,
continuously used, standing decisions by which mon specific proposals are
judged for acceptability (Blum, 198 1).
Policy implementation is a process whereby policy decisions are put into action
thereby achieving solutions to problems (Siler-Wells, 1987).

4.

Community health nurr[s] refers to nurse[s] working in the community ouuide
of institutional settings who promote and presem the health of communities,

groups, families and individuals across their lifespan in a continuous rather than
episodic process (CPHA, 1990).
In professional associations such as the Canadian Public Health Association

(CPHA). the Canadian Nurses Association (CNA), the American Public Healtb
Association (APHA) and the American Nurses Association (ANA), the distinction
between the t e n s community health nuning (CHN) and public health nursing (PHN)

continues to be debated. In some juridictions in Canada the terms are considered
synonymous while in others, community health nurse refers to a complete range of
nurses working in the community, of which the public health nurse is a pan (CPHA,
1990).
Kuss, Proulx-Girouard. Lovitt,

K ~ U ,and Kennelly (1997) argue from the point

of view of the American nursing experience, for a distinction between the two ternis
because of "the uniqueness of the primary setting for PHN practice, the focus on
population-based interventions, the educational preparation, and the specialized PHN
roles and practices" (p. 82). White (1982) argues that the PHN philosophy is
ultimately committed to the Iarger population, Le.. where interventions provide the
greatest good for the greatest num ber. Kuss et al. (1997) cite the work of Rothman
who identifies the setting in which PHNs work to k primarily in official healtb

agencies, or tax-supported agencies with legal mandates. With respect to the nurses in
my study, this was indeed the case.
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When the tenn public health nurse appears in this text, the meaning is
considered to be synonymous with community health nurse. For the purposes of this
snidy, the t e n s community health nurse, community health nursing, are used to

denote nursing care (practiced with four levels of client-individual, family, aggregate
and community) ihat is complex and continuous (illness are, illness prevention, and
health promotion) and has as its goal the promotion of the community's health
(Laffrey & Craig, 1995).
With the advent of primary health care (WHOi 1978), cornmunity health nurses

are challenged in their practice of cornmunity nursing, more han ever, to include
aggregates and the total community. For this rcason McKnight and Van Dover (1994)
argue for baccalaurate education to emphasirc "definitions of health and community,
cornmunity asxssment, community development, citizen participation and
mobilization" (p. 14). Scruby and McKay (1991) argue for more practice experience

in tbe community for baccalaureau nursing studenu "to enable studenu to acquire the
necessary skills in community based assessrnent and pmgram development" (p. 266).
These authors also advocate for "a greater student exposure to the theory and practice
oi community development work" (p. 266).

The term "community"is seen as an organized group of persons bound together
by ties of social, cultural or occupational origin or geographic location. According to

CPHA (1990) it may be as simple as a number of families and signifiant others,
organized for purposes of survival, or as complex as the World community with its
highly organized institutions. Laffrey and Craig (1995) argue for a concept of
community as the "target of practice" and cite the work of Sills and Goeppinger. in
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this definition the goal of care is to achieve a healthier community, regardless of

where nursing care is provided (sening) or to whom (individual, family, group, or
Society).
In 1986 Anderson and McFarlane introduced the idea of community as the

"client." The term "client", 1 argue, gives the impression of a passive recipient of
services rather than an active participant. There is an implied power relationship
where the client is the recipient of carc, having less power and authority than the
provider of care. Kuss et al. (1997) argue that the term "client" is not empowering.
Currently, the term "partner", which conveys the idea of a shared relationship, is
more appropriate. Anderson and McFarlane (1996) more recently have adopted the
term "community as pannern reflecting their shift in thinking. In this study when the
tenn "client" is used, 1 am aware of the controveny; however, it is awkward at times

in rholarly work to write about community "partners" meaning the whole community
when in fact the meaning may k taken to k other agencies, for exarnple. 1 have
chosen to use the tenn "client" for lack of a better one and for clarity. When the term
"parmer" adds meaning and clarity to an argument I have choxn this term as an
exemplar to d e r r i k the relationship ktween the community health nurse and the
community within the context of primary health care.
Nurses play a key role at the interface of communities and the health care
system. Much of health promotion requins their work of implementation. Mahler
(1985) envisioned an active role for nurses in the "healtb for alla movement: In an
article for World Health, he predicted more nurses will move from the hospital to the
everyday life of the community, wherc they are urgently needed; that nurses will

become resources to people rather than to physicians and will become more active in
educating people for health. He mtended that nurses will become increasingly active

in program planning and evaluation, and in interprofessional and intenectord tearns
for health development; he foresaw greater responsibility king taken by nurses within
health care teams, with more of hem becoming leaders and managers of primary
health Gare teams. Finally, he identifieci four factors supporting a changing role for
nurses. These were: "new attitudes and values; reorientation of educational programs;
better resource allocation; well defined policies and plans for the development of
nursing personnel" (p. 1).
Similarly, Maglacas (1988) argues that health promotion is nursing's primary
focus and goes beyond responsibility for delivering medical or health care services.
She proposes that nurses should k running health services, not illness services. New

skills and specializations will need to be developed by nutsing and these include:
Enabling anù empowering people for self-are, self-help, and
environmental im provement; promoting p s i tive health khaviour and
appropriate coping abilities of people to maintain health; disseminating
information; communiûating; developing mobilization strategies w hen
creating contexts within which community participation and intenectoral
action for health are fostered; advocating and mediating for the shaping
and building of healthy public policy; and creating health a r e
environments that sustain and promote healthy living. (p. 71)
Further inquiry is needed to explain the contradiction between what is king
proposed in the literanire in theory and what is actuaily iaking place in the practice of
cornmunity health nurses. nie role of the community health nurse in health promotion

policy is a paradox. The liieranire explicitly identifies their role in policy

development; however, in practice this is not a reality for most community health
nurses. My research develops and makes the argument that understanding this
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dilemma and suggesting action for change are found in an interdisciplinary feminist
research paradigm.

Context of the Study
In Canada, healtb is the purview and legal responsibility of the provincial and
territorial governrnents. This was a result of the British North America Act (1867)
which set constitutional limits on federal power by assigning responsibility for health
and welfare to the provinces and municipalities (Pinder, 1994). The Act made no

provision for resources but gave the federal government signifiant powers with
respect to taxation. Several tensions have tesulted. For example, the federal
govemment can develop health policy which may or rnay not be adopted by the
provincial/territorial governments. When the principles of medicare are vioiated by
the provinces, the federal govemment can withhold the transfer payment related to

medicare expenrs. Pinder argues that federal-provincial cooperation is hard won. and
sometirnes despite a variety of rnechanisms, it is not won at all.

The Worid Health Organization's International Conference on Primary Heaith
Care held in Alma-Ata, Kazakh (former U.S.S.R.) in 1978, established a world-wide
wmmitment to primary health arc. In the Declaration of Alma-Ata, primary health
care w u identifid as the means to achieving the universal objective of "health for al1
by the year 2000" (WHO, 1978). The concept of primary health care was defined as

essential health care made universally accessible to individuals and families in the
community by means acceptable ta them. through their full participation, and at a cost
the community and country can afford. This concept would influence the developrnent
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and implementation of heaitb policy on a global d e . Canada panicipated in the

conference and signed the Dedaration.
In 1986 the Canadian strategy for achieving "health for allwwas identitied as
health promotion. This was announced by Jake Epp, the federal Minister for Health
and Welfare Canada. In the Canadian document entitled Achievinn Health For All: A
Framework For Health Promotion, health was envisioned to be a resource for
everyday life, not the object of living (WHO, 1984). Health, defined as a resource,
gives people the ability to manage and even to change their surroundings (Epp, 1986).
This vicw of health, according to the Canadian Public Health Association (1990),
"emphasizes the role of the cornmunity, fmily, and the individual in defining what
health means to hem and in planning and implementing health-enhancing public
policy" (p. 4). Health promotion reprewnts a mediating strategy ktween people and
their environmenu, synthesizing personal choice and social responsibility to create a
healthier future (Epp, 1986). Kickbuîh (1986) argues that the organization of the
health care system as a whole needs to be nchought and moved from a curative focus
to one of health promotion.
Within the frarnework for health promotion a n echoed many primary health

care concepts (Epp. 1986). Three of thex concepu are central to primary health care:
equity, which is fundamental to health for ail; intersectoral collaboration, which is
necessary kcause the factors that affcct health go beyond the domain of Health
Depanmenu; and public participation. which is the empowerment of individuals and
communities to participate in dccisions that affect their health. AI1 three suggest
changes for the nursing role: an emphasis on nurse's involvement in reducing the
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inequalities in health among their own cornmunities; an ernphasis on the enablement of
clients; the promotion of individual and wmmunity client involvement; and a collegial
reiationship between professionals in health and other fields, and the public itself.
Florence Nightingale (1894) wrote that, The laws of health can only be efticiently
applied when there is cordial co-operation between those who govem and those who
are govemed. But this cordial co-operation is really exactly the sarne as selfgovernment" (p. 1). Her thoughts on health and government continue to be signiticant
for nurses and health promotion policy makers in the 1990s.
The First International Conference on Health Promotion was held in Ottawa,
Canada in 1986. In the resulting Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (WHO, 1986),
health promotion action was determined. In pan, building healthy public policy was
identified as one of the means to health promotion action. The phrase "healthy public
policy " was coined by Hancock (1982) to emphasize the contribution public policy can
make to fostering or hindering the health of the public. Hancock (1994) argues that
healthy public policy dernonstrates the link beuveen health promotion, poli tics and
power and refers to the WHO (1988) characteristics of healthy public policy as "an

explicit concern for health and equity in al1 areas of policy and by an accountability
for heaith impactn (p. 351). Glass and Hicks (1995) argue that healthy public policy

differs from public health policy by king multisectoral (recognizes the wntribu tions
made by ministries in addition to health); and, healthy public policy is based on public
participation in policy formulation and implementation. Health promotion, because it
goes beyond heaith a r e , puts health on the agenda of policy maken in dl sectors and

at al1 levels, directing hem to k aware of the health consequences of their decisions

and to accept their responsibilities for health. It is stated in the Ottawa Charter for

Health Promotion that,
Health promotion policy combines diverse but complementary approaches
including legislation, fiscal mesures, taxation and organizational change.
It is coordinatcd action bat lads to health, income and social policies that
foster greater equity. Joint action wntributes to ensuring safer and
healthier goods and services, healthier public services, and cleaner, more
enjoyable environmenu. (p. 1).
The Second International Conference on Health Promotion, entitled Health y
Public Policy, was held in Adelaide, Australia in 1988. It built upon the previous

international conferences in support of new public health for all countries of the
world. Healthy public policy was characterizcd and areas of priority were established.
Supporting the health of women was one of four key areas identified as priority for
healthy public policy. The other three areas identifkd were food and nutrition,

tobacco and alcohol, and creating supportive environmenu (WHO,1988).
The Adelaide Conference recornmendations ncognized that, world wide, wornen

a n the primary health promoters and most of their work is performed without pay or
for a minimal wage. Women's networks and organizations were identitied as rnodels

for the process of health promotion organization, planning and implementation. In
fact, policy makers and established institutions were advised to give more recognition
and support to women's networks. Foi iheir effective participation in health
promotion, worncn require access to information, networks and hnds. "All women,
especially those from ethnic, indigenous, and minority groups, have the right to seifdetermination of their health, and should be fbll partners in the formulation of healthy
public policy to ensure its cultural relevance" (WHO,4988, p. 184).
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It is the argument of Labonté (1994) that healtb promotion exisis betwcen two
perils: coopting or neutralizing social struggle (conflict) within the conservatizing
ethos of institutions and denying its bureaucratie parentage and proclaiming the
community as the solution to al1 socio-political and ewnomic health concerns. He
hirther argues that these risks can be mitigated and the question fundamental to the
"new" health promotion practice is: "How can professionals working under its mbric
engage in specific actions that are empowering, that arneliorate inequitable social
relationships?" (p. 88).
The Canada Health Act (1984) enshrined the five principles of rnedicare;

universality, accessibility, comprehensiveness, portabiliry , and public administration.
Nursing leaders lobbied for increased accessibility to health care and more efficient
use of nurses as a point of entry (Rodger & Gallagher, 1995). Their unrelenting
efforts were successfiil (CNA, 1984a; 1Wb).
In 1997 a National Forum on Health was held in Canada. To provide advice on
the development of national policies, four key areas served as the focus: values;

striking a balance; determinanu of health; and, evidence-based decision making. The
final repon (National Forum on Health, 1997) was based on members delikrations,
consultations and research. Inherent in this report is the need for govemment policies
to shift from the initial focus on lifestyle choices (blonde, 1974) to the mietal level
(mietal and economic factors that mntribute to betrer hcalth). Recognition is given in
the repon for the important role "communities play in building social capital and

positively influencing healthw(p. 25). An argument is made for a renewed pmership
between communities, governmenu and the private sector.
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Current govemment initiatives in provincial health can refonn have proposed
an expanded role for the nurse in a restructureâ health care system. A major thrust of

health care reform in Manitoba is a heightened emphasis on health promotion
(Manitoba Health, 1989). The nurse's role in primary health are is identified in the
document, Primarv Health Care Review (Manitoba Health, 1994b). Several
documents recently have k e n developed by Manitoba Health in support of a
restructured health care system (Manitoba Heal th, 1997a, 1997b. 1 9 9 7 ~1997d).
~
Trofessional associations such as the CNA (1980; 1988), the Manitoba Association of
Registered Nurses (MARN) (1993a, 1993b) and the Registered Nurscs Association of
British Columbia (RNABC) (1990; 1998) support nurses influencing change within the
context of health care reform by advancing the principles of primary health care.

In sumrnary, at the macro level here is extensive rhetoric about the nurse's
involvement in health promotion, however, at the micro level (level of nursing
practice) nurses continue to k alienated and marginalized from king active
contributors to the formulation of health promotion policy. A new paradigm is needed
whereby community health nurses, the majority of whom are women, can "establishW
their involvement in the development of health promotion policy.

In search of support for this conviction. 1 reviewed the literature to explore the
boundaries of knowleâge on health promotion policy. This nview of literature is the

basis of Chapter One. Included in this chapier is a section which locates my rescarch
within the debate about paradigrn considerations and controversies. In Chapter Two, 1
review the literatun on feminist research methodology and add a section in which I

locate myself within the context of feminist research. A comprehensive discussion

,
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about my research design is found in Chapter Thra, Methodology. A case is made
for my study design which is feminist naturalistic inquiry, specifically womencentered interviewing. Research findings are presented in Chapter Four. Finally, a
comprehensive discussion of the findings including Women's Work, the Conturt of

Women's Work. and Wornen and Policy Development are located in Chapter Five.
Morwver. a feminist model for policy development and implementation basal on the
findings of this study is offered in the same chapter.

CHAPTER ONE: HEALTH PROMOTION POLICY
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
In the literature on health promotion policy a boundary emerges between the
research aspect of health promotion policy and the program aspect. Within the
research area, paradigm considerations and controversies include both conceptuaIl
theoretical and methodological aspects. While there is general agreement in the hcalth
promotion research literature that a re-thinking of the research paradigrns is
necessary, there is no consensus for a new paradigm. Within the program a r a of the
health promotion policy literanire, various programs are descrikd. Again, there is no
consensus fot a research paradigm that lads to good health policy. There is
agreement in the health promotion policy literature that boundaries between health
promotion researchers, practitioners and policy makers need to be bridged. This
chapter is organizeâ thematically as follows: Health Promotion Policy: Research;
Health Promotion Policy: Programs; and. Locating My Research in the Debate.

Health Promotion Policy : Research

Discusxd in this section are the following themes: Epistemology, Methoâology,
Method; Feminist Research; fnterdiriplinary Research; and, Empowerment. Alx,
several sub-themes emerging from the literature are pnsented (see Table 1).

Table 1
Outline of Chamer One

Introduction
Health Promotion Policy: Reswch
1. Epistemology , Methodology, Method
a. Naniralistic Inquiry
b. Ethnography
c. Healthy Public Policy
d. Evaluation
e. How Much Data?
f. Social Systems b e l
2. Feminist Research
a. Gender
3. tnterdixiplinary Research
a. Political and Social nieory
b. Concept of Health
c. Research Teams
4.
Empowenent
a. Communities
Health Promotion Policy: Prograrns
1.
lnterdiriplinary
2. Education
3. Community
4. Concept of Health
5.
Informed Public Policy
Locating My Research in the Debate
Conclusion

.

E~isiemoloev.Methodoloey Method

Much of the litcranire, having a health promotion policy research focus, has
something to inform the reader about epistemology, methodology and method. This
theme will k dimsxd according to subthemes (see Table 1).

In a literature search for evidence of paradigrnatic controversy, Lincoln (1992)

explored the disciplines of nursing. occupational therapy , family medicine, and health
promotion, and found that the tvidence was plentiful. She concluded that there was a
growing lack of consensus in the health disciplines for appropriate and legitirnate
methods for carrying out research. One of the contributing factors proposeci is the fact
that

the health services and allied professions are in the process of redefining health.

This author envisions no turning back to the medical model as the sole model for
practice, research, evaluation or education. In fact, she identifies an overlap in
diriplined inquiry in both the areas of health sciences and social sciences. She also
sees a trend towards a more constmctivist model of inquiry.

Yvonna Lincoln (1992) identifies and clarifies the controversies in the paradigm
debate. The conventional, xientific, or positivist, paradigm is king examined and
questioned for its continued use as the dominant model. Some involved in the debate
argue that this paradigm is u r f u l

SQ

long as we add the texture and richness of

qualitative methods. Others argue that the conventional paradigm heavily reflecu the
socially-constnicted and politically-mediated nature of knowledge production. Scholars
such as Bleier are criticizing the fact that research tends to be controlled by white,
middle-class, middle-aged males; and as a cultural activity, science tends to be dominated by their class, social, political and cultural concems (as cited in Lincoln,
1992).

Lincoln (1992) supports the naturalistic or constructivist paradigm, and
acknowledges that the central problem with the on-going debate is that "ultimatcly,

what is at issue is who gets research contracu, whoa work is treated as respectable
and worthy of publication and who is accorded legitimacy in the public policy arena"
(p. S7). Characteristics of the naturalist, qualitative and constnictivist paradigm

include the following: it h a a relativist ontology which asseni that there are multiple,
socially-constructed "realitiesW;it h a a monistic, subjectivist epistemology that
engages the inquirer and participant in trading roles of teacher and leamer; it has
henneneutic methodology which includes contcxt as pan of the thing CObe known; it
has quality criteria of both tnistworthiness and authenticity, Le., it meets the quality
criteria in the positivist paradigm of interna1 and extemal validity, reliability and
objectivity. In the constnictivist paradigm, these characteristics are called credibility,
transferability, dependability and confirmability. The new paradigm answers the
questions fundamental to any paradigm for knowing: "What is the nature of reality
and what can be known; what is or should be, my relationship to that which can k
icnown; and, how can 1 corne to know" (p. S7).

The perspective of community developmcnt is brought to the health promotion
research discourse by community development rcsearcher, Elayne Harris (1992). Her
argument agrees with other researchers in the field that health promotion has
outgrown the notion of health as found in the traditional medical model. The naturalist
paradigm for both health promotion and community development research, according
to this author is an imperaiive, not an option. This is prirnarily because there is
congruence in bath health promotion and community development of the assumptions
in the naniralist paradigm and the assumptions in progressive practice. Harris cites the

work of Hall who argues that one of the key feanires of the paradigm is that the
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wmmunity must not only gain from the results of research but from the process iuelf.
Harris identifies three implications of the naturalist paradigm for research. Firstly,
naturalistic inquiry is not the establishment's choice. The author raises the issue of
competing for funding in an environment where certain levels of knowledge creation
are awarded different status. Secondly, there are limitations to al1 research approaches
for some questions. The author questions whether the research process itself is
powerful enough to handle the degree of complexity in health promotion and
wmmunity development practice. Thirdly, naturalistic inquiry ha an unpredictable
character. The researcher does not have control over bringing the research to a
predictable conclusion. Arnong other things rhis adds to the difficulty in obtaining
funding. Since feminist research projects originate in women's experiences in political
stniggles, they query how certain conditions can change.
Lewis (1996) also argues in support of the constructivist paradigm for health
promotion. The extended engagement aspect of the new public health, i.e..
community ernpowerment. community pamership, and community participation.
requires a dialogue of scientist and practitioner with community members. This nurse
klieves that the health profession's schools (including public health nursing) focus on
rnethods rather than episternology and rnethodology. Thus, the paradigm is set up for
rejection by the unknowing. The author recommends that courses introduce several
research traditions; for example, feminist theory. ethnography, grounded theory, etc.
kwis is not advocating replacement of the realist or empiricist tradition but argues
that "if we are to be at 'the table' of the community, the constmctivist paradigm is

essential to success" (p. 45 1).

Ethno~raohy
Elizabeth Townrnd (1992) uses the analytic approach of "institutional
ethnography" to make explicit the social organization of knowledge. Townsend argues
that if we want to support client empowerment in heaith-promoting practices, research
is needed to examine the social organization of health professional practices. This is
an imponant issue for paradigm consideration, no<only from the perspective of

community empowement but also from the perspective of community health nurse
empowerment. The author recognizes that important reasoning and contextual features

of actual practice are obliterated when research uses the categories of discourse
common to professional, bureaucratie and managerial practices. According io
Townsend, institutional ethnography "explores q~estionsof disjuncture between what
we know of our everyday actions and what becornes known through the discourse
used to discuss or document facu about these actions" (p. S59). Data collection, in

her research on organization of occupational therapy mental health day programs,
included participant observation and interviewhg by the researcher (docurnenting
actions, dialogue and material conditions of occupational therapy work) . In addition,
she collected policy and record keeping documents on the organization, and on
provincial and fcderal mental health services. The Ethnograph cornputer program
provided assistance in coding and grouping data. In her analysis she identified
contradictions in client responses to her questions.
Healthv Public Pot icv
O'Neill and Pederson (1992) found problems in searching the policy literature
for insights into appropriate methods for conducting research on healthy public policy.
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They identified positivistic epistemological frameworks tbat tended to produce
generalizable, replicable, tmsferable knowledge. As previously dixussed, it is only
now that the foundations of positivism are king questioned and consideration given to

variety of episternological p r e m i ~ sfor approaching public policy study. The range of
nsearch techniques, based on a review of the literature by O'Neill and Pederson,
included a mix of semi-structured, key informant interviews with content analysis of
historical documents (especially media materials), supplemenwl by some participant
observation or non-participant observation. Data analysis, they suggest, should
integrate the various types of data by a hermeneutical and triangulrtive approach with

a major emphasis on understanding. This approach places a major emphasis, for
example, on looking at the meaning of rhings and involving the researcher's
subjectivity to do so.
O'Neill and Pederson (1992) identified strong links to the social sciences and
witb positivism by academic policy analysts. The applied policy analysts have a range
of epistemological positions, seeking substance and methods from several disciplines
to produce information for policy that is relevant to political settings. Summarised by
Bobrow and Dryzek (as cited in O'Neill & Pederson), this approach includes
positivism, piecemeal social engineering, relativisrn and reasoned consensus.

In identibing a methods bridge between public policy analysis and healthy
public policy, O'Neill and Pederson (1992) explore the question of how to conduct
healthy public policy nsearch. The work of Labonte is cited in defining public policy,

as extending beyond whatever a govemment chooses to do or not to do, to include the
overarching set of ideas that form the bais of action (or inaction) and underlie
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decision making. O'Neill and Pederson cite the argument of Milio to support public
policy as a means to improve heaîth. Milio (1986) urges govemments to be
responsible and set the conditions that enable people to make healthy choices in their
lives. She says these should be the easieu choices and ones that contribute to a healthy
environment. The concept of "healthy public policy" was formulated after a decade of
World Health Organization (WHO) activities in health promotion, and characterized at
the Adelaide Conference on Health Promotion in 1988. The concept development also

includes the wotk of leaders in the field. Healthy public policy is best described as
having an intersectoral approach (WHO, 1986). This view is fundamentally ecological
and includes in the process people and organizations that are typically excluded.

O'Neill and Pederson (1992). writing about the epistemology of healthy public
policy , note that there are only four papers in existence that addreu the issue of
research, and they al1 favour implication (in which the researcher aims to understand

change in a subjective and intimate way) over distancing (where the researcher aims to
explain things in an objective and removed fashion). They cite the work of Milio who
advises that new types of policy-relevant information are needed for policy makers,
interested groups and the media. Such information would help advocates of healthy
public policy to find ways of involving themselves in policy making, find sources of
support and develop strategies to ensure the success of health promotion policy. The
researcher, according to Milio, needs to become involved and personally to enter the

research experience, and talk to people at ail levels of policy making, both inside and
outside govemment bureaucracy. O'Neill and Pederson prner additional support from
the works of De Leeuw and Ziglio. De ieeuw quotes Ziglio who suggesu that when .
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analyzing healthy public policy, the researcher needs to consider "the meaning,
values, aspirations, and motivations that the participants themselves attach to the
project being investigated" (p. S27).
Milio identifies two questions that healthy public policy research methodology
should aim to address. First, "What policy options will make healthy choices w i e r
for society to make in the continuous creation of goods, services and environmenu"
and, second, "how cm options for healthy public policy be made easier for policy

makers and their scpporters to choose" (as cited in O'Neill & Pederson, 1992. p.
S27). The best research approach, according to Milio, is a qualitative approach to data

collection and supplement that with quantitative information when necessary.
Pederson, Edwards, Kelner, Allison, and Marshall, and De Leeuw (as cited in O'Neill
& Pederson. 1992) argue for qualitative approaches to be given more recognition in

public health. They encourage a mix of qualitative and quantitative approaches to data
collection and analysis with "triangulationw(a mediod of confirming information by
crossîhecking it from various sources) as a key tml to insure the validity and
reliability of the findings.
O'Neill and Pederson (1992) urge all researchers in the policy field to examine
rheir own epistemological stance and their research methodology choices. They find
that borrowing in a "one-way" direction from the policy li terature to conduct research

in heaithy public policy is problematic.
Stachenko (1994) argues that although the health promotion field is new and has

conuibuccd to the development of conceptual and theoretical frameworks, it remains
filled with many questions. These questions include: "What is empowenent; how do
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we know when public policy becornes healthy public policy; and, what is the relation

between objective and subjective health" (p. 109).
A series of workshops and an extensive literatun review sponsored by the

federal government produced ihe identification of the following issues for health
promotion research. As reported by Stachenko (1994) these issues are: methodological
developments in indicators of positive health and in research designs; the network of
health promotion researchers need to expand to include urban planners, social
rien tists, etc. ; and, effective communication links between researchers and
practitioners should be established.
It is Stachenko's (1994) argument that next to policy, community environment

(empowerment, wmmunity development, community participation, coalition building)

is the most important channel to achieve sustainhg change. She fbrther argues that the

WHO (1984) definition of health necessitates ihis change in the strategies which
enable people to take control over their health.
Evaluation
Program evaluation is an important method in health promotion research for
building bridges between researchers on one hand and practitioners and policy makers
on the other. Several evaluation paradigms are put forward by policy and program
analyst, loy Thompson (1992). She refers to four main paradigms, detailcd by Smith
and Glass, with respect to description; how they difkr in their conceptions as to what

evaluation is; what the relationship with the primary client and other stakeholders
should be; who should be making the relevant value judgemenu regarding the
prograrn; and. the criteria for judging the evaluation study itself.

Evaluation as synonymous with applied research is the perspective of the first
paradigm. Reseatch methods uscd in this paradigrn are: comparative studies; m e field
experiments; randomized clinid trials; and, quasi-experimenu. The evaluation is
mostly summative, comparative, quantitative and targeted at one ptirnary official
policy maker .
The seand paradigm is evaluation research to aid managers in the
administration of the program king evaluated. The research methods tend to include:
surveys of decision rnakers; client satisfaction surveys; surveys of educational
achievement or use of goal attainrnent scaling procedures; and, cost analysis and
monitoring of program processes. This formative evaluation is of interest to managers

as pan of systems management and in panicular dixrepancies between the stated
objectives and performance.
The professional judgement paradigm relies on those identified as most expert to
make judgemenu about the quality of a program. Methods used are: direct

observation; checklists; and, interviews of clients by experts. This evaluation is
usually targeted to program administrators or the profession in general. An example is
the accreditation model.

The fourth paradigm adopu the perspective that evaluation and politics are

inextricably mixed. Thompson (1992) names this the evaluation-as-politics paradigm
which she argues characterizes Cronbach's approach to program evaluation. These
research studies. as describeci by Smith and Glass and cited by Thompson, take into
consideration ail major stakeholden (i.e., researchen, practitioners, policy makers).
The mie they play may be one of maintaining, modiQing or eliminating the prograrn.
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Although idemiQing who they are varies with perspective, evaluation research studies
aie not dirccteà only to one all-powerfbl decision maker. The resulu of the evaluation

are directed to al1 stakeholders.
Thompson (1992) raises the issue of dissatisfaction of many evaluators with the
linle impact that their evaluation research has on the decisions of policy makers. 1s
this because of poor research design or rnethods or is it becaux the underlying
assumption that program managers and dccision makers are rational and will make the
best decision once the results arc available is oftcn not met?
The health promotion concept, itself poses difficulties for the evaluation research

process. As health promotion moved from the "lifestyle modification" focus to the
more socio-ecological concept "achieving health for all", responsibility shifted from a
primarily individual to a combined responsibility of the individual (khaviour change
approaches), social and political (policy approaches) and environmental interventions
for health. It is the argument of Thompson (1992) that health promotion evaluation
research requires multiple strategies (interdisciplinary) that combine individual
developrnent with environmental intervention, policy development and effective public
participation. Evaluation questions that need to be included in evaluation research of
health promotion are: Is it responding to the people's needs; will it reduce inequities

or will it assist only the middle class; and, does it include living and working
conditions or is it focused on lifestyle. The author recommends that the researcher
becorne a participant in the political arena along with other srakeholder groups. For
example, the evaluator can take a lead role in program development research or

mediate between different stakeholder groups which Thompson argues is a far cry

from the neutral, scientific observer evaluator role.
Higgins and Grem (1994) applied the American Public Health Association
(APHA) criteria for development of health promotion programs to four healthy
community projects in British Columbia (B.C.),Canada. Hcalthy communities, a

Canadian initiative encouraged local municipal action around broadly defined health
problems. nie authors found that the heaithy communities experience accorded best
with the APHA criteria in the following three areas: intersectord (collaborative,

balanceci power, core committee shared vision, networks of multiple sectors of the
community); involvement (local citizens with a voice in municipal planning and

decision-making); and, interest (public and politicians committed to the concept of
healthy comrnunities and working together toward a common vision by mobilizing

local resou rces).
The B.C.experience of healthy communities and the APHA criteria differed on
the following points: specificity of risk factor targeu; measurability and moditiability
of the targeu; specificity of the interventions in relation to risk factor targets; and,

evaluation of process and resulu (Higgins dr Green, 1994). They cite Hancock and
Hendler who suggest that the healthy cornmunities concept can be deemed a success
solely on the amount of critical thinking and dialogue it generateâ.

Fincham (1992) reviewed several health promotion/ disease prevention programs
that were communiiy-based. This author argues that there is a wealth of material
published on the mechanies and theory of community-based health promotion
prograrns. The limitation, according to Fincham, is the lack of evidence linking

0
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theory, practice, and outcome. An argument is made that in order to further ouf
understanding of community programs, more basic research is needed to investigate
the relations between the process of change. the target of change, and both short and
long t e n outcomes. So far, the levels of success of community programs reported are
modest .
Hayward et al. (1996) present several perspectives on the barriers to the
production and dissemination of outcomes data. They argue that a conceptual shift has
occurred and the impact of health care is now being measured by health outcornes and
no longer by elemenu of structure and process. They explore the idea of precursors to

research-baxd practice and policy in terms of education and funding, and access to
implementation. They argue that the pool of public health graduates in Canada
remains srnall, limiting the pool of practitioners prepared to do research. They
identib the need for committed funding for community-based studies. They present
the fact that the gap ktween the information "haves" and "have nots" is widening

because of the growing dependence on information technology which is rapidly

developing. These authors make several commenu about the experimenral method in
public health nursing. Their argument raises questions about the appropriateness of
randomized controiled trial which is adapted from clinical research; especially, when
assessing levels of evidence, the realities of community-based practice, the social role
of public health. and its philosophical roots need to be considered. It is important to

keep in mind that outcomes occur at different levels (individual to community).
Methodological issues arix at the different levels of interventions. They argue that
public health not only encourages but shapes social change and this is a complex and
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least measurable effect of public health activity. The difficulty of randomizing in

public health, according to ther authors, is because there are no clear lines between
research, clinical activity, and public policy. The protection of subjecu is open and
the variation wide. Considering community-wide strategies, client empowerment, and

community development, the attribution of specific outmmes to specific in terventions

is going to be more difficult. As public health practitioners argue that the paradigm of
the natural sciences, including randorniml controlled trials (RCTs), can not meauire
the outcornes of their work, alternative paradigms m being devefoped which include
social sciences and health promotion concepts, feminist theory, and anthropology.
lncluded in the scientific debate should be the political and social debate (what is
valued as an outcome, how it should be measured, and by whom).

Barriball and Mackenzie (1993). wirhin the context of the British National
Health Service (NHS)which is responsible for the delivery of health care services and
securing consumer health gains, reviewed the literaaire on mearuring the impact of

nursing interventions in the community. Ther authors found that not a lot of progress
has been made in measuring the impact of their work. They argue that it is not
enough for nurses practicing in the community to act only as sources of information.

They need to analyze the information they collect and use the resulu to guide their

own practice and to demonstrate to othen the effcctiveness of services. niey cite the
work of Clark who argues that measuring the effectiveness of c m for an activity as
interactive as nursing is complicated. Clark further argues that for the discovery of an
outcome to be beneficial one necds to know what factors are necessary for it to
happen (structure) and how it was achieved (process). nie work of Donabedian is

.
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cited whereby the framework structure, process, and outcome has b e n a valuable
approach to measuring the impact of nursing interventions. Again, the relationship of
structure, process, and ouiforne is arguably complicatcd. The significance of one to
the other is often unclear.
Barriball and Mackenzie (1993) argue for lurther research to test the usefulness
of structure, process, and outcome to nurses measuring the impact of their
interventions. They argue for nurrs in the community mwuring the impact of
preventive a r e , health education, and health promotion. They acknowledge that the
long terni resulu of these types of interventions plus the influence of social or
environmental factors on heatth status king beyond the control of health care
professionals-present problems for measuring impact. They refer to the work of
Clark who has discussed value conflict in terms of "dimensions of value. "She
discusses that a purchaser may link effectiveness with cost, a provider with the

outcome of trament and a consumer with comfon and convcnience. A reduction in
cost may reduce the quality of are. By maximizing convenience for the consumer,
the effectiveness of treatment may k reduced. The different interests need to be
acknowledged. Barriball and Mackenzie conclude, after reviewing the literature
including user surveys and consumer satisfaction snidies, that research is needed to
test reliable and valid methocls of outcomc measurement.
How Much Data?
In a discussion about nutrition and huilth policy in the United States (U.S.),
Elizabeth Barrett-Connor (1987) identifies a peculiarity of nutrition policy in that it is
directiy proportionai to the arnount of data; the larger the data base, the pater the
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controversy. The question of when are the data suficient for policy is raiscd by this
author. To answer the question one needs tu determine only whether the data uui ever

k totally satisfactory or satisQing-is conclusive evidence of benefit possible? The
author concludes that in relation to nutrition and health in the near future, it is
unlikely that any ciearîut experimental evidence, desired by al1, will be produced.
The epiderniology approach is supponed, for example, to determine whether proposed
diet changes improve health and longevity in populations. Utilizing case, cohort. and
geographical studies, this au thor believes is the k s t approach to establish effective
guidelines for population goals and public policy for health promotion. The author
strongly suggesu that junior and senior scientisu (epidemiologists) need more training
in the application of data to health policy recommendations. "The goal of nutrition

policy should k a public educated to choose wisely , or at lem as wisely as we know
hown (p. 11).

Social Svstems Level
It is the argument of McKinlay (1992) that there is'no right or wrong

rnethodological approach in health promotion research; appropriateness to the
purposes must be the central concern. The author advocates the need for health
promotion work tu move from the individual to the Ievel of the social system
(government. organizations. and providers). When the focus is on the individual and
voluntary li festyle changes, for example, quantitative methods generally work k s t but
when the emphasis shifts to the social system level, they are not always usefui or
adaptable. Process evaluation in health promotion nsearch is cited as an example
where qualitative approaches are more appropriate than quantitative methods. When
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monitoring prograrn implementation, if no e f k t is observed, the following questions
oui

be answered: 1s there no effect becaux the program was not properly

implemented; is there no effect because the program could not k hlly implernented
for some subjecu; and, is there no effect because of barriers to program access. When
a kneficial effcct is observed, process evaluation can answer the following questions:
"1s the effect actually due to the program or due to the receptivity of selected subjects
or target groups; is the effect actually due to the prograrn or is it due to other
competing interventions" (p. S17).

In a 1993 article, McKinlay fkther argues for health promotion efforts to move
from the level of the individual t aspects of the social system (organizations,
comrnunities, and bmader social policy). This author recommends the use of
"appropriate methodology", appropriate to the purpose of the study. The traditional
quantitative approaches (social surveys and experimental designs) require adaptation
and refinement when the mechanism for health promotion is socio-political change.

For this reason. the author supports the role of qualitative research (ethnographie
interviewing, participant observation and case studies).
An argument for organizational health (a booster for local public health

agencies) is put forward by Chambers (1992). This author argues that public health
agencies should be role models for agencies, including hospitals, in their communities

in ensuring the implementation of the principles of the ncw public health (promotion
of health in many areas, i.e., community development and voluntary sector activity).

The task of staff in ther agencies is to fight collectively the tendency of their
*

agencies towards organizational disarray. Toward this end. this author argues that
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there is a need for the following changes: promoting the public's health by a broad
range of people and even communities themselves; incorporating the cultural values of

diverse groups; reorientation and leaming by staff; the challenges facing communities

as to the trade-offs benveen trament versus preventive strategies; the need for public
health professionals to speak out on sensitive political issues (understand the political

process of change); ethical accountability (is to citizens in the community, not to the
employer); freedom of public health profeuionals to exercise professional judgement;
and, measuring effective organizational processes by the product-"the lives of the

clients" (the product must be evaluated in pan, at least, from the perspective of the
client, requiring the need for a user-focuscd model rooted in outcome measuns and
responsive to client needs and aspirations).

In summary, several authors have identified a trend toward a constnictivist
model for health promotion research. This shift from the medical model reflects
changes in episremology, methodology, and method in the heal th promotion field. As

conceptual and theoretical frameworks are developed, many questions about
epistemology, methodology, and method persin. Some of these questions have been
identified in the literature about health promotion research, policy analysis, and
healthy public policy.
A shift in the transition from individual level to social systems level, i.e.,

govemrnent, organizations, providers, in the health promotion field was identified in
the literature. This extends the scientific debate to include the political and social

debate. A trend was identified in the litcranire for "community involvement" and
"community-based" programs. For exarnple, it was identified that evaluation research
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has had M e impact on policy makers. Arguments were made for the involvement of

clients in evaluation research. A recomrnendation was made for community health
nurses to use the framework of structure, process, and oumme to measure the impact
of nursing interventions. The complicated nature of outcome maurement was
acknowledged and further research suggested.
Feminist Rescarch
Feminist research methociology and health promotion policy is a link seldom
made in the literature. One author writes about the importance of this connection and
in particular the gender aspect. Arguments are made in the literature for gender as a
determinant of health. The enrichment of policy when sensitivity to gender is actively
dernonstrated is articulated. Further research on gender as a determinant of health is
recommended.
Gender
-

In the literature review. Iuanne Clarke (1992) offers a critique of the methods
used in health promotion research from the perspective of feminist methodology.

Clarke's article in my literature review was identified in both the categories of health
promotion policy and feminist research methodology.
Clarke (1992) writes that "health promotion is actually the generic and the most
ancient health policy known and pursued" (p. SS4). She describes the major role that
the state plays in the health promotion of iu citirens who are members of a society
that is experiencing a highly developed capitalist, industrialized and pst-industrial

econorn ic situation. Government policy even specifies the definition of health. The

author contributes the Canadian emphasis on health promotion to the Lalonde
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document (1974). The subrquent Epp document (1986) provided the Canadian public
with a more contemporary definition of heaith.
Clarke (1992) acknowledges, as do the arguments of many authors, that
positivism is the traditional merhoâ of healtb promotion research. Even though the
focus is on human behaviour and iu change, the research methds come from the
discipline of physics in the natural sciences. This sarne origin applies to research in
the social sciences where positivism becme the classic model of research. This model
of science was develcped ai a "method of knowing' by a srnaIl and radical group

rejecting rel iance on authority and tradition. It has kcome a bureaucratic, specialized
complex, sponsored by governmenu and the military.
In her research, Clarke (1992) often engaged in the melhodologies of positivism,

consisting of large surveys based on representative samples of the population. Each
unit geu the same questions, which then are treated as objects, compared and counted.

The author cites Canada's 1985 Active Health Remn as an example of a positivist,
survey-type approach.

Several challenges to the assumption of the classic positivist research approach

are identified by Clarke (1992). One addresses the challenge that came from the
sociologists of the interactionist tradition (stressing the "meaning" of evenu, of
lanpage, of the world of social actors). nie second challenge Clarke argues has come
from the work of Kuhn on the history of science. The argument is that science is the
acquisition of mon and more truth. When normal science methods are repeated and
anomalies emerge in sufficient number, a new paradigm develops. Clarke cites Smith
who argues that numerous anomalies have occurred which has led to feminia theory
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and methods arnong other rnethodological and theoretical developments. The last

challenge came from the women's movement. Clarke argues that feminism's approach
to science arixs from the critiques of the traditional scientific model. The feminist
approach questions objectivity, acknowledges meaning. the construction of rneaning
and the social position of those who are doing the meaning-consuucting. It values the
experience and position of women as a focus of shidy. Feminists recognize that there
are health experiences that are unique to each gender, in worlds that are different and
unequal. The different cultural worlds of men and women affect their language. The

author argues that, tradi tionally, in mial reseanh, the male world has experienced
privi lege.
Clarke (1992) applies feminist theory and research rnethodology to critique the
Health Promotion Survey document. She argues that the survey, conceptually, ignores
the differences in healtb concerns of men and women. There is no discussion of

gender significance in the population or designated sample. The author criticizes the
data collection instrument for lack of evidence that the questions took into

consideration language, nor did it focus on concerns that were most appropriate to
Canadians in the 1990s. This argument is a powerful one because Clarke moves on to
ask the next question, how is the information used? The answer is that biased

tindings, oblivious to gender differences, contributed to policy formation for health
promotion. Hence. questions about women's health were not asked. The results are
federal government policy (Epp, 1986) where the gender bias of the threats to health
and of the health promotion strategies is unnoticed. Three threau to health are gender-

related: economic inequities; preventable di-

and accidents; and, chronic mental

.
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and physical health. The author argues that the strategies to promote health such as

mutual aid and r l f - a r e result in a greater workload for women. Clarke (1992)
further argues for gender to be considered in al1 phases of health promotion research
and for the initiation of preliminary exploratory research that distinguishes benueen

the health concerns of men and women that is relevant in language and meaning to

each of their real-life experiences.
Abby Hoffman (1997) argues for gender to be acmrded iu proper place as an

important consideration in the policy making process. ln her keynote addreu to the

Fifth National Health Promotion Research Conference, she spoke about gender as a
determinant of health and how health policy rnight be influenced if gender were more
consciously taken into account as part of the policy rnaking process. It is her view that
gender, the array of socially determincd roles, personality traits, attitudes, behaviours,

values, and in particular the relative power and influence that society ascribes to males
and females on a differential basis, has not been accepced into the health detenninants

literanire as a serious concept. "Gender is so powerful and so pervasive an influence
that it warrants consideration as a deteminant in and of itsel f" (p. 9).
Over time, progressive work has been done on determinanu of health but

Hoffman (1997) argues that this progress did not corne easy. She cites a 1994 policy
document, Strateeies For Po~ulationHeal th: Investin~ln the Health of Canadians,
produced by the federal, provincial and territorial Ministers of Health. Regrenably a

decision was taken not to include gender as a specific ccncept in the report. However
the Women's Health Bureau, Health Canada worked to have added to Healtb Canada's

documentation on population health, a statcment which says that Health Canada alx,
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believes that gender and culture are important deteminanu of health. In support of

gender as a determinant. Hoffman encourages expansion of the concept of gender to
explain the health s t a t u of both males and fernales.

Further. Hoffman (1997) acknowledges that buying into a notion of gender as a
determinant of health. automatically rnakes one an advocate for women's equality. She
argues that implicit in the concept of gender is the view that the social and cultural
situation of women impedes their retainment of equality, and conversely that their
unequal statu impedes their retainment of good health. She refers to the Platform for
Action, adopted at the Fourth United Nations WorId Con ference on Women in Beijing
in 1995, as making this link benveen gender, equality and health.

In summary and with respect to policy, Hoffman (1997) argues ihat the real
challenge is "to inject into the policy making process consideration of the potential
benefits and risks to women of possible policy options before final policy choices are
madew(p. 14). What is needed she says, will be active demonstrations of the fact that
gender analy sis and sensitivity to gender enriches policy h d bri ngs new insight.
In February, 1996, a document entitled Po~ulatianHealth Promotion: An
lnteerated Model of Po~ulationHealth and Health Promotion was prepared by
Hamilton and Bhatti, Health Promotion Development Division, Health Canada. In this
document, the authors discuss the rclationship between health promotion and
population health. They refer to health promotion as, a process for enabling people to
take control over and improve their health. Population health they define as, an
approach that addresses the entire range of factors that determine health and, by so
doing, affects the health of the entire population. They include in their mode1 the
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determinants of health as identified in the document Strateeies for Po~ulationHealth:
lnvestin~in the Health of Canadians (1994). Gender is not identitied as one of the
determinants nor is it mentioned in the document. Perhaps gender is considered
synonymous with biological sex which is consistent with the traditional biomedical
perspective of health determinants. This serves to underscore the argument by Abby
Hoffman (1997) that gender neeàs to be taken xriously as a determinant of health. in
and of itself. The integrated mode! incorporates the areas for action as identified in
the Ottawa Charter (1986) and the various levels in society at which action c m be

taken. These authors acknowledge the need for ongoing examination of the factors that
determine health and the strategies by which the determinants can be influenced.
Evidence-based decision making is emphasized and the following sources identified:
research studies, experiential knowledge, and evaluation studies.
Davidson et al. (1997) in a synthesis paper explore gender and health as
multidimensional construcu. They argue that in the traditional biomedical perspective

of health determinants, the possibility that paninilar determinants, such as gender may
influence other determinanu such as health services, is often overiooked. They hirther
explain that the National Discussion Group (NDG) of the new Centres of Excellence
for Women's Health (CEWH)recognizes that gender is a determinant of health and

has developed descriptors of each of the non-medial determinants of women's health
statu,

health khaviour and health services use. They have delineauxi their application

to women and their linkages with other health determinants. The NDG acknowiedged
that gender, class. and culture penneau the other determinanu. These authors argue
that then are cemin levels at which health determinanu may be modifiable and they

present a grid to explore their perspective (psychosocial and modifiable;
sociodemographic and somewhat modifiable; and biological and not modifiable).
These authors developed checklists for researchers and policy makers so that they can
consider the cornplex way that gender and other health determinanu influence health
outcornes.
The relationship between gender and other deteminanu of health, particularly
income is the subject of a synthesis paper by Love et ai. (1997). The purpose of their
paper is to forge links benveen the dominant paradigms in social epiderniological
research and critical, feminist scholarship. They argue for a critical perspective into
research itself (who controls the research agenda, the data, the analysis, the relear of
findings, and the tirnetable). Following a review of two texu Whv are Some Peo~le
Healthv and Others Not (1994) by Robert Evans et al. and Unhealthv Societies: The
Afflictions of lnequality (1996) by Richard Wilkinson, they identify ? o k y and
research implications. They agree with the authors of both texu that it is important to

examine the non-medical determinants of healih. Love et al. support the view tbat the
analysis of social determinants of health is incomplete when gender is not taken into
account. They argue that the proposais for policy or funher research arising for the
analysis of the pattern of morbidity and mortality must consider not only the
contributions of income but as well the social and political issues creating the
gendered access to and disuibution of wealth and other resources. They argue for
wntinued study and activism of the pcrsistence of the gendered and racially divided
division of labour, both in the household and in the paid workforce. They suggest that
special attention be given to the gendered division of caring. They cite the work of

Baines et al. who challenge the assumption that women are "naairal" me-givers
which ignores the social construction of gender with unhappy çonsequences for
everyone. Kaufen argues for hinher rcsearch on gender and the determinanu of
health (as ciad in Love et al., 1997). She finds that we have little information on
"power and authority" as elements of job satisfaction for women most likely because
the researchers assume that these are not characteristics of women's work.

Interdisci~iinarvResearch
Several sub-themes such as political and social theory, concept of health, and
research tearns were located in the theme of interdisciplinary research.
Political and Social Theory
Stevenson and Burke (1992) critique health promotion research from the
perspective of the contemporary political sociology of new social movements. They
argue for a systematic and rigorous research practice, coherent theoretical models of
health, and close connection with the developmenu in political and social theory.

They daim that social and political considerations need to be brought into planning
meaninghil changes for health. If they did, the health prornotion discourse would

include crucial questions such as class, gender, race and other social divisions.
Locating health promotion in the pst-modern discourse of new social
movements, they argue, has theoretical limiu. On one hand, there is a retreat from
politics and the state and the problematic conceptualization of community
development. On the other hand, in contrat to other new social movernents, including
the women's movement, the origins of the health promotion movement lie within

rather than outside the state. Stevenson and Burke suggest that such a restricted social
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base nsults in political limiu to health promotion reseanh. There is a tendency for

bureaucratie logic to prevail and for new policy initiatives to be founded in "ready-touse" measures of health promotion and in communitydetined health promotion needs.

The authors argue that no redefinition of health or health policy has resulted from
either approach. The research, when the health promotion movement shares the
discourse of new social movemenü but not the social base, is contradictory. The
research direction they set does not lie in post-modem theory or phenomenological
discovery of the diverse meanings communities assign to their health experiences.
These authon argue that uncritical adoption of these approaches would "lead ta a
confused and unfocussed research practice and to a profound depoliticization of the
struggle for health" (p. S48).
Additional support of a paradigm shift for health promotion research is offered
by Poland (1992) who argues that there needs to be a rethinking of the paradigms of

inquiry used in the design and evaiuation of health promotion interventions. Poland's
thesis is that the theoreticai and rnethodological issues in health promotion would
benefit from guidance provided by social theory and its struggles. As argued by the
previous two authors, he believes critical analysis is nceded to make explicit the
political agenda. For example, who has the authority for def'ning and measuring
needs, how is this socially sanctioned, and how are the biases of the authority
translateci into the design, implementation and evaluation of interventions. Poland
identities the primary areas of debate in the social theory literaaire as follows: the
admissibility of subjective data as "evidence'; the relative influence of structure (the
social) or of agency (the individual) in determining human action; the basis for
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deriving generalitable "laws" about the social world; the explaining of social
phenornena in the context of history; the role of "rationality" in smcturing human
khaviour; whether social theory and research should maintain a normative or e l r a
positive stance; and, the proper relationship of theory to method.
As a new methodology for health promotion research, Poland (1992) puts

forward a mode1 of critical inrcrpretive research. Fnire's work in critical education is
cited as an example. Fôcilitating critical wnsciousness requires fostering people's
critical awareness of the root causes of problerns they face which are enibedded in
culture. Applying this method to focus groups can raise the level of discussion and
achieve a more complex synthesis of competing perspectives. The resulu are rich,
grounded data and empowered participants. The author argues that meaningful social

change requires first an understanding of the people, where they are coming from,
their agendas and vocabularies, and experiences of "oppression*.The second step is to
facilitate the germination of critical consciousness, which is viewed by Poland to k

an agenda of empowerment. Poland raises the question as to what degree research
methodology and ethical practice of health promotion should k seen as separate
exercises. "Should we demand that where possible research itself k empowering and
emancipating?" (p. S43).
Casswell (1988) calls for the health promotion research activity that goes kyond
the provision of epidemiological data, one that requires a combination of disciplinary
methods and theoretical approaches especially from the sacial sciences. Concentration
on epidemiological approaches to research this author believes constrains the
development of research for health promotion's needs. "Epidemiological data . . .

have not represented the contut of the process which preccdes the siclaiess, and do
not either inform the process by which change can occur, or masure the impact of
change appropriately" (p. 716). The author further argues that the goals of health

promotion are to delineate these processes and evaluate the impact of change at al1
levels (individual, family, social groups and the government-where decisions about
public policies which impact on health are made).
Casswell (1988) acknowleâges a distinction between health promotion research
and other health related research in that the former has a greater action orientation

and a closer link with programs and policies. The author recognizes the significance

of both qualitative and quantitative methods in health promotion research. The
theoretical perspectives and rnethods of sociology, community psychology, political

science and economics need to k included for their contributions ta health promotion
research . Public participation is called for and qualitative research rnethods which
provide the perspective of the public on health issues. In addition, "a closer than
typical relationship of the researcher with those responsible for programme
development and implementation will be necessary for health promotion to fulfil iu
potential" (p. 717). Casswell recognizes that this approach requires a rare combination
of skills from health promotion researchers. As well, long t e n funding may be

endangered in part because of the unmet expectations about what such research can
ach ieve.
Concept of Health

Stachtchenko and Jenicek (1990) argue that as long as health was measured by
the absence of disease, it was relatively easy to evaluaie preventive, diagnostic, and
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therapeutic interventions. The scientific work focused on the causes of disease and on
pathogenesis. However, a segment of the litcranire on health promotion expnssed
dissatisfaction with the traditional biomedical mdel of health and iu emphasis on the
prevention of health problems. They refer to the WHO constitution (1947) where
health is defined as a state of complete physical, mental and social weil-being and not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity. The idea that health is seen as a resource
for everyday life, not the object of living (Epp, 1986), demands new public health
strategies. Consequently, this has research implications for the interaction between
individuals and their social and physical environment. Stachtchenko and Jenicek
(1990) argue that program initiatives that incorporate both policy and educational

components are likely to be the approaches to health promotion of the future. "On the
one hand health promotion represenu a new strategy within the healtb and social
fields, a political strategy directed towards policy and, on the other hand, as an
enabling approach to health directed at lifestylesw(p. 54).
Uncertainties in the health promotion field are acknowledged by Stachtchenko
and Jenicek (1990). They express concern that the difficulty in defining and applying

the concept of health can have serious implications for healtb promotion policy:
"Policies may be formulated too vaguely, or the policy goal rnay be stated too
vaguely, or the policy goal may k stated too narrowlyw(p. 58). It is their argument
that research approaches Le., evaluation of health promotion prograrns, need to k

broad enough to include the range of activities in health promotion (politics,
advenising, health education, advocacy for health and healthy living, economics,
community development). They conclude that in the area of measurement of health
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and health promotion prograrns, funher research is needed which draws on the

established epidemiological and social science knowledge and methodology and the
work of other disciplines.

A mode1 of health depicted as a nested rnodel is provided by Collins (1995).

The author offers this mode1 as an alternative way to conceptualize health. This mode1

is designed in two parts. One pan is the individual model. It is comprised of five
broad categories (environmenu of health determinanu). Ther include: psycho-social

environment (e. g., social support); micro-physical environment (e. g ., indoor air

.

quality housing); race/class/gender environment (e. g., social construction of gender ,
education level); behavioral environment (e-g., alcohol use, fitness); and, the work
environment (e.g., physical and chernical hazards, workplace demands). In theory, the
health of the individual located at the centre of the model will be affected by some

wmbination of the factors identified plus the biological makeup of that person. The
second model, the community model, allows for the individual model to be nested

within it, at the centre, of the cornmunity determinanu of health moâel. The
community mode1 has four broad categories of factors infiuencing health. These
inciude: the political and econornic climate, within which the community is located
(e. g., global poli tical trends, power sharing within a support group); the macro-

physical environment (e. g., ou tdoor air qua1ity, contamination of food sources);
degree of social justice and equity in the community (e.g., fair income distribution,
publicly insured health are); and, the extent of community control and cohesiveness

(e-g., existence of vibrant community groups addreuing community identifid needs,
community involvement in local planning). In both models, this author argues there is
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inter-relatedness of the categories and a reciprocal relationship between the two
models. The two levels of activity (individual and cornmunity) where health
interventions can occur, reprernted as a model within a model, asserts the importance

of multiple factors and their dynamic relationships (logidly linked and interdependent) effbcting individual and community health. Community is conceptualized

as "an aggngation of individuals with some shared experiencew(p. 320). It could
refer to a geugraphic community (neighbourhds), cultural community (women's
groups) or societal community (Canadians). Collins argues that the strength of the
"model within a model" conceptualization of health arirs not from iu componenu,
but in the way these determinanu of health are organized into interactive, nested

"levels" of activity.
Research Teams

The specific role that Universities can play in research and public policy
development is addressed by Torrens, Breslow, and Fielding (1982). The authors
recommend that universities establish tmly interdisciplinary research teams and
establish interdiscipl inary research laboratories. As well , there is a need, they
identib, for a neutral body to determine the implications of research findings for

himn public policy and to make them explicit (what is possible and valuable). This
same body could develop mechanisms for dissemination of the resulu so that the

findings are readily available to policy makers.
The report, Promotine Han Health in Canada (as cited in O'Connor &
Petrwviu, 1992) was the way that hem health policy at the national level originated
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in Canada. The report was developed based on rientific and epidemiological data as
well as experience in clinical and community xnings.

The public health systems in Canadian provinces conducted hem health surveys.
These surveys provided a scientific baseline for asrssing the risk of cardiovascular

discase in the population as a whole. The findings identified that two out of three
Canadian adults have one or more of the major risk factors-thus confiming the need
for a public health approach to heart health. The findings provided a bais for
planning and evaluating comrnunity-level interventions. As pan of the Canadian Hem
Health Initiative (Health and Welfare Canada, 1992), 10 provincial heart health
demonstration programs are in place. The han health programs are grounded in the
principles of community participation and owncrship, and the mobilization of
community resources. Principal investigaiors in each province are responsible for the
progress in their respective provinces and are known as the agents of change. The task
of developing a research intervention protocol in each province with coalition
rnembers and that meets the requirements of the provincial and federal funding
agencies is a challenging one. It is anticipated that documentation and process
evaluation of the community interventions will make a signifiant contribution in the
field of han health. This Canadian initiative is founded on science, policy and
community.
One of the debates that surfaces, is how much rientific research is needed
kfore public healtb intervention is justified. Hisrorically, public health has gone

ahead with interventions before a firm buis was established as long as it was felt that
more good than harm would be done.

,
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O'Connor and P e m v i t s (1992) advocate for mon collaborative oppomnities
for scientists and public health practitioners to work together, sharing rientific and
clinical perspectives. There is a neeâ for those who work in public health to develop
skills for translating scientific findings and communicating them to policy makers and
the general public.

In summary,an argument was made for political and social theory to be brought
to health promotion research. This would ensure that class, gender, and race are
brougnt to the health promotion discourse. Ensuring that this includes rnaking explicit
the political agenda was deemed important. An argument was made for research iuelf,

to k empowering and emancipating. A combination of disciplinary methods and

theoretical approaches for health promotion research was supported. The action
orientation of health promotion research and the link with programs and policies was
articulated. In the a r a of measuremeni of health and health promotion programs, an
argument was made for research to draw on the work of other disciplines. The need
for interdisciplinary reswch teams was established.
Em wwerrncnt
The need for research to retain the "peoplewperspective is presented by several
authors. Community participation, it is argued, cm not be separated from the wider
concept of poli tical and organizational li fe. The impottance of marginalized groups
king involved in community development and empowerrnent is identified in research
findings. The need for cntical social theories io be taught in nursing education

programs is suggested.

Communities
Raeburn (1992) identifies the danger in h d t h promotion research for

nsearchers to lose the people perspective. In general, "research is regarded as an
endeavour w hich is value-free, objective, technological, reductionist and dtiven by a
desire for knowledge" (p. S20). The modcl option suggested by Raeburn is "action by
people to meet their own self-determined positive health and wellbeing goals pursued
through personal, group and community development in a concext of supportive
policies, resources and environmentsn (p. S2 1). In support of this mode], Raeburn
offers four principles for health promotion research, as follows: Adopt a comrnunity
perspective (local-interest or culture-based groups of individuals wotking together on

common goals); have an empowering philosophy (the people king studied have a
meaninghil stake in what is going on); stan with individual and group neds and
wishes (the necd to know what the population of interest wanu for themselves rather

than the population king "done tom);and, use simple and meaningful data and
evaluation systems (research methods such as "naaira1istic'-quasi-experimental,
su rvey, qualitative, participatory , ethnographic). Again the issue of what constitutes a

"scientiticW
enterprise surfaces, as who is going to hnd and publish research that first
and foremost serves the interests of the people not our academic joumals or public

funding issues or research culleagues. "We must not allow the propensity of science,
research technology and even of health promotion policy to depersonalire people and
get in the way" (p. S23).
It is the argument of Steven Shea (1992) that the research agenda for community

health needs to address the challenge of dissemination for both funding agencies and .
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the research community. He says that, in research reports. it is the perspective of

research, not community action that dominates the literature. This author
acknowledges the academic discipline bias towards researchers publishing in the
scientitic literature and the publication bias towards quantitative research findings.
"More than elegant research is needed for successful community programs and good
public health practice" (p. 786). In the comrnunity mode1 which focuses on mobilizing

a broad range of people and organizations outside the health care system there is
po~ntialfor h c participation and contributions of both universities (academic) and
health deparunenu (community).

Brown (1994) reports on a study conducted in the United Kingdom (U.K.)
where primary care incrwingly centers on general practice. Practice tearns in inner
city Sheffield were involved rnainly through the use of interviews with 23 generai
practitioners, 30 practice nurses, 1l health visitors, and 7 district nurses. The study
design utilized a grounded theory approach to explore concepts of community and
participation. The author discusses a number of tensions and issues concerning
community participation when primary care is organized around general practice (a
medical practitioner 's 1ist of registered patients). Several practi tioners expressed thei r
feeling of a tension conceming the degree of coherence between the practice
boundaries and their senr of a local cornmunity. A tension emerged ktween the
practicc list of registcred patients as the organizational basis of community and other
concepts of community. What kcame clear is that the organization of general practice
is in rnany ways the organization of community and therefore the organization of who
participates. Two dimensions of participation uncovered were, individualcollective
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dimension and professional control-lay conuol. In the first instance, individual
participation has to do with taking up the rnechanisms of information, choice, and
consultation. In the second instance, collective approaches have a greater prominence

(WHO,1978 policies and many community developrnent initiatives). Patient
participation groups can be located somewhere between. A tension existed for
professionals about the amount of control they hold in any participation activities.
Another tension became evident and that was the tension between professionals and
lay participants. The importance of marginalid groups, Le., single parents and
people with disabilities king involved in community development 2nd empowennent
was emphasized in the findings. The author also found a tension between the practice

list and community, a locality with a related tension between disciplines who have
different origins and roles in defining community, i.e., the attachment of health
visitors to general practice tearns (some resistance at the anticipated loss of a
community dimension to their work).
Brown (1994) concludes that as a number of disparate concepts of cornmunity
emerged, it is surely important that people define their own cornmunities and that
organizations be fiexible enough to interact with the pluraiity of communities and yet
ptioritize those with greatest need. The argument that developments in community
must be accompanied by changes in organizations so that the latter a n receptive and
fiexible for people to participate. This author argues that any concept of community
participation canot be separated from the wider concept of political and
organizational life. Both concepts of community and participation are contested

concepts. Based on the findings of this study, Brown puu forward a tentative
definition as follows:
Community participation concerns a social and political praws founded in
part upon individual rights to choice, information and consultation but
including other tangible collective mechanisms and rights of involvement
and voie along with organirational and community development strategies
that enable the panicipation of al1 groups in society. (p. 343)
Fulton (1997) reports on a study which describes British nurses' views on the
concept of empowerment. nie theoretical framework was compriscd of critical social
theory and the work of Freirc and Habermas (as cited in Fulton, 1997). The
participants (n= 16) compriseâ two focus groups with eight nurses in each group. The
nurses were a mix of experienced and newly qualified nurses from a variety of
settings. A thematic approach to taped interview transcriptions (using open ended
questions) was brought to the analysis of data. Four categories ernerged from the data
and they provided the framework for the emerging themes. The categories and themes

are as follows: empowerment (decision making, choice, authority); having personal
power (assertiveness, knowledge and experience, neptive connotations); relationships
wi thin the multidixiplinary team (medical power, au tonom y in relation to medical

staff, autonomy within the multidisciplinary team); and, feeling right about oneself
(confidence. low alf esteem, k i n g manipulative). "Memkr checks" wen applied by
having one participant from each focus group rad the preliminary report and c o n f i n
it as a true armunt. These study findings suggest that nurses in this study showed

signs of king oppressed and striving for likration. Fulton concludes that critical
social theories as an empowerment paradigm ne4 to k taught in the education of
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nurses. Toward this end, this study was a precursor to an Empowennent for Practice
unit offered at Southhampton University Schooi of Nursing and Midwifery.

Chalmers and Bramadat (19%) argue in support of participatory or action
research. When defming participatory research, they refer to the work of Kirkpatrick,
and Brown. Participatory research is defined as, "a strategy that brings researchers
and local participants together in joint inquiry, education and action on problems of
mutual interest" (p. 723). Chalmers and Bramadat view participatory research as
another means of facilitating community development chrough empowerment. The
community acquires data that can k used in processes to facilitate change.

Health Promotion Policy: Prograrns
Several themes are discussed in the literanire pertaining to health promotion
pol icy and programs. These include: Interdisciplinary; Mucation; Community ;
Concept of Health; and, Informeci Public Policy.
hterdiscidinary
Bringing a sociological approach to work site health promotion programs is the
argument of Walsh (1988). Walsh notes that the literature on work site heal th
promotion programs has been concentrated mostly in scientific joumals on health
education, occupational health, and public health. Sociological d y s i s of health

promotion has b e n relatively rare. Somc of Walsh's colleagues support the view that
the "risk factor approach" to health promotion is lirniting. Risk factors do increase the
probability of becoming ill, but a risk factor approach ignores the physical, social and
cul~ralenvironment. "Gender, marital stanis, and social class are among the most
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robust variables social epidemiologists associate with patterns of disease" (p. 571). He
argues for more refined descriptions by participants in their own definitions of both
"fimess" and "health." Walsh recommends two research approaches for work site
health. One is tighdydesigned studies that seck to compare two or more different

strategies aimed at achieving the same result. The other approach will address some of
the broader ~ociologicalquestions, using a combination of qualitative and quantitative

techniques, conforming to accepted methodological standards and building on

established sociological li teranire.
Pilisuk and M inkler (1985) take a political economy perspective in examining
the issue of social support. Their argument is that a danger lies in the assurnption that

since supportive ties exist arnong individuals, families, neighbours, and srnall groups
of people, self-help can be made to flourish despite major cutbacks in health and

human services on the city, country, state or national levels. Given that social support
is essential to health, then economic arrangements, individualistic values, and
dispersed families mean that large numkrs of people are at risk, especially when local
cornmunities are unable to provide any assistance. Pilisuk and Minkler furthet argue
that the caregivers, historically women, are thus stretched in many roles i.e.,
participation in the labour force plus caring for a farnily memkr or neighbour,
making it difficult for them to meet the needs of their irnmediate fmily.
Pilisuk and Minkler (1985) conclude that family and cornrnunity effectiveness in
the provision of social support is heavily dependent upon the broader economic and
social environment. To over-emphasize the singular influence of social ties on health,
and to ignore the broader content within which hose social ties must operate, is to

#
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misuse the findings on the relationship of social support to health. Health professionals
need not only to educate people on the value of social ties but also the dependence of
such ties on the larger political and social environment. "Health professionals necd to

work collectively as advocates for a less ruthless and more caring environment" (p.
104).

An example of an interdisciplinary research team initiative is provided by Friel,
Hudson, Banoub, and Ross (1989). The disciplines were Science (Biochernistry).

Nursing and Psychology. A study was done to determine the effect of a breast feeding
promotional carnpaign on the attitudes and knowledge of adolescent females. Pre and
post-campaign surveys and quantitative anaiysis of data were used. A total of 463
girls, 16 years of age, from grades 10-12 in two high xhools, participated in the
snidy. The breast feeding campaign ran for five weeks and included commercials in
newspapers and on television. The researchers concluded that television positively
influenced attitudes toward breast feeding.
The Canadian Heart Health Initiative (Health and Welfare Canada, 1992) is an
example of research goals consisting of the development of a national data base on
cardiovascular disease risk factors and the implementation, evaluation and diffusion of
community-level demonstration programs. Additional impetus for the survey came
from an earlier cardio-vascular disease risk factor survey conducted in Nova Scotia; it
later rrved as a model for other provinces. This earlier survey was developed using a
peer review process in which experts reviewed draft ptotocol at an open "critique
session ", also attendeâ by representatives from the organizations and professional
associations who would be involved in implementing the Nova Scotia survey. Besides
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the prevalence of risk factors, data included people's awanness, knowledge, attitudes

and behaviours conceming those risk factors. Each respondent was interviewed at

home, and in addition made a clinic visit (2,000-2,400 individuals ktween 18-74
years of age in every province panicipated). Al1 sarnples were reprexntative of the

adult population in the province concerned. Provincial public health nurses
administered the questionnaires, took respondents' blood pressure, height and weight
measurements and a blood sample for lipid analysis. Each province appointcd a Data
Interpretation Committee (DIC) to scrutinize the survey results. The presentation was

made to the DIC by the Principal lnvestigator in each province. The DIC consisted of

a chairperson and a panel of xientisu, mostly from outside the province, who
reviewed the methodology and the validity of the interpretation. The study report
notes "the provincial departments of health assumed responsibility not only for the
hinding and conduct of the surveys, but also for making the required public health
nursing staff available to do the work" (p. 11). The provincial data is compileû into a
national data base-a key resource for research in epiderniology, policy development
and program evaluation.
Al l 10 provincial health departmenu made commitments themselves to develop

and implement a five-year heart health demonstration program. Funding came from

provincial and fcderal National Health Research and Development Program (NHRDP)
levels. All provinces adopted a public health multi factoral approach to cardiovascular

disease prevention. Interventions included work site prognms, school health
progms, and public and professional ducation. Al1 demonstration protocols were
reviewed by on-site scientific panels convened by the

NHRDP. For project evaluation,.
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the NHRDP nquires that the programs have a rientifically valid component for

evaluation (tracking systems to monitor, over the long tenn, cardiovascular disease
mortality. morbidity and risk factors, and demonstration sis level evaluation). The
evaluation guidelines were developed by Health and Welfare Canada. and evaluation
continwlly feeds back into the program.
Furthemore. policy implications of new technology and scientific knowledge
for government, voluntary health organizations, the health professions and the private
sector were discussed at the 1992 International Han Health Conference in Victoria,
Canada. Themes ranging from biomedical and epidemiological advances ta community

mobilization of resources were explored.
Education
The discipline of medicine received a challenge in the U.S. when Healthv

Peoole 2000 Obiectives was issued by Dr. R. W. Sullivan (1992), Secretary of the
Depanment of Health and Human Services. In the area of research basic biomedical
research will include such projects as: development of a vaccine to prevent AIDS;
knowledge gain about cancer and heart physiology to develop more effective
treatmenu; and, improved understanding of the neurosciences. Clinical and behavioral
research. it is recommended, should focus on how to effect change in the healthrelated khaviours of adolescents, minorities and the undereducated. A similar
emphasis is also evident in Canada.
It is the argument of a team of health researchers in Australia (Coonan &

Mendoza, 1990) that xhools have considerable potential to addnss many of the
inequities in health and social service delivery. These authors refer to the Ottawa
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Charter for Health Promotion (WHO, 1986) as a reference point for the fundamental
conditions for health such as peace, shelter, education, food, inwme, a stable
ecosystem, sustainable resources, social justice and equity .
A profile of health ducation in Australia was provided through a suwey of
South Australian schools, sampling one in five schools.

The survey investigated health

education policy, community involvernent and concerns, health education issues, staff,
special needslsocial justice, resources, health education barriers, curriculum content,
and schools as healthy environments. Based on a response rate of 65 76,

it was

found

t9at 32% of schools had a health policy, 37%did not, and 311did not or could not

respond. Of the schools that had an education policy, 29% believed their healtb
education policy refiected the needs and concems of the community, while 24% did
not. Forty-scven percent of schwls did not answer the question and many of these
indicated they were uncertain of community necds and concems. Based on these and
other findings of this research project, Coonan and Mendoza (1990) conclude that new

models for health promotion in schools are requireâ. These models must be
intersectoral, multidixiplinary, must involve the whole family unit, and must use
special focus campaigns.
Policy development was pan of the 1991 World Health Organization, United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, and United Nations
International Children 's Emergency Fund spansored Consultation on Strategies for
Implementing Comprehensive School Health Educationl Promotion Programs held in
Geneva. At that time a strategic plan for policy development was formulated. The

plan included: activating a nucleus of committed individuals CO initiate the proccss and
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advocate for school health education; gaining an understanding of how national
policies are developed and assigned priority; identifying key decision makers and
detennining how they can be reached; gathering data to include health problems of
children and teens; gathering evidence on effective interventions in rhools so that it

can be used by political parties and governments and for background papers,
documents and forums; organizing and prernting data to policy decision makers;
fonning alliances with initial stakeholden (parents, teachers) and influential groups

(religious and poli tical figures), organizations and institutions, the media, nongovemrnental organizations (NGOs), women, youth and teacher organizations;
developing collaborative arrangements ktween education and health; intersectoral
collaboration (social welfare, communications, food and agriculture. housing,
industry, transportation); xcuring human, material. financial and community
resources; and, stimulating the interest of international organizations, foundations,
business and professional groups. The documented linkages between the health stanis

of children and their level of education is only one of several convincing arguments
for the bridging of education and health discipline boundaries.

United Nations (UN) agencies have made a signifiant contribution tu health
policy on a global d e . Their process is inclusive of key players in policy
development. Although the UN agencies work on a global suile, theit methods can be
applied to smaller communities.
It is the argument of Mullen et al. (1995) that rttings (communities, schools,
work places, health care sites) are an important dimension in heaith educationl
promotion policy, programs, and research about program needs, feasibility, efficacy,
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and effectiveness. They concur that the settings used in research and practice are
mial structures and they provide channels/mcchanisrns of influence for reaching
defined populations. Program developers capitalize on existing social structures rather
than creating alternative structures. Intervening at the policy level to facilitate
healthful choices is a possibility settings offer. "Settings often are the focus of funding
and traditions of health education/heaîth promotion practice and trainingw(p. 330).

Mullen et al. (1995) argue that settings play a large role in the evaluation of
programs. "Settings influence the choice of indicator of success for health promotion,
health education programs" (p. 330). The examples they give are: worksite programs
have looked at cost-effectiveness and worker productivity indicators; and, health care
programs have tended to use health status measures. When communities are the
seaing, these authors agree that policy making organizations within the community
will receive the main attention because this reprcrnu an innovative direction for
health education practice and research. Two of the gaps they identify in the literature

are: the influence of policy relations ktween xttings; and, approaches to marginal
and special sub-groups.

Communitv
Reynolds and Chamkrs (1992) make the distinction between the "users" and the
"producers" of community health information. Urrs, they say, must be able to access
and use cornmunity hcalth information in order to asses the necd for health programs
in their commun i ty and the impact of these prograrns. nie necessary methodologid

and analyticai skills for valid interpretation of community health information are often

lacking. Producers, who collect and analyze community health information, often lack
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information about the specific nceds of the users. The community health information
published in scientific journals often fails to reach potential users.
To meet the need for readable community health information, the Faculty of

Health Sciences of McMasier University produccd several community health
information publications which they titled, Infowatch. For the purpose of monitoring

and promoting the health of residents of Hamilton-Wentwonh. thea reports on
specific community health topics were directed to local comrnunities.
Reynolds and Chambers (1992) cite an example of how the Infowatch
publications affected policy. The issue of child pedestrian injuries was addressed to
neighbourhoods where child pedestrian injuries were high. As pan of a community
development project, problems and solutions were identifieci in the publications. This
prompted a public meeting held by the local planning department where the
publication information formed the basis for comrnunity dialogue. The authors put
forward this initiative as a means of strengthening the link between health data and
policy formulation.
It

is the argument of Mason (1991) that medicine can respond to underrrved

populations through neighbourhood and community programs that address the needs of
low-income people, minorities, and the elderly for preventive services. Resident and
medical student rotations can be established through linkages with locai h d t h
depanments and voluntary agencies.
Based on the existing research base, Ruby Takanishi (1993), Carnegie Council

on Adolescent Development, identifies some essential elernenu for developing health
policies for adolescents. A comprehensive approach is vital, one that recognizes how
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adolescent health problems are interrelated, and the importance of menial health as a
key factor in overall adolescent health. Also neeûeâ is an integrated approach that
recognizes the value of social supports, enhanced by social policies that provide better

economic oppotninities for youth. Other policies are needed that will produce safe
neighbourhoods, decent housing, education, food and health care. Education of those
who have contact with adolescents needs to o a u r . Programs need to be generated by,
and based on the community.

BrbnsuBm, Emmelin, Dahlgren, Johansson, and Wall (1994) report on lessons

learned from a long-tenn prevention program in Sweden. The emphasis in
international documents for the active panicipation of the public in the planning and
implernentation of public health programs, in part, inspired the project. The airn was
to derribe and dixuss factors that promote or constrain cornmunity participation in
health programs. The focus was a comprehensive comrnunity-bascd program for
prevention of cardiovascular diseases and diabetes, established in 1985 in a srnail
municipality in northern Sweden. Evidence was gathered using, a cross-sectional
survey of the general public, semi-stnictured opentnded interviews of actors at

various levels, and, notes from official records. The results were interesting: the right
of definition about the health program remained with health professionals; and, the
actors defined community participation in terms of the medical and health planning
approach (the means to msfonn health policy plans into reality by conveying to
citizens the need for changing lifestyles through transmitting health knowledge and
increasing consciousness arnong the citizens). Hardly npresentcd arnong the actors
was participation as a means of identifying problems and demonstrating power
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relationships and as elements in promoting local democracy. Despite the program
king characterizcd by consensus between the acton, and the public wanting the
preventive programs to continue, debates and arguments about interpretations, social
interest, personal conflicts, and ideologicai constraints were observeci.
There is much emphasis in the litcranire on population-based health promotion.
Based on the understanding that a barrier to the realization of population-focuseù

public health nursing could be the organizational structures in which public health
nurses work and the rcle socialization that m u r s there, a project was begun in the
Nursing Division of the Hamilton-Wentworth Department of Public Health Services.
It was called

New Agenda and the purpose was to support, encourage, and facilitate

the participation of public health nurses in the development and impiementation of
population-based health promotion activities. The authors, Halbert et al. (1 993),
published their work with the New Agenda which in itself is an example of nurse
involvement with interdixiplinary colleagues. The Nursing Division demonstrated its
cornmitment to support population-based health promotion activities by public health
nurses and made changes in Nursing Division policies and practices, and advanced a
consensus among public health nurses regarding the practice of population-based
health promotion. A series of four workshops were introduced to ensure that the

structural barriers to the developrnent of public health nursing roles were eliminated.
Halben et al. (1993) describe the consensus building approach to the workshops.
Consensus was built upon the following four areas: the rneaning of population-based
hcalth promotion; the application of the principies of population-based heaith

promotion to a hyphetical problem; the application of population-based health
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promotion to an actual health problem or determinant of health; and, application of
population-based heaith promotion in the day-to-day activities of the public heal th
nurses. Future strategies, in addition to the workshops were identifed: ongoing team
discussions; leaming package development and implementation; workshops; public
health nurse role modelling; mentorships; nursing consultations; and. continued

administrative support. The document that serveci as a model was the Ottawa Charter
for Health Promotion (WHO,1986).

Syme (1997) presents reasons for the limited success of information and
eduational interventions (individual or community-based). ï l e y are as follows: we
have not always insurcd the relevance of Our programs to those king targeted; the

intervention methods are not always appropriate to those involved in our projects; we
focus on communities witbout regard to the fact that sub-groups within communities

differ from one another; and, we tend not to consider the social context in which
people live and work. Syme argues that professionals will face extraordinary
challenges in letting go of power so that communities can use their expertise to build
on their strengths and address what they define as the needs of their communities.

Glick, Hale. Kulbok. and Shettig (1996) descrik their experiences in applying
community development theory to assess the need for a cornmunity-based, nursemanaged primary care c h i c (Westhaven Nursing C h i c project). Citizen participation
wls

included in the identification of needs of public housing residents, planning of

cubrally appropriate services, cnsuring acceptability and use of services, and
empowering residents to take responsibility for their health. These authors conclude
that community development theory is applicable to communities, diverse in
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geography and culture, and that it enables nurses to be effective advocates for the

most disenfranchised cornmunity mernbers.
Conce~tof Health
Green (1985) discusrs the question of how health is viewed as the critical
difference between models and assumptions derived from the health fields
(biomedical, public heal th, biobehavioral, and public heal th education) and those
derived from education (comprehensive school health model). Is health viewed as an
ultimate outcome or as an instrumental outcome? One reason for the difference is that
the missions of the two sectors (health and education) differ. There are risks of
misplaced emphasis if health services research (on children and elderly) insist on
outcornes where the most significant measure of success for health promotion may be
in cognitive, developmental and behavioral changes. Also, there is a risk if health

services research concentraces exclusively on intewentions within the health services
when most of the forces influencing the health of both children and the elderly are in
other settings. Green acknowledges that the approach to heal th research , programs and
policy is determined by how health is viewed. These three activities require the

recognition that health is affected by forces ouuide the health care system.
lnformed Public Policv

Wintemute (1992) uses the experience of the U.S. in prevention of motor
vehicle injuries, childhood drownings, and firearm violence to argue for rescarchers
to continue developing knowledge that serves as a bais for inforrned public policy.
He wants clinicians to advocate for behaviour change by their patients. He also urges
clinicians to advocate for policy change as concerneci cornmunity leaders. These

problerns have many causes and the epidemiological research approach to their study
has been rapidly and widely adopted. The research data have contributed to a wide
array of prevention strategies. For example, the 1974 U .S. Congressional decision to

withhold highway fùnding from States that did not adopt a 55 mph speed limit and
widespread stiffer penalties for violence involving firearms. New Zcaland's national

pool fencing requirement is a fùnher example.
Anderson (1991) describes The New York City Needle Trial as an example of a
public heaith initiative for AIDS prevention that exemplifies the practical limitations
on health promotion, and the use of a restrictive research process to organize public

policy. This was a pilot program to provide clean needles to drug users. In order to
have a remote chance of acceptance, it was packaged as a controlled clinical trial; a

sienti fic experiment.
After much controversy and vehement criticism, the clinical trial began in 1988,
three years after it had been suggested and after two years of planning and design.
Since the New York City Health Deparunent Headquarters was the only "acceptable"
site for the needle exchange, this is where the project was located, thus introducing
funher limitations such as accessibility. The confusion over a U.S. needle exchange

policy grew. A project (1989) where city health officiais set out to demonstrate that
the exchange scheme was a valuable scientific expriment in the prevention of

HIV

infection was read by politicians and the public as an endorsement of drug use.
Anderson (1991) concludes that invoking the prestige of medical science, as
demonstrated in this example, does not nsult in acceptance of contested policies. This
atternpt to formulate public policy in terms of the research process failed. The issue
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bewne so enmeshed in politics that it was confusing as to who was talking as a
scientist and who was talking as a politician.
The issue that health promotion research and practice projects are devoid of
theory, even though health promotion has bewme a critical concept in public health is
the argument of Rütten (1995). This autbor uses a theory of cornplexity and structure

to organize the elements of health promotion in a new perspective (newways of
looking at patterns of behavioral risk factors and health-related lifestyles; relating
hea!!h promotion to policy making; focusing on a comprehensive model of the
implementation process; and, recognizing that the reflexivity and recursiveness of
scientific analyses are an integral pan of the structure of health promotion). A review
of the literature revealed four essential elemenu of a potential comprehensive
structural approach to health promotion (a socially oriented lifestyle model; the
political dimension of health promotion; intervention measures from "the bottorn up"
that are sensitive to the social contexts of target populations; and. the transformation
or interplay between scientific research and health promotion policy). Riitten argues
that it is rare to find a health promotion perspective that focuses on the
interrelationships and complex forms of interaction benveen the elemenu and concepts
presented.

Rütten (1995) writes about the impotmce of approaches to policy making k i n g
flexible to correct its unanticipated conxquences. In reality and supported by
empirical evidence, policy making can k charactcrizeâ as a process of 'muddling
through. " Incrementalism describes this process where policy malcers strive for stepby-step improvemenu rather than utopian goals or making fundamental changes. This
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is in direct contrasi to the assumption that policy making is rational and planned
systematicaily. This author also argues that health promotion programs may count
only if they fit the rules of the policy game and contribute to political strategies of

thor in power or seeking power. In addition, the bureaucratie form of organization
serves to hinder the implementation of health promotion programs. "Thinking

globally, and acting locallyn is associated with the international health promotion
movement and characterizes a perspective on implernentation of health promotion
offered by Rünen.
Stanley (1994) presenu a mental health nursing perspective in her arguments for
crafting mental health policy. This author outlines a series of steps in the process of
crafting policy: information gathering; problem identification; definition of policy

gaps; description of the pros and cons of issues; selection of several alternatives; full
delineation of proposed solution with research analysis; presentation to policy-making
individual(s) or body; establishment of endorsemenu for policy direction;
dissemination of pol icy ; and, acceptance and adoption by public. Stanley introduces
the idea of "craftsmanship" (carried out by a skilled worker or artisan). Crucial points
for the crafter are the inclusion of variables bat can be used by decision-makers,
sensitivity of design to difficulties of implementation, attention to the viability of
assumptions and the anticipation of wunter argument. Who initiates policy needs? The
answer is the public stimulus, research substantiation, or government or organizationai
unit request. The policy needs and challenges related to mental health nursing are
identified and include: supply of services to those with menial illness; the care of
those experiencing homelessness, poverty and violence; the parity of mental health

4
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care with physical health for basic benefits; and, the factors of discrimination and

stigma related to mental health problems.
The importance of nurses on key national policy boards and advisory

cornmittees; coalition building around a policy change/conrnsus and support from al1
(critical mass of persons) with invested interests; speaking out and suategizing; and,
the lobbying and education of policy decision makers are emphasized by Stanley
(1994). This authoi underscores the importance of community (local and regional

Ievels) reponing back to policy makers on the effeaiveness of the outcome
(satisfaction, dissatisfaction). For this author and others, "policy should be considered
not as etemal tniths but as hypotheses subject to modification and replacement by
better ones* (p. 19).
Rains and Hahn (1995) present an argument, by means of a case example, of

policy research, which demonstrates the intricate and unique relationship between
research and the policy arena. It is their belief that nursing's involvement in policy
development has become a standard and expected pan of nursing practice. They
define policy research as "the process of producing or transforming data to provide
policy makers with feasible options to help solve social problems" (p. 72). Ther

authors cite the work of Hindshaw who conceptualizes policy research in tems of
three types of research: policy analysis research (provides information reprding the
effccts of specific past or current policies by using existing data); policy research

(uses traditional scientific meihods and primary data collection to evaluate a specific
policy or program); and. disciplinary research (research tindings, i.e., nursing

research, which have policy implications). The roles that nurses can play which
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matches the policy situation are identifiecl as follows: the academic, intellectual role
(giving neutral and objective advice); the political role (active support of political
interests within the political process); and, the advmte role where the nurse assists
clients to achieve their goals by providing strategy for the policy process.
The example given by Rains and Hahn (1995) is from the criminal justice
system, an evaluation of the effectiveneu of a diversion program with alcohol and
maryuana misdemeananu in a large, uiban Midwestem county in the U.S.

The results

and recommrndations of the policy research conducted by a public health nurse as part

of a health policy internship were presented to the prosecutor who concurred with
them and planned to assess the fiscal impact of their implementation.

In summary, there is agreement in the literature that health promotion programs
fan

benefit from the work done in other disciplines. The need for health piofessionals

to work together was identitied. nie role that scttings play in evaluation of programs
was aniculated. The need to bridge the link between education and health was made

salient. This includes: research to effect behavioral change; new models for health
promotion in schools; and, research to determine the relationship between health
status and level of education. The literature was cxplicit about the imponance of

comrnunity involvement in needs assesment, planning, implementation, and
evaluation of programs. The impact of forces on health, outside of the health care
systern, was discussed. The importance of community leaders advacating for policy
change was a strong argument. The expectation for poiicy development to be a part of

nursing practice was aniculated. Some cautionary arguments were discussed and ther
include: the impact of bureaucracy to impede implementation of health promotion

.
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programs; the need for the comrnunity to report back to policy makers on outcornes of
programs; and, the awareness that science and politics cm becorne embedded in
program initiatives and the results are not to the benefit of the amimunity.

Locating My Research in the Debate
In the work of the community health nurse, gender and clas issues need to be
made visible. I believe they would be visible in research that uses a feminist research

paradigrn . Clarke's (1992) contri bution to ha!th promotion research is significant in
that she identifies gender issues. By her use of feminist methodology gender is made
salient. This includes the initial research assumptions about gender and gender bias in
the research process. lncluded in the development of Townsend's (1992) arguments
a n questions about the "social organization" of gender and class relations. In order to
meet the health needs of underserved populations, as defined by Mason (1991), a

research paradigm is needed for health policy that considers gender, class. and race

issues. A feminiu reseanh paradigm, with iu emphasis on equality, not only would
address these issues from the comrnunity's perspective but as well from the
nsearcher's perspective. In more recent publications, Hoffman (1997) advocates for
the importance of gender in the policy making process. Davidson et al. (1997) also
argue that gender should be considered as one of the determinants of health. in and of

itself. Further research into the gendered division of caring is supportcd by Love et

al. (1997).
My argument for a research paradigm that incorporates the changes and trends

in the current practice of community health nurses, i.e., the increased emphasis on
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participation and empowerment is further advanced by Lincoln's (1992) work. Her
argument for naturalistic inquiry has had a signifiant impact on rny choice of a
research design. As she ably points out, the much needed paradigm shift in the health
science disciplines will make research findings more usehl to heaîth promotion
researchers, practitioners, and policy makers. Harris (1992) also argues strongly in
favour of the naturalistic paradigm for health promotion and community development
research. In a recent article by Lewis (19%), an argument is made from a nursing
perspective that in addition to the teaching of mcthods to nursing studenu,

epistemology and methodology k taught. Her argument to include feminist theory in

the education of the nursing students speaks strongly not only to my use of a feminist
research paradigm but also to my teaching role in a university setting. 1 appreciate
the questioning of the appropriateness of the experimental method in public health

nursing and 1 support the work of Hayward et al. (1996) who argue for research that

uses alternative paradigms such as ferninist theory.
The importance of cornmunity nurses meacuring the impact of their work is the
argument of Barriball and Mackenzie (1993). niese nurses cite the work of Clark
who supports their recommendation for fùrther research to test the usefulness of

structure, process, and outcorne to nurses in measuring the impact of their
interventions. Clark's argument, for the importance of structure and process to
detennining that an outcome is beneticial, holds promise in my study of community
health nurses as it underrores the value/significance of both structure and process.
When women's experiences are the rewurces, as in feminist research,

Thompson's ( 1992) three evaluation research questions have a kner opportunity to k

answereâ. In terms of research involvement, feminist research methodology makes
visible the beliefs and khavioun of the researcher. This is an important issue
especially when Thompmn recommends that the researcher become a participant in

health promotion policy research.
Ernpowering and emancipating research is particularly important for community
health nurses who play a critical role in the implementation of heafth policy. I agree
with Poland (1992) that the paradigm needs to embrace the experiences of the
"researched" for health promotion research, and the potential is created for their
empowerment and ernancipation through the insights they gain in the research process.
The people orientation in the work of comrnunity health nurses requires a

research paradigm that encompasses the four principles proposeci by Raeburn (1992).

In a feminist research approach the four principles would be met and in addition the
"researched" are at the centre of the research process.
The research paradigm chosen must play a part in the outcorne. The question
arises as to whether a feminist approach to research would have achieved the sarne
results, as the one reported by Anderson (1991). Anderson concludes that when
clinical science is used in an effort to attain a broader community consensus or
political legitimacy for public policy, scientists need to be even more vigilant than

usuai in guarding against the possibility of refusing effective treatment to an untreated
population, either inside or outside the trial. Implementing a health program within
the context of a rientific experiment, is not recommended by Anderson; and most
definitely not the way to fortnulate health policy. This experience is in contrast to
other authors who have reportcd having very positive experience with programs that
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influenced health policy. In feminist research the "researcher" and the "researched"
share the same critical plane and 1 believe for this reason alone, a more positive
outcome would have occurred.
O' Neill and Pedersen (1992) have identitied the limitation of what currently

existp in the health policy literature and have suggested alternative research
methodologies. mir work provides insights into what is needed for healthy public
policy research. It is my conviction that a feminist research paradigm for health policy
would meet the needs as they are defined in the literature. nie insighu of Stevenson
and Burke (1992) lnto the conceptual, methodological and political limitations in
health promotion research add strength to the argument for a paradigm shift. What is
needed, as they see it, is research on healthy public policy that would develop

knowleùge to assist practitioners in policy analysis.
Stachtchenko and Jenicek (1990) suggest further research that includes the work

of other disciplines is the solution. This is a window of opportunity for feminist
research rnethodology. It is especially true because of the interdisciplinary nature of
feminist research. These authors also raise the issue of the significant relationship
between the concepnialization of health and the research paradigm king proposed; an
important consideration for my research. Casswe11 (1988) strongly supports the need

for a paradigm shift in hcalth promotion research. Again this shift is characterixd by
a movement away from a positivist paradigm to a paradigm that draws upon
knowledge from a numkr of disciplines. The other key point made is the need for

health promotion research to have a closer link with prograrns and policies. An
interdisciplinary feminist research paradigm would have the potcntial to meet these
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proposed new directions. For one rwon it melds the useful elements from a range of
disciplines. For another reason it provides wornen, explanations that they want and
need for change.
Contributing to the case for an interdisciplinary approach to health promotion
policy is the argument made by Green (1985) that health is affected by forces outside
the health care system. The integrated approach to adolescent heal th policy,
recommended by Takanishi (1993) would k achieved by an interdisciplinary
approach. This is a gooâ example of what is meant by intersectoral collaboration. The
need for those responsible for housing policy, education policy etc. to collaborate for

comprehensive health promotion policy. Research for health promotion programs
should be intersectoral and multidisciplinary, and should involve the community. The
study by Coonan and Mendoza (1990) is important to my work in that it emphasizes

this fact.
A research paradigm that is interdisciplinary is an important consideration for

any proposed new paradigm for health promotion. The work of Pilisuk and Minkler
(1985) supports the need for an interdisciplinary approach to health promotion
research; an approach that would consider social environmenu in the broader policy

perspective. The research paradigm proposed in my thesis will need to have this
interdisciplinary perspective.
The results of the study conducted by Friel et al. (1989) reinforce my contention
that interdisciplinary research is vital to formulating public health policy. The
Canadian Hean Health Initiative (1992) is significant to my work k c a u x of the
collaborative process used. It also illustrates the efficacy of cooperation ktwecn
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researchers, practitioners and policy makers. The argument by Torrens, Breslow, and
Fielding (1982) for universities to establish interdisciplinary rescarch &uns continues
to be relevant.
The significance of McKinlay's (1992) article for my research is the identified
need to shift health promotion research from the individuai level to a focus on

government, organizations, and providers. Chambers (1992) also underscores the
importance of organizational health, even suggesting that public health agencies be
role models for other agencies. Community health nurses play a key role in the
implementation of health policy. In my study of their participation in health policy,
the research paradigm needs to make visible their work. Feminist research would

accentuate the context of their work including the organization and government issues.
Although Harris's (1992) concems are very real, a feminist research paradigrn, for
me, holds more promise for change, and in particular, changes to the establishment.
In the "work world" of community health nurses I believe the management

component is critical. Out of the Health Initiative, described by O'Connor and
Petrasovits (1 W2), a new paradigm for management arose. It is characterized by
developing policy by consensus; building alliances with the research and scientific
wmmunities; and, assernbling and managing coalitions (a balance of science, policy
and community).
In their work with communities and by utilizing empowering, participating
suategies, community health nums can influence policy. Their work of
implementation can be a link benveen health promotion research and health promotion
policy. Reynolds and Chambers (1992) conclude that a health program can k a svong
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link ktween research and policy. The fact that their program influenced health policy
is important.
Advocacy is not new to wmmunity health nurses. What needs to be recognized
is the vital role they play in heaith policy development when they advocace for their
communities and influence existing health policy for change. Wintemute (1992) makes
a strong argument for effective health policy that can corne from research. He
considers the important advocacy role that clinicians can play in the transition of
research to policy .
A feminist research paradigm would utilize the best techniques to solve the

problem. Walsh (1988) and McKinlay (1993) argue for qualitative and quantitative
techniques in the research process. A feminist paradigm for research is not limited to
any one technique or method. The argument is not qualitative vs. quantitative. It is the
technique that is most appropriate to address the problern.
With the emphasis on community participation, community-based approaches to
a r e , etc. (Brown, 1994; Fullton, 1997; Raeburn, 1992; Shea, 1992), 1 find the mode1
of health as proposed by Collins (1995) io reflect the dynarnic nature of cornmunity
work and explicitly show the refationship of the two levels of activity, Le., individual
and comrnunity when health interventions can occur.
The research reported by Briinnstr6m et al. (1994) demonstrates that active

participation of the public in planning and implementation of public heal th programs
prescrits

many challenges for public health professionals. Syme's (1997) argument that

professionals facc extraordinary challenges in letting go of power so that communities

can build on their own strengths is a reality in opposition to the rhetoric of
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community participation. Positive experiences in applying community development
theory to the process of community assessrnent (Giick, Hale, Kulbok, & Shettig,
1996) provides a more balanced perspective to the literature.

The issues of community participation and empowerment, both important

concepts in my opinion, to studying the role of community health nurses in policy
making were each studied by means of empirical research conducied in the U.K.

Stachenko's (1994) argument for the irnponance of community environment i s
signifiant for policy development and implernentation. Brown (1994) concludes that
the concept of community participation mnot be separated from the wider concept of

political and organizational life. In Brown's study when health visitors were attached
to general practice teams they anticipated loss of a community dimension to their
work. These findings support the need for flexible organizational structures where

people can define communities for themselves. This supports my argument that
organizational structures themselves need to reflect (mirror) and support the activities
of empowerrnent expecred at the community level. The findings frorn FUIton's study
of nurses' views on empowerment have meaning for my research as they uncovered
nurses' feelings of oppression and striving for liberation.
Halben et al. (1993) in describing their experience with introducing populationfocused public health nursing to a Public Health Service, emphasize the role playcd by
the Nursing Division to ensure success. The vital nature of the organization c the

work of public health nurses is significant knowledge for my study of their role in
policy developrnent and implementation. The argument of Rütten (1995) adds to the
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discussion that the bureaucracy in organizations serves to hinder the implementation of
health promotion programs.

The role that nurses can play in policy making is advocated by Stanley (1994,
and Rains and Hahn (1995). The work of these authors is important b u s e it

outlines the activities nurses need to engage in and the value of their involvement in
policy development. Stanley (1994) underscores the implementation aspect of policy
involvement and this author calls for communities to report back to policy makers on
the effectiveness of the outcome. For me, this suggests the importance of evaluation
(outcome) in the process of policy implementation and the need for accountability of
policy makers to the community. Rains and Hahn (1995) in their article add an
important aspect to the literamre in presenting an example of how the policy research
conducted by a public health nurse influenced the criminal justice system.

Conclusion
The literature on health promotion policy was reviéwed from the perspective of

research and prograrns. A variety of issues were discussed. Only recentiy are
community health nurses writing about the research and program directions for healtb
promotion policy . Their experiences made visible in the li teranire are rnuch neeâed
and their continued contributions should k encourageci. Argumenfs were made for a
paradigm shift in health promotion policy and the need for nurses' involvement in
policy making. The literature is silent on empirical studies which use a feminia
research paradigm

to

study the role of community health nurses in health promotion

policy. Locating my research within the context of the debate about paradigm
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considerations and controversies was voiced. The following chapter provides an
overview of the licerature on feminist nsearch methodology.

CHAPTER TWO: FEMINIST RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

In this chapter many of the debates about feminist research rneihodology are
presented based on a review of the literature. Feminist research is not confined to one
discipline. It is iiiterdisciplinary in that feminist scholars in a number of disciplines
are creating knowledge by bringing a feminist perspective to their research. Also,
feminist scholars from a variety of disciplines are coming together to explore research
questions using feminist methodology. The literature review includes arguments from
feminist researchers primarily in the disciplines of nuning, sociology, psychology,
and anthropology. This chapter is organized thernatically as follows: Feminist

Research: The Debate; Feminist Research Selected Disciplines; and, Locating Myself

Within the Context of Feminist Research.

Feminist Research: The Debate
Feminist research is discussed in this section according io several themes and
sub-themes emerging from the literature (sec Table 2). Individually and collectively,

the perspectives presented by feminist scholars contribute to a feminist understanding
about the diverse theonticai and methodological approaches in the feminist research
debate.

Table 2
Outline of Cha~terTwo

Introduction
Feminist Research: The Debate
Epistemology, Methodology. Methoâ
a. Differentiation of Meaning: Methodology Versus Method
b. Epistemological Issues
c. Methodologiul Issues
Women-Centered Interviewing As Method
a. Power
b. Giving Information
c. Oppression
Research as Empowerment
Gender
a. Reshaping of Discipline
b. Gender, Social Class, and Race
Invisible Work and Silenced Voices
Research Design
a. Methods (Ways of collecting data and analysis; In health
promotion research)
b. Women as Participants, Not Objects
Scientific Rigor
a. Feminist Scholarship
b. Credibility
c. Feminist Scholarship/Conventional Standards
Funding, Writing, ~ublishingFeminist Research : Selected Disciplines
1.
Nursing
2.
Sociology
3.
Psychology
4.
Anthropology
b t i n g Myself Within the Context of Feminist Research
Conct usion

E~istemoloev.Methodolonv. Method
A distinction beween epistemology, rnethodology, and method is made in this

section. The discussion is organized in three sub-themes which include: differentiation
of meaning: rnethodology versus method; epistemological issues; and, methodological

issues.
Differentiation of Meaninp: Methoùology Versus Method
In a literanire review of ferninist research, Webb (1993) feminist, nurse, and
sociologist, drew on feminist scholarship sucb as the writings of Sandra Harding to
differentiate the meaning of methodology and method. Merhodology is "a theory and
analysis of how research does or should proceedn (p. 416). Methods, in conrrast, are
"ways of gathering data" (p. 416). Campbell and Bunting argue that in ferninist
research, rnethodology and methods are derived based on a panicular theory of
knowledge, or epistemology (as cited in Webb, 1993). Webb hirther cites Klein's
argument that feminist research is carried out for women and benefiu from
McCormack's argument that feminist research involves a set of principles of inquiry;
in other words, a feminist philosophy of science.

King (1994) argues that unless these distinctions are u n d e r s t d by nurse
researchers and in panicular, the difference ktween methcd and methodology, truly

feminist research will not be possible. By understanding these concepts of method and
methodology, nurse researchers cm engage in feminist research which can empower
women and the nursing profession.

E~istemologicalIssues
Scholars, Cook and Fonow (1986) who have analyzed feminist methodology in
sociology have identified five basic epistemological principles. The first principle is
acknowledging the pewasive influence of gender. To feminist sociologists this means
defining women as the locus of analysis, recognizing the central place that men have
held in saciological analysis, and viewing gender as a crucial influence on the network

of relations encompassing research. The second principle identified is focus on
consciousness-raisino. A researcher's feminist consciousness can serve as a source of
knowledge in«> gender asymmetry. Conscious-raising techniques can be used to elicit
data and they can encourage politicization and activism on the part of research

subjecu. The third principle is rejection of the subjectlobject separation. Sociologists
have explored the fallacy that strict separation of researcher and respondent produces

more valid, legiiimate knowledge. They have examined ways in which the research
process obscures yet rein forces the subordination of women. The critique by feminist
scholars points out that quantification has inherent biases. The fourth principle is
examination of ethical concerns. They include the use of lanpage as a means of
subordination; the fairness of gatekeeping practices, intervention in respondents lives,
and withholding needed information from women subjecu. The final principle is

emphasis on empowerment and transformation. Knowledge must be elicited and

analyzed so that women can use it to alter oppressive and exploitative societal
conditions. This means that because of the policy implications of an inquiry, it may be
important to incorporate the potential target group in the design and execution of the
study.
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On the issue of epistemology, Thompson (1992) argues with ferninists in other
disciplines that there is no one feminist epistemology, but there are prevailing
concerns which are as follows: al1 inquiry is value-sustaining, and feminist work is
politicized inquiry; separation between researcher and researched does not ensure
objectivity; women's experience can be considered as source and justification of
knowledge; and, there may be no such thing as truth and objectivity. Empiricists are
least critical of conventional qualitative and quantitative rnethods. Standpoint and
postmodem feminists advocate for a more critical stance and struggle CO adapt their
methods which are mostly qualitative to their ways of knowing.
Bungay and Keddy (1996) argue that "rooted in the area of the sociology of
knowledge, experiential analysis provides one the opporninity to think about how
knowledge is created, the power relations inherent in knowledge, and how to
deconstruct this knowledge" (p. 442). They support experiential analysis as a feminist
methodology for health professionals. These authors define experiential analysis as an
alternative methodology that is a combination of feminist perspectivelresearch and the
sociology of knowledge. More specifically "it is a research process guided by

assumptions concerning the power relations governing the experiences of people" (p.
446). They refer to analyzing the language of the data. Languages are reviewed to

demonstrate the power relations governing them (deconstruction). Areas of resistance
within the discourse can be identified therefore enhancing the possi bility for change.

The example provided by Bungay and Keddy (1996) is analyzing the language of

an older nurse during an oral history about her practice in the 1920's. She spoke
abut the distinct approaches of two physicians in the trament of patients with
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pneurnonia. One physician's patients recovered more quickly when the windows were
open, their beds elevated, and they were given bed baths as compared to the patients
of the other physician who were "ordered" to lie flat with no fresh air or bed bah.
Even though the nurse spoke about "obeying doctor's orders", when the physician lefi
the hospital she opened the windows, elevated patient's beds and gave them bed b a h .

The authors identified this situation of a nurse resisting written "doctor's orders" even

though she spoke about the power of these "orders", as an exarnple of the potential
for resi stance arnong marginal ized groups.
MethodoIonical l ssues
As defined by Stanley and Wise (1983) "feminism is not only a set of beliefs but

also a set of theoretical constructions about the nature of women's oppression, and the
part that this oppression plays within social reality more generally" (p. 55). These
authors argue that feminism directly confronts the idea that one person or set of
people have the right to impose definitions of reality on others (Stanley & Wise,
1991). Their argument about "feminism" within the resekch process is funher

discussed in Chapter Three: Methodology, page 138.
In defining feminism, Hall and Stevens (1991) refer to the work of Harding
(1987) who emphasizes that wornen's experiences are pluralistic and we cm only

speak of "feminisms." These feminisms share three basic principles as follows: a

valuing of women and a validation of women's experiences, ideas, and needs; a
recognition of the existence of ideologic, structural, and interpersonal conditions that
oppress women; and, a desire to bring about social change of oppressive constraints
through criticisms and political action (Chinn & Wheeler, 1985). Additional authors

who support this argument are Acker, Barry, and Esseveld; and, Klein (as cited in
Hall & Stevens, 1991).

In the nursing literature, critical theory and feminist theory are discussed but
their distinctions are not made clear. Although 1 chose feminist theory, and critical
theory is not central to my work, clarifying the differences from a nursing perspective

is imponant because of the blurring of both theories even though they inform each
other, and the problems this cieates for nursing. To deal with this issue 1 mm to the
work of Campbell and Bunting (1991) who argue for differentiating ferninia theory
and critical social theory. They discuss the similarities and differences in world views

and assumptions of feminist theory and critical theory using Harding's categories of
epistemology, meihodology, and method. They cite the work of nursing scholars
(Allen, Benner, & Diekelmann) who also argue that the two theoretical perspectives
share differences and similarities. For example, both critical theorists and feminist
theorists share a presence in many different disciplines. Other disciplines as well as
nursing are making efforts to incorporate these paradigms with those of their own
discipline. As with nursing, feminist research h a faced questions about the
relationships between ideology and method. With reference to Harding's (1987)
framework, method is viewed as a technique for gathering evidence; methodology as a

ihcory and analysis of how research does nor should procced; and. epistemology as a
theory of knowledge. Epistemology concerns the questions of what cm be known and

who can be a knower and the relationship between the knower and the known; what
criteria beliefs must meet to be considered knowledge; and, what is the authority
against which truth is measured.
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'Ihe original group of scholars (early 1920s) in the evolution of critical theory in

Germany was interdisciplinary. The Marxist mots of critical theory dictated that
knowledge should k used for emancipatory political aims. In contrast to
phenomenology, where individual personal meanings are the perspective to
understanding patterns of human behaviour, critical tbeory involves an understanding
of mcietal structures such as class structures. In the critical theary paradigm,
knowledge is not dixoverable or universal but is created and this created knowledge
and interpretatior: are g~oundedin language. Tlia most frequent method used by

critical theorisu has been critical review or "critique." Episternological issues in
feminist theory include: women's experience can be a legitimate source of knowldge-women can k knowers; subjective data are valid; informanü are "experts" on their
own lives; knowledge is relational and contextual; and, definitive boundaries between
personal and public or persona1 and political spheres are anif'cial, as are sharp
distinctions between theory and practice. In support of this argument Campbell and
Bunting (1991) cite de Lauretis; Hansock; and, Wheeler and Chinn. Methodologic
issues in feminist research as vieweû by Campbell and Bunting include: research
should be based on women 's experiences; anificial dichotomies and sharp boundaries
are suspect in research involving women; the context and relationships of phenornena
should always be considered in designing, conducting, and interpreting research;
researchers should remgnize that the questions asked are at least as imponant as the
answers obtaineâ; research should address questions women want answered; the
researcher's point of view should be dexribed and treatcd as pan of the data;
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research should k nonhierarchical ; and, in terpretations of observations by the
researcher should be validated by and shared with the participants.
Both critical and feminist theories are emancipatory, however, feminist theory is

distinguished in that it focuses on women. Both theorists agree that social structures
have resulted in class oppression but ferninisu choose division and domination
according to gender as the fundamental oppression. The current rholarly debate on
racism encouraged within feminism is not part of critical theory. Both feminist and
critical theory recognize that information is composed of historical and contextual
influences. Critical theory emphasizes rationality whereas feminist theory recognizes
that feelings are also included, respected. valued, and seen as having emancipatory
potential. Feminist theorisis insist on sharing their insights with other women. The
original critical theorists wrote for the intellecnial world. Critical theory investigations
that use dialogue in methods, are scarce. However, in feminist branches of many

disciplines, dialogue research is uxd in many forms. Campbell and Bunting (1991)
suggest that in other disciplines critical and feminist theorisu meet and write in
separate forums. However, nursing seems to be ahead of other disciplines in meeting
the need for discourse and mutual information sharing between critical and ferninist
theorists.

The argument is made by Webb (1993) that feminist theory and critical h r y
show some similarities but the differences are as follows: feminist theory places
gender central1y wi thin the research, respects and values feelings and experiences,

calls for a more equal partnership within research, and daims the imponana of

making feminist wtitings accessible to al1.

,
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Webb (1993) cites the work of Lather who locates feminist research distinctly
within the post-positivism or pst-modemism debate. The debate arises from a
recognition of the inadequacy of positivist assumptions in the face of human
complexity. Lather argues that post-modemisu recognize that it is no longer possible
for al1 topics to be studied by a single methodology.
Hammersley (1992) arpes against a distinctive feminist methodology and an
attempt to set up a rparate rnethodological pandigm. The author identifies four
themes found in most discussions of feminist methodology and challenges each one.
The thernes are as follows: the ubiquitous significance of gender and gender

asymmetry; the validity of experience as against method; rejection of hierarchy in the
research relationship; and, ernancipation as the goal of research and the criterion of
validity.
Although Harnmersley (1992) holds the view that the increased attention to
gender is a valuable product of feminism, the pre-established priority of gender over
other variables is not supported. The au thor argues that direct experience as against
reliance on method is not distinctive to feminism but, for example, common in
discussions of qualitative methodology. With respect to hierarchy, the argument is
made that the proper nlationship between researcher and researched is not able to be
"legislateda by methodology, but depends on the specifics of panicular research
investigations. Harnmersley arpes that the emancipation goal proposed by feminists is
found in the non-feminist literaiure as well. The author argues against tying inquiry to
pragmatic goals and defends the view of inquiry Le., the scholarship that science and
universities rely on. In summary Hammersley does not support sening up of distinct
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methodological paradigrns because, in this author's view, it may create an obstacle to
open debate.
An argument for the exploration of how realist philosophy and feminist

methodology are or can k aniculated is made by Maureen Cain (1986). The author
deals with the issues of the nature of feminist research, the mming and implications
for research and policy of adopting a feminist standpoint, and the relationship with

and status of researched populations. Sociology of law is emkdded in the authors
arguments. Cain argues that the criteria to define feminist nsearch ie. by, on, and for
women, rather than k i n g treated as empirical givens would be better treated as
interpreting the social and political character of by, on, and for relationships. This
argument is founded on the belief chat it is a social and political movement which
provides the criteria for what is feminist. nie argument is funher developed to
include the view that accepting the notion that "woman" is a socially constnicted
category, it h o m e s necessary to do research not just on women but also on the
social processes of gender construction and constitution "The by, on and for women
criteria for research to be feminist must wparately and together be used and detineâ
with attention to the social relations which constitue and give rise to feminisrnn(p.
259).

Feminist methodology in nursing research is funher discussed by Webb (1984).
What contributes to her research king "feminist", as she sces it, is that her study

included the experiences of women, from their viewpoint; their feelings and needs as
they expressed them; in a laquage style that was theirs; and, resulü that would be

meaningful and usehl to the women themselves, other women and nurses.
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Webb (1993) refers to the work of Bernard who reviewed 90 nursing research

reports published in two 5-year periods in Nursing Research. This author found no
study which met al1 of the following eight criteria for feminist research, and four or
fewer criteria were fulfilled in 73 reports. The conclusion reached by Bernard is that
little ferninist research is king carried out in nursing or that it is not being published.
The eight criteria are as follows: the researcher is a woman; feminist methodology is

used (including researcher-subject interaction, non-hierarchical research relationships,
expressions of feelings, and concern for values); the research has the potential to help
its subjects; the focus is on the experiences of women; it is a study of women; the

words "feminismnor "feminist" are acnially u a d ; feminist literature is cited; and, the
research is reported using non-sexist language.
Grounded theory as feminist research methodology is the argument of nurse
nsearchers Keddy, Sims and Stern (1996). They concur that "an established
qualitative method, grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss) can be considered both a
feminist method and methodology, provided the methodologist is grounded in feminist
philosophy" (p. 448). Grounded theory allows for the voices of participants to be
heard. For these feminist researchers, feminist research is creative and evolving.
These authors cite the work of Kirby and McKenna, and Wuest where feminist

methodology is describeâ and grounded theory dixussed.

In summary, epistemology, methodology and method are three distinct concepts
and clarification of ther terms contributes to a grmur understanding about feminist
research. Feminist scholars particularly in the disciplines of nursing and sctcioiogy

have much to say about them. Issues were discussed such as epistemological principles
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of feminist research, a cornparison of feminist theory and critical theory, and criteria
for feminist research.
Women-Centered lnterviewinn As Method
The following discussion is about women-centered interviewing as method and is

organized in three sub-themes of power, giving information, and oppression.
Power
-

Anderson (1991b)argues for the need for critical scholarship; that which makes
transparent what is taken-for-granted. This could be, for example, the power
relationship between the researcher and the informant. Anderson addresses the issue
of power in the interview relationship. nie question is asked, to what extent do the

informant's requests for information challenge the pwer relationships within the
researcherlinfonnant relationships. Anderson refers to the work of Richer who raises
the issue of the knefit to informants for participating in research. It is this author's

view that the findings from research kcome a cornmodity: exchanged with
universities, publishers, etc. Foucault is quoted by Anderson as seeing power relations

as permeating every aspect of social life and the interaction between researcher and
informant as king no exception. Anderson concludes that when informants want their
concems addressed, it is up to the researcher to heed hem.
In the interview, the researcher needs to be sensitive to ways of equalizing

power between the women and themselves (Oakley, 1981). The process of the

interview needs to be critically exarnined. With respect to power, Webb (1993) cites
Wise who calls on feminist researchers to acknowledge power where it exists and

leam to deal with it wisely as feminists.
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The balance of power in the research relationship is dixxissed by nsearchers

Seibold, Richards, and Simon (1994) in their study of women and their experiences of
midlife and menopause. They argue that powcr can k with the participant during the
gathering of the data, but it is the researcher who has power of analysis afterwards.
These authors raise the issue of therapeutic elements in the research relationship. They
ask the question, at what point does the researcher suggest or facilitate counselling?

They do not have the answer but wonder about "where the feminist researcher draws
the line between acting as a concemed woman and taking on a therapeutic

relationship" (p. 397).
Givina Information
Webb (1984) gives examples of ferninist method in nursing research from her
own research experience, interviewing women about hystenctomy. She cites the work
of Oakley as a frame of reference when discussing the interview process. Medical
domination is an issue which surfad even in the interview experience when Webb
felt constrained in her role because of the control of physicians and the concern that if
she diverged from the approved research protocof by giving information to women,

the smdy permission may be withdrawn. The "gate-keeping" function of die physician
was played out when Webb was told she could not approach patients herself

requesting their participation in the study, but had to depend on physicians to explain
the study and obtain written consent. Permission to conduct the study was only to
collect data. not to give information or advice. However, she developed a ferninist
method, established intimacy with the women and invested her subjectivity in the
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nsearch. In return she learned the depth and richness about their feelings and
experiences.
It is Anderson's (1991b)argument that there are issues that arise in

an interview

when the researcher is also a feminist scholar that may not be entirely resolved within
the phenomenological perspective, even though, phenomenology is concemed with the

intersubjective construction of meaning and considered to be an alternative to the
science paradigm that values detachment and objectivity.
!n the interview experience, Anderson (1991b)became aware of the need for the
women in her snidy to have more information about their illness; a similar experience

as Webb (1984). Anderson reflected on the professes by which illness is constructed
in everyday life and viewed the requesu for infotmation as part of the social
production of knowledge. Anderson believes that the issue of biasing the data (by
giving information to the women in the interviews) cornes from the paradigm of
science that would argue for "the true social reality. * Munhall (1988; 1993) argues
that a priori one must declare that one is a nurse in the first instance and a researcher

in the second instance. It is a moral and ethical irnperative that is in keeping with
ferninist rnethodology and method. Anderson argues that knowledge is socially
constructed and the field work experience can be viewed as an occasion for informants
to reconstruct their notions about illness-to rcconstnict medical meanings.

ODVression

Devault (1990) cites Daniels who argues that women who are psitioned
differently leam to speak and hear quite diffecent versions of "woman talk" adapting
to distinctive blends of power and oppression. If we actually talk with those we
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interview we speak in ways that open the boundaries of standard topics, and we wi
mate space for respondents to provide accounu rooied in the realities of their lives.

From her own research experience, Devault recalls respondents who would stop in the
middle of a sentence to inquire, "is this really what you want?" They were prepared
to translate into the vocabulary they expected from a researcher rather than proceed in

a more farniliar rnanner. The author claims that a feminist sociology must open up
standard topics from the discipline, building more on what we share with respondents

as women than from disciplinary categories that we bring to research encounters. Tnis
requires researchers to interview in ways that allow the exploration of incompletely
articulated aspects of women's experiences. It is important for researchers to take
responsibility for recogniring how the concepts learned as sociologisü may distort
women's accounu; interviewing needs to k grounded in accounts of everyday
activity.
Devault (1990) argues for feminist researchers to be conscious of listening as
process, and work on learning to listen in ways that are personal, disciplined, and
sensitive to differcnces. Preserving women's speech is an issue for feminist
researchers and Devault argues that more complete representations of talk c m provide
a resource for analysis built on distinctive feanires of women's speech. In the
literature there is evidence of interchange between traditional approaches to qualitative
sociology and the newer insights of conversation and discourse analysis. Duvault cited
Mishler to support the statement that there is evidence of a heightened awareness of
transcription in linguistic research and especially at the borders between conversation
analysis and other qualitative approaches.

Research as Emwwennent

nie process of research c m empower the disadvantaged and the oppressed. and
the hope for this lies in feminist critical scholarship in nursing (Anderson, 1991b;
Hedin & D u Q , 1991).
Parker and McFarfane (1991) used Dufv's eight criteria for feminist research as
the framework to conceptualite an empowerment mode1 for research (the
empowerment of nurses in the process of conducting research). They cite examples

from their own research of 1200 pregnant women, documenting the frequency and
severity of physical abuse during pregnancy and iu effecu on maternal-infant health.
In relation to criterion one (the principal investigator is a woman) the authors ralk
about their working relationships with each other and with a consortium of nurse

researchers. They give the example of the assistance provided to thern by consortium
members as an ernpowering experience. Criterion two (feminist methodology is used)
is exernplified by the experience of the researchers to empower the pregnant women

by nursing advocacy, support, and informational options. They argue, with Duffy,

that the purpose of feminist research is to change society and create a social system
that implemenu the ideology of equality. Investigating the physical abuse of women
during pregnancy, as a burden on the health a r e system is a shift from viewing the
physical abuse of women as a fmily problern. The study has the potential to help the
subjects and researchers is criterion three. The authors argue that not only was their
study designed to assess for abuse but also to intervene with counselling and referral

to the local shelter when abuse was detected.
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Criterion four (the research is focused on the experience of the women) is
supported by the approach used to collect data. Both open-ended and closed-ended
questions were asked, to emphasize the attitudes and feelings of the women. Parker
and McFarlane (1991) cite the national study by Strauss and Gelles which has ken
quoted to rationalize the lack of services and legislation supportive of battered women.
Straus and Gelles reported that women were equally as violent as men. Further
evaluation of their work showed, for example, that the d e they used counted a

woman pushing a man in self-defense as equivalent to a man pushing a woman down
a fiight of stairs.

The last criterion addressed by Parker and McFarlane (1991) is criterion five
(the purpose of the investigation is to study women). Dissemination and utilization of

research tindings are viewed by the authors as political endeavours and includes
raising the consciousness level of scientists and the general public. Through
presentations, lobbying efforts, and requests, the researchen were successful in
making domestic violence a priority agenda for the health agency at one of the snidy
sites. The researchers argue that incorporation of ferninist principles into nursing
research is a natural and timely endeavour.
There are two ethical questions that feminist researchers need to ask themselves

(Thornpson, 1992). "1s my research project exploitive of or empowering to
participants and other people invoived in the project?": "How can 1 avoid oppressive
objectification of my research participants?" Again, the work of Cook and Fonow
(1986) acknowledges the idea that ferninisu should consider the policy implications of

inquiry, and when possible, provide their subjects with mls for action.
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Helen Meekosha (1989) brings a perspective from Australia to the discussion. In
particular the issue is one which confronts feminist researchers who are hired as

consulmu by the state. Governmenu are protective of information they gather, while
feminist researchers recognize that those who provide information to researchers have

a stake in its use. Meekosha argues that the process of social policy research is as
important as the findings and outcorne. Again, the argument is made that feminist
research is research for women, not on women. Meekosha supports the argument that
feminist research is committed to improving wornen's lives and cites the works of
Roberts; Oakley; and, Stanley and Wise. Consultation can and often does enable the

state to delay taking action on social problems while at the same time pacifying the
groups by conducting hirther rounds of workshops, public meetings, and discussions.

So often, the findings of social research recornmend more resources, and improved
social measures to alleviate hardship. However, in practice, the reverse of the
recommendations is eventuated Le., cutbacks in funding, and abolition of gram and
allowances. An argument is made by Meekosha that the political and research context
needs to be addressed by the researcher. Karapin argues that govetnment can favour
social research that requires policy makers to define the problems and social
researchers to provide missing information to solve problems (as cited in Meekosha,
1989). The theoretical framework and analysis of such research is not open for debate

or discussion between the researchers and the government client.
In convast to governments who define problems in narrow and constraincd
terms, feminists argue that experience is important in research and this experience

needs to be made visible. Research consultants reports are couched in atheoretical and
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apolitical terms. An example provided by Lee is the objective quantitative means of

determining social needs as in needs based planning (as cited in Meekosha. 1989). In
contrast to this very limiting approach (ie. intensity of needs) the ferninist perspective
examines who does the caringlmeeting of needs, the locale of caring and the social
and economic costs and conditions of caring. It is the argument of Meekosha that

these issues can only be addressed by explicitly documenting women's hidden
experiences in the home, family. and community. In the view of the author, social
research commissioned by the state can movt towards legitimating existing program
and policies, rather than exploring new options. Meekosha agrees with the argument
of Weymann. Ellermann, and Wingens, that large bureaucratic research units tend to
produce more of the sarne material but lack fiexibility and innovation. Often the
language of the repons is so depersonalized that subjects of the research are unable to
relate to the material.
It is funher argued by Meekosha (1989) that the administrative and bureaucratic

context needs to k considered by the researcher. Five broad issues are identified
which need to be considered in developing strategies for change. They are as follows:
the myth of the neutral and cornpliant public service; the personal commitment of the
minister; the importance of the private agendas of the senior officers; peer group
influence about what constitues an efficient and effective officer; and. the capacity of
organized interest groups to influence priorities. The use of research by the statc is
most likely when a high degree of consensus exisu between the researcher and the
user about the definition of the problem and the solutions to the problems. Meekosha
argues that "a feminist critique of bureaucratic practices wrimn within a feminist

discourse is perhaps the most challenging to a bureaucracy which is essentially a male
dominated organizational structure" (p. 263). In fact, Meekosha funher argues that
the traditional paradigms and methodologies are unlikely to produce research that is

likely to challenge the existing state power relations. In her view, feminist research
c m challenge the hierarchies of patriarchy in class society if it identifies the

contradictions at the hem of the state's relationship with women, but it must link into
the social movements for change. "The hierarchy of the bureaucracy will attempt to

make these links as diffcult as possible" (p. 265).

In their experiences of researching organizations for renewal and change,
Ristock and Pennell (1996) argue for research as empowerment "an approach to

research that seeks to effect empowerment at all stages of the research process through
critical analysis of jmwer and nsponsible use of power" (p. 9). They view practices
for which organizations routinely hire consultants, i.e., prograrn evaluations, as
opportunities to build workplace democracy through the process of research as
empowerment. They pay attention to the "insider-outsider" issues in consulting and
argue for the consultant operating within a democratic arrangement. In their
orientation, "al1 workers are consulted, in confidence; the consultant and workers
jointly corne up with a plan of action; and the workers control the use of the
information that is generated" (p. 37). The contributions of both workers and
consultant are acknowledged and valued.

In summary, the ability of research to empower the disadvanraged and oppressed
was strongly supported in the lierature. An empowerment mode1 to empower nurses
in the process of research was concepnialized. The need for the researcher to consider
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the administrative and bureaucratie context was recommended. Five broad issues

needing to be considered in developing strategies for changed were discussed. An
argument was made for empowement at al1 stages of the research process.
Gender

The study of gender in ferninist research is discussed according io the two subthemes of reshaping of discipline, and gender, social class, and race.

Trends in the snidy of gender in the funher shaping of sociology is discussed by

Mary Maynard (1990).

It is Maynard's argument that the snidy of gender has added

signif'cantly to the topics studied within mciology and offers significant opportunities
for advance in theory and methodology. It is underscored in the argument that "the
study of gender isn't simply adding another sub-am of the discipline of sociology but

that die study of gender is an important means through which sociology itself is king
re-shaped" (p. 269). What is underway is a fundamental shift in emphasis for
empirical sociology. This shift can be viewed in three ways. First, there is now a
greater readiness on the pan of sociologists to acknowledge the important
ioterrelationships ktween the public and the privaie spheres and that they each contain
a sexual division of labour. Second, it has been necessary for some

reconceptualization of sociological phenornena to occur. For example, the t c m
"work" is now used by many to include both unpaid as well as paid labour. Gittens;
and, Pahl and Wallace argue that the fmily is increasingly referred to as the

"hourhold" to take account of single parents, single people and t h o r living together
in unmarried relationships (as citeâ in Maynard, 1990). Third, it is kginning to be
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recognized in many empirical areas of sociology that emphasiting gender no longer
means talking only about women. Maynard cites Clark and Critcher and acknowledges

that writers in fields such as sport and leisure are also making gender a component of
their studies.
An argument for the impact that the feminist critique has had on the tests,

assessments, and methodoiogies in the discipline of psychology is made by Lewin and
Wild (1991). The authors argue, yes, then has been progress but that it needs to go

further. The feminist critique in psychology hzp included the foilowing aspects: some
tests and rneasures are unfair to girls and wornen; assumptim of some researchers that
women had less of a trait king measured; questioning the traditionai conceptualization
of psychological variables related to rnaxnrhism, femininity , masculinity, violence,

battery, sexual abuse, and rape; problems with operational definitions; and, tests and
measuremenu king applied in a biased fashion. Several exarnples are provided by the
authors but one stands out from the others. Before the 1990 revisions to the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI),the femininity score was originally
validated in 1956 on a criterion group of 13 gay men. This same test is used as an
exarnple where test developers have failed to respond to the feminist critique. The
authors predict that as more feminists become involved as scholan and rientists in

the discipline of psychology the tield itself will change, the curriculum will change
and the tesu will change to reflect the curriculum.

Gender. Social Class. and Race

Questions about the relationship of gender studies to mainstream sociology are
prompted by three issues (class. race, and masculinity). according to Maynard (1990).
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With respect to gender and social class, the conventional parameters of social class

analysis "are at k s i sex-blind and at wont ovenly rxist" (p. 276). The inherent
racism of many approaches to the study of gender is in Maynard's view, probably the
most serious and important on-going debatc taking place. Black women have argued

that much of the literature on gender focuses on White women and has been written
by them and for them. Ramatanoglu, cited by Maynard, argues for the analyzing of

liberation rather than oppression for Black and White women which signals a new
direction for gender studies and for suciology in the 1990s. Maynard identifies a
growing focus on the study of men and masculinity, Ieading to a new interdisciplinary
field, Men's Smdies (Camiletti & Marchuk, 1998; Fareed, 1994; Robertson, 1995).
The ernphasis on the work that has been done seems more to uncovering the essential
characteristics of who men are than what men do and the social consequences of this.
Maynard (1990) offers the argument that it is true men haven't been afforded much
attention, until lately, in the mciological literature but they have k e n scrutinized in a
siseable proportion of the literature on women. "Understanding gender relationships
overall as the context implies that the focus of concern should be men's power over

women and the relationship of masculinity to structures of privilege and
superordination" (p. 285).
Alliances and betrayals in the racial politics of two feminist organizations is the
research of Ellen Scott (1998). This researcher examined the social construction of
raciai-ethnic identity and expectations for alliances based on identity in a rape crisis
centre and a battered women's sheiter in a West Coast U.S. city. She argues that
women of colour, in both feminist activism and theory, have confronted the practices
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(exclusionary) of mainstream ferninisu in the United States. Wornen of colour demand
that women's experiences no longer be represented solely by White rniddle-class
women. Scott used participant observation by working as a volunteer (field work).
Volunteering, for her, was an imperative because of the sensitivity of the topic and
her subjectivity as a White woman. In this capacity she was able to develop
relationships with the members that gave depth to the interviews and increased trust in
discussing racial politics. She constantly asked, "How docs rny racial identity shape
mÿ

relationships with the people 1 am studying?" (p. 405). Her research interests were

known to the staff, board and volunteers of the organizations and she spent 21 months
panicipating in these organizations. Scott began individual semi-strucnirad interviews
lasting two hours with 37 mernbers of the two organizations after she had been there a
nurnber of months. With key members she conducteâ second and sometimes third
interviews. The conversational style of interviewing included narrative description of
the history of the organization and memben experiences working in a racially diverse
context. In surnmary, the author found that feminist activists in thex organizations
persisted in the creation of alliances as partnerships for change. "These partnerships
were constnicted from ongoing negotiation fraught with the potential for betrayal, but
also renewed by hopen (p. 422).
In surnmary, the study of gender has had an impact on the disciplines,
panicularly on the discipline of sociology. The power of "gender" to re-shape a
discipline is an important insight gained in this section. T'he literaaire acknowledged
that there were gender studies about women but that more recently studies were
appearing about men. Understanding gender relationships was recognized in the
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litcranire primarily as men's power over women, and masculine structures of privilege
and "superordination." Black women's issues about gender and their represenration in

the li terature were articulated.
Invisible Work and Silenced Voices
Daniels argues that many of wornen's activities, for exarnple, family,
cornmunity and volunteer work, are k s t describeà as invisible work when applying
such terms as work and leisure (as cited in Devault, 1990). Many of women's
activities do not fit into either one of ther categories.
The parameters of the fiminist critique of the social sciences extend to include a
critique of the invisibility of women (both as fonis of study and as social xientists) to
a critique of the method and purpose of social science itself. It is the argument of
Sherry Gorelick (1991) that women's experience of a world shaped by structures of
inequality produces contradictory relationships among researcher and researched and
requires a methodology that deals with difference and the blindness of privilege
among women. Gorelick supports the notion ihat giving voice is not enough. Maguire
is cited by Gorelick as saying, "Women know much and may learn more about their
own pain, but some of the underlying causes of that pain may be very well hidden
from themm(p. 463).
Acker, Barry, and Esseveld conducted research on women going out to work at
midlife (as cited in Gorelick, 1991). What the wornen wanted from the researchers
was more of the sociological analysis-an intecpretation of their experience. The

rescarchers had to go kyond letting the women talk for thernselves and put their
experiences into the theoretical framework with which their study was started (a
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framework which linked women's oppression to the structure of Western capitalist
society). These authors argue for a cornmitment to "reconstructing women's
experience in a way that acuxints for both their and Our explanations of that
experience and the relation between the two" (p. 468). These authors and others agree
that the researcher brings to her interaction with the participants the following: social

location, culture, motivations, limitations, ignorances, skills, education, resources,
familiarity with theory and methodology, the trained incapacities of socialization in
dominant institutions, and an outside perspective (usehl or iroublesome).
Susan Sherwin (1992) argues that many different voices need to k included in
the research process; certainly women's voices need

to be

heard (Gregory &

Longman, 1992). It is Sherwin's argument that in the existing health care structures,

women do most of the work associated with health m e , and "for the most pan, are
excluded from making the policy decisions that shape the system" (p. 228).
Research Desinn
Issues about research design are discussed in relation to the following topics of
rnethods, and women as participants, not objects.

Methods
The methods issues raised are about ways of collecting data and analysis, and in
health promotion research.
Wavs of collectine data and analvsis. The topic of gender asymmetry using

feminist epistemological assurnptions has been addressed by sociology researchers in
various ways. The first of thex identified by Cook and Fonow (1986) is visual
techniques. Feminists have used methodologies such as photography and videotqing

to collect and/or elicit data. The authors use as an example

who used photo-novela

the work of Barndt (1980)

to smdy the development of social and poli tical wnîiousness

arnong Peruvian women, participating in a literacy prograrn. Triangulation of methods
was another approach identified by Cook and

Fonow. This refers to the use of more

than one research technique simultaneously. To ensure that the findings may inform
and compliment one another, usually at least one quantitative and one qualitative

method is employed. Linguistic techniques concerns the borrowing of techniques

commonly used by linguicts to conduct conversational analysis. Cook and Fonow cite
Fishman's analysis of taped conversations ktween couples in their homes with a focus
as to how verbal interaction reflects and perpetuates hierarchial relationships between

men and women. Textual analysis can take different forrns but one approach is for
researchers to address feminist issues through the study of written texu. Some
researchers in sociology, as discovered by Cook and Foncw, have refined and
developed quantitative ways of measuring phenomena which relate to sexual
asymmetry and women's worlds. The collaborative or collective mode1 of conducting

research has been adopted by sorne feminist sociologists. Among other things, this
approach provides an audience for sharing information about data collection and
analysis. The situation-at-hand methodology involves using an already given situation
as a focus for sociological investigation or as a way of collecting data.
In health ~romotionresearch. Located in both the health promotion policy

literature and the feminist rnethodology literaiure is the work of Juanne Clarke (1992).
In the article entitled. Feminist Meihods in Health Promotion Research, Clarke

critiques the methods used in health promotion research from the perspective of
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feminist methodology. The significance of her perspective to my work is found in
Chapter One, page 38; however. it needs to k said that it repnsents the only
published feminist critique of health promotion research which appeared in the
literature review. The convergence of the feminist research paradigm with other
research paradigms found in the health promotion literature is an obvious rare and
significant event. 1t signals a need for health promotion research to systernatically
consider gender in its formulation, conceptuaikation, data collection instrumentation,
data collection and analysis. It invites funire researchers in health promotion to attend
to this issue because not only does our research not reflect gender issues but more

importantly the conclusions and policies formulated also ignore this critical issue
(Clarke. 1992; Gregor, 1997).
Women as Panici~ants.Not Ob-iects

The myths of a single, androcentric society; objectivity; historical and cultural
abstraction; noninterference; and researcher authority are addressed in a research
approach which is grounded in ferninist theory and called Progressive Verification
Method. The author of this method is Janet Billson (1991). The method was designed

to increase the ability of social scientists to relate to women as subjecu rather than
objects of research in a collaborative mode of inquiry and closer to doing research
with, rather than on women.
The Progressive Verification Method includes several stages which are:

preparation; contact; data gathering; writing; community ieflection; and, revision.

The preparation stage includes: review of the literanire; formulation of hypotheses
from basic assumptions about women; creation of opentnded interview schedule to
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test assumptions; and, review of statistical data and history for each communityl
group. Contact includes: initial contact with communities; obtaining permission to
conduct research in the community; provision of guarantees of anonymity and review;
and, establishing first round of interviews. The data gathering stage includes:
interviewing and participant observation; keeping field notes; and, continuing review
of materials and literature. Comrnunity reflection includes: submission to selected
community members for review and comment; clarification; and, follow-through on
loose ends. The final stage of this linear but often recursive process is revision which

includes: incorporation of community reflections into final draft; and, copies to
community (whether or not published). Billson (1 99 1) offen this integrated approach
to research which has the potential to lessen the chances that researchers will diston,

make invisible, or misinterpret diverse I i fe experiences in research.
Savary (1997) investigated the impact of sociwconomic conditions on
immigrant and visible minority women's health in Vancouver, B.C.This study was
informed by a Black feminist theoretical framework (encompasses theoretical
inicrpretations of immigrant and visible minority women's reality by chose who live
it). A participatory approach to research was uxd based on action oriented
participation. One of the study purposes was to identify the invisible health risks
associaied with the socio-economic needs of immigrant and visible minority women.
Savary argues that resistance has always been central to the struggle of immigrant and
visible minority women and women of colour, generally, in Canadian communities.
The recornmendations coming out of this research will be empfoyed to create proactive changes to the issues effecting the lives of these women.

ScientifSc Rinor
The topic of tmstworthiness of the findings is dimissed in detail in Chapter

Three: Methodology, page 169. This section introduces the reader to the concept of
scientific rigor and feminisrn.
Feminist Scholarshi~
With respect to rigor and standards of scholarship Webb (1984) argues that the

honesty about theories and methods forces sociology to face its own shortcomings.
The work is xientific in feminist research, reflexivity is fundamental, but it is on

different terms from objective science. Feminist research, in her view, is more
rigorous because it takes gender into account and insists on the experiences of women.
The researcher involves the self in feminist research and feminist research as critique

aims m wor k toward defining alternatives and understanding everyday experience for
the purpose of bringing about change. A feminist philosophy of science, in her view,
is concerned with making women visible and with theoretical and methodological
issues. This stance is justification for feminist scholarship.
Credibility
Webb (1993) attends to the research issue of validity by incorporating the work

of Lather who suggests data credibility checks (uiangulation, lwking for
cwnterpoittems and convergences within the data; construct validity evaluated by
reflexivity; face validity, "recycling" the analysis by participants and refining it based

on their reactions; catalytic validity, evaluating whether the researcher has b e n
successful in stimulating change). According to Webb, credibility is evaluated by
assessing whether participants' experiences have b e n faithhilly npresented. For
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example, "believability ' can be assessed by researchers asking for veri fication on k i r
research process by other researchen. Literature reviews can be veritied for their
comprehensiveneu, effectiveness of data gathering techniques etc.
Fem inist Scholarshi~/ConventionaiStandards
Rigor in feminist research is the agenda of Hall and Stevens (1991). They fmd

the nursing lierature lacking in an encompassing discussion of rigor in feminist
research. What is generally used to evaluate standards of scientific rigor (discussion of
reliabili ty and val idity) reflect the reductionism and objectivism ernbraced by
positivist-empiticism. They acknowledge that nurse researchers involved in feminist
research have few guidelines for dealing with reliability and validity issues.
It is the argument of Hall and Stevens (1991) that these goals are scientific and
profoundly political. They are supponive of the perception that the positivist
philosophical stance denigrates subjective experience and that subjective experience is
central to nursing's humanistic, interactive pracrice (Munhall, 1992). Feminist
scholarship acknowledges the validity of multiple realities woven by historieal,
contextual, and relational factors.

The essence of reliability is conceptualized in feminist research as the

dependability of the research procesas. Dependabil ity, according to Hall and Stevens
(199 l), is ascenained by examining the methodologic and analytic "decision tnilsn

created by the investigators during the course of the study iuelf. "Dcpendability is

thus a masure of rigor which, unlike reliability, does not decontexnialize the data and

does not expect or requin ihat observations be repeatable or constant across observers
and time" (p. 19). Vaiidity in wpiricist studies refen to a data collection tml
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measuring what it is supposed to measure. In feminist research, conventional
instruments may faIl short and qualitative methods are employed to capture women's
l ived experiences. The authors argue that feminist research is best evaluated by

standards of rigor that reflet the adequacy of the entire pracess of inquiry, relative to
the purposes of the study, rather than by standards that focus only on the accuracy

and reliability of rneasurements within the saidy. "Reflexivity" means that the

researchers examine their own values, assumptions, characteristics, and motivations to
see how they affect theoretic framework, l iterature review, design, data collection.

analysis, etc. "Crcdibility" is one of the tasks in feminist analysis, to constnict
credible descriptions and explanations of wornen's experiences that can be understood
by both insiders and outsiders. 'Rapport" is a criterion of adequacy reflecting how

well participantsgreality is accessed; for example, trust in the relationship, researcher
sensitivity to language, etc. "Coherence" is a quality indicating a unity in the research
account, derived from al1 the observations, records, responses, and conversations
involved in the research process. "Complexity" is addresseâ by locating the analysis in
the context of participants' everyday lives; exploring the influences of larger social,
poli tical, and economic structures; and providing historical background (Fine, as cited
in Hall & Stevens, 1991; Reinharz, as cited in Hall k Stevens, 1991). Congruence

among behavioral, verbal, and affective elements of panicular observations, verbal
responses, and written records helps to support the presence of "consensus."
"Relevance" in feminist research, (the appropriateness and significance of research) is
judged by whether the questions address women's concerns and by whether the

answers to the questions can serve women's interesu and improve the conditions of
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women's lives (Wallston, as cited in Hall & Stevens, 1991). "Honesty and rnuaiality"
in feminist research for example, are found in research designs that adequately depict
women's experiences and genuinely convey respect and interest in the woman's
unique experiences. One way to enwre this is offered in Oakley's (1981) method for
interviewing which is one of exchange and dialogue. "Naming" is Ieaming to see
beyond and behind whai one has k e n socialized to klieve is there. It is creating
concepts through words which are directly expressive of women's experiences.

"Relationality" is reinforced by communal modes of inquiry that are panicipatory,
nonhietarchical, and oriented toward social action in the construction of knowledge.
The aforementioned componenu fonn a frarnework for evaluating research about and

for women. Hall and Stevens (1991) argue that there is a need for a more relevant,
just and cornplete framework for evaluating research dictated by women 's history of
oppression, invisibility, and objectification.
Fundinn. Writinn. hblishing

Anderson (19913 argues for a funding agency thal will best serve the future
generations of nurse researchers, one that is flexible enough to accommodate the
multiple paradigms needed to build a rigorous science of nursing.
Issues with respect to publishing, appeared in the psychology litcranire. Walsh
(1989) examined 228 research articles. using content analysis, that were published in
the Psvcholo~vof Women Ouarterly and Sex Roles over the joumals' first decade.

Minimal or no information about the scientist, citizen relationship was found in terms

of level of participation, informed consent, and feedback. In order for ferninisu to
resolve the identified contradiction between idcals and behaviour, Walsh recommends

the development of appropriate models for both research methods and report writing.

Before this recornmendation fan be realized, Walsh suggests that institutional obstacles
need to be overcome. Walsh cites McCormack who argues bat the patriarchal social
structure and bureaucratie organization of academic research reinforce objectivist
methodology. According to Walsh, so do the typical criteria for promotion, tenure,
and academic survival. Walsh suggests that editotial boards of feminist journals can

ensure that their policies reviewing manuscripu reproduce core values. The American
Psychological Association's (APA's) Council of Editors and its Publications and
Communications Board can k pressed by feminists collectively to make changes to
the publication manual so that "melhodology, the research relationship, and humancentered report writing kcome an integral whole and equally valued" (p. 443).
APA's Publication Manual (Fourth Edition), in general, is hostile toward qualitative

research.
Devault (1990) argues that feminist work should k an important site for mutual
influence. A feminist strategy in xiciology for writing about women's lives must
extend to the language of our texts; we must chmse words carefully and creatively,
with attention to the consequences of narning experience. "Part of the task of feminist

writing should be «, instruct a newly forming audience about how to read and hear
our words" (p. 1 12).

In the writing of her PkD. dissertation, Sandi Kirby (1989) longed to have the
voices of her research participants speak about their experiences. The clarity of the
voices came at the point of working through each piece of information. She was now
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ready to write a final report. "Even now, that sense of intimacy remains and that

living, breathing data remains ever son (p. 21).

Ferninist Research: Selecteâ Disciplines
Several scholars in the lierature write about the importance of feminist research

rnethodology tod~eirdiscipline. A summary of their ideas is provided in this section
according to the rlected disciplines of nursing, sociology, psychology, and
anthropology.
Nursing

Webb (1993) concludes that the new paradigrn for nursing research
recommended by MacPhersen, feminist rnethodology, presents challenges for feminist
researchers as they acknowledge and resolve the paradoxes and dilemmas facing them.

Parker and McFarlane (1991) argue that although several authors have written about
the feminist perspective in nuning re~carch,few authors have written about the

ernpowering aspect of feminist research for nurse researchers. Feminist research
methodology, they conclude, can empower researchers and this has implications for

many nursing studies.
Nurse researcher, Joan Anderson (1991b), reflects on the social production of

knowledge and the process of conducting research from a feminist perspective. The

experiences of Chinese and Anglo-Canadian women with diabetes provided the
incentive for the au thor. According to Joan Anderson (1991a; 1997) feminist theories
provide the base for the paradigm shift and ensuing feminist research methods to m a t
the need in nursing for researchers not only to describe the lived experience, but to
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unmask the wntext of bat experience. Similarly, Chinn; and, McBride support a
feminist perspective in nursing (as cited in Anderson, 1991b). A feminist perspective,
they argue, goes kyond an examination of the inter-subjective construction of
meaning. It unmasks oppression and relations of domination.
In the view of Keddy (1992) the most signifiant issue facing nursing scholars
and practitioners in the 1990s is related to feminist research, theory and epistemology.

Bungay and Keddy (19%) argue that nurses are actively seeking ways of
understanding the sacial forces goveriiing the world so they can alter the misogynist
structures of health care (practice). They encourage nurses to discuss their research
and share modes of thinking that are new and exciting (feminist methodology) and

ones that hold out hope for the future of research in health care.
Torkefson ( 1996) identifies two aims of the feminist research movement within
nursing science and refers to the work of Duffj and Hedin. The first aim is to
increase the amount of research on women; and the second one is to recognize the
influence of societal discrimination on the concerns of women and rernedy those
injustices.
Seibold et al. (1994) raise the issue of critical activism in feminist research and
suggest the need for further debate by feminist researchers. They wonder how a smdy

of single women and midlife and menopause, when the findings are findings showing
only one view of reality, can improve the lot of women. These researchers also
questioned whether a study of middle-class women serves to empower women who are
l e s advantageâ socio-economically or does it funher marginalize them.
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King (1994) argues that historically feminism and nursing have travelled

separate paths but more recently nurse researchers have begun to undertake feminist
research. The imperative, King identifies, for nurse researchers and their feminist
research is the need to differentiate between the concepts, method and methodology.
The purpose of feminist research. accotding to King, is to serve as a catalyst for the
emancipation of women and the nursing profession. Campbell and Bunting (1991) also
raise the issue of empowerment and argue that feminist research empowers al1 women

and can empower nursing research.

Cain (1986) argues that in the discipline of sociology, the relationship is the
basic unit of sociological science. In terms of the standpoint specificity of knowfedge,
the author supports the view that the researcher must understand her standpoint in

terms of the same theory she uses to understand those she investigates. As researchers
we must be prepared to modify our theory so as to take real account of the facts. Cain

encourages the approach that when we tind a success story, we need to unpack it and
locate those elements in it which really make for the success, to use the theory to

make sense of rather than to deny the experience, and in the process search for the
transfomative potential.
In her argument of a sociology for women as proposed by Smith (as cited in
Webb 1984), Webb reminds women sociologists that they work inside a discourse

(male social universe) which ihey did not have a pan in making. The determinate
position starts from wornen's standpoint in a sociology for women and women are the
subject rather than the object of study. Olesen (1994) argues that a major himie
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question for qualitative feminist research will be the degree to which the various
approaches speak effcctively to a mciology "for' d e r than "about" women.
Feminist strategies for interviewing are discussed by Marjorie Devault (1990),
with the focus on talking and listening from women's standpoint. Devault argues that

in order to transforrn sociology (to write women and their diverse experiences into the
discipline) we need to move toward new methods for writing about women's lives and
activities without leaving sociology altogether. Duvault cites Smith who argues that
the routine procedure of the discipline pull us insistently toward conventional

understandings that distort women's experiences. In the perception of Stacey and
Thorne (as cited in Devault. 1990), the dilemma for the feminist scholar is to find
ways of working within some disciplinary tradition while aiming at creating
knowledge that will transform that tradition. Devault attends to the issue, women and
language.
It is Maynard's (1990) argument that many of the exciting and important

developrnents in ferninist sociologieal theory have taken place in parallel to existing
theoreticai work. "They have not, as yet, been significantly embraced by or integrated
into itn (p. 273). Although Maynard observes that relatively little has been done to
articulate the important theoretical and conceptual work of feminist sociology wi th
methodology (theory and analysis of how research should proceed), there is one
exception. Maynard cites the ongoing debate on gender and social class which is likely
to k critical to the re-shaping of sociology in the 1990s. In this debate feminists are
confronting mainstrearn sociology on the conceptualization, measurement and analysis
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of an important dimension of social stratification. Wornen sociologists are taking issue
with mainsueam sociology rather than developing their own positions outside of it.

Some of the key themes and areas attended to in British sociology and an
examination of the extent to which sociology has ken transformed by the feminist
impetus is discussed by Ann Oakley (1989). The work of Walby is cited by Oakley as
providing four approaches to or stages of the development of the social sciences under
the impact of feminism. The first is the almost total neglect of women's social

position. n.eir treatment is in a brief aside or f m o t e and is associateci with a lwse,
unscientific and often assumed attribution to bioiogical influences of social differences
between men and women. The second is the stage of criticism where flaws and
fallacies stemming frorn this practice a n exposed, and assumptions, for exarnple, of
the determinist nature of sex differences, are reconstinited as research questions or

about the extent to which such differences are exhibited across time and between
cultures. The additive stage is the third stage-women are added in as a special case,
in order to compensate for their prtvious omission. The fourth is the full theoretical

integration of the analysis of gender into the central questions of the discipline itself.
Oakley (1989) argues that increasingly and in the 1980s especially, those who
have contributcd to women's studies in sociology have concerned themselves with the

theoretical integration of women's situation. It is Oakley's argument that "a sociology

for woman demands the institution of a different modal form of social relations, one
which will appiy to the practices of miology iwlf and will channel these away from
the habit of deriving the concerns of sociology from a limited social agenda set by the

powerful" (p. 462). Gittens; and, Askharn support her argument that the feminist
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saciological energies of the past 15 y e m have resulted in a more cautious attitude to

key social institutions such as the family and marriage, which, under scrutiny, mm
out to be cornposeci of families and marriages (as cited in Oakley, 1989). Oakley
views Walby's stage four as having two parts. First, the doing of the theoretical work
and second, the institutionalization of the fruits of these labours. The ferninist critique

of science (Harding, 1986) is viewed by Oakley as having much to offer sociology
conceming the tme meaning of gender politics. This view supports Oakley's argument
that a feminist epistemology requires the transformation of social relations themselves.
Devault (1990) cautions against abandoning the traditions of woman talk
encouraged by professional training as sociologists to adopt an abstract, controlled,
and emotionless dixourse. Researchers need to incorporate into their practice

distinctively female traditions and constnict feminist dimurses in the discipline of
sociology which do the m e .
Cook and Fonow (1986) analyzed the sociological literature of the past nine
years for issues in feminist methodology. The question they asked was, what progress
have feminist sociologists made in transforming the epistemological and

methodological nature of the discipline of sociology? They found that in sociology,
feminist methodology even if studies did not involve direct interaction with a target
group of women, generally contained an awareness of policy implications. These
authors argue that within the field of sociology, feminist methodology is in the
process of becoming and is not yet a fully articulated stance. They believe that at this
point in time there is no "correct" feminist methodology within the sociology
discipline.
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Gorelick (1991) concludes ihat the old way, the top down methods of politics
and science is no longer an option. If the goal is to end the oppression of women,
what is needed is a political movement and a social science that gives voice to women.
Oppression is multi-faceted so giving voice is not enough. Gorelick argues for a sacial
science produced by women of various social conditions that reveals the
commonalities and structured conflicu in the hidden structures of oppression, both as
felt and obscured. "The quest for such a science confronts and comprises a dynamic
tension among the researcher and the researched, stmggle and science, action,
experience, method and theorym(p. 474).
Scott (1998) argues that feminist writings have crcated shifts in feminist theory
(theory and practice). Women of colour have demandeci an expansion of the

definitions of women's experiences to include women of colour and the resulting shihs
in feminist theory responding to this dernand.

Peplau and Conrad (1989) define the fundamental issue for feminist psychology

as the "dilemma of combining feminism, a value orientation with action implications,
and the tradition of psychology as an empirical science striving for objectivity and

value-neutralitym(p. 38 1).
A cal1 for change in the methodology uscd in feminist psychological rescarch is

made by Landrine, Klonoff, and Brown-Collins (1992) based on the argument that
cultural diversity in fem inist psychology cannot happen without methoûological
change. They argue that feminist research has the potential to be characterized as a

rigorous and sensitive person-centered methodology.
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Rather than accept the solution to replace traditional science with a totally new
approach, in feminist psychology the more popular position is to reshape conventional
scientific practices to serve feminist goals. The process will be an evolutionary one
where individual psychologists and research teams work in their own diverse ways to
use the methods of science to create new approaches to feminist research (Peplau &
Conrad, 1989).
Lewin and Wild (1991) cal1 upon the discipline of psychology to embrace
feminist scholars and scientisu. Their feminist contribution, these authors predict, will

change the field, the curriculum and the tesu in the discipline of psychology.
Walsh (1989) alm presents arguments from the disciplinary perspective of
psychology which hold tnie today. One of these is to ensure feminist representation on

editorial boards and to ensure that feminists on the boards of feminist journals
reproduce a r e values. The need for feminists to pressure APAts Council of Editors
and Publications and Communication Board to make changes to their publication

manual is much needed . Fem inist research report writing and qua1itative research
reponing need to be respected and more favourably reprewnted in the manual.
Anthromlo~y
Anthropological paradigms of politics and gender are examineci using a feminist
perspective by Sharon Tiffany (1987). The argument is made that feminist xholarship

is more than supplemental information about women added to existing paradigms.
Tiffany argues that "a feminist anthropology which would reformulate the 'Science of
Man' by asking different questions and by constnicting new frameworks that

contribute to an integrated understanding of human experiences" (p. 349).
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In anthropological studies of politics, Tiffany (1987) found that women were

invisible. This failure to recognite the diversity of women 's political roles, according
to Tiffany, is buil t into assumptions of male dominance. Another assumption operating
is that politics occur beyond the domestic sphere associated with women. The
conceptualization of "dualisms" is present in the anthropological literature
(publidprivate; politicd/nonpolitical). Assumed in the dichotomization relationship is
a theoretical and ideological opposition between the nonpolitical, domestic woman and
the political public man.

In the anthropological iiteratun, it is common to find women defined as
productive and reproductive "valuables." Tiffany (1987) cites Smith who writes that
"the failure to analyze women's participation in social systems has resulted in
distorted or partial portraits of the cultures we seek to describe" (p. 347). Tiffany
argues that the emergence of women's lives and experiences in recent anthropological
liteninire, reflecting the influence of feminist xholarship, is a result of paradigminduced chaqges in values and perceptions. Field workers are king sensitized to
reflexivity in the research process, researchedinformant relationships, the dynarnics of
intracultulal differences and gender differences in specific social systems.
Support for ethnography in feminist research is the argument of Klein; Mies;

Reinharz; and, Stanley and Wise (as cited in Webb, 1993). The criticism by ferninisu
about ethnographies concems their neutralized authoritative ethnographic voice and
hornogenizeâ people's lives (Cole & Phillips, 1995). Cole (1995) argues that feminist
anthropologists try "to recognize new modes of authority that are experiential,
intersubjective, and dialogical" (p. 192). She fùnher argues that new and multiple

.
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subject-positions are recognized by feminists in their texts. Feminist ethnographers,
according to Cole, need to maintain what Harding refers to as "robust reflexivity" (as
citeci in Cole, 1995, p. 200).
Cole (1995) concludes that feminist anthropologists need to continue to use such
categories as women and gender. Otherwise there is the danger that difference and
multi pl ici ty as dismantling categories may undennine movements to end the

oppressions of women in their many forms. Cole argues that what feminist
ethnography can contribute to anthropology is an unrttling of dixiplinary boundaries.

Feminist anthropologists need to be pan of what they smdy and Cole further argues
that this challenges the anthropological assumption of "sranding outside."

Locating Myself Within the Context of Feminist Research
This section is about what I take away frorn the debate on feminist research, as

reviewed in the literamre.
There is strength to k found in feminist epistemology. I klieve in research
with, by, and for women. 1 am convinced about the tremendous forces of power and
oppression experienced by wornen. And, 1 am tired of women's invisible work not
king recognized in the private (home)and public (work) spheres of women's lives.
When 1 write and talk about feminism, nursing, and myself, 1 do not think of
thea as separate entities. 1 am cornpelled when 1 think of one, to include the other
two. For exarnple, I include feminism and myself in nursing debates; 1 include

nursing and myself in debates about feminism; and my thoughu about myself include

feminism and nursing. They are al1 connected and the sum total is greatcr than each
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individual concept. The outcome when feminism, nursing, and myself are connected is

a belief in the strength and power of women. Also, my own consciousness raising has
implications for a collective consciousness raising. Why is this important to nursing?
Nurses work in oppressive bureaucratie systems and their work is invisible. It will
take feminist scholarship and feminist economists to make the invisible, visible.
Caring is generally conceptualized as the work of women. In the "work world"

of community hcalth nurses "caring" needs to be legitimated. Feminism celebrates
caring and love. It embraces with passion the work of nursing. To do the caring work
of nursing, one needs to be educated, intelligent and thoughthil. Feminism would
bring more respect to the discipline of nursing, the valuing of women and their work
and the promotion of epistemologies within the discipline.

Health, health care and health promotion are the purvue of women in the world.
Feminism would place nursing on a more equal fmthold with other disciplines. For
example, the male dominated medical profession. Feminisrn would elevate and unite
the nursing profession with tbeir Sisters (other nurses). The opporninity for "synergy"

lads to a new kind of energy which would effect theory, practice, research, and
administration in nursing.
A most challenging aspect of nursing in the current milieu (health care reform)

is the quality of work life. The labour unions speak with a labour and legalistic voice
but perhaps, for example, if the union (Manitoba Nurses Union), the profession
(Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses) and the university (Faculty of Nursing)
were working together, the milieu in which nurses find themselves could change. By
king united and working toward the goals of feminism, we would have a stronger

and united voice with policy makers and funden. Feminism cm serve to be the force
that unites these disparate agendas.

Feminisrn could be the balm (salve) to help promote healing and building
"community" within nursing. The different factions of nursing are hostile and
confrontational. Nursing is fractionalid around the different levels of Registered
Psychiatrie Nurses (RPNs), Diploma pnpared nurses and Baccalaureate Nurses (BNs).

These levels are not supportive of each other and are obstructive to the common goal
of nursing.
Within the context of the "work world" of nurses, there are structures that have
been in place for ages and never questioned or challenged, Le., shift work. A h , the
"great divide" between hospital and community nursing continues to exist. Feminism
would challenge hospital and community ideas in a process of de-constructing meaning
and retonceptualization for the benefit of the "community." Feminisrn contributes to

the building of community and changing structures and the manner in which nursing
care is delivered.

Feminisms would embrace the "value plurality" within the discipline of nursing.
Also, the language of ferninist scholars in the disciplines acknowledges that inherent in
words is the concept of "power", for example, informant versus participant and
subject versus participan t.

The statement made by a friend, "when 1 Wear my glasses, 1 even hear better ",1
view as a metaphor for feminist research. The feminist lens, Le., feminist

rnethodology, not only serves the researcher in "seeing" the invisible experiences of
participants but it also contributes to "better"hearing of their voices. It is feminist
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research methodology that is going to amplify the voices of community health nurses
and make transparent their work. My challenge will be to rernain truc to the data in a

sensitive, thoughtful and honest way .

Conclusion
An ovewiew of the literanire on feminist research methodology was presented in

this chapter. Several issues were dixussed from a number of disciplines: nursing,
sociology. psychology, and anthropology. The characteristics and dimensions of

feminist research were explored. The value of feminist research methodology from the
research experiences of feminist scholars was established. Locating myself within the
context of feminist research was aniculated. The next chapter describes the application
of feminist research methodology to the study of community health nurses and their

role in health promotion policy development and implementation.

CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

Introduction
This study is about women's voices and women's lives. The question is how do
we corne to hear and know the voices and Iives of women? The research answer is
through the methodology of feminist science. The method may be quantitative,
qualitative or a combination of both. However, 1 chose naturalistic inquiry
(qualitative) within the feminist paradigm, utilizing ethnographic interviews to give
opportunity for the voices of community health nurses to be heard and their "work
worldsmto be made visible.

The ethnographic interview process was shaped by the explicit theoretical and
ideological perspective of feminism (Oakley, 198 1). The principles of naturalistic
inquiry are in concert with feminist science. For the purposes of this chapter, 1 will

make use of the term feminist research (which includes the principles of naturalistic
inquiry). Explicit in "feminism" and "feminist research" is the idea of political
movement for social change in women's lives. Ferninist research is for women, and
upholds the purpose to make a diffennce in the lives of women (Harding, 1987).
Chapter Three is organized in wo main sections: Feminist Methodology; and,
Methad (see Table 3).

Table 3
OutIine of Cha~terThree

Introduction
Feminist Methodoiogy

Research Design
Recniitrnent
Sample (The Participants)
Gathering Evidence
a. Description
b. Context
c. Transcription
d. Celebration and Gifts
Analysis and Interpntation
a. Feminist Analysis
b. Qualitative Approach
c. Context
Evaluation (Trustwonhiness)
a. Credibility
b. Transferability
c. Authenticity (Fairness)
d. Reflection and Refiexivity
Conchsion

Fem in ist Methodology
According to Harding (1987) "a methodology is a theory and analysis of how

research does or should proceed" (p. 3). This same author has derribed thtee
distinpishing characteristics of feminist research. They are as follows: new empirical

and theoretical resources (women's experiences); new purposes of social science (for
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women); and, new subject mater of inquiry (locating the researchei in the same
critical plane as the overt subject matter).
Funher to the definition of feminist research, Christine Webb (1993) defines
feminist research and re fers to Bernhard's eight criteria. These include: the researcher
i s a woman; feminist rnethodology is used, including researcher-subject interaction,

non-hierarchical research relationships, expressions of feelings, and concern for
values; the research has the potential to help its subjects; the focus is on the
experiences of wornen; it is a study of women; the words "feminism" or "feminist"
are actually used; feminist Iiterature is cited; and, the research is reported using nonsexist language.
Sirnilarly, Oakley (1981) presenu questions that are characteristic of feminist
research in contrast [O conventional research reporting: how many interviews were
done; how many were not done, etc. Oakley argues for description of the process of
interviewing itsel f. These include the following: sociaVpersonal characteristics of
those doing the interviewing; interviewee's feelings about king interviewed and about

the interview; interviewer's feelings about interviewee; quality of the interviewerinterviewee interaction; hospitality offered by interviewees to interviewers; attempts
by interviewees to use interviewers as sources of information; and the extension of

interviewer-interviewee encounters into more broadly-based sociai relationships.
Harding (1987) argues that it is not by looking at research rnethods (techniques
for gathering evidence) that enables one to identify the distinctive features of the best
feminist research. She recommends separating out the issues of method, melhodology,
and epistemology and not using rnethod to refer to ail three aspects of research. The

.
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work of Oakley (1981) is a good exarnple of the connections between method and

methodology, i.e., how an initial discussion about method cm raise methodological
issues.
Included in this discussion of feminist methadology are the philosophical
perspectives of ontology and epistemology and their importance to feminist research.
Ontoloey
Silva, Sorrell and Sorrell (1995) provide a perspective on nursing's emerging
philosophical shift from epistemology to ontology. By ontology is meant, "ways of
being" (p. 2). These authors argue that as the world has becorne more cornplex,
nurses' questioning has shifted from epistemological questioning to ontological
questions. According to these authors, epistemology questions the structure and
trustworthiness of knowledge. In contrast, ontology questions the nature and realities
of beings. As applied to nursing, nurses question the nature and meaning of their own
and their clients' realities and beings.

The lack of involvement of community health nurses in policy developrnent is
not just a nursing issue because gender is hindamental in this wntext. Florence
Nightingale did not challenge the link between nursing and gender (as cited in Oakley,
1993b). Feminist research was choxn and applied in this study to disentangle the

complex issues contributing to the "reality" and "kingmof cornmunity health nurses
and their lack of voice in the policy development process. Feminist research tries to

hear the voices of the silenced and disenfranchised.
As defined by Stanley and Wise (1983) "feminisrn is not only a set of beliefs but

alsa a set of theoretical constructions about the nanire of women's oppression, and the

pan that this oppression plays within social reality more generally" (p. 55). They
argue that feminism directly confronts the idea that one person or set of people have

the right to impose definitions of reality on others (Stanley & Wise, 1991). Stanley
and Wise (1990), further argue that feminism needs to be present within the research
process and they identifj five sites, which include: in the researcher-researched
relationship; in emotion as a research experience; in the intellecnial autobiography of
researchers; in how to manage the differing "realities" and understandings of
researchers and researched; and, in the complex question of power in research and
writing. Thew authors taise the issue of "inter-subjectivitynin research and argue that

"in spite of out ontological distincuiess none the less we assume we can, and indeed
we do, 'share experiences' such that we recognize ourrlves in others and they in us

and can speak of 'common experiences' " (p. 23).
Bartky describes "double ontological shock" which she tems "complexity of
reality ": "There exists both an awareness that events rnay be different from their
appearance and presenüition by others (ferninisu reing different from others) and also
not knowing when they are 'actually' different and when such difference is 'rnerely
imagined'" (as cited in Stanley & Wise, 1991, p. 279). Smley and Wise (1991) argue
that the feminist view of social reality involves a valid paranoia but that if something
is experienced, then it is expericnced validly: "If a thing is real in its consequences

then it is real to the person experiencing those consequences" (p. 279). This was

important to me. especially during the analysis and interpretation of data when 1
needed opportunity to discuss my interpretation of reality with othen. The Chair of
my Ph.D. Cornmittee provided me with this oppottunity. Colleagues provided support

during the writing p r e s s which was afhning of rdities. Bartky's identification of
"double ontological shock" may help to explain participants' reaction to the summary
of findings which they a11 received. The majority of the feedback was provided by
telephone, so that again, the conversation style of communicating was revisited from
the initial interviews. As will be discusscâ in subsequent chapters the feedback was

affinning. Many participants respondeâ chat their reality was "shocking." They
attributed this to "reading" a reality which they Iive every day. My feeling was that
this was truc, but in addition they were confronted with a researcher's feminist reality
which 1 believe, for the participants, was an undentartding of their reality , mirrored

in a different way and one that caused them pause for reflection. Also, nurses became
aware of the reality of their "sharedWexperience. Sharing the findings arnong nurses
was a validation of reality for each nurse and contributed to a sense of solidarity.

AS will be discussed hirther in subsequent chaptcrs, a reality experienceâ by

comrnunity health nurses is the invisible nature of their pracrice. A qualitative method
was chosen as a rneans to uncover the invisible nature of the community health

nurses' work and considered the best way to listen to their voices. In the words of

Ann Oakley (1993b) "nurses owe it to themselves to lift off the veil that has made
thern invisible, and make everyone see and undersiand how important they really are"
(p. 51).

E~istemolony
"An episternology is a theory of knowledge. It answers questions about who can

k a 'knower'; what tests beliefs must p a s in order to be legitimated as knowledge;
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what kinds of things can be known, Le., can subjective tmths count as knowledge?"
(Harding, 1987, p. 3).

Oakley (1993a) cites Keller who wrote the biography of geneticist, Barbara
McClintock. McClintock knew that rcason and expriment were not enough on their
own. She knew that what is needed instead is a capacity for union with that which is

to be known, "a mode of understanding in which the knower and the to-be-hown
have equal status and in which the knower's different senses are not pressed into the
dampcning dichotomies of mind or h e m and passion, reason or feeling" (as cited in

Oakley, 1993a. p. 2 10).
The component of personal knowledge is one of four fundamental patterns of
knowing in nursing identifid by Carper (1978): "Personal knowledge is concerned
with the knowing, encountering, and acnializing of the concrete, individual self" (p.

18). This knowledge, according to Carper, is broadly characterized as subjective,

concrete, and existential. This kind of knowing promotes wholeness and integrity in
the personal encounter, the achievement of engagement rather than detachment-

"denying the manipulative, impersonal orientation" (p. 20).
As an academic, working in a university setting, the idea of promoting
knowledge in a detached, manipulative, impersonal way is very real. Oakiey (1993a)
cites Rich who argues that the very notion of the univenity "rem on assumptions of
social inequality and competitivcness, and on falr ideas of objectivity" (p. 219). The
"antidote" for me was in my choice of a feminist research process. A process where
the "researcher" and "rexarched" are panicipating egually and where value is placed

on reflexivity and reflection, crcated for me a learning oppomnity which generaied
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personal knowledge about myxlf as a feminist rholar. This was my first experience
in conducting a study that is feminist naturalistic inquiry. The participants in the study

taught me volumes about my re~earchquestions and about myself as a researcher,
academic, and human being. It is also rrue that personal and professional knowledge
was gained by the participants. The following exarnples were offered by the

participants in their feedback from the distribution of findings. Examples of individual
personal growth were included in the following cornments: "1 will keep this summary
at my desk and think more about it, a Ieaming experience for men; "1 am continuing
to work

at

understanding the feminist aspect." Collective conxiousness was expressed

in these comments: "It's nice to know I'm not alone"; "the need to nurnire the

collective really stood out for me." The necessity of nurses' involvement in policy
development and implementation was expressed in the following comments: "Your
work is a beginning to taking the need for comrnunity health nurses' involvement in
policy development to the implernentation stage"; and, "how do we get your findings
to

the policy rnakers?"
Feminist researchers know that personal values are brought to intellectual work.

"The academic theorist or researcher. influences what is knownn (Oakley, 1993a, p.
214). The personal perspective does shape knowledge and feminists make it a point to

know when and how this happens in the research process. For the ferninist researcher,
the research does not have an ending. at least not until it has a socio-political impact.

For this reason 1 look forward to sharing the findings further with participants in a
public forum at the time of defending the research. This will give nurses the
opportunity to strategize together around issues of implementing the research
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recommendations. Alm. this will be a celebration and a iime to share learnings, both
professional and personal.
Harding (1987) argues that in feminist reswch, one of the characteristics is that
the research is located in the same critical plane as the overt subject matter. The
researcher is seen not as an invisible anonymous voice of authority. but a real
historical individual wi th concrete, specific desires and interest. Both "researcher" and
"researched" share the same level playing field. In my role of professor and mentor to
community health nurses, 1 needed to be cognizant of the power relarionship in the
interview process. For this reason, Oakley 's (198 1) approach to interviewing was
chosen. She views the interview as a discussion or guided conversation in which both
the interviewer and interviewee share information and contribute to the research

process. This is in convast to a traditional interview process which is hierarchical;
where the interviewer has power ove; the interviewee.
The power aspects exist not just in the interview process, but also when
"readingn the interviews and "writing" about them. The relationship of the "knower"
io

the "known" became an issue in this research; for example, the reading/analysis

and interpretation of iranscribed data. Schweickan (1991) addresses the issue of

reader-response criticism and she argues for the engagement of feminist criticism,
toward a feminist theory of reading. Culler argues that models or stories of reading
are organized around three problems (as cited in Schweickart, 1991). The first of
these is the question. does the text control the reader, or vice versa? Reading always

involves a subject and an object, a reader and a text. The second question r a i d is,
what constitutes the objectivity of the text? The third problem is the ending of the
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story. "Readers may be manipulated and rnisled but when they finish the book their
experience tums into knowledge" (p. 530). Feminist criticism, it is argued by
Schweickan (1991) would move the thesis of readerlresponse criticism from the
reader, an active producer of rneaning, to the recognition that there are many different
kinds of readers. Culler raises the question that if the experieoce of literature depends
upon the qualities of a reading self, what difference would it make to the meaning of
literature if the self were fernale? (as cited in Schweickart, 1991).
In addressifig Culler's concerns. 1 offer the following perspectives. I took

rneasures a decream the distance between reader and text. I tempered the Ianguage
such that I tried to achieve maximum accessibility for the readers of the text, e.g.
wornen. The text in the dissertation findings chapter is written such that the text does
not control the reader but invites the reader as a participant in a discovery of

knowledge. In other words to keep the discouragement that happened to me when 1
reviewed the rientific literanire from happening to my readers. The intent was to
have my writing em brace the reader. The concept, inter-subjectivi ty , was important to
my work. Intet-subjectivity in the readingfanalysis of data promoted shared rneaning

making. Kirby and McKenna (1989) argue that inter-subjectivity is necessary: "An
authentic dialogue ktween all participants in the research process in which al1 are
respected as equally knowing subjecu" (p. 28). In this study the prominent activities

of reading (transcription) and wri ting (dissertation), two important areas of political
struggle, are crucial components of a feminist research process, interpreting the world
in order to change it. For me, this stniggle was motivated by the power of evidence

to make change happen. For others, my advice is, be prepared to give a full
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cornmitment to any feminist research process and accept the struggle which in the end
is very wonhwhile.

Method
A research method "is a technique for, or way of proceeding, in gathering

evidence" (Harding, 1987, p. 2). In this snidy, wornenîentered interviewing was
utilized to ensure that the voices of the community health nurses were heard and their
work made visible. Their in:crviews were tape recorded and a semi-stnictured
interview xhedule was u a d which included questions about policy developrnent and
implementation involvement and questions about the work of the community health
nurse so to establish the work reality context.
Included in the discussion of method are the areas of research design, ethical
considerations, recniiment, sample, gathering evidence, analysis and interpretation,
and evaluation.

The methodology including ontology and epistemology is feminist science. Ail
elemenu of the method, which is naturalistic inquiry and more specificaily womencentered interviewing, including interpretation and evaluation are shaped by the tenets
of feminist science. The ethnographic interviews, again an element of method, were
themselves predicated upon fmiinist science. Therefon this study is feminist
naturalistic inquiry (see Figure 1).

Fieure 1. Research design

Lincoln ( 1992) argues that naturalistic inquiry is more resonanr with human,
social, behavioral, and cultural phenornena. When describing rhe naturalistic
paradigm. Lincoln and Guba (1985) refer to the work of Willems who defines

"naturalism" as

it

is proposed in behavioral rexarch. Wliat Lincoln and Guba

conclude i s that in naturalistic inquiry "no manipulation on the part of the inquirer is
implied. and the inquirer imposes no a priori uniü on the outcorne" (p. 8).
Lincoln (1992) makes her argument for naturalistic inquiry as a replacement to
the positivist. conventional mode1 of inquiry. Although I am respectful of Lincoln's

perspective. that one paradigm should replace another is challenged.

To not replace.

offers another lens that is complementary and helps us to understand better the world
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of social/cultural/historicalphenomena. Thus, nantralistic inquiry should be brought to
research in the health promotion field. The ontologicai, epistemological, and
methodological differences of nanrralistic inquiry include the following: a relativist
ontology; a monistic, subjectivist epistemology; a hermeneutic methodology; and, both
quality criteria of trustworthiness and quality criteria for authenticity (Lincoln, 1992;
Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
This study has elements of ethnography but the emphasis of these elements is not
made completely clear in the literature. For exarnple, Patton (1990) describes
ethnography within the discipline of anthropology as characterized by immersion in
the culture through intensive field work. Wolcott (1980) argues that the above is true
but what makes ethnography distinct is "the matter of interpreting and applying the
findings from a cultural perspective" (p. 59). The debates in the discipline of
anthropology concerning ethnography and feminist ethnography are articulated by
Cole (1995). The literature on feminist ethnography raises further questions. Feminist
ethnography is theoretically grounded in field work and gender. For the
anthropologist, gender is subjected to a cuhlal analysis. Feminist ethnographers have
criticized ethnographies characterized by "authoritative ethnographic voice and
homogenized people's lives" (Cole & Phillips, 1995, p. 2). These authors argue that
feminist perspectives on anthropology remain unrecognized and are considered not to

be legitimate. The debate and lack of consensus within the discipline of anthropology
about ethnographic research persist in the literature. There is no right answer in the

debate, what is ethnography and feminist ethnography. This jack of consensus as to a
clear meaning of ethnographic research and the debates about ethnography and
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feminist ethnography within the discipline of anthropology caused me to reconsider its
relationship to rny work. However, the ethnographic interview was of signifiant
impomce to this research.
Irrespective of discipline, culturelcultural context is a salient element in feminist
scholarship. Although culture was not central to my research questions (gender and
power were central), components of culture were uncovered as they related to
bureaucratic systems. However, 1 hesitate to declare this study, feminist ethnography
because of the foliowing reasoiis;
1.

Gender and not culture was a primary concern.

2.

There was no application of participant observation.

3.

There was absence of field work.

In fact, opportunities for field work were limited. In retrospect. it wouid not have
been possible to do field work because of the lack of invoivement of community
health nurses in policy development and implernentation in the field. I had identified
assumptions prior to collecting data and this lack of involvement in policy making was
one of them.
Patton (1990) argues that orientational qualitative inquiry begins with an explicit
theoretical or ideological perspective that govems decisions at al1 phases of the
research process, i.e., in my case feminist theory. He hnher argues that the extent to

which any study is orientational is a rnatter of degree.
As with grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), an inductive strategy was

used. In the case of rny research, the themes, concepts, and subconcepts emergcd
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from the data and 1 maintained an open mind. It is the argument of Stanley and Wise
(1991) that the research experience itself is subject to ongoing "theorizings" (p. 267).

To summarize, in the decision about the research design 1 used in my shidy, the
argument can be made that there are elements of ethnography. orientational, grounded
theory and othen; and in spite of their distinction, sometimes these elemenu overlap.
For the reasons cited previously, 1 chose to identiQ my research design as feminist
naturalistic inquiry, specifically women-centered interviewing (levy, 1998). 1 felt the
need to put a iabel on my research so that scholars and colleagues will know what 1
have done.
Community health nurses, working in two public health nursing service delivery
agencies in an urban sening, were recruited for this study through a letter of
invitation. Thirty-one nurses were interviewed using a semi-structured interview
schedule which in addition to health poiicy, explored areas such as work environment,
health promotion needs, and the opportunity for women's voices to be heard. The

transcribed data from tape recorded interviews was analyred using qualitative rnethods

in the form of content analysis. Themes, categories, concepts, and their relationships
emerged from the data. Feminist theory and analysis were brought to the
interpretation of data. Feminist approaches to research were applied at every phase of
the research process.

Ethical Considerations
Ethical approval was obtained from the Faculty of Nursing Ethical Review
Committee (see Appendix A). In preparing the proposal for their review, 1 followed

the guidelines provided by the Faculty of Nursing Ethical Review Cornmittee for

proposal submission, and 1 incorporated the criteria of the draft Code of Ethics for the
Canadian Women 's Studies Associationil'Association canadienne des h d e s sur les
femmes (CWSA-ACEF) (Kirby, 1991).
Access to the two official public health agencies was obtained from the
appropriate contact persons (sec Appendix B). The procedures for gaining research
access in both settings were followed.
A consent form was used to inform the participants and ensure contidentiality

was king maintained by the researcher. At the interview, two copies of the consent
form were signed by each participant. 1 kept one copy and the participant kept a copy.
Written into the consent form was the idea that participants could withdraw from the
study at any tirne (see Appendix C).

The anticipated issue of power in the researcherfparticipant relationship based on
my former role as tacher of the panicipants ("historicai power residue") was written
into my proposai to the Ethical Review Committee. Before proceeding with each
interview I planned to compare "our" realities since the studenu graduated. Womencentered interviewing with an emphasis on "power with" and not "power over" was
identified as the approach to gathering evidence. The issue of power in my
relationship with participants who were former students is discussed fùrther on pages

159 and 174.
During the latter phase of recniiting participants, 1 met with the Chair of the
Ethicai Review Committee. Faculty of Nursing to seek advice about obtaining the
final four participants and 1 followed up this meeting with a letter to her (sec
Appendix D). Approval was provided to have a notice posted in each public health
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office, requesting four more participants for the study. The contact persons ( a c ~ s s )
were again approached and they facilitated this contact.
An issue of an ethical nature arox at the time the summary of findings was

distributed to al1 participants for their feedback. One of the first participants to
respond asked if she could distribute copia of the findings sumrnary to the public
health nurses working in her office. I was confrontcd by the reality of "action" versus
"contidentiality." 1 consulted with the Chair of my Ph.D.Cornmittee who advised me
that even though the participant was comfonable to disclose her participation in the
study, this was not desirable as there may be consequences for her as an employee
and she should not put herself at risk. The participant understood and was accepting
of the plan that information about the study would be made available to the public
health nurses, once i t was completed. For the time being. the study was considered
research in progress.
Recruitment
niirty-one community hcalth nurses were recruited for the study. They are
employees of two ofticial public health agencies, The City of Winnipeg Department of
Hcalth and Manitoba HeaIth. As per the agreed upon protocol, a list of the public

health nurse employees was provided to me by the appropriate contact person in each
agency. A letter of invitation. asking for volunteers to participate, was mailed by the
rcsearcher to the community health nurses working in each public health nuning
office in Winnipeg ( r e Appendix E).
The letters of invitation were mailed on February 18, 1994. The first interview
took place on March 21, 1994. By June. 1 had recniited one-half the required sample

.
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size. A followvp letter which encouraged participation was mailed to the nurses at
their office (see Appendix F). In September, letters were sent to the wo agency
contact persons requesting that the nurses k remindecf of my study and the need for
10 more participants (see Appendix G). By Decernber. 1994, 4 participants were

needed to complete the anticipated sarnple of 30 nurses. 1 prepared a poster notice
which was distributed to the public health nursing offices by the agency contact
persons (see Appendix H). In fact, 5 nurses responded, thus completing the
recniitment phase of the research (finalized within the year).
At no tirne did 1 recmit nurses on site. In the fall of 1994, 1 was invited to a

meeting of the Community Health Nurses lnterest Group briefly to discuss my study
and after that meeting, I received telephone calls from

at

least 3 newly recniited

volun teer participants.
Some of the motivators to participate that came from the nurses were as follows:
the perception that nurses who were not involved in policy development be recruited

first; a sincere willingness to help; curiosity and the oppomnity to lem; a
researcher's willingness to listen; a belief that community health nurses should be
involved in policy development and they were not; and, a desire to want to change
present circumstances through the research process.
Any hesitation about community health nurses not wanting to participate in what
may be seen as an academic exercise was unfounded. The reason I feel confident

about this is because the feminist research paradigm 1 u r d is based on the value of
women's experiences. The interview process was a means of listening to the work
experiences of community heaith nurses and recognizing their work. My initial
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concern that this research may not be of interest or thought to be needed by
community health nurses and may be viewed as an academic exercise, self-motivated
to meet a degree requirement, was not borne out.

Sarn~le(The Partici~ants)
The sample w s obtained in a convenient way, as previously rnentioned on page
150 by circulating a letter of invitation to community health nurses in the two official

public health/community health agencies, requesting their participation in the study.
Consistent with this research methodology, the exact number of participants was
not known; however, it was expected that at least 30 nurses would consent to
participate based on prior research experience with this population and an expected
panicipation rate of at least 50% of the population. In fact, 31 nurses participated.
The num ber of participants required for this snidy depended on the saturation of data.

Gathering evidence stops when there is a substantial degree of repetition in the data.
Alihough there was no attempt to have equal proportions of nurses from each official

agency, by happen chance, the sarnple consisted of 15 nurses from one agency and 16
nurses from the other agency.
A dernographic profile of participants can be found in Table 4. The rnajority of

the nurses were female (n =30). They were primarily white Caucasian and there were

no Aboriginal nurses in the sarnple. Again the rnajority of the nurses (n=23) were full
time employees. The remainder (n=8) worked pan time. Two nurrs were planning
to retire within a year. Of the 31 nurses, 25 worked at the field level, the practice

level wi th individuals, families, groups, and uimmunities; while 6 nurses held
administrative positions. The field level included 2 nurses who were working in the

Table 4
Demontaohic Profile

FulVPart Time

Gender
White Caucasian

Femalc
n=30

96.8%

Male
n=l

3.2%

93.5 A

1.1-29
Orfier
n=2

6.5%
.

Position in the System
Field levcl

n =25

Satisfied/Dissatisfied
with Work

Health Problems

74.2 96

as23

Dissatisficd
19.4% n=S
Partly satisfied/panly
dissatisficd

16.1 %
9.7 %

Years of Work
Experience

Education

Other Responsibilities

Ycars of Work Expcrience as a

93.5% Nurse

90.3 % (1-5) n=3
16.1 % (6-10) n=6
(11-15) n = 12
(16-20)n=5
77.4% (21+) n=S

9.7 96
19.496

Childrcn at Homt

38.7%

n=20

16.1%
16.1%

Yars of Expericncc as a

Graduatc Degrecs

n=2

25.8%

--

n=3

Saculaureate Degrcc
n=29
Nursing n=28
Other n=S
Graduates, Faculty of
Nursing, University of
Manitoba n=24

74.2%

Satisfieâ

80.6%

Administrative levcl
n=6

Full T i c Employtts
n=23
Part Timc Employets
n=8

Public Hcalth Nurse
(1-5) 1136
Studcats in Undergraduatel
(6-10) ~ = l l
Graduatc Programs
(11-15) 1 1 4 0
n=4
12.9% (16-20) n = 2
(21+) n=2
6.3%

19.4 %
35.5 5%
32.3 %
6.596
6.5 4%

Expericnct iii Homt Haith
Carc Le., Victorian Order of

Nurses (VON)
n=S

16.1%

64.5 %
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field but in special programs. Three nurses working in administration held supervisory

positions, and the other 3 nurses administrated special programs. I asked the nurses
about their satisfaction with work. In spite of the fact that every nurse had concems
about sorne aspect of their work, the majority responded that they were satisfied with
work. Four nurses volunteered information on health problems and this information
was not pursued further.

Of the 29 nurses who held baccalaureate degrees, 3 nurses held more than one
undergraduate degree. As would be expected, an overwhelming majority of the nurses
earned baccalaureate degrees in nursing. The other undergraduate degrees were

prirnarily in Arts and Education. As was anticipated, rhe majority of the participants
obtained their degrees at the University of Manitoba and in the Facul ty of Nursing

(n=24). Twelve of the nurses were my former students. Of the 4 students in the
study, 2 were currently undergraduate students and 2 were graduate students.
Over half the sample (n= 19) worked with the same agency for over 10 years.

Two of thex nurses remained between 16 and 20 years and 2 nurses remained beyond

21 years. During the course of this study, there was very little movement of nurses
within their agencies and no movement between agencies. Overall, nurses when they
join one of the two official public health agencies. remain there and they remain for
the majority of their careers.
Not only were these nurses busy at work but they had many responsibilities

ouuide of the workplace. Of the 20 nurses who had children living at home, 11
nurses had an average of two children who were young and growing. Nine nurses had

an average of two teenageâ children living at home. n i e majority of the participants
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(n=25) were married/partnen. Whether it was children and/or other mmmunity
responsibilities, my perception was that ther participants were committed to their
work, families, and their cornmunities. In fact, many times the issues they were
helping clients with, were the same as they were coping with in their own lives. Great
demands were placed on these nurses both in the public and private spheres of their
lives. My distinct feeling was that they valued their careers, their families, and their
communities; and, they seemed enthusiastic about giving generously of their time to
meet the needs in al1 spheres of their lives. niey even made time to participate in this

research. In fact, the interviews were conducted on participants' time. I believe this
group of participants, although dedicaied, comrnitted, and highly energetic, were
subject to the burdens of meeting expectations within their personal and professional
lives.
The analysis of demographic data raises some critical questions. What is clear

about the demographic profile of the participants is that they are intelligent, well
educated, middle class women, with Iife experience, and who are privileged in society

(compared to many other wornen). One would chink they would have power in the
workplace, within the structures of public health nursing. And yet, as will become
evident in subsequent chapters of the dissertation, this was not the case. In the reality
of their "work worlds" they were oppnssed.

The power of patriarchal bureaucraties is r d , when a group of remarkable
women, 30 community health nurses, suffer from oppression. Upon refiection, al1 of

us should be concerned about this phenomenon. In this snidy, oppression was systemic
and a question arises as to the relationship of oppression in the workplace and
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oppression in the private lives of these women. How does acceptance of workplace
oppression in the public sphere of life relate to oppression in the private sphere of
women's lives?
It is beyond this study to contemplate the private worlds of these women, but if

educated women are subject to oppression in their work lives perhaps they suffer from
hirther oppression in their homes. Although not reflected in the demographic profile,
minority and women of colour may be a particularly wlnerable group wirhin the
workplace setting.
Gatherin~Evidence

This section includes a description of the process involved in gathering evidence
such as the description of the process, the context, transcribing the interviews, and the
need to celebrate. Kendall (1997) argues for the use of the term "evidence" defined by
the Oxford English Dictionary as clearness, obviousness, and conspicuousness. When

evidence is less crisp and clear, then the legal interpretadon of this term becomes
relevant; "we need to use critical appraisal skills to make judgements about its
admissibility" (Kendall, 1997, p. 5).
Descri~tion

Data were generated using a semi-stnictured interview schedule developed by
myself and based on a review of the literanire spanning several disciplines for the
purpose of piding the interview (see Appendix 1). The importance of understanding

the social reality in which nurses' work was considered in al1 sections of the interview

schedule. The questions were used as a guide in an interview process which took the

form of a conversation. The written questions were passed to the participant for
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herlhim to look at prior to beginning the interview. Written permission was obtained
from each participant in the form of a wrinen consent which outlincd the
contidentiality of the information, and more specifically , perm iuion to tape the
interview. The participant was given the option to stop the tape recorder at any time.

The interviews lasted approximately 1 112 to 2 112 hours.

The majority of interviews twk place in rny home (n= 17). The others took
place in the participant's home (n =6), the participant's office (n =6) and at the
University d Manitoba. Faculty of Nursing (n-2). The decision about the interview
locationlsetting was made by the participant based on the location that was most
convenient and cornfortable for them. Perhaps their decision to corne to my home was
related to their comfort level with making home visits.
The process used to develop the interview schedule included a review of
relevant literature, an analysis of that literature for key themes and concepts,
thoughtful consideration of research assumptions, frequent thinking back to the
research questions and awareness of contextualizing the research in the practice
experience of the community health nurse. Five seemingly appropriate categories
evolved from the process and include: general questions, policy development and
implementation, health promotion needs, women's voices, and other. Questions were
designed to facilitate the participants' journey with the questions vis-a-vis the focus of
the dissertation. This approach offered participants the opportunity to talk about work

and their relationship with the community without king constrained.
Afier the interview, when the tape recorder was nimed off, 1 asked the

participants to comment on the interview xhedule and the interview process in
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general. My field notes indicate that the interview schedule worked well and that the
interview process was mutually rewarding. The unknowns about health care reform
created anxiety for the nurses; job security was one issue they dirussed. They were
interested in my tnoughts on nurses' involvement in policy making, and agreed that
this just was not happening. nie feminist focus of my research was of interest to the
nurses. I discussed with thern why 1 chose this focus. To my arnazemenr, al1
participants (31 nurses) considered themolves to be feminists. They viewed feminism
as associateci with equality for both women and men.

It is important in using an interview schedule to gather comparative information
about it and make appropriate changes to questions along the way. One example, for
me, was the need to re-phrase how 1 asked the questions about policy development at

local, provincial and national levels. Rather than asking one question, 1 asked three

separate questions for each level of involvement and in a more conversational style. In

a feminist research process, the experience of the participant is valued and helps to
shape the research process at al1 phases, not the least of which is the gathering of
data.
This research process, including the interview schedule. was pilot tested in an

interview with one community health nurse and was found to be feasible in eliciting
rich and detailed data. This aspect of the study was concepnialized and applied as part
of a feminist research course requirement; the rcsults were invaluable. This interview
was conducted with an experienced community health nurse and the interview took
place in my home.
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The interview guide was shared with each participant prior to beginning the
interview. According to Kirby and McKenna (1989) by sharing the interview guide
with the interviewees, the focus of the questions might change, and the result may be

a better interview. 1 expect that this interview experience was representative of an
eagerness for community health nurses to share their work experiences and contribute
to the development of knowledge. Further, king silenced in their work experience,
having limi ted opportunitics to sharc perspectives, and experiencing lack of
recognition reprewnt three rtaxins as to why community health nurses had much to
say about their work when interviewed. Another facilitating factor was my experience

in using the interview schedule and process in subsequent interviews. Although the
interview experiences did not seem lengthy to eiiher myself or the participants, 1 felt

some pressure to complete the interview process and not have it continue beyond three
hours. One of the nurses contacted me two weeks following the interview. to add
information about the aspect of rewards in nursing. Her telephone cal1 was supportive
and informative. She had obviously thought about her experience after the interview.
Context
Achieving an egalitarian arrangement in the interview process is an important
consideration, identified in my "conceptual bagpge" (Kirby & McKenna, 1989). In
my role as professor and mentor to community health nurses I needed to k especially

cognizant of the power relationship in the interview process, Le., the cocreation of
the database. For this reason, Oalcley's (1981) approach to the interview process was

chosen. She views the interview as a discussion or a guided conversation in which
both the interviewer and interviewee share information and contribute to the research

process. Being more than an instrument of data collection, gives the interviewer the
oppotninity to be asked questions and contribute to the sharing of information. 1 found
the experience very rewarding be*wse my role was not objectifid as 1 have
experienced in traditional approaches. The feminist approach to data gathering allows
for both "researcher" and "researchedmto be parmers in the research process. This
partnership extends past the interview process to the readinghalysis of data.
Schweickan (1991) argues that reading always involves a subject and an object. Intersubjectivity promotes shared interpretation of the findings. This involves tbe reader
choosing to take control of the reading experience rather than submitting to the power

of the text.
Wheeler and Chinn (1991) define empowerment as "the growth of persona1
strength, power, and ability to enact one's own will and love for self in the context of
love and respect for othersn(p. 3). The researcher can be empowered by the approach

used as well as the participants. For the researcher, not only is this in the receiving of
information solicited and the information volunteered, but by king able to bring one's
own experience to the interview. Through the application of the empowerment
concept, shared power in the research process is ensured. Ristock and Pennell (1996)
argue for research as empowerment; "an approach to research that seeks to effect
empowerment ai al1 stages of the research process through critical analysis of power
and nsponsible use of power" (p. 9). It is their argument that when one analyzes
power critically. material and discursive perspectives are brought to questions of

power. Their work is advancing development of the feminist research process.
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Kirby and McKenna (1989) argue that it is rnuch more difficult gathering data
from research participants whom we know. The tendency they say, is for old patterns
to surface which may be counterproductive to data gathering. Although this may be
vue, it was not the case in my data gathering experience. Perhaps there are several
reasons for the difference. One of thes is my relationship with some of the
participants which is best described as a mentor relationship. There was a greater need
for both of us to maintain a relationship which rnutually supports career aspirations.
As a result, constructive interaction patterns came fonvard in the interview. I was

much mo:e concerned about addressing the historical power relationship of the
professorlsnident relationship, than the familiarity relationship. For this reason, I took
time kfore each interview to talk with the participants about their work and my work
so we could establish a level playing field. Consciously realizing through discussion

that our lives had continued ta evolve since "teacher-student" days was an important

aspect in transcending historical power relationships.
The conversation style of interviewing was a fonn of structure and combined
with an interview schedule provided a very usehl approach to data collection; one

that kept both nsearcher and participant goal directed. Also king aware of one's
"conceptual baggage" is a feminist approach to ensu re that certain issues are addressed
as they relate to al1 aspects of the research process and importantly the power
relationship in the research process.
Briefly commenting about peu, flowers or childnn is suggested by Oakley
(1981) to break the ice. Since the majority of the interviews were conducted in my

home, the participants received an exuberant welcome from a Yorkshire Terrier who
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also insisted on sitting on my lap during part of each interview. My kitchen provided
a wmfortable place to conduct the interviews 'around the kitchen table." My pet
provided a source of comfon to both "researcher" and "researched" and 1 believe
helped to suengthen the interview bond. She also provided a source of humour when
she barked while the recorder was taping.
Transcri~tion

The transcription of audio-taped interviews was a critical aspect of my
qualitative research. Speed and accuracy are skills of the professional, experienced
transcriptionist. The researcher needs to bring the best skilled person to this activity .
One needs an individual who has experience in transcribing. Prior to locating such an

individual (half way through the process), 1 had employed new undergraduate and
graduate studenu. 1 learned that the process skill, of the tranxiptionist, was essential.
1 had to hire a research assistant to review for accuracy the tapes and transcriptions

completed by the students. I also listened to al1 tapes and critiqued each transcribed
interview for precise exactness. 1 entered the anaiysis and interpretation phase of the
study with confidence knowing that the transcribed datdtext 1 was working with was

completely accurate, beyond a reasonable doubt. 1 learned that transcribing data is an

art and a challenging one. requiring superior skill. It is especially challenging when
the interview is conducted in the form of a conversation.
Celebration and Giftt
An important aspect of the rescarch process is to celebrate "researching" (Kirby
& McKenna, 1989). The participants and 1 expressed enthusiasm and satisfaction with

the interview process. The opportunity for us to participare in a shared experience for
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knowledge development was extremely rewarding. At the close of each interview, 1
knew that the collaborative process of interviewing had worked, and I knew that 1 had

a rich source of data that not only would address my research questions, but
contribute to the creation of additional research projects. By not using a rigidly
structureci interview approach, 1 believe both 1 and the participants were able to

experience what Sandra Harding (1987) calls, the "logic of discovery" (p. 6). It is
through this process that wornen's experiences provide "new empirical and theoretical
resources" (p. 6). 1 feli the goal of establishing rapport had been achieved.
Each interview experience included refreshmenu such as tea, coffee and
ccmkies/cake. This was important in terms of the need to celebrate each interview
experience and placed a value on hospitality . Hospitality, it is argued by Oakley
(1981) is an important consideration in reporting feminist research. When the

interviews were in my home, 1 offered the hospitality. When in the home of the
participants, they provided the hospitality similarly. In fact, upon reflection, one of
the aspects of hospitality was their inviiation for me CO arrange the interview in their
home in whatever location 1 wanted. That decision involved their permission and our
search together for the right spot with electrical outlet access for the tape recorder.

In one instance, 1 took a lunch to a participant's office and we ate together. On
another occasion, 1 took the participant to lunch in a nearby café. Ther experiences
occurred toward the end of the recniitment process. 1 left one of the participant's
homes king given a loaf of homemadc bread. On one occasion, when the participant

askcd if she could borrow one of rny books on ferninism, 1 bought her a book and
took it to her office.

Analvsis and Intemretation
A feminist perspective was brought to the analysis and interpretation phases of

the research. There are three critical aspects to this discussion which include feminist
analysis, qualitative approach, and context. They are each discussed as they applied to
this study.
Feminist Analvsis
"A paradigm is a world view, a general perspective, a way of breaking down
the çomplexity of the real world" (Lincoln & Cuba, 1985, p. 15). In using a feminist

research paradigm, a feminist approach to research is brought to al1 phases of the
research process, including the data analysis and inrerpreration. What rnakes this
paradigm unique is that it makes good use of interdisciplinary feminist scholarship that
women in the disciplines of science, sociology, women 's studies, and other disciplines
have developed and continue to develop. In their work about research methods from
the margins, Kirby and McKenna (1989) believe that a feminist approach to the

analysis of data requires inter-subjectivity and critical reflection on the social context.
Each piece of danim is given equal opporninity to "speak"in the analysis. In order to

understand the data, including the "silences", and effect change, these feminist
scholars argue for the understanding of contextual patterns and how they are sustained

and controlled. In other words,

it

is important to examine the social reality within

which people exist and function.

A content analysis of taped, transcribed, and written notes was applied to the

data. A qualitative approach was chosen for this study kcause 1 felt that the k s t

answers to the questions about health promotion policy development and
implernentation would corne from the comrnunity health nurses themselves. The
argument put forward by Jayaratne and Stewart (1991) supports a qualitative approach
by feminists in research where it is felt that women's experiences have not been freely

aniculated or concepnialid. This is especially uue in relation to health policy
development and implementation and the involvement of community health nurses.
Given the four assumptions previously identifid operating in this research (see

page 7), 1 felt that a qualitative method would provide the much needed articulation/
conceptualization of the comrnunity health nurses' experiences in policy development
and irnplementation.

nie data collected from the interviews with the community health nurses were
analyzed using qualitative methods in the form of content analysis. nie perspective of
feminism was applied to content analysis producing a context rnindhil product.
Themes and key concepts related to the themes were identitied from the tranrribed

data. Aronson (1994) argues that thernatic analysis focuses on identifiable themes and
patterns of living and/or behaviour. The relationships of the themes and concepts were
analyzed and inrerpreted using feminist theory.
Burnard's (1991) stage method of analyzing qualitative data, Kirby and

McKenna's (1989) concept of "hurricane thinking", and Aronson's (1994) pragmatic
view of thematic analysis were useful to the process of data analysis and
interpretation.
During the interviews, 1 made notes aboui observations and latet, at the end of
the interview, I took tirne to reflect back on the interview. reviewed m y field notes,
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added to them and documented insights gained through reflection. This information
was usehil to me in the analysis of data. For example, it helped me to know where to

place emphasis in clustering data to fon categories and yet again in formulating
themes.
Immersing oneself in the data is a stage where the transcripts are read intensely
and notes made as themes or concepts ernerge. The next stage of open coding is

where I documented the main ideas which were fonning categories and these were
freely generated. 1 also found colour coding of main ideas with transparent markers
useful. By working directly on the transcribed text (right hand half of each transcribed

page) 1 was able to associaie the categories with the exact words of the nurses and the
context in which they were spoken.
Having teased out the categories, 1 began to organize them under higher-order
thematic headings and for the first time began to collapse similar categories. It was at
this point that 1 kgan to x e the categories taking shape. The "hurricane thinking"
concept of Kirby and McKenna (1989) was a conceptualization that 1 applied. By
organizing the categories around a key question at the center of a page and adjusting
the categories in terms of stronger and weaker ties, 1 began to see the relationship of

the categories to each other and to the question. At this point, I had my final list of

categories.
As was previously mentioned, rny Ph.D. Cornmittee Chair reviewed the
categories with me. Rather than the cut and paste method recommended by Bumard
(1991), at this stage 1 laboured by hand to makc the associations among the evidencebased categories. Through this process and by re-reading the tranrripts, 1 began to
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combine related themes and the thematic analysis tmk shape. This is where I became
aware of the volume enhancement of each voice when the voices of others were added

to the analysis.

The writing process and interpretation of evidence using a feminist perspective
was concurrently applied. 1 kept notes about the relevance of literature sources in a

file so 1 could refer back to these when writing the discussion chapter. Feminism
provided me the lenses to look through and interpret the findings. This includes for
example the following: oppression, silenced voices, power, gender, race,
relationships, alienation, marginalization, struggle io be heard, Sisterhood, diversity,
and the private and public worlds of women's lives. Many drafts were formulated

until a final version was achieved. This process was facilitated by consulting rny
Ph. D. Cornmittee Members and colleagues. This aspect of the analysis and

interpretation can not be completed in isolation. It is important to compare
interpretations of reality with others.
Once the findings chapter was written, 1 created, using the conclusion commenu
from each section of the evidence, a summary of the findings which 1 distributed to
each participant for their feedback. The nurses' feedback was conveyed by telephone

and for some, in writing. This was the first time the participants knew what other

participants stated and the response was validating and positive. This feedback was
integrated into the dissertation.

My open-ended interview schedule included sections on health promotion needs
and women's voices. As 1 was analyzing these data at a beginning phase, I kcame

aware that the evidence was repeating with other sections of the interview schedule
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and also the evidence was beyond the scope of my rescarch questions. For these

reasons, thea data will be analyzed at a later date. For me, this said that the
conversational style of interviewing produces very rich data, issues are discussed as
they occur to the participants and sometimes the evidence can go beyond the questions
of the study, thus paving the way for future research.
Context

Cornmunity health nurses a n prepared at the baccalaureate level. Their
university education prepares them to fùnction independently and inter-dependently in
community health nursing roles. Upon graduation there is the leadership expectation
(from nursing educators, practitioners, and administrators) that in their nursing
careers they will be involved in policy development and irnplementation. As will be
discussed in subsequent chapters, they are not involved in this very important role.
While analyzing and interpreting the evidence, 1 was a w a n of this expectation of
studenu and graduates. The question "why nota was a motivating factor for me in the
analysis process.

The context of health care reform was aniculated by the nurses in the evidence
they provided; another advantage to a conversational style of interviewing. Also, the

context of health reform was discussed by rnany participants and more so once the
recorder was turned off. The implication of job rcurity was a salient issue. Nurses
expressed a high level of uncertainty about their roles, their jobs, and the nature of
the re-strucniring of comrnunity health are. When involvement in health policy is not

a priority or considered an integrated aspect of fommunity health nursing roles
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(CPHA,1990). there is even a greater chance it will not happen when nurses are
expected within the context of health care reform, to do more with fewerl reSOUrCêS.

Nurses provided evidence about the reality of their work environment. Open
ended questions about accountability, work rewards, determining health promotion
needs of communities, and who listens to nurses, produced lengthy discussions. This
evidence was extrernely uxful as a context in which to understand their roles in
policy development and implemencation. The thematickontent analysis was a labour
intensive activity. 1 did not use a cornputer program to manage the data. This

intensive and lengthy process demanded considerable time invesunent. I looked to
various means of maintaining my focus and cultivating inspiration. To this end, 1
burned scented canâles, listened to favourite compact disks and moved my work io
my garden where positive energies were found in the beauty of flowers and songbirds.

Evaluation (Trustwonhiness)

The evaluation of naturalistic inquiry or trustworthiness of the findings
(adequacy) uses various means to determine what traditional research refers to as
reliability and validity (accuracy). Included in the discussion of evaluation are issues
related to credibili ty , transferability, and authenticity . The critical processes of
reflection and reflexivity are disnissed in depth in Chapter Five, Discussion (see
page 363).

Credibilitv
Guba proposes that for the purposes of naniralistic inquiry "credibility" replace
rhe term interna1 validity (as cited in Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Validity is used by

Ristock and Pennell (1996) to mean, the integrity and value of research. These
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authors argue that validity "is achieved through accounrability to the participants and

to those who will be affected by the outcornen(p. 50). According to Webb (1993)
credibility speaks to the issue of participants' experiences king faithfully represented
and member validation.

Lather refers to face validity as meaning that the data are taken back to the
respondenu to establish data cndibility (as cited in Ristock & Pennell, 1996).
Member checks (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) provide participants the opportunity ta
determine whether the researcher has adequately represented their real i ties.
During the interview process, 1 asked each participant their views on having the
opportunity to review a summary of the findings. In each case, the response was
positive. All participants reacted by commenting to the effect that this was an
interesting approach, one they valued, not having ken asked before for their feedback
on findings prior ro the completion of a research project. Time to do this was not an
issue for the nurses.

For me, as the rexarcher, 1 felt my comfort level increase with the plan to
distribute the findings and talking to the participants about this at the interviews. Upon
reflection 1 believe this was a g d way to end each interview (an intensive personal
and professional experience) knowing that our contact would continue, thus making

"cIosuren not so final.
1 wrote the findings chapter so that it would be interesting and understood by

those who would read it and not only for an academic audience. 1 distributed the

summary of findings to al1 participants. This consisted of the conclusion sections
verbatim from the disrnation. Reflecting back on this process, I am rerninded of my
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ftelings of vulnerability now that 1 was exposing my work to my critics; work that 1
had invested in emotionally and intellectually. At the same time 1 believed in the

process and valued the opportunity to obtain feedback from participants.
Ristock and Pennell (1996) cite Lather who argues that construct validity

requires that we recognize and confront the thwretical traditions within which we are
operating and k willing to challenge and change them. The research design needs to

k flexible to allow for this to happen.
An example to illustrate chis kind of validity, requiring a flexible research

design, occurred du ring the personîentered interview process. As researcher , 1
ernbraced feminist theoretical constructs of women's realities. Also 1 ta1ked about

feminism with enthusiasrn. I remember, in this conversational style format, wanting to
teach, to make theoretical and practice linkages, and to respond with verbal and nonverbal enthusiasrn when my research premises were affirmed. As a participant in the
research 1 needed to remind myself that central to the interview process were the
participants; this required that 1 adjust my interview participation accordingly.
Lather's articulation of catalytic validity (as cited in Ristock & Pennell, 1996) or
Acker, Barry, and Esseveld's articulation of worthwhileness (as cited in Webb, 1993)

is achieved according to Ristock and Pennell (19%), "when panicipants, and the
broader community affected by the research feel energized or re-oriented in some way
by the projectw(p. 50). Consciousness raising was an important aspect of achieving

worthwhileness in this study.
Again, during the interview process various comments were made by the nurses
which indicated to me that a forrn of "consciousness raising" was taking place.

Cornmenu, for exarnple, such as, "1 haven't really thought about my role in policy
development before now" and '1 really need to becorne involved in policy issues."
Other nurses commented, "Until now I have not made the connection behveen
ferninism and my work" and "This work situation sounds pretty bad, doesn't it. "

Another nurse commented, "1 haven't thought about rewards or that I should even
expect rewards in my work." My response to these comments was primarily to listen
and not interrupt the connections king made by each participant.

Lincoln and Guba (1985) encourage peer debriefing as a useful technique to
establishing credibility. Lincoln (1992) suggests that for naniralistic inquiry, the term
confirmability replace the term objectivity. Webb (1993) refers to the term
confirmability as "believability" of the research.
To achieve believability of the research 1 consulted with other feminist
researchers to verify rny work. I was fortunate to have a network of ferninist scholars
who were willing to review my work. This toak place at the formal level with the
Chair of my Ph.D. Committee and Committee Members.

At

the informa1 level,

colleagues provided me with constructive feedback. This process was of enormous
benefit during the research phase of analysis and interpretation of the data.

Lincoln and Guba (1985) argue that auditability be a criterion of rigor in
qualitative research findings. Lincoln ( 1992) proposes that dependability replace the
term reliability for naturalistic inquiry.
The consultation process when brought to feminist research, ensures that another

feminist researcher could follow the "decision trail" being created. Pan of the remn
for this is that the research is not conducted in isolation and the "decision trail" has
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through a consultative process, as well as feminist colleagues, dixussed and trackeâ
the general progress of my work so 1 know that they would come to comparable

conclusions. Throughout the progress of this research, 1 w u afforded several
oppominities to present my work at national and international conferences. The
constructive criticisms provided by peers/wnference participants served as valuable
consultation to rny work. A h , the distribution of a findings summary to participants
confirmed dependabili ty .

Guba suggests that for the purposes of naniralistic inquiry the term
transferability replace the term extemal validity (as cited in Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Since the method used in this snidy is qualitative. the findings have theoretical
generalizability and they do not have statistical generalizability (Yin. 1994). I do not
sec this as a wcakness but a strength of a research process which seeks to hear the

voices of women,
Again with nferencc to my presentation of this research at national and
i ntemational conferences, audience participation raised issues of transferability .

Having me repeat the shidy in another country was one such nsponse. In another
instance, a nurse suggested repeating the study witb hospital nurses or with
community health nurses in a rural area. Another nurse commented, "Weare
experiencing similar things as your findings; now the question is, what to do about
it?"

Authenticitv (Fairness)
Authenticity (Lincoln, 1992) speaks to issues of imbalances of power and
representation, false experiencing, misunderstanding, impracticality, and
disempowerment. Hall and Stevens (1 99 1) suggest that authenticity is addressing
issues of refiexivity where researchers consider their own values, assumptions.
characteristics, and motivations to examine how they affect al1 aspects of the research
process.
The issue of disempowerment will be used to illustrate authenticity in my
research process. 1 made a concerted effort to examine the "researcher "laresearched"
relationship frorn a perspective of power and familiarity. The goal was to empower
the participants not to disempower them. Ristock and Pennell (1996) argue for
research as empowerment. it was important for me to examine and analyze my use of
power in the research process and to use power responsibly.
1 began each interview with an update of the participants' experiences since my

last contact with them for those participants who were former students. mis way, 1
could be supponive and acknowledge their experience in nursing roles. I think that
acknowledging 1 was a student helped me to create a more "level playing field." An
atmosphere of acceptability also helped to build a cornfort level where the goal was

power "with", not power "overn. Conveying munial respect and recognition was

helpful to facilitate a shared dialogue.
It w u important for me to examine rny values and their contribution, both

positively and negatively, to the research experience. 1 was very aware of this process
when analyzing and interpnting the data. It did matter to me what participants'
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response would be to the findings but 1 had to be honest with myself and tme to them
in my interpretation. whether they agreed cornpletely or not. Sandelowski (1986)
argues for some distance in the research relationship so that experiences wi be
interpreted in a meaningful way.
Another dimension that contributes to the credibility of the findings is "value
plurality." This entails privileging tensions, contradictions, and opposing views held
by participants within the context of the findings. For example, when the explanation

for lack of nurses' involvement in policy development and implernentation i ncluded
"administrators were too busy", this was in my interpretation lacking in insight. 1
included however this example in the analysis.
Reflection and Reflexivity

Discussion of these elemenu of a feminist research process are explored fùlly in
Chapter Five, Discussion (see page 363).

Conclusion

In this chapter 1 presented an overview of feminist methodology including
ontology and epistemology. An argument for feminist naturalist inquiry was
developed. In particuJar. womencentered interviewing servcd as the research design.
Ethnographic interviews shaped by the tenets of feminist science were conductcd with

31 community health nurses. Ethical approval was obtained from the Faculty of
Nursing, University of Manitoba prior to the commencement of the study. Highlighrcd

in this chapter was the gathering of evidence, the analysis and interpretation of data
and the evaluation (trustwonhiness) of this study.

CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS

1 think the system hasn't changed, 1 think the acknowledgement ihat it
should change is there, but not how O make that change and how people
will respond to it. 1 think that's where you're going to make a difference
to the entire population, not just to us in community health.

The findings presentei in this chapter are based on an mlysis of data collected
in a conversational style of interviewing with 31 community health nurses. The

interview schedule, comprised of open-ended questions was developed from an
extensive review of the literature and from rny own clinical and teaching experience in
community health nursing. The findings are presented in three sections. The first,
Section A-Agency, Invisible Work, and the Missing Voice of the Community: The
Context, represents the findings from 10 questions with a focus on general work
issues such as accountability and rewards. Section B-Frustration, Alienaiion,
Resistance: Community Nurses' Involvement in Health Policy Development and
Implementation, includes the findings from eight questions which pertain to the
nurses' understandings of the meaning of policy development and implemenration and
their involvement in both these activities. The 1st. Section C-Equity, Vision, and
Hope: The Canon. includes the findings from two questions about recommendations

for change and additional commenu.

Section A-Agency, Invisible Work, and the Missing Voice
of the Community: The Context
To begin the conversation, 1 asked the nurses to respond to 10 general questions

about their work. This rmi-strucnired interview guide covered a wide range of work
related issues including accountability, the rewards of work, definitions of community
and health promotion, and the identification of cornmunity health promotion needs.

Themes

Based on analysis of the data provided by the nurses, six themes were derived
from the interview data in Section A. These themes can be seen together in Figure 2.
Agency, lnvisible Work, and the Missing Voice of the Comrnunity: The Context

1.

The invisible nature of the work of the community health nurse.

2.

Work as measured production.

3.

The missing voice of the cornmunity health nurse in health care reform.

4.

A tension exists in the %ope of practice for community health nurses, and in
particular, around the issue of community involvement.

5.

The iack of public understanding about the role of community health nurses.

6.

Agency structures are contributing to tensions.

Fipure 2. Themes (Section A)

Theme 1

nie invisible nature of the work of the community health nurse.

Many nurses commented about the work that they do, which is okn in

isolation, is not seen by the agency because it is done in people's homes. The public
does not see ii. and even colleagues do not see al1 of it.

One nurse explaineci the isolation in terms of the independent nature of the

community health nurse's work. This nurse provided the following perspective.
And that's partly because of the nature of al1 the kinds of work that I've
done in the past, which is very independent. You know, when you are a
community nurse, you are the only one in that community, and people
don't look over your shoulder to see how you ~ r e w e dup, or how you've
done well. It's only the exceptional things that get noticed either way.

Work remains invisible often times because there are no opportunities to talk
about it or to discuss successes. As one nurse mmmented with respect to work not
rewarded,
1 think some mft type things are unrewarded like having a breakthrough
with a family, a family that you may have been working with for a month,
and finally something really positive happens. There's not always venues
to talk about that. 1 mean that may happen more often han you have tirne
to share in a one, or a few hour rnonthly branch office meeting. And so
you just kind of carry on with that, knowing yourself, feling somewhat
self satisfied that things are going well. But there's not a lot of
encouragement, or opporninity to talk about that.

Isolation in work was expresrd by another nurse, however, this panicular nurse
voiced recognition of the tearn support which helped to counteract the effects of

isolation.
1 think that's one of the things that really makes community health such a
satisQing place to k, becaur there is so much job satisfaction; but there's
also that tcam support. There are lots of times when we're very isolated
too, when we're son of out there in the community witb none of our COworkers, but you know you can always go back to the office and find
somebody. If you're troubled or, you know, concerneci about something,
you can always find somebody that will say . . . no 1 think you did the
right thing, and you did a good job. So you can get it if you need the
positive fetdback . . . you can get it.

When talking about work that is rewarded and work that is unrewarded, one
nurse cornmented about the invisible nature of the work because of where it was
conducted.

The problem is so much of what is done in people's homes. So al1 the
reward we get then is the thanks that we get from the people that we work
with. Not by our agency. That's not the stuff that our agency sees.

The visible things that nurses do are the things that get rewardtd according to
another nurse. However, the essence of public health is caring which was not
rewarded because it was less tangible.
Whether they be extra cornmittees. Whether they be participating in some
son of research that may be going on. It may be working with comrnunity
groups. It seems the tangible extras a n those things that are rewarded.
And then to varying degrees, the things that are not rewarded are the Iess
tangible. Again the caring that perhaps you convey to the various
populations that you deal with, or to colleagues, or whomever ycu may be
dealing with, or the amount of time that you spend. You have to just go
the extra mile, but it's not necessarily a tangible extra. It maybe's just
included in a home visit, or whatever you would want to cal1 it. and so,
you know, those kinds of things stem to be less rewarded. And i think
that's unforninate that some of that may not k captured as rnuch. Because
really that stems from the essence of public health, and that's what
comrnunity health nursing is al1 about.
Theme 2

Work as measured production.

Nurses commente& throughout the interviews, on the constant reminders about
the quantifiable approach to their work. For the nurses, support, caring, comforting
cannot be counted in the sarne way as numbers of visiu, referrals, etc.
Since the scope of cornmunity health is broad, the nurses' knowledge base was
king challenged on a daily basis. Several nurses commented on the invisible nature of

the preparation and research needed. One nurse, in panicular, spoke about the lack of
validation for keeping current in one's knowledge base. There seemed to be no way of
"quantifying" this aspect of practice in the current rheme of things.

There existed the tendency for work that was not quantified to remain invisible,
unrecognized and perceived by the nurses not to be valued or vdidated. As one nurse
cornmented,
When 1 think of public health nursing, the first demand's on the nurse,
and her knowledge base. 1 think it is expected that you rise to the
challenge, and prepare yourself for what you need for any panicular
situation, not al1 situations. But as the situations arise, you redise, O.K.I
don't have this information, 1 need to nsearch it. And there's just a
general r n r , and expectation that that will happen. And there's not a lot
of recognition given to the fact that that is a suain, and a constant stress,
and that nurses are doing it on a daily basis, week after week, month after
month. You never know everything in community health. For nurses,
every week a new question will come up, at Iwt in public health. That's
my experience in public health. And 1 don? feel that that's validated
enough.
Another nurse commented on the inability to quantify al1 the activities in
working with groups. As she stated,
You did so much in a day. Yes, and a group of three people in an
apartment that you've managed to get together for some kind of a
parenting group. Looks like you saw three people. And you forget to write
down the things that you did to try and get them together, to try and get
them talking, to try and get a m m , etc.
One nurse talked about her worries thar she was not making enough visits. The
concem was that performance as a nurse was king measured by the number of visits
she made.
I u r d to be really worried and ask out clerk every month for my stats and
say, how rnany, what was my average for this month? We used to really
fret and sweat about, now is it that you visit five afternoons and then you
get one extra afternoon for chaning on top of your morning; that's your
office moming; and doing al1 this counting and keeping very close track.

This same nurse, when discussing issues around accountability, talked about it in
terms of accounting for her work in numbers each day.

I'm very aware of the obligation and expectation bat 1 am going ta fil1 in
my dailies. That does take into account pretty much al1 of my time and 1
have to account for that. And the clerk puts ail that into cornputer and my
supervisor checks that over. Things have changed somewhat and are
continuing to change about that. But as far as accountability, I know that
those piwzs of paper have to be filled in. 1 have to accwnt for what 1 do
and where I go and how many people 1 see.

The difticulty in trying to quanti@ nursing practice in the cornmunity was
expressed by one nurse in the following way.
1 think that's a hard ihing to put down. to equate health promotion with
statistics of what we do. I understand their problem (the agency), as well,
because it's difficult to look at actually what we do, and write it down.
And say they (the nurses) did one health promotion, and two health

preventions, and three something elr.
Another nurse expressed the difficulty in trying to quanti@ care in cost efficient
terms.
The taxpayer, the rninister, the directors of branches. You know, they
represent my agency. There's heavy ernphasis right now on, cost . . .
efficiencies. Where we (nurses) would be coming from is somewhat
different. Because 1 don? think we start with, what can the econorny
afford? I think we scart with the individual, and the family. And I think
most of us are at core, what people think of nurses as king, caring. So
we sran with, how cm we help, infon, educate, counsel; so this family
won't have pain; so they will be able to support each other.
Theme 3

The m M n g wice of the commwiip healfh nunc in health care refon.

Several nurses volunteered comrnents about the current health care reform in the
Province of Manitoba and the absence of their voices. Many nurses made comments
about thc fact that nursing as a profession was not valued in the healih refonn
movement.
One nurse nord that in al1 of her work, not much of it was unrewardeû, but

what was unrewarded happened because of the lack of respect for the nuning voicc in
health a r e reform. In her words,

1 guess I have the perception that most of the work that 1 do is, has a
benefit somewhere along the line. Whether it's from uying to get Civic
Propenies to make sure our lights are fixed, or the heating finally gets

fixed, or writing reports about issues, or doing performance appraisals. I
mean, 1 see those pieces. 1 don't see too rnuch in my work that is
unrewarded after a while. 1 pess in the larger picture 1 find that the
public health nurse, nursing voice isn't as prominent, or respecied in the
health reform movernent. So I've found that unrewarded. I've found that
to date we haven't really k e n acknowledged, or taken where 1 think our
righrful place should be, in the health reform system.
Another nurse who was involved in presenting to the Health Reform Group
conveyed her feelings about the experience.
I'm just thinking back to last year when we really had to fight. 1 wouldn't
cal1 it exactly tight, but we had to present to the whole Health Reform
Group. How are you, as community health nurses, going to deal with the
shortened hospiml stay given the staffing you have? Can you work at your
k s t potential and deal with this without an increase in staff? Does it mean
you have to cut other programs? And 1 was part of that cornmittee, and it
was just marvellous to set how we wouldn't let go of that health
promotion. We are not robots. We don't just go out there and sec women
when they corne home from hospital.
A lack of understanding about health care reform was noted. One nurse
expressed the misunderstanding of her own colleagues who saw it as a financial issue

when indeed she viewed it as a quality of care issue.
When 1 tried at one of our meetings to bring forth my enthusiasm of going
to this hospital convention, the supervisor just said, "health reform, health
reform.. . whoever understands health reform. Nobody understands it. "
And I said certainiy 1 understand the philosophy and 1 certainly agree with
it. But it was just like, what is she talking about? I really feel they are so
tied up with the economical issues that they do not r e the purpose of
health reform. They believe it's al1 cutting down on dollars. And they do
not understand the philosophy behind it. and the philosophy khind it is
nothing to do with the dollars. Although it will autornatically reduce dollar
needs, because people will be healthier, and 1 strongly feel what we need
in the community is people able to make people healthier, in their own
king and not mon public health nurses who do the same thing. Although
the PHNs, whether they understand they are doing it or not... are doing a
great job for the people in the field ... as I know them, the group 1 work
with.

Another nurse expressed her frustration in not king heard in the health reform
movement.

.

In the time of health refonn.. community health wasn't really pan of
phase one. You know.. . and then to say that the focus was community. So
I feel a little bit stifled and the fact that I've got a lot of ideas and so do
rny colleagues. We have a lot of ideas that we could implement.. . and
direct our prograrn into the community but they're not being heard right
now.

In talking about the rewards in her work as a supervisor, one nurse talked about
the needs of her staff and in particular with health are reform.

I think most of my rewards, they're indirect, relative to why we're in the
business. Most of my rewards come from the people I work with. And
king the supervisor, I'm the middle of the sandwich. So they come from
both directions. So, in looking at the staff 1 supervise, they've got a very
good coach and a very good tacher. When you see that you've put a light
bulb on for somebody or when you see your staff grow. That is one of the
things that makes me feel rewarded When I can be at the place where
some of the disruptive things stop. When I can protect my staff from the
bureaucracy, so that they can focus on being clinicians. That satisfied me.
Although I would say. I've leamed you can't protect them. too much.
Becaux, in order for them to grow and progress, they have «, know
what's happening. And with health refonn, you can just see the cascade
effect, or the kick down effect. nie psychological adjusmenu that people
had to make. 1 mean, the people superior to me son of hit the wall, six
months to a year, before 1 did.
Theme 4 A tension aisu in the scope of pracn'ce for communiry health nurses, and
in pum*cular, oround the issue of community NlvuIvement.

Many nurses cornmenteci about the tension existing in their practice with home

visiting and in the evolving community development kinds of activities. The
involvement of communities for some was seen as a decanting of responsibility while
for others,

it

meant community development, xlf sufficiency and empowering

comrnunities, etc.

The expanded %ope of practice presented a conflict interaction for one of the

nurses. She described her work situation in the following ways.
There's so many layers and this priorizing always enters into it. 1 guess
like anyone I go up and down so far as okay, where do 1 put my priority
today, this minute, this week, whatever. I always am in conflict within my
priorizing for the individual person who phoned me up in a panic, or 1 am
priorizing for example for the larger meeting, a community meeting that
might bc lwking at planning. Or going out and doing sume networking in
the community to find out their resources, or to find out exactly what
service does this place have to offer, or whatever it is. 1 always am in
conflict there.
Several nurses expressed difficulty in making the transition to more community
involvement. For one nurse this was a difficult thing to do when program obligations
for home visiting were in place. This nurse expressed the tension in this way.
The nurses themselves feel that it (change) should come from
management. But 1 think, the way things are going now, it's the grau
roots nurses that can make the changes. If they've identified that they
work in the community. They know the cornmunity's needs. If they find
an area where they feel there's a gap in service, or that needs some
attention. Then I think, at least I'm king optimistic here, that
management would Say, "Yes, well then maybe that's an area you should
focus on. " But 1 guess we're still obligated to the hospiials that we assess
al1 mothers p s t partum within 24 hours. And with the staffing, and the
weekend coverage, we work 7 days a week, 24 hours a day and we have a
nurse on cal1 at al1 times. It's very hard to let go.
The need for governments to provide the same services in different comrnunities
was identified as an approach, at odds with community development. At least two

nurses commented on this situation.
We son of seem to be waffling ktwecn individual, regional differences
within this Winnipeg region and then there's a11 the different suburbs. And
in doing these term positions, that's one thing that I've noticed in working
part-time in my office and part-time at another office, is that there is
diversity of needs, according to the population in different parts of the
city. Sometimes the goal of equality of care and making sure that the sarne
services are offered in different communities, doesn't always work because
of the fact that different communities have different needs and it's up to US

as nurses to develop the needs for our community. If somebody has an
idea about a health promotion progm, it may be appropriate to deliver it
in several communities across the region. Although we do have the
freedom to sort of stan on Our own.

The second nurse saw this sarne issue of treating everyone equal as the political
nature of govemment services. The nurse commented,
I think the. agency would like to move from program bas& to more of a
community needs kind of base and would like to be able to say... in this
community. you get this health promotion activity and in this comrnunity
you could have cardiovascular health, another cornmunity could have
AlDS or STD or whatever. But 1 tliink because it's a political Party, they
try to treat everybody equally. Where in each comrnunity, they don't have
the same kinds of needs. And 1 think that's a struggle for the governrnent
to deal with. And a reason why I think thcy have problems with health
promotion or defining prograrns for health promotion and why it takes so
long is because they' re trying ro cover everybody.
The nurse as expert was expresxd by one nurse as a barriet to communities

identifying their own neeâs. As this nurse noted,
1 think we've been doing, we have k e n dcterrnining needs. or thinking
we've been detennining them. And 1 think the cornmunity should be
determining them. Now that wunds good. But how then do you get that.
And now with health refonn, and a lot of issues, we're looking at trying
to reinvolve the community. Like it's son of a vicious circle. Years ago
the community was more involved. Then we sort of pushed hem away,
that we're the experts. And we were sort of doing, 1 know what you need.
and I'm going to get it to you one way or the other. Now, because of
cosu, and also m a y k we're just Iearning tbat. people aren't going to
respond. They do not want to have any assistance, they don't want to have
behaviours change. They don? want to change. Or they don't even know
that they have a problern. So 1 think there's the diffeienœ. I think we've
been identifying needs instead of communities, and individuals identifying
their needs.

The idea that community development was mx an approach for every
community was talked about by one of the nurses. Her experience cited, was about
organizing parenting classes.

So you're working with a community, a cornmunity of mostly mums. At
that point 1 think it was al1 mums. So they thought they could mn the
program on their own. And that they would volunteer, you know, they
would give time back that maybe this was an area where they didn't have
io pay taxes, in order to make sure that it was running. Well. one group
split off, and we gave hem the space. They could have space wherever
they wanted, but they chor Our office. And we had a link but not a
planer. It died. It died within about two months. And the attendance was
h r right from the beginning. And pan of it was because the people, who
said they'd do what they did, had young families. And they couldn't be
consistent. Then the next test was, well my personal test or non systems
test, was al1 ther people said they would volunteer. Now, what will
happen if 1 ask them io volunteer? Well, they fclt good about
volunteering. but the numbers that voluntcered were way less than the
people who said bey would. And so I think it's one of those nice ideas
that the community thinks they car. run things, but when they really realize
how much energy it takes to keep them on track, sometimes they can and
sometimes they can't. I mean we have other success stories within our
branch where the cornrnunity's taken it, run with it, and it's continuing to
funcrion well. But 1 think there always needs to k an alternative for
famiiies.
Theme 5

me lad< ofpublic undentanding about the roh of commwiiry heulth
nurses.

This particular theme was a concern expressed by many nurses. When so much
of the work goes unseen (invisible) even other nurses were not aware of what the
cornmunity health nurse does.
With reference to her work in the schools, one nurse noted her experience this
way.
It doesn't matter that we've ken in the schools for twenty years, they
(teachers) still think we go home at noon hour, if we've been in the school
in the morning. And they know that we're going out to make family visiu.
So it's not just the people in the community. It's the tcachcn. It's people
that we work with on a regular basis. And it's definitely other healtb
professionals, you know, physicians, even other nurses. You really don7
know what, what each other does sometimes. And there's still the
tendency to think that it's that first aid stuff.

The lack of role understanding was expressed by another nurse in terms of
hcalth promotion work.
And when you're dealing with crisis you don? have any money for things
that aren't crisis. And it's a real dilemma for public health, it's a big
dilemma. 1 mean our budgets get ut, and because nothing's happening,
and it shouldn't happen if we're doing a good job, we shouldn't have
something to see, so the politician can't say, oh look at this.. . nobody got
measles this year, isn't b a t wonderfiil. But the big thing is we had seven
cases of measles, and public health came in and did this, this, and this, but
that other piece that is so important is not known, like if we had really
pushed maybe we would have had those seven children immunized and we
wouldn't have had al1 tbat and we wouldn't have costs. So 1 think now
people are beginning to understand that it's helpful, good to have health
promotion, but whether we have a lot of money, and priorities I don't
know.
Two nurses expressed views about the lack of role understanding by the public

in terms of the community health nurses not promoting themselves. One nurse made
the following observation.
We had a discussion on how to promote ourrlves more because,
rspecially looking at the groups coming in. Looking at the private agencies
coming in. They are able to put out brochures, or speak about what they
do, or promote themselves. And 1 think that this govemment certainly has
had no interest in doing that about community health. It amazes me the
nurnber of people who don't know what we do. And people that are
surprised, or usually happily surprised, or amazed that we will do the kind
of things that we do. We are probably rewarded when there's an outbreak,
or an epidemic of a disease. And so from a disease-orienteà point of view
they can see that you have a purpose in controlling the whooping cough
epidernic somehow, by education people, or controlling an epidemic of E
d i , or meningitis. So 1 think in that way they can sec the role. 1 think
certainly new parents can see the role, but that's on a very individual basis
that they would phone back and Say, "thank you for the information or for
what you've dont. " And Child and Family Services, actually we have
worked quite closely with them. We have a group for young mums and
cenainly the outreach worker has been able to ask us to do things, and can
say, "you know, that's great that you can do that" or "can you promote it,
in some way."

The second nurse raised the m

e issue but framed it in terms of not king

rewatded .
What cornes to mind there, is we're not rcwarded. But 1 think that is
based on the fact that they (the public) are not knowledgeable about what
we actually do. And 1 think a lot of that has to do with the fact that we
don't advertise ourselves enough about what service we do. If we did that,
1 think that you would have more acknowledgement and the rewards. So
I'm not quite sure how to answer it. in a very succinct manner. Bÿt we're
not rewarded for a lot of Our effort, our caring, our cornmitment.
The rope of the community health nurse's role as king broad was talked about
by another nurse in terms of the lack of public awareness.

Unless it touches their lives. Unless you're there and they (clients) say,
"Weli, what exactly do you do?" We tell hem, and they're surprised that
we can do al1 the things that we do. Sometimes they just see a very
narrow role, like "Oh, you just go out and see babies." Or you get to the
school, and a teacher will say to you at lunch time, "Oh, you're going
now, so 1 guess you're off now." "Well, no I'rn not off now, like 1 have
another visit. " "Oh, what do you do?" "Well, you know, I go out and 1
visit in the community. " "Oh, do you?" They have no idea, you know.
And the sarne thing with clients. They have no idea that you' re out there
visiting people.
Theme 6

Agency structures are confnbuting to tensions.

Several nurses offered examples of tensions in their wotk as community health
nurses related to existing agency structures.
For example, one nurse identified a professional issue resulting from the way
work is structured in her agency.
Often times 1 don't think the accountability towards each other is as
obvious. Nurses tend to often go their own linle ways. And often 1 think it
can happen probably in community becaur you have your particular
district, and you're not going back and fortb to one another and son of
getting input on, what coufd this be? Whcther it k, a bit of professional
jealousy, or a little bit of intimidation. One's got a program going the
other one doesn't. And you know, 1 don't want to look like, I'm not able
to get ther things going. So sometimes 1 think there's a little bit of
professional concem there, and then we arcn't as accaintable to each

other. But the bonom line is, we're al1 trying to do the best job for the
client within the community. And I guess you always have to keep that
global picture, or you cm lose sighi of that standpoint.
The ovenime issue was referred to by many nurrs. One nurse talkd about her

experience of not having overtime even acknowledged as an issue.
Sixteen houn a week of unpaid overtirne and nobody ever said, "you
nurses shouldn't do that." And, in fact, the expectations came down, do
more, do more, do more. Serve on mon committees. Do ihis, do that.
Rehising to acknowledge that unpaid overtirne is even an issue. Telling
people now who are working overtirne, no you can't come into the office,
we don't want to set you. Forcing it into the underground, instead of
saying, how come there is so much ovenime. We want you to have a
balanced life. How can we help you do thzt?

The lack of recognition of the ovenime issue forced nurses to put restrictions on
their time. One nurse voiced her concerns in this way.

Well, that's the work overtime issue. Now that doesn't count the
cornmittees. And I can tell you that what's happened now is because we've
had a problem in our agency, and becaur of the sheer fact that everybody
is recognizing that staffing levels are going to continue to decrease. I think
a lot of people personally a n saying, this just has got to end. 1 might have
been able to do, 12 hours or 10 hours or 16 hours a week. 1 took the first
week of my vacation and did al1 my chanings despite the fact that 1 should
have ken on vacation. Now people (the nurses) are saying, "fine, 1 guess
1 just can't visit those clients any more. I'm not going to serve on
committees. I'm not going to do a whole lot of things because the system
isn't recognizing it. "
Overtime and the financial compensation issue was spoken about by another
nurse. This nurse referred in panicular to the demands on her time orienting staff.
No, No. Your salary stays the same. you don't get any tirne off. 1 mean if
you work ovenime, you put in for overtime. But it's during that time you
don? have a moment to yourself, anyway. And then you have to do al1 the
work, but then you have to explain to this individual or help them through
their thinking processes. working through their nursing processes. So even
if they go out on a visit on rheir own, you have to help them with
analyzing it after. And where are they at with that visit? Do they need to
phone the mother back, or go back because they missed some things, or

whatever? So, no 1 don't think I ever felt really rewarded for that as much
as 1 think they (the agency) could have done.
One of the nurses expressed her frustration about not even having time to take
back the overtime hours. As she stated,
You're catching me at a bad time because we just had a planning meeting
for Our office where we expressed concems. We tallied up in acmal time,
haw our tirne is spent; 87% of our tirne is taken up in activities. Leaving
no tirne, 13% free for sick tirne, for taking your ovenime, for just al1 the
things that you're not able to do. And that's very frustrating. And we
expressed some solutions, such as: hire contract staff to do weekend postpamim, stuff like that. Various solutions. So that you're not taking us out
of the community during the week, because you're making us work on
weekends.
Again, weekend coverage as an issue was voiced by a second nurse.

Yes, for presentations, al1 sorts of things. Prenatal classes, everything. It
takes a lot of giving from yourself as well, because a lot of those things
are done over, and above your houn. And I'm not saying that you're not
paid for it, because you certainly a n paid for it. But, you know, it's not
done within your work time so then you're staying extra time to do it.
Weekend coverage is not rewarded 1 don't feel. And yet it's a very
important part of that service to the community.
Not having control over the structures, and the tensions between service
priorities and identified needs was voiced. For example two nurses made the
following comments.
Yes, there's lots of barriers that are, that 1 think are siowly breaking
down. 1 really feel that things are moving and changing. But, the structure
has lots of political and other considerations that 1 don't have a whole lot
of control over other than to keep plugging and saying, How about this?
How about that? This is a need, you know.
Well, 1 think to a certain point, we're supported within out department.
Only to a certain degrec though. 1 think we're supponed son of
theoretically. But when it cornes right down ta actually providing, doing,
meeting the need, it's difficult. And a lot of it cornes to just how much
time you have. And priorities that have been set, you see. So 1 might
identify this need, but other priorities have k e n set for service, providing

service. And then that's where you get a clash. You can also have a clash
within your work environment too. 1 haven't had a lot of that.

In this next part are presented the categories and data upon which the themes
were consuucted.
Data and Catenories

Several categories arose from the data in Section A in relation to questions about
accountabil i ty , rewarded work and heal th promotion needs. More specifical1y. nurses
were asked about explicit and implicit acawintability, work rewarded and work not
rewarded, definition of comrnunity and heal th promotion, and the identifkation and
support of comrnunity health needs. Table 5 is organized according to headings,
representing the questions, and the resulting categories and subcategories.

When asked the question,

"Towhom are you explicitly accountable for your

work as a community health nurse?", three distinct categories emerged from the data:
organization-related accountability ; client-relared accountability; and, professionrelated accountability. Table J 1 in Appendix 3 on page 416 illustrates the
categorization that arose from the responses ta this question.
Interestingly, when askeû about explicit accouncability, nurses overwhelmingly
noted the otganization or agency as the dominant locus of accountability. Clients and

professional associations were subsequently identified as the bodies to which nurses
were acwuntable (in general).

Funhermon, within the organization-relatcd accountability category, nurses
identified more of their accountability in the employerlemployee relationships
subcategory. Overwhelmingly nurses viewed their accountability to another nurse in a

supervisory capacity. In rnost cases the supervisor would be nursing personnel and
likely another female co-worker.

Table 5
Catenories and Su bcateaories
Aeency. Invisible Work. and the Missine Voice of the Community: The Context
Catcgories
Ex~licitAccouncahilitv
1.
Organizaiion-relatai accountability
2.

Client-rclateâ accountability

Subcategorics
a.
b.

Employer/cmployec rclationships
Agency

a.

Clients
Community
Financial

b.
c.
3.

Profession-related accouitability

a.
b.

c.
1.

Profasion-rclated accountabifity

a.
b.
C.

2.

Client-rtlarcd accouotability

a.
b.
C.

Professional nursinglstandards o f practice
Personal standards
Pecrs/colleapes
Personal standards
Professional nursinglstandards of practicc
PcerslCOilcagucs

Clients
Community
Schools
Ascncy

Ernployer/cmploycc rclationships

Work Rewardcd
1.
Agency rewarded

Work contributing to financial viability
Work contributing to agacy functioning
h o v a t ive ideas
Work contributing to agency visibility

2.

Persoaally nwarding work

Work witb clients
Work with communities
Work with progmaslprojects
Work with stafVcoworkcrs

3.

nie nature of agcncy rcwards

Monctary rewafds
Working coaditions
Feaîôack

4.

nit

nature of personal r c w d s

Fccdback
Clicnt utilization of services
Good fielings

Work
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Not Rcwarded
Client based work not rewardcd
Agency based work not rewarded
Personal basai work not rewarded
invisibilicy of work not rewardd
How work is not rewarded

Dtfininn Comrnunity
1.
Meanhg the same
2.
Meaning shilar but diffcreat
3.
Mtariing not the samc
4.
Unhiown
Definina Health Promoiion
1.
Meaning the same
2.
Mcaning similu but differcnt
3.
Mcaning not the samc
4.
Unlcnown
Oetennininp Health Promotion Nteds
1.
Organization dctcrmints the health
promotion needs
-

-

a.
d.

Public Iitaltb nurse
Agcncy/depactment/orher agencics
Stuâenu
No one

b.
C.

2.

Client/community dctcnnincs the health
promotion needs

Listenina to Health Promotion Needs
1.
Organization lisicns

a.

Community

b.

Clients

C.

Schools
Ein ployercmploycc relationships
Agency

Colleagues
Not the organimtion
No one

2.

Commwiity listens

Agency

Individuals in the community
nie publiclcommunity

A few nurses looked beyond the individual work situation and located their

accountability at the macro level with the Minister of Health. Clearly, most nurses
voiced accountability to their organization/agency/employer,whereas only a few

voiced that they were accountable to the government.
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Nurses voiced that they could not be accountable to the wmmunity in current
agency structures. The ideal situation. from recent literature. directs accountability to
the client (client-related accountability), but overwhelmingly the nurses related their
explicit accountability to the organization.
The professional-related accountability category was the lest supported
category. Because of the independent nature of the work of community health nurses.

peers and colleagues were conscious of professional standards and they felt
amuntable to the profession, however, they expressed more explicit accountability to
kt agencyforganization. Interestingly, the quantifiable distance (in terms of data

volume) between profession-related and client-related accountability categories is
closer than the distance between organization-related and client-related accountability
categories. The greatest distance (location) occurred between organization-related and
professional-related amuntability (see Table J I in Appendix J on page 416).
Ornanization-related accountabili~.nie responses, provided by the nurses to
form this category, clustered around accountability to persons, positions andfor
governing bodies connected to the organization itself.
Two subcategories were found in the organization-related accountability
category: ernployer/employee relationships; and, agency. Within the employer/

employee relationships subcatcgory, the majority of nurses (n= 14) said they were
accountable to their supervisor. Threc nurses specit'cal1y identifieci accountability to
the Director of Nursing. A couple of nurses nameâ the MinisterIMedical Officer of
Health as the person to whom they were accountable. One nurse identitied

accountability to the people one works for while another stated she was accountable to
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her staff. A total of 21 nurses identitied their accountability to elements in the
employerlemployee relationships subcategory.
A total of 17 nurses identified accountability with the subcategory of agency.

Within this subcategory, 13 nurses noted they were accountable to the organization/
agencylemployer and four named the government (Provincial HealthKi ty Health
Depamnents) as the agency to which they were accountable.
Client-related accountability . This category represents commenu made by the
nurses which were concerned with the recipienu of nursing services. Within the
client-related accountability category, three su bcategories evolved. Most nurses

(n = 13) identified that they were accountable to their clients such as the general public
and the consumer of public health services, including one nurse who specifically

identi fied accountability to families. Other nurses (n =6) observed that they were
accountable to the community. Beyond nursing services at the aggrepte level (client,

.

farnily or community,) three nurses voiced general accountability to the taxpayer
(financial).
Profession-related accountabilitv. This category was formed based on
professional accountabilities present in the practice of cornmunity health nursing. In
the category of profession-related accountability, three subcategories evolved from the

data. In the professional nursingistandardr of practice subcategory, five nurses identified their accountability to the professional association. 1n the personal standards
subcategory. five nurses said they were accountable to "myrlf." ln the
peers/colleages subcategory, fewer nurses (n=3) identified accountability to pers or
colleagues.

When asked the question, "To whorn are you implicitly amuntable for your
work as a comrnunity health nurse?", the sarne three categories emerged from the data

as in the previous question, but this time they were ranked in a different order:
profession-related accw ntabil ity; client-related accountability ; and, organirationnlated accountability. Table J2 in Appendix J on page 417 shows the categorization
that emerged from the responses to this question.
When accountability was considered implicit, organization-related accountability

was overwhelmingly identified the least. Within this category, more nurscs now
identified accountability to structures at the macro level, i .e., government.
The majority of nurses identified accountability to the profession. Personal

standards were identified more frequently than professional association or peers/
colleagues. The emphasis that nurxs placed on this category was directly opposite to
the accountabilities identified in Table J 1 on page 416, where organization-related

accountability was ovewhelmingly the dominant locus of accountability.
Client-related accountability was not the dominant locus for these nurses.
Compared to Table J I on page 416 even fewer nurses identified accountability to the
community as client. When accountability was considered implicit, however, the
subcategory, schools, appeared in the data. The locus of accountability to the client
was moved closer to the dominant locus of accountability which was the profession,

the difference king on1y one response.
Profession-nlated accountabili~.Accountability surrounding the professional
practice of comrnunity healtb nursing formed the basis of this category. Three
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subcategories were found to exist in the profession-related accountability category.
They included: personal standards; professional nursing/standards of practice; and,

peers/colIeagues. The rnajority of nurses (n =9) identified "myself"in the personal
standards subcategory which included two references to personal standards. In the
professional nursingkandards of practice subcategory, a lesser number of nurses
(n =3) identified accountability to the professional association and this included

comrnents such as professional judgement and the nursing profession. In the peersl
collcagues subcategory the Iwt nurnber of nurses (n=2) identified CO-workersand
each other.
Client-related accountabilitv. The recipients of nursing services clustered
together to form this category. In the client-related accountability category, three
subcategories were identified. In the client subcategory, the majority of nurses (n =7)
responded that they were accountable to the client/public/people they worked with.
One nurse identitied accountability to families. In the community subcategory. fewer
nurses (n=3) identified accountability to the community. A xhools subcategory
evolved and two nurses identified accountability ro teacherslprincipals.

Oreanization-related accountabilitv. This category was formed based on the
clustering of governance structures of an organizational nature, identified by the
nurses. In the organization-related accountability category, two subcategories emerged
from the data. The rnajoricy of nurses identitied responses in the agency subcategory.
Five nurses identifîed accountability to the government (Manitoba HealthICity

Council) and one nurse identified accountability to the organisation/agency. The
employer/employee relationships subcategory had fewer responses; one nurse

identified accountability to the team and one nurse identified accountability to the
Medical Officer of Health.
Ex~licitand lm~licitAccountabilitv Combined
When responses to the questions of explicit and implicit accountabiiity were
combined the results refiected a locus of accountability similar to Table J 1 on

page 416, explicit accountability. The cornbined accountability categories are
illustrated in Table J3 in Appendix J on page 418.
Work Rewarded
The question, "What work do you do that is rewarded?". elicited responses from
the nurses that were grouped together to form four categories: agency rewarded work;

personally rewarding work; the nature of agency rewards; and, the nature of personal
rewards. Table K I in Appendix K on page 420 shows this categorization and the
complete set of examples.
Three cornpelling messages were present in the work rewarded question. Work
that the agency rewarded was noted as the dominant form of rewarded wotk. The
most visible work was that which contributed to agency functioning. The least visible
(unseen) work rewarded was work contributing to tinancial viability and work which
included innovative ideas.
Secondly. there was a difference between the work that the nurses perceived to
be valued and rewarded by the agency, and the work that they themrlves found

personally satisfying and rewarding. Agency-rewarded work was primarily work that
knefited the agency and work subject to quantification. In contmt, the work that the

nurses found rewarding was that with clients and the community, even though these
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rewards were perceived by the nurses as less visible (and less likely to be rewarded)
to the agency. The nature of their reward was found to be prirnarily appreciation for
the kind of care and service provided to the client and community.
Aeencv rewarded work. This category represenu the kind of work the nurxs

felt the agency officially recognized. Within the category of agency rewarded work,

four subcategories were elicited from the data: work contributing to financial
viability; work contributing to agency hinctioning; innovative ideas; and, work
contribu ting to agency visibility.

In the subcategory, work contributing to financial viability, nurses identified
work that benefitted the agency. The nature of the work cited could be rneasured
quantitatively, such as the number of visits.
Nurses identified several activities that clustered to form the subcategory of,
work contri buting to agency functioning. Again, these activities direct1y benefi tted the

agency. Exarnples included mem bershi p on committees, and organizing/planning
programs. These acrivities were qu ite tangible and quantitative1y rneasured. The less
quantifiable activities identitied included community development and networking with
clients and communities. For some nurses, these activities were an integrated pan of
their practice that was encouraged and supported by the agency. For others, thex
activities were rewarded by the agency because of the benefits they would bring to the

agency, for exarnple recognition and fùnding.
In the subcategory. innovative ideas, nurses identified these to be; something
different, king involved and creative, and a complex case. Few nurses identified
activities rewarded by the agency in this category.
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The next subcategory that emerged in the data was, work contributing to agency
visibility. More specifically, the nurses identified, for example, work that was in the
public eye, the tangible extras (wmmittee, research, working in comrnunity groups),
and whatever the agency ihought was the current thing to do. For the majority of

nurses this work was perceived to undervalue their work with clients and again was
seen to benefit the agency.
Personallv rewardine work. This category was formed based on the nurses'
identification of work that they found to be personally satisfying. There were four
subcategories found in the data, as follows: work with clients; work with
communities; work with programslprojecu; and, work with stafflco-workers.
Within the work with clients subcategory, nurses identified, for example; postnatal visiting, high risk families, and one-ro-one work with people.
In the work with communities subcategory, nurses identified, for example;

community development, community needs asrssment, and putting something in place
for community and it works. There were fewer examples given in, the work with
community subcategory than in, the work with clients subcategory.
The next subcategory identified was. work with programs/projecü. Within this

subcategory nurses identified, for example; families who corne back to health
promotion prograrns, group education projects, and "work 1 do with schools."
The subcatcgory, work with stafflco-workers, was founded on activities such as;
helping to stop disruptive things for staff, protecting staff from the bureaucracy so
they can be clinicians, and facilitating staff to do community development and needs
assessment.

The nature of aeency rewards. This category captured the many ways in which

the agency rewarded the nurse's work. In this third category, the nature of agency
rewards, three subcategories emerged from the data and they included: monetary
rewards; working conditions; and, feedback.
The rnonetary reward was identified as the paycheque. Working conditions
included, for example; getting time back and independent decision making. Examples
in the feedback subcategory included: praise; appreciation from support staff and

administration within the office; and, positive performance appraisal.
The dominant form of agency reward was seen to be monetary, followed by
feedback and closely followed by working conditions.
The nature of oersonal rewards. Personal work rewards assumed many different
forms. This category captured how nurses were personally rewarded. Wi thin the

nature of personal rewards category were found the subcategories of feedback; client
utilization of services; and, good feelings.

Some examples given by the nurses in the feedback subcategory included the
following: appreciation from clients/consumers as shown by thanks from a postparturn mom; appreciation from the community as shown by city councillors; and,
support from co-workers/colleagues/tem members.
Work Not Rewarded
When asked the question, "What work do you do that is not rewarded?", five
categories emerged from the data. These included: client-based work; agency-based
work; personal-based work; invisibility of work; and, how work is not rewarded.
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Table K2 in Appendix K on page 422 shows this categorization with the complete set
of examples.
The most compelling message, in the work not rewarded question, was that al1

five categories were supported with concrete examples of work done that was not
rewarded. Whether the work was with a client, agency or personally based, there was
ovenvhelrning agreement among the nurses that the work of the cornmunity health
nurse was not rewarded. As one nurse responded, "al1 the work 1 do" and another
nurse srated, "any work that you do as a public health nurse."
Client-based work. Nurses identified many aspects of their work with clients
that was not rewarded. lncluded in the category were the following examples; the real
work with families and king able to assess accurately, the broad parameter with
which we work, the day-to-day stuff, drudgery (caseload stuff), and a loi of
organizing. One nurse, for some of her families, was left to ask herself, "did they
really benefit by my visiting"?
Aeencv-based work. Work that was primarily associated with the structure and

hinction of the agency formed another category of work not rewarded. Nurses made
many observations and comments in the agency-based work category. Some examples

included: program development; paper work (chaning, writing); specific
programming i .e., programs in the schools; committee work; weekend coverage; and,
orienting a new employee. Nurses in supervisory roles provided examples. Some of
these included: "there is not much reward for my work from the people over me";
trying to justify the public health nurse's existence every year in the budget process;
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and, ihe political things-system 's things-reviewing and responding to a paper (i .e., a

government brief or agency proposal).
Personal-based work. Work that was of a more personal nature or requiring a
personal cornmitment formed this çategory. In the personal-based work category,
nurses provided the following examples: "al1 the work I do"; getting more education;
"any work that you do as a public health nurse'; and, trying sornething innovative/

creative.

The invisibilitv of work. Much o f the work of the community health nurse was
felt by the nurses io be invisible and because it was not seen, it was not rewarded.
The invisibility of work category, was formed based on the nurses' observations and
comments. For example; "so much of what we do is done in people's homes and the
agency doesn't see it", "the little things that don't look gloriouswi.e., spending tirne
with a post partum mom who has depression, research/preparation, and "the less
tangible-caring, the amount of time you spend, the essence of community health
nursing." Much of the work that was invisible was client-related. It appeared that it
was the interpersonal skills, i.e., counselling; the ability to accurately assess; and, the
human contact.

How work is not rewarded. The ways that the nurses felt they were not
rewarded by the system were voiced by the nurses and formed the oategory, how
work is not rewarded. Two subcategories were identified: time; and, system.

In the tirne subcategory, some examples included: "we don't rake our breaks and
don't get the timc back"; and, "public health nurses have ro have a strong work ethic
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when 1 think of al1 the time that is not rewarded, 1 could make the same salary and do

half the work."
A subcategory identified as system emerged from the data and was based on the

nurses' observations and/or commenu. Some examples included: "we are made to feel
we aren't working hard enough"; "we are not rewarded from the top of the systern ";

and, "when you're dealing with di fficult situations, everyone's trying to cover their

ass." The general feeling was, as one nurse stated? "the agency doesn't do very much
rewarding." In the system subcategory, nurses commented about the lack of
resources. Examples included: "we don't have on-sir daycare"; and, "when we ask

for more nursing time we get more physician timen (in the chic).
de fin in^ Community

The nurses were asked two questions, "In your work with communities, how do

you define 'cornmunity'?" and, "How does your agency define 'community'?" In most
instances the responses were parallel. There was general agreement about the meaning

of "community" held by the nurses and their understanding (perception) of the
definition held by their agency. Fourteen nurses said the definitions were the m e .
Six nurses said the definitions were similar but with some difference. Six nurses

responded that their perceptions were di fferent, and five nurses responded that they
did not know whether the agency's definition of community was the same or different

than their own definition.
According to the nurses, "community" held a wide range of definitions. It
clearly was not confined to geographic boundaries or neighbourhoods or aggregates.
With the input of the nurse's perspective. community was best detined as a

.
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relationship of geography and common bond, with the ernphasis on one or the other
changing in a dynamic fashion. Nurses have their practice experience to bring to the
formulation of definitions and clearly have a unique perspective to offer.
Meanine the sarne. Nurses who responded that both definitions were the same
provided the following characteristics shared by their own definition and by the
definition held by their agency. The definitions of community forrned groups of
common characteristics: geography ; aggregates and groups; geography and
aggr5gates; and, cultural bond. The cxarnples provided by the nurses can be found in
Table LI in Appendix L on page 425.
What is unique about the definition of cornmunity when the nurse and agency
share the same definition is that it can be defined geographically, i.e., geographically
defined neighburhoods, but is not necessarily defined by boundaries. It cm be
defined by distinct needs, groups with shared interest. Further it wi be defined in

relation to the agency one works for, i.e., "the area that 1 serve" or anyone that's not

in the employ of the Health Department. One nurse stated

"it

is not for me to decide

on the definition but the comrnunity defines what cornmunity means for them. "
Meaninn sirnilar but different. Six nurses responded that their definition of
community was sirnilar to the agency's definition, but with some differences. The
similar characteristics and the corresponding differences in the definition of
community fomed various groups and were idcntified as follows: geography and

aggregates; geography; and, the system. These caregories with specific examples can
be found in Table LI in Appendix L on page 425.
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What is unique about the definition of cornmunity when the nurse and agency
share similar but differing views is agreement that although both definitions are
primarily geographically defined, the concept is not confined to this definition alone
but community can also be a group of people who share a common interest; it can k

spontaneously formed and it includes politics. The nursc's definition is more broadly
defined and not confined solely to geography or needs, for example the post partum
community.
Meanine not the same. The six nurses who responded that the definitions were

not the same, held the following understandings which formed groups of common
characten'stics. These groups included: geography and common bond; geography.
common bond and universe; and, geography and aggregates. Specific examples can be
found in Table LI in Appendix L on page 425.
The uniqueness found in the definition of comrnunity when the nurse's definition
and the definition held by the agency are stated as not the same is the following: the
nurses viewed cornmunity as being very broad, even extending to include the global
community/universe. It was more than a piece of geography in which neighbourhoods
exist, it was a sense of community. Agency boundaries on paper cannot "makewa
neighbourhood. A xnse of belonging, togetherness and cohesiveness may exist in a
geographic location, but they are not confined to geographyl neighbourhd and they
do transcend geographic boundaries.

Unknown. Five nurses responded that they did not know whether the agency's
definition was the sarne as the definition they held. Comments and observations
offered by thex nurses were grouped into two categoria: written communication;

.
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and, verbal communication. Specific examples are recorded in Table L1 in Appendix
L on page 425.
These nurses share many of the unique characteristics as identified by nurses in
the previous groupings. For hem, community included the ideas of geographic

boundary/neighbourhood, shared common in terests, but of particular significance,
community is not static as defined by geographic lines, the line is invisible. The
uniqueness is found in the idea that community has continuous movement. it is not
static. One minute it is geographic and the next minute it is a common factor. The
nurses did not know whether their view and the agency's view were the sarne or not
because for hem the definition held by the agency was not articulated, made visible

or even hown to exist. The nature of chis issue is one of written definition and oral
understanding.
de fin in^ Health Promotion

In question seven and eight, the nurses were asked, "In your work with

communities, how to you define 'health promotion'?" and "How does your agency
define 'health promotion'?" Most of the responses were parallel in that the nurse's
definition of "health promotion" and their understanding of their agency's definition
were thought to &e the sarne. Fifteen nurses responded that the definitions were the
same. Three nurses said they were the same but with some difference. Six nurses

responded that the definitions were not the m e . Seven nurses replied that they did

not know how their agency defined health promotion.
Reflecting back on the two questions with respect to the definition of health
promotion held by the nurse and the agency in instances where the definition of health
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promotion is not the m e , a tension exisu in the two points of view. The tension
seems to be in terms of how the work of the community heaith nurse is measured.

The agency definition reflecu its need to maure the work in concrete terms, Le.,

nurnber of visits-their definition is more concrete; an attempt to quanti@ in defining
the work of health promotion. The nurse, on the other hand, defines health promotion

more abstractly, the work of health promotion is somewhat invisible, i .e., enabiing
communities to use remrces; things people aren't recognizing as a problem;
promoting self-esteem; empowering people; observing a community for needs and
opportunities; it's the cornmunity development work. The agency definition has a
program orientation for the most part. Their definition, according to 18 nurses, is not
readily recalled, or understood by the nurses.
Approximately six nurses included the definition of community in their
definition of health promotion. Ir was these nurses who introduced the ideas of
lobbying and community action, community based are, and community development
in their definitions of health promotion. It is this language and these values that will

facilitate the shift to community accountability in communiiy healdi nursing practice.
Meaninn the same. Nurses who responded chat the definitions of health
promotion held by themselves and the agency were the sarne, contributed to the
following clusters of health promotion characteristics which included: enabling people;
ernpowering people; interventions to influence health; and, healthy lifestyles. Specific
examples can be found in Table L2 in Appendix L on page 428.
When the nurse's definition and the agency's definition of health promotion
were thought to be the same, one of the unique characteristics was the integration of
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individual, farnily, group, and aimmunity, and a suggestion of a community
development intervention focus. Additionaliy, sorne of the nurses used the word
"comrnunity" in explaining the similarity of their meaning and the agency's meaning
of health promotion. On occasion, an agency program perspective was introduced into
the nurse's definition. For example, one nurse commented, "watching your

community for needs and oppomnities." This same nurse articulated. what seemed to
k, an agency perspective on the importance of nurse as facilitator and not key

provider. In the words of this nurse, "my ro!e is facilitator (catalyst); if i t becomes
key provider, we keep evaluating to see if we can play a lesser role."
Meanine similar but different. The three nurses who commented that the

definitions of health promotion were similat but different made the following
observations and their comrnenu were grouped as follows: lifestyles and selfacnial ization; anticipation; and, enabling and individualisrn. The examples they
provided
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be found in Table L2 in Appendix L on page 428.

The uniqueness about these thoughts is that the nurse and agency agree that in
the definition is found the concepts of lifestyle issues, proactive/anticipation approach,

enabling people to use resources so they can maintain wellness as defined by them.
The nurses found that the agency's definition was not as specific as their definition
and was remiss in the individualism of health promotion. For nurses it was things that
were not immediately recognized as a problem by people; those things which were

abstract and invisible and not concrete.
Meanine not the m e . Six nurses responded that the definitions of health

promotion held by themrlves and their agencies were not the sarne. Five groups
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characteristics evolved and they are: enabling and health care refon; educating;
lobbying and community action; issuesheeds; and, community based. Specific
examples can be found in Table L2 in Appendix L on page 428.
The uniqueness in these responses is found in the skills for health promotion

i.e., empathy, love, caring, sharing information, lobbying, community action, that
community health nurrs possess. They saw health promotion as helping communities
identify needs and working on solutions. The value of health promotion to health
reform was voiced from one nurse's perspective, but not so from the agency's
perspective. The agency xemed to define health promotion in terms of a program
orientation but even more so in ierms of prograrns for which they can get funding.
Five of the six nurses included the concept of community in their definitions.
Unknown. There were rven nurses who responded that they did not know the
agency's definition. However, there were 1 1 nurses, in addition, who expressed some
doubt or hesitation about the exact definition of health promotion held by the agency.
The comments the seven nurses made for not knowing the definition of health
promotion held by the agency basically concerned written communication; and, verbal
communication.
The seven nurses provided the following comments and ideas about their

definition of health promotion and these are presented in groups of characteristics and
included the following: enabling; education; mental health; comrnunity developrnent;
and, prevention. Examples of their comrnents can be found in Table U of Appendix

L on page 428.
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The uniqueness in these responses is the emphasis on the idea of promoting selfesteem, Le., mental health promotion, and the idea of community development.
Determinine Health Promotion Necds
When asked the question, "Who detemines the health promotion need(s) in your
comrnunity?", two categories emerged from the data: organization determines the
health promotion neeùs; and. client/community determines the health promotion
needs. Table Ml in Appendix M on page 432 shows the categorization baxd on the
data.

Ovenvhelmingly, the dominant locus of needs determination was viewed by the
nurses to be needs identified by, the organization. Within this category,
overwhelmingly, nurses identified, the public health nurse (PHN)as the person who
determines the health promotion needs in their assigned communities (n =2 1). This
was followed by, the community determining health promotion needs (n= 11) which is
approximately half as many nurses as in, the public health nurse subcategory. These
findings are consistent and paral le1 with the tindings from the accountability question.
The ideal situation would be that the comrnunity determines the health promotion
needs. As witb the accountability question, this requins a shift from an organizational

locus of determining needs to a community locus of determining needs.
Oreanization determines the health promotion needs. Within this category,
several sources were identified by the nurses. Ovenvhelmingly, the majority of nurses
identified the public health nurse as the one who determines the health promotion
needs in the community in which they work. A few nurses (n=7) identified, the
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agency/department/other agencies. One nurse identifie4 snidents and one nurse
identified, no one.
CIient/communitv determines the health ~romotionneeds. In this category, there
were three sources identified: community; clients; and, schools. Of the eleven nurses
who identified, community, one saw this as broadly as, constituenu. Six nurses
identified, clients. A few nurses (n=3) identified, rhools and more specifically, they
referred to teachers.
Listenin~rta Health Promotion Needs
Two categories emerged from the interviews when the nurses were asked the
question, "Who listens to your expression of the health promotion need(s) in your
community?" One of the categories was, organization listens and the other category
was, comrnunity listens. Table M2 in Appendix M on page 433 shows die

categorization found in the data in response to the question.

The dominant locus of listening to health promotion needs was, the organization.
Within the organization, nurses ovenvhelmingiy identified, the supervisor as the

person who listens. This was a strong finding in terms of the organization listening
and again, as was previously noted, these supervisors were women. Only two people
at the macro level were identified-the Minister and the Regional Director.

In nursing roles where much of the work is done independently or in isolation,

very new nurses identitied colleapes as listeners to their expression of health
promotion needs (n=5). Nurses who responded that, the organitation does not listen
and, no one listens, gave clear messages that the organization should be listening.
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The weakest listeners of the nurses' expression of health promotion needs w u ,
the public/community, when they are the recipients of services. This finding was

consistent and parallel to the previous findings (see pages 191 and 211) in that
accountability and determining of health promotion needs were predominantly,
organization-centered. The community-centeredness was always weaker. These resulu
are interesting especially at a time in history when the theoretical and practice ideals
are community ownership for health.
Or~anizationlistens. This category included subcategories arising from the data
which were related to organization structures and functions. The subcategories

included: ernployer/employee relationships; agency; colleagues; not the organization;
and no one.

The majority of the responscs were in the organization listens category (n=47).
nie subcategory of employer/employee relationships (n =26) included personnel/

positions within the organizational structure. Ovemhelmingly, nurses idenrified, the
supervisor, as the one who listens to their expression of health promotion needs
(n = 17). The next most dominant example identified was, teamlmanagement
team (n =4). The Minister and Regional Director were identified by two nurses and
they are persons at the macro level

in the organization. The team leader, public health

nurse and staff were also identified.
The subcategory of agency (n = 1 1) includeâ examples in the structure of the
organization such as the agency (n-6). the deparunent (n=2), the City Council
(n=2), and administration (n= 1).
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The subcategory of colleagues was identified by five nurses. Three nurses
specifically stated that the organization does not listcn and two nurses respondbd that
no one listens.

Communitv listens. The second category which evolved from the data was
community listens (n =20). This category included the subcategories of agency (n =9).
individuals in the community (n =7), and lady the public/community (n =4).
Various systems in the community were identifîed io form the agency

subcategory. These included another agencylhospita1, identified by four nurses. The
school system was identified by three nurses; one nurse identified churches; and, one
nurse identified the media f istens.
Several individuals in the community were identified. These included: the Police
Chief/Commissioner (n =2), tacher (n= 1). social worker (n = l), politician (n = 1).
family practitioner (n = 1). and other (n = 1).
The final subcategory which evolved from the data was the public/community

(n =4). This means that only four nurses thought that the public and community
l istened to thei r expression of health promotion needs.

conclusion^
A central concern for the participants was the sense of invisibility associated

with the nature of their work. The setting, Le., working in the homes of clients,

removed nurses from the public domain. Additionally, this setting contributed to
collegial invisibil ity, that is, other colleagues were removed from the place of
practice. An interesting paradox surfaced in the data. Participants valued their
independence but expressed mncem about king invisible and practicing in isolation.
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There were consequences associated with invisible and isolated nursing practice. These

included: supportive feedback from colleagues on an ad hoc buis; lack of recognition
and undervaluing of work by the agency; and, lack of understanding of work by the
general public. These consequences contributed to an erosion of power among
community heal th nurses.
Participants expressed a lack of public understanding concerning the role of
community health nursing practice. When the public does see community health
nurses in action, it is but a snippet or piece of their work.
Participants expressed the need to promote themselves within the public domain,
and educate the public about their work. Nurses expressed that again there were

consequences to remaining invisible in the public eye. For exarnple, when the public
does not know what you do, you do not garner public support. It is interesting to note

that "public" included other professionals. The need to promote and make visible
cornmunity health nursing was a great concern to the participants.
Contributing to the invisibility of nurses' work w a i the measurement of their
productivity. Many important aspects of nurses work are not arnenable to
quantification, Le., suppon, caring, comfoning, and group work. According to the
participants, work rhat was not measured was not valued by the agency. Nurses

chailenged the assumed relationship between measurement and effcctiveness of
practice.
Nurses aniculated that their voices wcre not k i n g heard within the health care
reform arena. Again, nurses identified that their profession was not valued by the
decision makers. Such silence was not only nlated to the decision maken but was

attributed to internai forces. For example, some community health nurses were not
infomed and lacked understanding about health care reform.
Participants struggled with the tension that arose within their practice milieu.

Home visiting and working with clients oneon-one was challenged by the n e 4 for
community development and the empowerment of communities. This conflict was
conceptualized by several of the participants as mutual l y exclusive activities. Sources

of this tension included: time constrainu; heavy workloads with individual clients; a
crisis management approach; and, a conflict of values, i.e., who ccmmunity health
nurses perceive to be the client and who the agency perceives to be the "new client. "
The agency's viewpoint fluctuated and changed, thus creating inconsistencies for the
focus on community health nursing practice. The work structures appeared to confine

andfor restrict participants' practice, thai is, nurses have traditionally worked with
individuals within families, groups, or aggregates but not with the cornmunity-asclient. This new focus constiaites a shift in the practice of community health nursing.
This shift may also contribute to interprofessional tensions among the nurses
themselves. Some of whom are resisting the new practice paradigm.
The issue of ovenime was identified as problematic by some of the participants.

lnstead of addressing the sources of overtime, agencies were described as paying the
ovenime but not exarnining the need for additional staffing. Participants also observed
bat the staffing has decreased as the workload has increased over time. The
implications of this are many, not the least of these which include morale issues,
restriction on the agency's ability to promote community development, and nurses
feeling pressured to prioritize and yet meet the agency's expectations to do it ail. In
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effect, this is creating a classic double bind for these nurses. Work that is rewarded
undergoes transformation within this context of work pressures.

Section B-Frustration, Alienation, Resistance:
Community Nurses' Involvement in Health Policy Development and lmplementation
Nurses were asked eight questions about their involvement in policy
development and implementation in Section B of the interview schedule. The range of
the conversation included the meaning of policy development and policy

implementation, and the nurse's involvement in these activities.
Themes
The following themes were derived from the interview data in Section B. These
themes can be viewed together in Figure 3.
-

Frustration, Alienation, Resistance:
Community Nurses' lnvolvement in Health Policy Development and Implementation
1.

Nurses are experiencing frustration as a consequene of their lack of
involvement in policy developrnent.

2.

Nurses are alienated from the policy development process, but are marginally
involved in policy implementation.

3.

Nurses are "out of the loop" of policy development and implementation.

4.

The hierarchical structure within which nurses work is contributing to a rnse
of powerlessness with respect to their involvement in policy decision making.

5.

The impact of health care policy on nursing roles results in more work.

6.

Nurses redefine policy to be congruent with the practice context.

Fimire 3. Themes (Section B)

Theme 1 N u n a are qeriendng fmtrm*on us a consequence of di& lack of

involvement in PO licy development.

Many nurses expressed fnisuation with their lack of involvement in policy

development. For some it had to do with the rhetoric that promotes their hopes and
vision for health policy in health can reform. It is a vision that puts the wmmunity in
the forefront of health care reform. Instead nurses are seeing policies that in no way
support their vision or refiect a community foais and a renewed emphasis on health

promotion. nie potda1 for their involvement exists because of their expertise but in
reality this is not borne out and the result is frustration.
In the words of one nurse there did not seem to be policy supponing a

community direction.
So 1 don't think we really have a policy, you know any kind of policy

implementation as to the direction that we're supposed to be taking. Other
than you know, Our health a r e system will have more of a community
focus. And 1 don? think right now that the policies reflect that.
For another nurse health policy that supponed health promotion would direct
more resources to the community.
1 feel a little jaded. For example with the document that was put out a
couple of years ago by the Filmon government, and the talk to move
services to the community, and the talk of valuing health promotion more.
And then 1 experienced cutbacks in our work scenario, and more work
added to each nurse. Less ability to do health promotion. So it's just,
theory and is not rneant in practice. There's a lot of Iip service given to
the "wonders of health promotion", but very little nsources king directed
that way.

Yet another nurse expressed frustration that what is written on paper in support
of health promotion has not happened in practice.
You know, you look to this book and that book to follow the guidelines
for immunization. It's not wrimn anywhere. And it's very fnistrating.

UsualIy you end up asking another public health nurse how to do it.
Because there's nothing in writing. Or if it is, it's in three different books.
And by the time you nad it, it's easier just to ask someone.

For some nurses the very lack of policy to give direction was creating problems.
As one nurse expressed,
And 1 think with that panicular policy (investigation of communicable
disease, Le., pertussis), it was developed between the province, and the
City. And it was hard to corne together. 1 don't know if it was
philosophical differences, or whaicver. but. you know. It wasn't just
nursing, it was Medical Ofticen of Htalth having trouble, you know,
coming together on it. . 1 think there were tensions. And, in some
ways, 1 think that the client was the one who maybe was at the
disadvantage, . . And to a certain extent the nurses were trying to pull

. .

.

together, as best they could, to present certain information that was
consistent. . . . You know. And it's sometimes hard to work when you
don 't have consistent messages.
Another nurse expressed how frustrating it was for her in her lack of

involvement in policy developrnent related to stnicture. "1 was responsible to three
different people. A nursing supervisor, a medical ofticer of health, and an area
director. Who was, of whatever discipline. Now tbat's very frustrating."
In identifjing her need to k involved in health policy development one of the

nurses cited immunization policy and the territoriality and anger expressed by a
physician.
Well, 1 want referral to pediatricians, 1 don't want everyone to use
pediatricians as their local GPs. I'd like immunization to be put back into
public health. Those are some of the first kinds of immediate changes that
jump out at me. And they (physicians) fight you for it, k i n g involved in
offering diphtheria, tetanus clinics. Um, you know, DPT clinics at the
xhool level. and sometimes when you're not sure if a parent understd,
what it was we're asking, you could phone the doctor to find out. Did
they have it already? Well, I've had doctors s c r m at me, "you don't
touch chat kid, chat's my patient. 1 give all the immunizations for that, you
keep your hands off hem 1 don't care whether the murn gave you
permission or not. " And "woo.. ." 1 mean, this is crazy.

The idea that nurses know the need of their communities and are not involved in
health promotion policy development fbels frustration. The lack of opportunity to

panicipate in policy developmeni was expressed by one nurse in the following way.
Who knows the communities' needs, but the people who are working
there. That's the frustration with the job, there's not a lot of opportunity.
And often you know we're asked to sit on a cornmittee or do a task ... to
give them guidance for policy developmeni, and then it's like nobody even
contributed. You get back the policy, and where did this come from? Very
frustrating. . . . It really saps your energy to panicipate, cause you just
feel well why would 1 bother. They're going to do it, what their agenda is
anyway. It would k naive to think othenvise.
Yet another nurse expressed her frustration in the lack of recognition that she
and her colleagues have the skills to make a contribution. In the words of the nurse,
1 would like to bc involved in policy developrnent. My colleagues also
would like to be. Very often we'll offer input, written input, as rhis
nu rsing office is sending this recommendation. That' s w hat ' s not
rewarded. But thank you for sending it, and that's it. I mean, where better
can you get ideas as to what's going on, in the field. Than from your field
staff who are currently implementing the policies. We would like input,
not because we want to work fess, or more. Not for those kinds of
reasons. It's because we're the ones carrying out the activity. We know
the pros and cons of doing it this way, versus that way. Like, give some
credit for people's assessrnent skills. We're experienced. . . .

'îhere were a few nurses who expressed frustration with the lack of leadership
for health policy roles by their administrations. For one nurse, the solution to negative
administrators in a time of potential opportunity for change, was for her to leave the
organization.
Policy development is expected to reflect philosophy and shouid presently
change, because of the push towards healtb reform. So 1 feel that
definitely policy should be developed, in accordance to the new health
reform and the new philosophy. And 1 do ôelieve just like the Lalonde
report, it effected change. It will effect change, but presently
administration is very difficult ... 1 think we're willing, 1 think in the
field, we a n really quite willing ... oh we're resistant too ... because of
the, maybe the lack of skills, but those skills can be gained. But they

(administration) are very resistant to change, because they do not have the
skills. And so it's very confusing to them, to have to change track ...after
following certain policies for years and years, you know , without change.
So we're really at a time of change and then is a lot of resistance for
change, and 1 suppose one has to accept that. And 1 suppose I feel
somehow, that 1 will effect more change from getting out of that restricted
environment, which 1 feel I'm king restricted .. in. And going
somewhere else, where I can effect change more effectively.
n i e idea, expressed by one nurse, that non-threatening managers are desired

negates the thought that a nurse with skills in policy development or other desirable
attributes would tver be hired.

Boy, thert's a lot of frustrations in my job. And stil! how much I liked it.
. . .Well, for example when there's openings in management and you have
colleagues who have their Masters, who you feel are certainly qualified.
. . . And bey apply. But they don? even get a interview, they get paper
screened. . . . 1 think what is desired is, non-threatening managers. Nonthreatening to their superior.
When nurses were asked to participate in policy development, it was seen as
"add on" to their current workload. In the words of one nurse,

Well 1'm aware that lots of policy development happens in Our
department, without Our input. There are certainly efforts king made
now, more than in the past, to change that, and ro ask for our input, and
not just ask, but have us on the cornmittees that develop policies. It's
frustrating, when al1 of a sudden we hear, oh.. now it's policy that you're
going to stan doing this. And it's like... Oh, when were we asked,
whether we had time, or anyrhing like that. So there's some frustration
that way. It feels ... again lots of times it's for political rcasons.

The frustration of having more work added to an already heavy workload was
expressed by a nurse who was already working long hours and on her own time.
And you get asked to do other things. 1 gucss that son of wears a bit slirn
though, too. Afier a while that becomes son of frustrating, if you aiready
have a heavy load and then the way of king recognized is more work.
Like that's okay, for a while. Maybe that's okay, at first, 1 suppose. And
I'rn not saying I'rn not happy about that, but it does happen. My husband
just son of laughs. He thinks it's quite hinny. Like not exactly funny.
"Well you're good at this, so you just get more of it. And what about the

others, you see, that maybe aren't so good, what are bey doing?" You
know, because he'll see me working long hours and on rny own time.
The need for policies to change and the frustration with the "old ones" was
voiced by one nurse in the following example.
And the policies are al1 so old. And al1 very loosy-goosy, and very
general. And 1 think a lot of new nurses that stan with our department are
very fnistrated that it is not so cut, and dried.
Another nurse expressed frustration when written expectations of health promotion
policies were not happening in practice, nor the invo!vement of nurses.
As 1 mentioned. 1 don? ihink public health nursing has rnuch of a say,
right now, in current health policy. For me and rny understanding of
policy it is a set of statements that describe the direction that resources are
going to be funnelled through. So, on paper, it indicates health promotion,
community based services, and disease prevention. But in practice. it
hasn't yet happened, or, at least in city public health nursing, we haven't
felt involved in either affecting that policy. or really influencing it.

Theme 2

N u n u arc aliena~edfrom the policy developmenr process, but are
morginally hvolved with policy implementation.

Alienation for some nurxs was expressed in tenns of lack of iime to be
involved in policy development and the lack of knowledge/expertise on the part of
policy makers. The ideal situation would have the comrnunity involved in policy

development. Such comrnunity invo!vement was seen as king of greater significance

than the nurses involvement, even though the nurses involvement was seen to be
important.
The fact that there is no time to be involved in policy developrnent was
expressed by several nurses as a factor contributing to their alienation from the
p racess.
One nurse voiced her interpretation of the situation in the following way.

Keeping up with the numkrs (clients) and then the needs are greater. The
needs of the clients are greater, so even ihough we're seeing the same
number of people you are needing to respond quicker and maybe people
are needing more visits than they used to. . . . So there's less time. . . .
There's less time to develop prograrns or work on policy development.
The timing of the request for input into policy matters was an issue expressed in
the commentary of another nurse.

The only problem is very often, we are asked to provide input on policy
matters, last minute. And like everything else, when time is of the
essence, that is less important than dealing with a person. . . . And of
course that's probably wmng. But in the short term that seems the right
decision. And I think that's how policy development is working.
The idea that the policy makers do not have the expertise or knowledge base
about health promotion was expresxd by the nurses. As one nurse said,

Because 1 don't feel that many people have the knowledge base in that
field, like 1 really don't think that there are that many experts in the health
care system that have the knowledge on policy development and
irnplementation of prograrns at a community level, in health promotion
any way.
Yet another nurse agreed and provided the following insight.
Well and also 1 don't think the awareness in health promotion is redy
there. 1 don't think there's a high level of awareness among the people in
power. And I'm not talking about our management team. I'm talking
about ... you know maybe ministries at higher levels.
The current trend towards involving the community in health policy decisions
was raised by one nurse who was apprird of the current and future directions for

health promotion.
It would be ideal. 1 think in rnost cases it should k the client,. .. and then
public health nurses. Now as far as policy development for health
promotion ... 1 don? have a sense that public health nurses really have
much of a say. 1 mean we have k r n to meetings, on occasion when there
have been ... announcemenu that were going to k made relateâ to health
reform. We were told to be there. You know, k there. Speak your mind

but don't speak too much and there's an impficit, not an explicit.
censorship surrounding what you cari and can't say regarding policy
developrnent.
Theme 3

Nurses are 'oui of the loop" of policy developrnent and implemenfatzbn.

Even though nurses voiced their exclusion from policy development and

implementation processes, they shared many insighu about ways and means for them
to be pan of "the loop."The important connections that they voiced included the

linkage of policy development and implementation with community development,
politics, policy awareness, good communication, good assessrnent data, evaluation
rnechanism, standards of practice/care and doing what is best for the

As expressed by one nurse, there is a critical linkage with community

developrnent and policy making. In discussing her need to be involved in the policy
process, she commented,
Comrnunity developrnent interesu me. And 1 think I've watched people
who do that, and they're very goad at it. One of my colleapes king one
of them, and she's very good at that. 1 wish 1 had some tirne to spend with
her, and leam how to do it. 1 would say that there's probably a lot of us
who don't know how to do community development. 1 mean, we do a
little bit anyway. But in the bigger pictute. In the global picture, I guess,
becaux some people do it a lot better than others. And it would be nice to
know. But then there's. the rest of your work has to be done, too.
That politics or political strategy are pan of policy development and
irnplementation was voiced by several nurses. One n u m commentcd on the indirect
approach that was operating poli tically.
1 want to be involved. But, at least at my level, it seems that the politics
are unattainable for me to k involved in. So I'm having to influence other
people. who influence other people. It's. . . . Up the ladder, and behind
the scenes. And so king politically wise, and strategic is something that at
lest I'm not skilled at. And public health nuning is vulnerable, 1 think, in

articulating its value. Or aniculating why it should be involved in policy
development, because we don? have the statistics to substantiate what
we' re doing. We don't have the long tenn results tracked. . . . And so we
say that we're effective in matemalchild health issues. We're effective in
communicable discase issues. But we don't have people tracked in their
health behaviour, and the outcome piece aniculated, and published, . . .
So it's long term. So right now rny perception is it's more of a political
strategy. Rather than here are the stau. Hen's the reports. This is proven.
At least in Winnipeg.
Yet another nurse voiced how things had changed and no longer could she go
directly to the policy makers.
I guess there's more policy developrnent at the directorate level. That's,
what they're into now. More even thm supervisory, on the whole. No,
there's real confusion as to what our connection is. Well when 1 started,
we did get program development from them, and guidelines, and you
know we could access them directly. If you had an idea or a question, or
wanted to clarify policy. You could cal1 hem directly. And now, no way.
It's the Regional Director. Actualfy 1 don't know. It's f u u y there. They
(the directorate) report to the minister. So it's kind of circuitous, through
the minister, and then down.

One nurse feit that the linkage of policy makers and those at the gras r o o ~
level needed io corne together. In her words,
Well, it's always a balancing act, 1 rnean. And that's why I'm trying not
to get too rigid because there is a definite need for that son of decision
making ability, at the grass roots level. But the upper management can't
not pay attention to the grass rwts level but at the same time the gras
roots level cannot do everything themselves. And I fear at the moment that
there's almost so much independent practice at the gras roots levels that
nobody's got the big picnire. And to me the policies are your big pictures.
The iack of awareness, a confusion about existing policies was also identified.
One nurse commented,
Yeah 1 do think community health nurses should be involved in policy
development. 1 certainly do. There's this age old problem of City Health,
Manitoba Health. I think it's great to have worked for both because it's
definitely a major stumbling block every tirne a policy cornes up. On who
will do it? And who will do it, how? 1 think it's a real problem. 1 think
it's a real problem for outside agencies, m. Hospitals just can't hardly

deal with it. They don? know either. If they send someone home on one
sueet, what is the policy? And if they send someone home two streeu
over, does that policy change? And that's really diffïcult. . . . And it's
really too bad. It doesn't help out image.
Another nurse expressed the confusion she felt and in her words expressed it
this way.
You know, we love to get excitai about the community idea, because
that's wherc we are. But we're sceptical because we don? know what that
means. Does that mean Public Health will get more? Or what kind of
community base? Or. will the clinics geu more? . . . I'rn not involved in
policy irnplementation. It seems to be done, to me.
The insightful need for evaluation mechanisms was voiced by one nurse in the

following way. "And to me inherent in irnplementation is that a policy doesn't stay
the way it is forever. 1 mean, you've got to have some built in evaluation
mechanism. "
The need for good assessrnent data was expnssed by another nurse.
So 1 think often, at an individual Ievel, you're doing stuff just based on
what you know to be so, but you may not have al1 the information.

There's not a lot of really good assessrnent data. Your students do a
wonderhl job. 1 love getting their sniff because their data is complete.
That as a practitioner you don't have a chance to do.
The quality of client/cornrnunity care was given as a reason for policies which
would ensure high standards of care and also continuity of a r e .
But I'm really concerned about maintaining the standards. Maintaining the
level of care and again, based on a vision. So that's why 1 feel strongly
that there need to be policies, and not just policies from rny particular
employer but they have to k larger policies that are going to impact on
the community b t x a u ~it's as we mentioned, an interdisciplinary approach
to are. We al1 need tu be going in the same direction.

Doing what is best for the client, even if it meant an individual approach and
the interpretation of existing policies, was expressed by a few nurses. One nurse

referred to "skining around policy ."
1 find that cornmunity health nurses also have the ability to skirt around
policy. For the knefit of their clients. . . . We do a lot of that. We get

involveû with people. you know. Where to get money. How to get money.
How to move. How to get a better tenant. How to get a health inspector.
You know, al1 these things. That to somebody who's not involved with
community health, or not involved in health are. They can't understand
what we're doing. Like somebody said, "where were you yescerday, 1
tried to reach you." 1 was baby sitting. This is a public health nurse. What
do you mean you were baby sitting? Well she (client) had to go to court.
And she had nobody to look after her kids. But she had to go to court. It
was so she could get more support from her husband, ex-husband,
whatever. And 1 said, isn't that interesting? I don? think that was written
into my job description. And we laughed about it. Because we do al1 sorts
of weird things that skia around policy. 1 imagine we' re not supposed to
be baby sitting children.
Another nurse expressed similar ideas and voiced a personal interpretation of
policy .
And 1 find nurses very individual in that. Some nurses strictly respect
policy and others do not. Others will take the rniddle of the road
approach, others usually not, and some occasionally will. And then some
will a lot more often. So it seerns to be interpreied in a very personal
way.

Theme 4

nie hierarchical structure wirhin whid, nurses work is contributing to a

seme of powerlessness w f h respect to their involvement in policy decision

Issues related to the hierarchical structures included such things as the need to
be heard, king heard in a negative way, the various educational levels of managers

and the need for working relationships based on mentorship rather than power.

The distance between the nurse and the policy rnakers was voiced by one nurse
in this way.
1 acknowledge that when you're at the local level and you have a small
piece of the pie that you're directly involved with, you can't necessarily
know the implications of what you suggest for the whole. So, having a
broader view of the whole agency and the other involvements. It would
make sense to me that the person who had more decision making power
would filter what you say through that.

For one nurse, not king heard had signifiant resource implications.
We are asked to be involved sometimes. Recently, in the last couple of
years, it was related to health reform. So we got into cornmittees, in each
of the offices, and brain stoned what were the pros and cons of early

discharge. And we basically said that there weren't enough supports. And
the person who was asking us for our opinion agreed that there weren't
enough supports. Yet it went ahead anyway. Policy was made, that women
would be discharged earlier and earlier from the hospital. . . . If they had
tmly listened to what both the nurses in the hospitals, and the nurses in the
community said, there would be more community nurses.
For another nurr not king heard meam creative solutions were not king
irnplemented.

Nobody wanu to be seen as wasting dollars. You were supposed to tighten
up, and be very creative in doing what you do, and how you do it. Weil,
we can offer lots of suggestions for how to be creative. But bey' re not
1istened to.
One nurr voiced king heard but only in a negative way. "If you don't
implement it, the way

it's

supposed to be, you would hear about it. It seems to be a

negative focus rather than a positive focus. A fcarful type of focus. "
Educational levels in the hierarchy varied and that profetsionals with lesser
education wen making decisions for nurses at the practice ievel who had more
education was voiced by a nurse in this comment.
In our depanment in the nuning management group, there are very
different levels of education. And 1 think that has a great impact on

management's skill. and king able to relate to a university prepared
nurse. . . . And they are ctnainly not masters prepared. Some are
currently working on a BN. Sorne are RNs who never did get a BN, but
who had public health training, in whatever the system was years ago.
Management training, in tems of. on the job. But not the educational
background that 1 would like to see. If the standard is 1 need a BN to
practice, to be a community health nurse, 1 would like my manager to
have education far beyond that.

The need for a working environment which prornoted mentorship and not power
relations was voiced by one nurse who said,
One of the best few years that 1 had working as a staff nurse, and as far as
working with a supervisor, was my supervisor. I hired her fcr her first
job. . . . 1 had been her mentor. She worked as a comrnunity health nurse,
then got into management herself. Then 1, of course, left management,
had my children, worked pan tirne. And eventually 1 was hired,
transferred into her nursing area. and she was my supervisor. That was a
wonderful arrangement. And, in that kind of an arrangement she could tell
me that, you know. 1 could just go and take a jump, a fiying leap. . . You
know what 1 mean. Or that's where 1 would say 1 got more positive
feedback. too. Because there was not any kind of supervisor power. . . .
That power wasn't there really. It was a wonderful experience to work in
that kind of arrangement.
Theme 5

The impact of heolrh cure policy on nuning roles resulu in more wrk.

Nurses expressed their concerns about the increase in workloads and fewer
resources to do the work. Documeniation done by the nurses did not reflect the nature
of their work, nor was the documentation used by the agency in a meaningful way.
One nurse commented not only on the increase of work but also the increase
needs of the clientdcommunity.
Keeping up with the numbers (clienu) and then the needs are greater. nie
needs of the clients are greater. so even though we're seeing the same
number of people we are needing to respond quicker and rnaybe people
are needing more visiu then they used to. . . . So there's less time. . . .
There's leu timc to develop pmgrarns or work on policy development.

Having to do more with less was expressed by another nurse. "Yeah, 1 think
monies are king directed for sorne resources, but not extra staffing resources. So
basically you have the same nurnber of people trying to do more work."
For one nurse al1 the documentation king required was not serving a purpox.
Documentation ... it's quite interesting. There are a lot of official sorts of
information that have to be done. Housekeeping kinds of duties... such as
travel and expenses and statistics which 1 hear pile up and nobody's looked
at in eight years or so or whatever it was, but they'n piling up some place
for sorneone to put into cornputer someday. And 1 agree, I would just like
to see something donc with them. But as far as our documentation goes,
there are a few a r a when you would like some direction and they aren't
there. What do you want on this documentation. How do you like it done?
That's one of my areas ... 1 teach documentation and what format would
you like? Do you want a lot; do you want a M e ? Well it depends on who
you're working for. There's no real policy or guidelines. I'd hate to have
to go to court with some of the files.

For another nurse, not only did the documentation not reflect the work level,
but the link of documentation with pdicy development was rnissing.

Policy developrnent.... Well we've just gone through a revision of our
data wllecting ... procedure and we've said for a long, long time, well the
ten years I've been there and many years kfon.. . that ... the dailies did
not reflect our work load, ... and it's taken a long tirne to work through
it. 1 think for me, ... I've learnt that policy does take a long time to
develop, and it rakes a long time to work it through, before you can
acnially put it into place and say this is how it's going to k. 1 think, in
the past 1 son of thought, well you need a policy, you just do it and you
write and you get it done. But if it' s going to k effective and you 've got
people on the side, 1 think it's going to take tirne to have the input, back
and fortb. 1 think we're moving into policy development. 1 think people
are asking for a lot of policy. For exarnplc I'm just trying to think... we
we' re talking about one the other day. It hu to do with um... responding
to ...a cal1 ... well it cornes in at four thiny and whatever... what is the
policy? And of course we don't have a policy, as such. We have a
sutement that says... you get a cal1 in at four thirty, you have to
detennine whether it needs to be handled or not handled. It isn't a policy
that says at four thiny calls coming in will be put to the next day. that sort
of thing. So 1 think we have some people who would like things a little
more cut and drieà and then there's other like myself who'd like to have
policies a little more open.
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Theme 6

Nunu redflne policy to be congruent widt the pructice contez?.

Throughout this research, participants comrnented that they quickly discovered
approaches to "get around" or unofficially redefine top down policy. In doing so they
made policies relevant to theit practice context. One example was driving a mom to a

coun appointment. In the words of the nurse,
This mom has had a great deal of ciifficulty with the system. But now
she's k e n to coun. She's got her answer, she cornes back to her kids and
doesn't take off and not show up. She is a more responsible person which
is what you're trying to teach her.
In reality, and out of necessity, this wark must rernain invisible because of detrimental

consequences to those who "redefine policy. "
Nurses redefined policy to be congruent with their practice context to benefit the
clients' quality of life, Le., prornote the health of the client. They made a conscious
decision based on personal values not to implement the policy as they understd it.
The possible consequences to the nurses for subverting agency policy were considered
to be of lesser importance than the health needs of the clients.
Nurses who are excluded from policy development respond to their situation of
powerfessness by resisting the implementation of policy. As one nurse voiced.
Like this latest deal that has just happened. Again, policy was

implemented, we weren't asked, we were told we had to implement it.
And it's a ml sel1 job to get us on board. and then we have to rll it to
the general public.
lrnplementing policy in "one's own way" was voiced by another nurse and
suggesu a reinterpretation of policy as CO whether it is implemented or not and
operating a n the nurse's own values as a part of the process. "Especially where it

directly affects us and the care that we give clients. We need to ensure that policy is
irnplemented, if that's what we've decided to do."
Another nurse responded that when policy is not written, otherwise "implied".
then it gets irnplemented in many different ways and often in ways that are rewarded.
Policy implementation is a lot of what we do, expect 1 don't think it is
written dom. The danger is thar every single individual muid be
implernenting an implied policy in a hundred different ways. For example,
the practitioner knows that family violence is a need but the reward is for
Centre Plan or counselling is needed but the practitioner doesn't have the
counselling skills. So are we really meeting the needs of our cornmunity?

These themes were founded upon the data and categories presented in the next
pan of this section.

Data and Cateszories
Several categories evolved from the data in Section B in relation to questions
about how nurses defined policy development and policy implementation, their

involvement in policy development, and their involvement in policy implementation.

In Table 6 are illustrated the categories and subcategories according to headings which
represent the questions asked of the nurses.
Defininn Pol icv Development
When asked the question, "What dœs policy development mean to you?" the
responses from the nurses were clustered into aggregate data according to certain
characteristics which were embeàded in the interviews. The common characteristics
were as follows: a guideline which offers direction; a linkage with agcncy philosophy;
the mu1ti-layeredness of policy development; and. distance-alienation from pol icy
development.

Table 6
Cateeories and Subcate~ories

Frustration, Alienation, Resistance: Community Nurses' Involvement in
Health Policy Development and Implementation
- -.-- --

-

-

Catcgories
Definina Policv Develo~mcnt
1.
A guidclinc wbich offcrs direction
A linkage witb agcecy philosopby
2.
3.
The multi-iayeredness of policy developmcnt

Suhtcgones

a.
b.

c.
4.
Disiance-Alicnation from policy dcvclopmcnt
Definina Policv Implementation
1.
Hicnrchy and authontarian voice
n i e muiti-icvcls of policy irnplcmenration
2.

a.
b.

Policv Dcvelopmeiit Involvcmcnt
Involved in wlicv deveîo~inent
1.
Local Icvel
2.
Local, provincial, national lcvcis
Not involved in bolicv develonment
1.
Hicrarctiical stnicnuc-A seiise of powcrlcssncss
2.
Expertise not rccognized
iack of rime-Not a higb priority
3.
4.
Silciiccd by the systcm
5.
Lack of knowIcdge-Lack of interest
6.
Gcndcr issues
Should bc involved in wlicv developincnt
1.
Grass roou contact
2.
Impact on implementation
Involved at dl levcls ( I d , provinciai, narioad)
3.
Recomition of involvement in bolicv devclonmcnt
Policv Im~lcmentationInvolvement
Involvmmt in mlicv imvlcmencation
1.
Upholding ruics/fÔllowing direction
2.
Role implications
3.
Autlioritativc approach
4.
Rtsliapirig policy at iJic field lcvcl
Not involved in mlicv imrrlemmcatian
Should te involved in bolicv imblerncntation
Recoenition for involvcmcnt in mlicv imvlcmcnotion

Pnctitioncr (micro Icvel)
Agencylcommunity (mcso Icvel)
Govcrmcnt/lcgislation (macro Icvel)

Practict (micro lcvcl)
Agcncylcormnunity (mcso lcvcl)
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In defining policy development, the majority of nurses (n =22), put forth the
foiiowing ideas; a set of rules, concreteness. clarity, Le., black and white, and for the
most part written. Overwhelmingly, nurses in this study equated policy developrnent
with "nila."They also voiced that these rules directed practice (n=19). A few nurses
(n -2) saw policy development as a philosophy, a vision and as a means of
transforming vision into action.

The rnulti-layeredness of policy development was present in the data. Policy
development was predominatdy viewed u occurring at the practice ievel. Although it
was identified to occur at the agencyfcommunity level. one half of the sarnple saw

policy development taking place at the government/legislative level .
The dominant feeling expressed by nurses, was that of alienation from policy
development. This was the r w o n given why xveral nurses lacked an understanding
of policy development. Alienation from policy development can result in a kind of

powerlessness at al1 levels of policy development, including the practice levels. Again,
the powerlessness or lack of influence through the lens of gender surfaced, i.e., "the
old boy's club."
That policy development is a top down activity was expressed by several nurses.
Not only does this finding reinforce the idea of multi-layeredness of policy

development, but it also suggests a hierarchical structure to the process.
No nurses in the samplc included the concept of "process" in their definitions of
policy developrnent. In pan, the operational definition uxd in the study defines policy
development as a process and as such contributed to an expectation in the data. Only a
few nurses voiced their uncomfortableness with the a r a of policy. Since very few

-

nurses were involved in policy making, the expectation which follows is that more
nurses would be uncomfonable with a process in which they have linle experience.
The idea that policy development would take into consideration the cornmunity's
needs was commented on by several nurses. As one insightfùl nurse noted, "policy
development means some dialogue with those whom it would effect." Nurses
expressed the notion that policies are relevant to what is happening with communities
or trends in health are.
A <~idelinc
which offers direction. Many nurses (n= 12) understood policy

developrnent as a guideline which provided direction for activities within heal th care
agencies. These activities included standards of practice, prograrnming, and agency
expectations. The following five excerpts are from nurses who shared this cornmon
characteristic in their understanding of policy development. As one nurse commented,
"Policy is more to do with niles. And I think m a y k policy should be guidelines, but
it is generally seen as niles.

Once a policy has k e n instituted, it's extremeiy difficult

to get it changed." A second nurse stated, "It means top down prograrnming. It is sort
of strict-seems confined. For example, we do have policies and procedures for
imrnunization and for communicable disease follow-up. " The other three nurses
voiced the following characteristics.
It is some sort of direction that you're going to go and guidelines for
doing that . . . something that guides what you do: how you do things,
what programs you have . . . whether you have programs and that sort of
thing.
1 guess in a simplistic sort of way, it means to me that our department, or
whatever, or group of professionals would decide that there's a certain
need. M a y b it's sort of a rigid way of thinking. But there should k some
son of a plan. or a set of standards as to how you will carry that out.

Any policy development that I've been involvad with has usually corne

from an incident, or an experience that's actually happened in the
comrnunity. We have certainly asked for firmer policies on things.
Whether you can or can't do certain things or what exactly is expected.
And there's very little written in black and white on what is to be, what is
expected.
In addition to policy development king secn in a positive way such as providing
direction for health care activities, some of the nurses identified a tone of negativity

present. This tension was expressed in the following way. Even though policy
development is something that guides direction, once instinited it is extremely difficult
to chang~.1t is strict-seems confined and although requests were made for policies,
ihere continues to be very little written to guide practice expectations. These
comments reflect criticisms around policy.
For other nurses, policy development included: wri tten directions; written
expectations; and, dialogue with al1 groups involved in public health promotion. In the
words of one nurse, "What's written on the paper. Policy development means some
dialogue with those whom it would effect. And putting down on paper the direction
that the group would like to take, to deal with an issue. " nie second nurse
comrnented,
Policy sounds to me like something formal. Some kind of plan that your
agency develops, about what your work will be; what your activities will
k;and how they'll be delivend. The policy is how you do what you do,
within the mandate of that agency.
A linkarre with aeencv ~hiloso~hv.
A few nurses (n =3) understood policy

development as iinked with agency philosophy. Ther nurses observed that a vision or
philosophy provided the basis upon which policy was developed. As the philosophy
changed so would policy development. This happens by bringing philosophy and

vision to the applied level of practice. In other words, the policy transfonns vision
into action. As two nurses commentai, "It [policy development] is expected to reflect

philosophy. It should presently change because of the push towards health reform. It
will effect change." and "1 think that policy development has to stem from a vision."
Another nurse stated,
It [policy development] brings up ideas about general public health kind of
practice, that's put in place, that's more than just philosophies, and the
concepts, and the standards that are floating by. But something that's
solid. That's in writing. That says that we will now be doing HIV precontact tracing.
The rnulti-laveredness of mlicv develo~rnent.1t became clear from the data that
nurses viewed health policy development as occurring at three layen or strata; micro,
meso and macro. At the micro-levef, policy was developed in relation to the

practitioner.

At

the meso-level, there was the agency-community policy. And tinally,

at the rnacro-level there was govemment poiicy and legislation. As two nurses voiced,

1 think of it on a lot of different levels. On the big systems level, like the
govemment policy development-right down to our depanment. and Our
agency. We are talking about wording, standards, policies that help to
guide or direct Our practice and Our role. It is something chat is necessary
to enable us to do our job, to guide us in our activities.

It's like a guideline, a framework, a direction. It should be broad,
meaninghil, have an impact for a large numkr of people. It can k a
direction for many people to use in whatever they are trying to address.
Policy needs to be developed with input from many different levels.
a.

Practitioner (micro Ievel). At the level of the practitioner, policy

development was seen to provide the underpinnings of practice, standards of practice,
roles, and the boundaries of practice. In addition ta piding ptaçtice, the nurses
viewed policy development as establishing standards of practice within the community

sening. At the micro-level, policy shaped day to day practice and guided

interventions. Policy provided parameters. The idea was expressed of a bottom-up
approach to policy development with the need ideally coming from the community. In

the words of one nurse, "Policy development means the developrnent, or the
identification of principles, and standards for practice. They are written and they
provide, the underpinnings for practice; the pidelines for practice. " A s e a ~ dnurse
commented, "Well. policy development to me means those broad ideas that guide how
you're going to implement any kind of practice. For example. do we service al1 of the
schwls or do we service public versus private?' Yet a third nurse voiced, "Any
policy development I might be involved with has to be a need coming frorn the

cornmunity that may corne through the public health nurse. It is black and white.
They've got to be very practical." Two other nurses made the following commenu.
Weil it would address various concerns, or issues that an part of what you
would be involved in with your practice. And they may be issues that arise
as you go along. Or perhaps they would just be to ensun standards of

practice. The policy would k developed to delineate what is expected, and
who will carry out the various expected roles. To ensure that whatever the
issue. or concem is, will be addressed.
The policies would be guidelines for practice. If then were concerns about
the boundaries of whatever you were doing, a policy would be in effect
such that you could Say, this fits within the realm or scope of our practice
and this does not. Policy provides the framework from which you can
branch out. A lot of people dislike policy.

b.

Agency/community (meso level). At the agency or community level,

policy development was seen by the nurses to provide a sense of direction for the
agency. For example, it guided heaith promotion and disease pnvention programming
that the agency would undertake. In working with individuals, families or
communities, policy development was seen to provide assessrnent pidelines.

Furthemore, policy development was viewed as directing resources for agencies. One

example was stated as, "A set of statements that describe the direction that resources
are going to k funnelled through. So on paper ii indicates health promotion,
community based services, and disease prevention." Another example was provided
by another nurse, "Guidelines for public health nurses to follow in terms of doing an

assessment. Whether this be of an individual, post partum farnily, or community, or
whatever. "
c.

Govemment/legislation (macro level). At the macro level the following

comments made by the nurses suggest that policy development is the purwe of
govemment and is established for the good of the population.
Policy development cm be a global, statutory type of thing. And policy
development can be working on regulations. can be working on allocation
of resources, to support policy. Sometimes what cornes first is a major
directive-there' s been a government decision, that' s fairly global. And
there's new policy. There's new direction. In a lot of policy, quite often
practice will be effectcd first. Seeing needs. meeting needs, soning out.
standing operating practices on a common sense bais.
1 seem to be thinking legislation a lot. Drinking age, driving age, health
policy. So looking at government policy about how they want ta restructure and rcorganire the system. With al1 this restructuring of the
health care system; I do feel that thox are al1 policy things that are going
to be filtering down, and are filtering down to our practice.

Although policy development was considered by nurses to occur at the micro,
meso, and macro levels, there were two distinct polarized points of view.

Approximately one half of the nurses (n= 16) viewed policy development at the
micro-practice level while one half (n= 15) viewed it at the macro-governmend
legislation level. Only a few nurses broached policy developed at the meso or agency
level. Regardless of the level identified. nurses ovemhelmingly understood policy
development from the reference point of practice.

Distance-Alienation from w l i c ~deveîo~ment.Distance or alienation from
policy development was a common idea expressed by the nurses. They cornrnented
that there was limited oppomnity provided for their input concerning policy

development. Nurses accounted for their "distance" in tenns of structural issues. For
exarnple, when they were asked to panicipate, these nurses could not because of time
constrainu. Beyond structural issues, the idea was expresscd that the process took
place kyond the work world context of thz nurse-it was a higher level of activity. In
the words of one nurse, "How corne 1 don't know much about policy development?

It's because, no, we're not involved. It means decisions about how health care should
be mn or the orvices that should be provided." A second nurse cornmented, "Lots of
policy development happens in our department, without our input. Policies are made
and we're not asked or we're asked when we don't have the time. " Yet a third nurse

stated,
Probably something that 1 don't do. And I don? know if 1 have too much
of an influence. or a say in policy developrnent. 1 always think of other
people doing that. People higher up. And 1 don? know, as one person, if 1
have much of a say in policy development.
Gender issues in policy development were expressed. Although "weak in
volume', one participant clearly viewed policy development along gender lines. "To
me it means a couple of politicians making up %me niles and regulations for people
to live by. It's usually the old boy's club."
The consequences of not king involved in policy development, that is, king
excluded frorn the policy development process, led to a feeling of powerlessness and a
sense of alienation among the nurses.

Policy development means to me that decisions being made about health
a r e should involve us, of course. That's what that means. niere's a trend
now, and in fact it was in the paper, again today. Taking monies away
from certain groups, and putting it into more community based care. But
what does that mean? We haven't seen it. How is it being put into the
community? And we sec some hospitals who are trying now to get some
of their nurrs to go out, and do follow up work in the community.
Another consequence of not king involved in policy development is the perpetuation

of a lack of conxiousness/awareness about the need to be involved. This is evidenced

in the following nurse's comment. "You know you've got good questions because 1
don? know if I've ever sat and thought about them very much. "
Defininn Policv lm~lemen
tation

Nurses were asked the question, "What dots policy irnplementation rnean to
you?" Their responses formed clusters of characteristics which individually were
insightfùl and collectively provided a spectrum of thought about the definition of
policy implementation.
The nurrs understood policy implementation at the work level (micro) and at
the meso level (agencykommunity), however, they did not identify how policy is

implemented at the macro level, for example, at the level of regional health boards.
This finding has implications for nurses working in the rural areas and will be
discissed later. Explicit in the ftndings is the idea that policy implementation is
primarily initiated at the macro level in a rigid hierarchical manner-process.
Along with the hiearchy of implementation idea is the identification of policy
implementation as an authoritative ptocess. The message is that the instructions corne
from "on high" and the nurses (worker beeddrones) are responsible for the
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implementation at the practice level. The idea that policy implementation is an
authoritarian policy-flow is out of touch with practice.
Only two nurses identified the process of evaluation in their definitions of policy
implementation. When evaluation is not viewed as pan of the implementation process,
the lack of nurses' involvement in evaluation is well documented. As will be discussed

later, although evaluation at the gras roou with cornmunities is desired, perhaps it
does not happen because one is going against the current (hierarchy). Then nurses
look to a higher order to do the evaluation. The implications. to be discussed later on,

suggest that evaluation is hindamental to the policy implementation process.
The alienation of nurses not only from the policy development process but aiso

from the policy implementation process is evident from the data. When policy does
not arise from the practice context when it is developed, then resistance to
implernentation rnay accur arnong those who are directed to implement the policy.

When policy development is achieved in a consultative mode among the nurse, client
and agency-then the implementation of that policy would likely not meet with

resistance. One would not have the situation as descriôed by a nurse whereby the
implementation of policy necessitated going out and tinding sorneone with whom to
"do" a program. This is an exarnple of agency program objectives king met and not
client needs. The idea was expnssed that health professionals were cntrenched in a
system which has al1 kinds of safeguards to protect it, and one of these is the nature
of the pol icy irnplementation process itsel f. The process (hierarchical) ensures
protection of the statu quo.

Many of the policy implementation examples had an exclusive focus on medical

policies. Where are the policies that directly influence nursing practice? Who is setting
nursing policy? These questions will be addressed in the discussion chapter.
A common idea flowing through the dam was the idea of dwindling nsources in

the implementation process. The implications of dwindling resources are profound.
For example, this reality may serve as a catalyst to challenge the statu quo and
encourage change.
9 e r e were some very insightful comments made by the nurses representing a
latitude of ideas. One nurse talked about the idea that personal values shape how mles
are followed. The stance that the nurse assumes in relation to policy is not determined
by the work but by a range of persona1 values.
One nurse talked about the idea of flipping the hierarchy as an approach to

changing the process. This nurse recognized the ideal (in current literature). In her
view policies need to corne from people who are asking for the change.
The successful experience of policy irnplementation was talked about by another

nurse who saw a way to enhance the ideal. Communication. both written and verbal,
was viewed as a key factor in bridging the gap between policy development and policy

implementation .
One nurse, in panicular, piovided some very insightful cornmentary on how to
successfully implement policy-a process which needs to k consultative.
Hierarchv and authoritarian voice. Several nurses commented on the hierarchical

nature of policy implementation and the accompanying authoritarian voia. Excerpu
from the database provide the following characteristics which include: a downward
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flow frorn administration to nurses in the field; nurses are instmcted to follow-through
with policy implementation; no consultation; and, "given orders" but, yet they are
expected to h l l y understand the policy.

there, coming from admin

One nurse commented. "Someone from up

. . . corning to us, and letting us know what the new

policy is, and then 1 would be expected to follow the policy." A second nurse voiced,
"1 think of, for instance, the agency telling me what 1 have to do, basically. It's the

'how' we do it. " Yet a third nurse stated, T m to do what the policy says. And not
only to do, but to be aware of what the policy says so that 1 can do it." As noted
previously on page 231, one nurse surnmed up the problem in the following comment,

". . . we weren't asked, we were told we have to implement it.

And it's a r d sel1

job, to get us on board, and then we have to seIl it to the general public."

The multi-levels of wliq im~lementation.Unlike the definition of policy
development where the multi-levels included micro, meso, and rnacro; a rnacro level
of policy implementation was not visible or identifiable in the data. When nurses
defined policy development, they defined a rnacro level. When the nurses defined
policy implementation, only two levels were identified. The micro level or practice
level was the dominant level identified, however , the meso level or agency/community
level was also strongly identified. It is at the micro level that policy geu transformed
into action.
The nurse who made the following comment was insightful with respect to the
implementation of policy at al1 levels and the communication needed to facilitate that
process.
It can occur at many different levels. There has to be a g d
communication for that to occur. There has to be that bridging of the gap

between setting policy and then implementing it, and then having the

resou rces to support it .

a.

Practice (micro level)

Policy implementation at the practiçc level was seen by the nurses to k
dependent on resources. The prioritizing of resources was viewed as an issue. One
nurse identified the ideal situation when the public

"asks"for the change. Another

insightful comment was made by a nurse who included "measurernent" or evaluation

as pan of her definition of policy implementation. Examples provided by the nurses
included the following: "The implementation is, actually the hands on or the doing,
whatever the policy is supposed to be, like implementing it into the community.
Putting it into practice 1 guess." "Policies have io be very practical. You've got to be
able to use them. lmpiementation can be relatively easy when policies corne from
people who are asking for a change. " "Well, to me, that's the actual, either trying out
of what it is and then mwuring how it works", "a policy is only as valuable as the
implementation process, and the evaluation process", and
There are projects which are getting funded, and that is positive. But the
whole practice itself is king more strained just because of economic
realities right now. No additional resources are corning to assist the
community health nurse in implementing policy,

The authoritarian nature of policy irnplementation (niles) was a characteristic of
policy implernentation at the practice level. Examples included the following excerpu:
"Well until there is change, the policies that are there now are pretty strictly
implemented as long as they cover or safeguard the stanis quo." "Following
policy/procedures, and giving care according to some rules." "If a policy is set out,
then as a person working within that panicular organization, you are expected to

follow and implement whatever has been set out for you." "Well 1 guess that would
come down to various individual responsibilities in terms of carrying out whatever
standards have been set." Like rules, policy implementation was reported to be
indexed in written form. "Well, it just means carrying out of the written mandate, of
the written policies, the standards. the guidelines."
An important observation was made by one of the participants. She indicated
that implementation of policy entailed comparing one's persona1 values [vision] in

relation to that policy. In her words,

In policy implementation, you always have to a m n t for personal values,
as well. Not everyone is malleable. Nor everyone will do exactly as you
say. Not everyone buys into the vision in exactly the same way. As long
as you have some parts of the vision, you're doing OK, 1 think.
b.

Agencykommunity (meso level)

Some exarnples of policy implementation at the agency-community meso level
included: reference to the hierarchy; the agency deterrnining the objectives related to
policy implementation; the ptioritizing of nsources; and the ideal of balance between

the employer and the employee. In the words of these nurses, "Ah, it means a couple
of administrators making sure that those policies are king utilized, at a little bit lower

Ievel. Becaur usually the policies, come from the hierarchy." "Policy implementation
should k balanced ktween the employee, and the employer. And should be workeâ
on together." "1 think about following the objectives that have been laid out in the
policy which establishes the purpor of the program. " and "It means taking the
direction that the agency has set, and trying to work with the community to irnplement
that. It means priorizing of nsources, acairding to that direction, that is set."

In relation to unsuccessful policy implementation, when the agency is meeting
its own needs the potential for unsuccessful policy implementation exists.

For instance the Nobody's Perfect prograrn. If you decided that program
is something you're going to have then as an objective you would
implement it somehow. Like you would r n d your nurses out to find
somebody to do it with.
Policv Dcvelo~mentInvolvement

Findings are presented in Table NI in Appendix N on page 435 in responx to
the questions about the nurse's involvement in policy development. Included are
surnrnaries of their responses as to whether the nurses thought they should be involved
in policy development, and whether they received recognition for their involvement in

policy development. Every nurse (n=31) indicated that they should be involved in the
formulation of policy. Of this number only seven nurses identified that they were
involved in this process. Additionally, very few nurses (n =7) received recognition for
their contributions.
Nurses were asked about their involvement in policy development at local,
provincial and national levels. Of the seven nurses who had the opporninity to
influence policy formulation, few were active in contributing to policy development at
al1 three levels. For example, two nurses were involved strictly at the micro level of
local policy development, whereas two other nurses were involved at al1 three levels

of local, provincial and national policy development.

nie few nurses who were involved in policy development were involved at the
local level. Only two nurses were involved at al1 three levels (local, provincial,

national) and of these only one was the most directly involved.
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E m p l e s from the data indicate that those nurses who were involved in policy
development, sometimes-on an intermittent b i s , remained at a Iow level of
influence.
The three strongest reacons for nurses not king involved in policy development
included: hierarchical structure; expertise not recognized; and, lack of time.

Every nurse in the study voiced that they should be involved in policy

development and at al1 three levels (local, provincial, and national). Their arguments
included: having grass roou contact at the local Ievel; and. policy development
involvement impacts on implrmentation.
There was very little formal recognition given for involvement in policy
development. In fact peers were seen to give more recognition than the agency. Over
one-half the sample of nurses interviewed did not expect any recognition for being
involved in policy development. This inability to be recognized for pol icy formulation
activities reflecu the value of the process and is in keeping with the finding that only

a few nurses were involved.
Two nurses comrnented that they had more oppomnity in their rural public
health nursing experience for participation in policy development than in the urban
setting.
It is worthy to note that the nurses who were involved in policy development

were arnong the last 16 participants in the study. Those nurses who were involved
sometimes were arnong the first 15 participants in the study. A nurse who was
involved in policy development made the comment that she and some of her

colleagues decided to wait and give the ones who were not involved in policy
development. the first opportunity to participate in the study.
involved in mlicv development.
a.

Local level

One nurse, in her experience as a community health nurse at the field level
(micro level), provided the following example which funher illustrates the "at a n ' s
length" scenario of the comrnunity health nurse's role in the shaping of policy.
Not al1 the time, but at different times throughout the years, I've k e n
involved in policies that were developed. !can think of one o f the policies
that we had developed for our departments. It was called "The Working
Alone" policy. The process that we went through to develop that as a
department. Administration came fonh with the policy as a result of an
expressed need on the pan of staff. They were concerned about their
safety in the community and looking for some sort of inservicing or
information on how we could keep ourselves safe. From that, a policy was
developed, a draft. And then it was brought back to us as community
health nurses. We were told to go over it and offer out input. Then it was
taken back by administration and revised again, and brought back to us.
And we had the opportunity to review it once or twice before the final
draft of that policy came out. So now we each have it. And we have each
had to sign it. And we know what it says, and we feel like we had a role
in developing it.
It is of note that the above example relates to workplace safety (occupational health)
as opposed tu a public health policy per se. The context of the policy development is
important to note. It related to an issue within the confines of the agency (structural
domain).
1 am on a cornmittee that is trying to k involved in policy development.
. . . We were asked to form it. It actually came out of an inservice is what
happened. There was an inrivice on working weekends. And, again, on
shortened hospital stay. And then we discussed the kind of policies that we
felt we needed if people were coming out a lot earlier, and we wanted
direction. And a poiicy procedure manual m e out of that.

This same nurse commented on attending meetings in the community, such as
one which focused on how to anract single parents back into the work force. The
purpose of the meeting was not to develop policy, but the potential for policy
development was a good possibility.

One nurse was asked about her involvement in her administrative roles (meso
level) and the example given was the development of standards.
1 guess policy, any policy development 1 might be involved with, has to be
a need coming from the community that may come through the public
health nurse. It might be voiced by schools, or day caws, or hospitals, or
whatever group out there. And i don't like coming up with a lot of
policies that aren't going to go anywhere. So they've got to be very
practicai. You've got to be able to use them.

One of the nurses was working at the macro level on policy development about
communicable diseases with the Medical Officer of Health for the region involving the
SChool

boards.

An example was provided by another nurse who was a member of a team of

health can providers who dialoped and connected with the main policy makers in the

organization. It was done in this way because the team of community health nurses
looked at the issue from a practice perspective and the policy makers were looking at
it from a surveillance, monitoring and policy perspective. It b e r n e obvious to this

nurse that both perspectives were needed in order to formulate an effective policy. Of
note is the value of a different "lens" king brought to policy making. If the people
with the expertise are not involved, this lessens the chances to have successful

(appropriate) policy. The need for policy development to occur, in the example, came
about kcaux of structural reorganization (out of necessity). In the words of the
nurse,

Yes, 1 would say rnost on the team have ben. An exarnple that 1 can give
is in 1992 when we staned to follow Hepatitis B. And that had been
followed by the nurses in the general public health nursing program, with
the Provincial Govemment. Because for Hepatitis B, one of the main ways
of transmission is sexual transmission, it was decided that we would
follow it. When we did take this on, we realized that we needed clearer
guidelines. We needed c h e r identification of protocol to follow. And 1
pess thor would al1 faIl under the guise of policy, in many ways. And so
we worked with Winnipeg Region public health nurses. And we worked
with people at 800 Portage. They're son of a little rernoved from us, but
they are the people that are to n t policies.
This same nurse concluded her comments by saying that this exarnple was not
represenraiive of the process overall, it was atypical. "No, not really, usually policy is
made from above. and then it cornes down-which isn't the best way to do it, by the
way."
b. Local. provincial, national levels

One of the participants was invoived in policy development at the micro
(practice), meso (agency) and macro (municipal government) levels. Apart from
participating in the writing of policy, this nurse fùnctioned to influence policy through
professional health associations at the provincial and national levels. The example
provided by the nurse was work done with the Manitoba Public Health Association

(MPHA).This nurse understood that there were several channels open which could be
used to shape policy. For example the MPHA has been active in shaping policy in
conjunction with the Canadian Ribl ic Health Association (CPH A). Additional examples given by this nurse were the Healthy Cornmunities Project and Plan
Winnipeg. This nurse also identified that policy developrnent is a definite role of
govermenu. Despite her inclusion and participation in policy developrnent, this nurse
placed the responsibility and amuntability for pol icy development wi th elected

officials. As this nurse stated, "And policy development, 1 reaily think is a role for
governrnent . . . to set poliq. 1 mlly feel it is their responsibility as society's voice

. . . the elected officials voices, to make policy developrnent happen." The down side
to this view according to this sarne nurse was politics.
And it's unfortunate that politics play such a big role in what happens in
policy developrnent. It's not always dont in the bcst interest of scciety.
And, 1 think our democracy, and our political arenas are very important.
And they're very healthy when people can discuss, and talk, and express
their own opinions. And if that can happen, that discussion can lead to
what is best for all, rather than what is best for a few before election tirne.

Another nurse was involved many times in developing papers that were used by
governments to formulate policy. nie example given was the Minister's Advisory
Cornmittee on AIDS. This experience was not representative of community health
nurses king invited to participate in policy development ai the ministerial level. This
nurse felt that there were other factors ksides experience that gamered the invitation
to participate in policy developrnent and these were gender and rxual orientation. "It
was more of an accident that 1 was involved as a community health nurse. At the

time, 1 was involved with Village Clinic and in my agency working in STD."
This sarne nurse has been involved in policy development at the local micro
(practice), meso (agency) and macro (municipal government) levels; the provincial
(ministerial) level. the national level (National Society on AIDS) participation on
boards and engaging in strattgic plans for organitations. This nurse talked about the
values that operate in practice thai become policy but no one verbalires a practice
policy. Also policy that effects practice requires an enonnous amount of publicity and
political will to make the policy on paper become real.

But, there is that other kind of policy, you know. that's the lived policy.
That's the active, the real world. And, looking at my position now, as a
public health nurse. 1 would say that my activities can infon the activities
of others; like 1 think we can ensure core values. But they a n not
necessarily going to k reflected in the philosophy of the agency, or in the
job description, or in anything else for that matter. Not necessarily. They
may, but they 're not. There isn't a process in place, that engages people in
an active philosophy. Because a philosophy needs to be evaluated and
changed over time, as well.

At the tirne of the interview, this nurse was not involved in policy development
other than at the provincial level of the MPHA. This nurse's experience was atypical
when compared to the six other participants and the degree to which this nurse has
contributed to policy formulation surpasses al l other participants.
Nurses who were "sometimes involved in policy formulation " voiced examples
of their involvement at local and provincial levels. At the local level, involvernent

primarily included panicipating on cornmittees to develop policy and procedure guides
or having a say at staff meetings. For one nurse the substance of policy development
related to nursing practice within the context of a farnily planning clinic. Another
example arose from practice in the community. In this example, the nurse effected a
serendipitous change concerning policy. The nurse assessed the situation and
detennined that the practice (stores buying back infant formula from Medical Services
clients) was not acceptable. It was only after the media becarne involved that the
policy was changed. Other nurses found local involvement outside the agency, either
on cornmittees or personally taking up community issues.
At the provincial level, examples included cornmittee work with profession-

related associations. Of note is the MPHA which appeared to provide a major source
of policy development for public health nurses. As one nurse stated, "Outside of the

agency, an example is at the provincial level involvement, Le., my work with

MPHA." While another nurse commented,
At the provincial level, I'm a member of the Community Nurses Interest
group and MPHA. The effort was to promote the role of public health
nurses in immunization as it once was, instead of what currently exists,
done by the family doctor.

One nurse offered an example that demonstrates the frustration of involvernent

on a "sometimes" basis. The issue is one of competing priorities-time/work. Limited
time and work commitments are supponing a feedback approach to policy
development rather than a fully participatory involvement. Pan of the frustration is
that the issue is not king dealt with.
We're king brought in, and then we are king laid on, at the same time.
We are king involved in some things that are going on and then other
things come along, and they are sort of laid on. And I'm really trying to
sort this out, because 1 don't think you can be involved in cverything, and
1 haven't sorted out which 1 think is fair to be involved with and which
just has to come down. . . . "here it is . . . have a look at it . . . what do
you think . . . give me feedback," as opposed to the grass rwts case.
In these practice related examples, nurses commented that the policy developed

affected change to "very minor things."
Maybe, in a very minor way. I'm on a cornmittee for rewriting the policy
and procedure guide as it relates to post pamm visiting, i.e., infant
assessrnent and materna1 assessment. Those very minor things. Our work
has changed. We used to visit later in the p s t partum period and now

we're seeing newer post partum families.

. . . it's not a closcd exercise but
I had developed a policy/procdure manual for it and we did also for
single's prenatal classes. It kind of depends on whoever designed the
program. Some of the programs that have ken established and in place
for a long time have been developed by the directorates and people in the
directorate, or sometimes the management. and sometimes if we develop a
program then we'll develop the policies.
When we had our family planning c h i c

1 discovered that a corner drug store was buying back infant formula from
Medical Services clients who were issued the formula by prescription. 1
went to the dnig store and asked, and they threw me out. And 1 rdized I
was on to something. And so 1 raised it with my supervisor, who kind of
told me not to bother. The other person 1 was with, who worked for the
federal govemment, tried to raise it with his supervisor. The same thing.
no one wanted to touch it; it was too hot, too political. So it did manage
to get into the media, and then everything got blown off. And the policy
changed.

The following example endorses the idea that policy development occurred
ouuide of the work context. "From my personal life experience, for exarnple,
decisions in my own community such as bus routes, etc.
Not involved in wlicv develo~ment.Nurses who responded that they were not
involved in policy development provided insights into their lack of involvement and
gave the following reasons for why they felt disenfranchised from the policy
developrnent process. Their reasons clustered into categories such as: hierarchical
structure; expertise not recognized; lack of time; silenced by the system; lack of
knowledge; and gender issues.
a.

Hierarchical structure-A sense of powerlessness

Nurses voiced a sense of passive agency with the process of policy development.
Their role was one of recipient of policy to which they respond. They voiced little or
no direct involvement in developing policy. A top down approach effectively removed
them from this process.
It's happening to us. rather than us having effect on it. So 1 am not
terribly surprised that 1 haven't had any experience in three yean of my
career. I'm sure rnany. many nurses haven't had any chance or any say.
Never have I been involved directly; always in an indirect manner. They
(administration) will son of corne and say, this is what we're looking at,
we need some feedback. So they rake out ideas, and then look chrough
them.

1 do think that with al1 this restructuring of the health care system, policy
decisions, i.e., tobacco legislation, drinking and driving age (health

policies) are going to be filtering down, and are filtering down to out
practice. Looking at government policy of how they want to restructure
and reorganize the system. 1 sec it as king done up there, and filtering
down. . . . Unfortunately.
But 1 do sit on comrnittees. I've been on lots of comrnittees. I'm not
saying people don? listen. They don't always agree with what 1 might
think. But, I couldn't honesdy say bat people aren't given an opportunity
to share your ideas. But, 1 don't know that they always listen to you. Well
they may listen and make their own decisions.

This top-âown "flow" or hierarchical order W ~ e dto alienate and distance nurses
from contributing to policy development. Nurses recognized their position in relation
to the hierarchical structure. That is, they understood the "misxd opporninities" to
share their ideas about pol icy .
b.

Expertise not recognized.

Nurses would like to be involved with respect to policy development. However,
their assessrnent skills are not readily recognized. Nurses are situated in the field
setting at the juncture between policy development and policy implementation. They

are requesting recognition of their knowledge and experience.
Despite this knowledge and experience. nurses remained al ienated from pol icy
developrnent within the context of their agency. One participant observed that she
shaped policy as a member of the provincial and national public health associations.
This was not the case, however, within her own agency.
1 would like to be. My coileagues would like to k involveci. Where better
can you get ideas as to what's going on in the field than from your field
staff who a n currently implernenting the policies. We are the ones
carrying out the activity. Like, give some credit for people's assessrnent
skills, we' re eexperienced.
Well as far as the agency level. We get asked a lot for our feedback, but 1
don't really feel that it's policy development. 1 fccl that 1 have a lot more

to say on policy development through MPHA, and through CPHA than 1
do at work. and even non nursing. 1 mean, my non nursing activities,
in fluencing policies of either di fferent poli tical agendas or strategies for
women. 1 mean 1 feel 1 have a lot more say there, and are a lot more
involved in that than at the agency Ievel.
1 would like to be involved in policy development. Especially with what's
happening to health care. 1 think if you're going to change how health
care, the service is delivered. you'd better get out there and ask the people
who are delivering it right now. And is there a need to fix it? Or can you?
Or do you have to do away with it? Or can't you build on what you have?
c.

Lack of time-Not a high priority.

Policy developrnent was not viewed as a priority. Consequently, nurses observed
that little time was available to devote to poiicy development. Engaging in policy
development required "extra tirne" and nurses indicated thai their current workload
demands preciuded this activity.
For many nurses, the act of policy developrnent would require a reduction in the
time available for cornmunity-based work. When public health nurses did contribute to
policy developrnent (i.e.. committee members), their work had to be "covered" by
those nurses remaining in the field.
Policy developrnent doesn't have a high priority. 1 think our agency works
very weli, in that when we are asked, we speak. But very often there is
little tirne to say, %ait a minute, this should be changed."
1 think that it would be encouraged. But again, for sorne nurses the
question might be, well, where is my tirne, where is this coming from, do
1 iake it from my community and continue to develop this? Or do 1 run to
catch up to my community and, you know, do this at home? And, that's
the concern . . . where does the tirne son of fit in?

What is happening is public health nurses working in the field are
developing policies for programs by sitting on cornmittees for this
purpose. Although this is good, given the workload that we have, it's just
one more cask for us to do. When nurses are taken out of the field to sit
on cornmittees, to a certain extent, other nurses need to pick up their
responsibi lities.

d.

Silenced by the system

A couple of participants felt silenced by the system. That is, channels of

communication (e.g., cornmittee minutes) were monitored (edited) in order to
maintain the status quo. Silenced at work. one participant had her voice heard through
the political arena. The agency's fear of negative publicity also served to silence some
of these nurses.
I'm not involved per se. Yes, I feel silenced by the sysiem. The system is
ielling us to keep Our mouths shui. The minutes of Our meetings are ediied
as a means of preventing change and protecting the status quo. 1 have the
ability to influence. because of my involvement in political parties.
The message is don't do anything high profile that will cause negative
publicity to the health department. The message cornes from the
bureaucrats at the top. We can offer lots of cieative suggestions . . . but
they're not listened ?o.
1 felt 1 infiuenced provincial development of policies more in the rural
areas because my voice was stronger than in the city. There's many more
people whose voices have to be heard in the city. 1 think if there was a
community voice rather than an individual voice, with individual programs
. . . then we could influence policy development.
e.

Lack of knowledge--Lack of interest

Beyond structures that impeded the involvernent of nurses in policy
development. there were "personal" limitations. Nor al1 participants were interested in

policy development. For example, one nurse identified that it was an a r a of weakness
for her. In the words of this nurse, "Policy development and implementation, this is
probably my weakest pan that probably means the most to you. And because it is
weaker, might te11 you volumes already."Another participant expressed a lac&of
interest in the topic.
1 think it would k ideal to be involved where policy is king developed
but at this point it's rot a very strong interest for me. And if there was no

one else involved. 1 think 1 wouid panic and think, sorneone's got to do it,
1'11 do it. But 1 am seeing some capable people, or people who 1 feel are
quite capable, and have lots to offer in the area, are king involved. 1
think there is more consultation starting to happen.
f.

Gender issues

Moving beyond the lens of hierarchical agency structures, nurses recognized that
gender influenced their

at the policy making table.

female dominated

profession, nursing was dismissed as capable of formulating policy. A paradox was
revealed by one participant who noted that it was the "men in suiu" who develop
policy and yet were il1 informed about health matters in the field setting. Examples
voiced by the nurses include the following:
Actually 1 was going to say king in nursing and king a female dorninated
profession, 1 don't think many nurses get to that point [developing policy].
You look at the health care reform. Where are we? We don? have any
place there, any voice or say.
1 know that the STD nurses are currently involved with policy
development, regarding HIV contact tracing. And that's a sticky-wicket.
But we're king asked what does it mean? What kind of questions? What
does a partner mean? What does sex mean? All these things. So that when
you talk to people who don't understand health, these are the kinds of
questions they have. And these people are very often our policy makers.
They are al1 requesting information from their advisors who are more
connected with health. The problem is, the bottom line it's those, I want
to use the term "suiu" [ men in suits] who make the policy, . . . who
make decisions about policy, and who don't really necessarily understand
the issues behind them.

Nurses who were not involved in health policy development, but responded they
should be provided several examples of barriers to their involvement. These barriers
included : lack of time and energy; lack of familiarity with policy/political process;
and gender issues.

a.

Lack of time and energy

As one nurse stated, "Yes, 1 should be involved in policy development. There's
just not a lot of time left over, by the time you do al1 that other stuff." Yet another
nurse commented,
this point, it would feel like a luxury to have the time and energy to do
that. !, philosophically, am in belief of supporting policies which 1 feel
support health from a public health nursing point of view. But, it would
feel like a luxury to have the time and energy. It's not a very big priority
right now for me.
At

b.

Lack of fam iliarity with policylpolitical process

In the words of one nurse, "Yes, I think it is one of my responsibilities. But like
anything else I'm not familiar with, 1 tend to avoid. 1 have al1 kinds of strengths but
I'm not a leader." Another nurse voiced,
I want to be, but at least at my level it seems that the politics are
unattainable for me to be involved in. And SO, being politically wise and
strategic is something that, at least, I'm not skilled at. And public health
nursing is vulnerable. I think, in articulating iu value. Or articulating why
it should be involved in policy development, because we don't have the
statistics to subsmtiate what we're doing. We don? have the long term
results tracked. And so we say that we're effective in maternalthild health
issues. We're effective in communicable disease issues. But we don't have
people tracked in their health behaviour, and the outcome piece
articulated, and published, and so it's long term. Right now my perception
is it's more of a political arategy, rather than here are the stats. Here's
the reports. This is proven.

c.

Gender issues

One nurse provided the following explanation,

Definitely we should be involved. That's one of the things that always
bothers me. No matter how much schooling and education you get as a
nurse, they (government) still don't take us serious at all. They don?
listen. And you know we have so many nurses at the masters and doctoral
level. Have they been asked their ideas for the health care reform? It's not
because we are nurses. It's because we are fernales.

In addition, participants provided reasons as to why they should k involved and
how they could be involved in policy development. Why they should be involved

included: nurses are at the field level; and, a nurse's responsibility
(employerlemployee working together). How they could be involved included:
facilitative leadership; and, having a tield representative.

nie importance of nurses working a i the field level was voiced by several
nurses. Their comments include the following:
Oh yes. 1 don? think there's any question, because who knows better. If
you don't have that feedback at the gras rom level, you are making airy
fairy policies which is probably why some of the things don't work. . . .
And 1 think you should be involved in policy developrnent at al1 levels. 1
think that's your responsibility as a citizen.

Yes, they (nurses) are in the field and they are working it. And to me they
would have a very valid input in developing it, dong with those that are
experts in policy making per se, or putting it together, or wording, or al1
those things that are involved.
I think that it's important to k involved at various levels (local,
provincial, national). Because, so to speak, you' re at the grass roots.
You're dealing with mncerns that aiise in your everyday practice and
whether they affect the nursing profession, or whether they affect the
comrnunity. 1 think that, a lot of times, there are details that would
normally not be taken into consideration, if it's dealt only at higher levels.

Participants viewed "that it is the nurses' responsibiiity' to be involved in policy
development. Participants viewed nurses as accountable; and policy development
involvement as a responsibility, a socieüil expectation. This tinding also may suggest a
form of advacacy which may entai1 poiicy development (protecting the vulnerable and
the weak).

Yes, 1 think we should. But then 1 think some of that is the nurse's
responsibility. I mean, how many people are at the Community Nurses
lnterest group meeting the other night? I just go back to the office, and
bawl everybody out when there's hardly anyone there.
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Nurses a h identified that "there should k a balance of employee (community
health nurse) and employer (administration) working on poiicy development together."
Policy development involvement, as v o i d by participants, could be
encouragedlfostered through a facilitative leadership style. As one nurse observed,
"facilitative leadership is the ability of the agency to allow leadership to facilitate, and
not drag and push; there's a big difference."
A second approach to fostering involvement in policy development entailed the
use of a field representative. That is, having a gras roots person (Le., the nurse)

involved in policy development. "Yes. 1 think by having a field representative
involved [in policy development]."
Shodd be involved in policv development. Al1 participants (n=31) in the study

voiced an overwhelrning need to be involved in policy development at local,
provincial, and national levels. Nurses are the front line workers; they know where
the action is; they know what is going on; and, they have a good sense of what is
needd conceming policy development.
The rationale for involvement included: having grass raots contact ai the local
level ; and, being involved in policy development impacts on implementation. Even
though there was unanirnous agreement among the nurses to be involved at all thiee
levels, several nurses emphasized that they should k involved especially at the local
and provincial levels.

a.

Grass roots contact

Two nurses commenteci. "We have the gass roots contact, with the clients that
we are delivering the service to." and "When it came to structured formai policy, the.

people in the field could be used more.

. . . I'm

very grateful to be protected from it

sitting and haggling over wording for three days worth of meetings." Other nurses
provided the following reasons:
The field should be involved in policy making and some of the cornmittees
have begun to ask for reprerntation from the field, and so that's been a
positive change that we see becaur 1 think we provide a different
perspective, especially when we are looking at multidisciplinary types of
programs. 1 would like to be involved in policy development at provincial
and national levels.
1 think yoi: should be involved locally for sure, and because that influences
the other levels to a certain extent, 1 think you could be as a public health

nurse. You could be on cornmittees that made decisions about policy.

b.

Impact on irnplementation

The following four examples illustrate a strong belief of the nurses that
involvement in policy developrnent impacts on implementation.

I cenainly do. 1t is important and makes a difference to implementation.
Not king involved in policy development poses a problern in the
implementation phase. For example, Manitoba Health and City of
Winnipeg can have different policies. Nurses in hospitals dixharging
patients can be very confused. A patient king on one street can be
serviced under one policy while a patient king discharged on a street over
can be serviced under a different policy.
Oh yes. there's many things that we've complained about and wanted to
have changed, and we have expressed the need to be much more.
individual in our communities, and not laid on "you will do, al1 of you
will do, this, this and this." And if it's in the district that doesn't need it,
as far as I am concerned, why are we doing it?
Dctinitely 1 would say yes, we should have some input anyway in policy
developrnent. We sometima wonder if, even at the supervisory level and
the assistant regional director, if they themselves acnially know what we,
the field nurses, do in a day.
Policy irnplementation, now, that should k up front from the beginning.
A policy is only as valuable as the implementation process and the
evaluation process. So, whoever the palicy makers are, should include

those who would then actually implement (filfil) the policy. And it's not
that easy to do.
c.

Involved at al1 levels (local, provincial, national)

As three nurses commenteci, "Absolutely, community health nurses should be
involved in policy development at every level (local, provincial. national)." "1
certainly feel that you have CObe involved, in al1 the levels (local, provincial,
national)." and "Definitely, and if not nationally. for sure at local and provincial
levels. Although, i wish knowledge and exposure to what was happening in other
provinces came more easily." Two other nurses provided the following rationale.
Yes, 1 should be involved as a supervisor and 1 truly feel community
health nurses at the field level should because they're the ones that are
really clowst to the issues, and can really assist with the implementation of
those. For example, how would it work the best, how should it be
approached.
Community health nurses should be involved if not at national levels. certainly
at local and provincial levels. 1 think you definitely should have some field
people involved. Because 1 think that when you don't, things p t missed. And 1
should say alro that, at this iime, i'm involved in a forms cornmittee. That is
identifying forms to be used at the provincial level, al1 around the province.
Recognition of involvernent in ~olicvdevelo~ment.Participants (n =7) observed
that on occasion the agency provided hem with recognition for their involvement in
pol icy development. There was limited recognition offered by peers (n =2).
Of the seven nurses who said they were involved with policy development four

respondeâ that they were recognittd. Three responded that this recognition m e from
the agency and one nurse responded ir came from peers. Of the six nurses who said

they were involved sometimes, four responded the recognition came from the agency.

One responded they were recognized by their pers. Nurses overwhelmingly stated

(n= 18) that they had no expectation that they would be recognized. They indicated

that the value of their work in policy developrnent would go unrecognized.
There was very little forma1 recognition, if any, for the nurses involvement in
policy development. This was particularly notable among peers. Informal recognition
by the agency took the form of time to work on agency related projecu.

a.

Lack of formal recognition

For some participants, agency structural problems around time, lack of

flexibility, lack of recognition and the need to allocate dedicated time to policy
development, i.e., cornmittee work, were evidence of lack of formal recognition.
Sometimes, they'll (administration)just go the other direction if you say
something. They begin to know what your opinions are and brand you as
sort of coming from the past (approaching retirement). Well if she said
that. maybe we shouldn't do it sort of thing.
Having "committee work" on rny resume, 1 think this helps you get the
job . . . but just try to arrange to have the hour off early to go to your
committee and see how much recognition you get. It's difficult.

For one nurse, formal recognition from the agency was in the form of a letter
of acknowledgement, "1 think 1 will be recognized but 1 am not exactly sure. Any
involvement, Le., cornmittees, is recognized by the agency and often times in a letter
of acknowledgement. "
There were instances where pers provided the recognition for policy

development involvement. As one nurse wmrnented, "the agency d a s not recognize
involvement in policy development but the people I am developing policy with,
recognize my contribution."
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For other participants the agency did provide time for policy development. As
one nurse cornmented, "1 felt a linle bit of recognition by my agency who gave me
t h e to work

on a community development project and re-assigned my other work. "

Another participant obsenied the following, "1 am recognized in a minor way,
yes. If 1 request time off to work on the policy and procedure guide for p s t partum
visiting, then it's given to me. 1 imagine that if we produce a usehl document, then,
that would be appreciated and recognired. "
Policv Irn~lernentationInvolvement
Findings are highlighted in Table N2 in Appendix N on page 436 in response to
the question about nurses' involvement in policy implementation. The nurses were

asked about whether they should be involved in policy implementation and if they
were involved, were they recognized for their contribution.

Ali but two of the nurses (n=29)responded that they were involved in policy

implementation. Al1 the nurses who were contribu ting to policy development,
responded they were also involved in policy implernentation. The contrast between
those participants who responded affirmatively and those who responded negatively
was signifiant. Two nurses responded they were not involved in policy

implementation, while the majority of nurrs voiced that they were involved. The
nurses not involved identified gender and victim issues as reasons for their Jack of
involvement. Thor involved in policy implementation expresred their involvement in
terms of king distanced from the policy development process. The process scemed to

k a "top down" approach and not at al1 participatory. One nurse included the
evaluation cornponent in describing policy implementation. Yet another nurse
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expressed bat for satisfjting and rewarding implementation activities, the policy had to
be violated.
The majority of nurses felt bey should be involved in policy implementation.

Approximately one-hall of the sarnple of nurses felt they were recognized for
their involvement. Equal numkrs felt that the recognition came from peers, agency,
and the cornmunity. Fewer nurses did not expect recognition than those nurses

involved in policy development.
Nurses were capable of discerning the fact that although they were not involved

in policy development they attended to policy implementation by vime of their
practice. Nurses may have voiced that policy development and policy implementation
are legitimate roles however. in the case of policy development nurses are clearly
alienated and implementation is forced.
The findings suggest a policy process which is shaped and implernented on the

nurses' own tems. In implementation-nurses are re-defining policy through their
actions. They rnake the practice work and policy congruent. There exists a top down
discordance between policy and the nurse's practice.
In summary. firstly nurses re-define policy in relation to practice. Resistance is

a parallel process (di fferent ways to get around policy). Similarly when implementing
policy, they are "re-shapingN-tmslating policy into their reality. When policy does
not fit with the practice reality nurses entend or contract the policy.
Involvement in -policy implemenmtion. Nurses who were involved in the policy
implementation process describcd their experiences as including: upholding rules; role

implications; auhoritarian approach; bureaucracy; and, ways io reshape policy

at

the

field level.

a.

Upholding niles/following direction

Participants were quick to observe that their practice was directed by policy.

Nurses were capable of discerning the fact that although they were not involved in
policy development they anended to policy irnplementation by virtue of their practice.
The general tone of the data nvealed that participants viewed the policy
implementation process as prescriptive. One participant observed that within the
context of "prescriptive policy" there was a sense of autonomy. This autonorny
appeared to be accorded to the nurses based on adherence to policy, in other words,
autonomy existed by virtue of the rules and regdations around practice. In the words
of two nurses, "My practice is baxd on policies, and mandates so that while I'm

practising, 1 would be implementing policy. We're constantly geiting memos, saying
this is the policy, and here's how you do it." and "1 think that the supervisor
recognizes that we can follow policy, otherwin I don? think we'd have that
autonomy. Also there is a book of policies as it applies to our practice-a book of do's
and dont's." In addition, two other nurses made the following comments.

Well, I think in al1 your work you are implementing whatever policy
happens to be, very specific for the c h i c and for travellers. There's
definite policy there. And in terms of health promotion, 1 think it's a little
loorr, but certainly within a framework. 1 mean you can't just go about
with your own philosophy, and influence people in thar way. There's
definite guidelines.
Yes, well I think pan of my rolc as a manager is to implement the policies
or whatever that's given to us. nie directions that are given to us to give
direction and support so that they cm be implemented.

b.

Role implications

Nurses involved in policy implcmentation experienced challenge to their role.
For one nurse, the change in policy to discharge post natal women early meant that
community health nurses had to take on this "otherwwork. As in previous data, it is
implied that new policies are implemented without additional resources to support the
translation of policy to practice. In the words of one nurse, "Implementing policy is
trying to work with the community to implernent what the agency has r t . And it
m w i s priorizing resources according to that direction." Another nurse commented,

If you could say that policy is, for example, shortening hospital stays of
post natal women, then yes, 1 suppose we are. Because when p s t natal
women are discharged earlier from the hospital, it impacts on our role.
And we have to pick up the extra duties that are not being met then.
Working at the field level was seen by nurses as king an advantage regarding
implementing policy.
And now that we (public health nurses) are involved in it from the grass
roots, 1 guess it's just I'm not used to taking on that responsibility. Maybe
it's good. It is probably good because actually we're the ones that are
doing the task, or working at the field level. So we are best able to it.

However, one nurse commented that even though nurses were strategically
positioned for implernentation at the grass rootdpractice level, there was some
inexperience with the general process of implementing policy. This nurse could have
been referring to "policy development" in her comment or perhaps thinking about one
phase of policy implementation such as evaluation; identified by the majority of nurses

as absent. However, one participant did recognire the need for evaluation. "Inherent
in implementation is that a policy doesn't stay the way it is forever. You've got to

have some built in evaluation mechanism."

c.

Authoritative approach

Then was some suggestion of an "authoritative" nature to policy
implementation. For example, one nurse expressed role violation on two accounts.
Not only was she not involved in policy development, but policy implementation was
"commanded" of her.
For another nurse, policy implementation involvernent meant "upholding"

policy. This understanding precludes the questioning of policy or nurses as
autonomous practitionen.
For another nurse policy implementation had a "victim" nature to it. The
negative effect of a pattern of not king involved in the policy development process
was the reality that implementation was met witb apathy and disenfranchisement.
Voices not king listened to resulted in a "hopelessness" and "vicrim" mentality.
Nurses commented about the "slow" nature of the implementation process. Any
kind of change was viewed by nurses to be basically "slow." The issue of poverty was

cited by one nurse and the nurse's role in making people aware of food banks and
how to access them. Beyond the cumbersome nature of bureaucracy is iu structure
which serves to engonce ihis auhoritarian stance in relation to community health

nurses. The reasons provided by one nurse were the many layers of bureaucracy in
the governance of health Gare and dl the factors equated with changing times.

In the

words of three nurses, "Irnplernentation is w y if you've got the direction and the
power." "1 was not involved in making up the policy

. . . and 1 was told to implement

it." and "In a general sense I am involved with policy implementation. The policies

that are made you uphold as a public health nurse." In addition, two nurses provided
the following explanations.
No, it seems to be done to me. . . . You almost feel like it's something
that' s king done, to you, as opposed to king involved in the process.
Now chances are that 1 should k asked. 1 should k involved. My views
should go to our union reps, and our administration, who then should
represent us in the political arena. Some of that's happening. But 1 don?
know how well we're k i n g listened to, right? We hear Vera's on the
news quite a bit, and we appreciate some of the things she's said. We feel
we could have a much stronger voice. no doubt about it. We seem to be
son of lying back letting these things k done to us.
It's a slow process. 1 work for a real upper bureaucracy and all changes
are generally slow. 1 think it's harder and harder to implement new policy
because of times. . . . We decided that more people should have access to
food banks, so we tcll people about the food banks. We tell them when
they are. We tell them how to access thern. That is policy implernentation.
But it's just one of the things we do.
d.

Reshaping policy at the field level

Throughout this research, participants commented that they quickly discovered
approaches to "get aroundwor unofficially reshape top down policy that does not work
universally. This nshaping enabled participants to temper existing policies, thus
making them relevant to their practice context. With respect to policy irnplementation,
one participant comrnented how community health nurses reshape policy. The example
provided by the nurse was a home visit to a woman with a new baby. The nurse
stayed with the other children to enable the rnother to go to court to obtain financial
support and iesources. From the agency 's perspective, such action would likely be
viewed as "skirting around policy." Exisring policy prohibits nurses to "babysit"

client's children. Another example provided was driving a mom to a court
appointment. "Public health nurses do a lot of this, they are very skilled at how to
make things work." This work of the public health nurse was referred to as
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"intangible" because it is contrary to agency policy. As noted previously on page 231,
the outcome was satisfjing and rewarding for the nurse. "She's got her answer, she

cornes back to her kids and doesn't take off and not show up. She is a more
responsible person which is what you're vying to teach her."
Nurses refer to this kind of work as "intangible." However, in rcality and out of
necessity this work must remain invisible because of detrimental consequences to those
who "reshape policy ."
Nor involved in ~ i i ; v imolementation. Two participants responded that they

were not involved in policy implementation. Data from the interview transcripts of the
two nurses who indicated they were not involved in policy implementation suggest that
"implementation" may have been viewed as "development. " The following comment
provides insight as to the nurse's lack of involvement.
No, I'm not involved in implementing policies. It seems to k done to me.
We were not involved in any of the decision making to do with the
restructuring of the department. We should be involved when policy
implernentation directly affects us, and the a r e that we give clients.

The second nurse, who graduated within the past three years, felt that one had
to be in an administrative position to be involved in policy implementation. In her
words, "you need to have an administrative position to k involved in policy
implementation." She felt that there was a good possibility for her to be involved in
policy implementation given her career path. Again this participant's view of policy
implementation engenders policy development. It was clear, however, that the
majority of participants were able to differentiate ktween development and
implementation .
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Should be involved in mlicv im~lementation.ûverwhelmingly. (n=30) nurses
felt they should k involved in policy implementation. Although there were some
insightful observations in response to the question, "Should you be involved in policy
implementation?" very few nurses elaborated much further than "yes." Perhaps the
rcason for this limited response was that the question was so obviously positive and
followed the previous question, "Are you involved in policy implementation?" Many
examples were provided by nurses to this question and

it was

explored fully. Since

fewer nurses were involved in policy development, they had much to say about why
they should be involved in this process. It is for these reasons that the data related to

policy implementation was not extensive.
Comments made by nurses who implied that their involvement in policy
implementation was obvious included: "Anyone who is in the health care field is
going to be acting on or according to some son of policy. " T m the one doing the
program." "There would k no point in having a policy if you were not going to
implement it." "The work diat we do is directed by those policies." and "We are the
ones that do it every day."
Several nurses included in their responrs that poiicy implementation was a
legitimate role for wmmunity health nurses. In the words of one nurse, "Both policy
development and policy implementation are legitimate roles for community health
nurses. "
Nurses were aware that their support was necessary for successfbl policy

implementation. As one nurse responded, "Irnplementation includes king supportive
and positive and trying to find ways to make it work." However, as with policy

development where nurses found ways to reshape policy, nurses were finding ways to
implement policy "in their own way." As stated by one nurse, "Especially where it
directly affects us, and the care that we give clients. We ne4 to ensure that policy is
implemented, if that's what we've decided to do." Yet another nurse commented,
But then's just not a lot of Urne left over by the time you do al1 that other
stuff. Sometimes they (administration)just son of take your idea. Like
with the lice issue, like we just started doing it (implementation) our own
way. And then when othen saw how it worked nicely, then they adopted
that style.

One of the supervisors spoke about the implementation of policies according to
what is rewarded in the agency.
Poiicy implementation is a lot o f what we do, except 1 don't think it is
written down. The danger is that every single individual could k
implementing an implied policy in a hundred different ways. For exarnple,
the practitioner knows that farnily violence is a need but the reward is for
Centre Plan or counselling is needed but the practitioner doesn't have the
counselling skills. So are we really meeting the needs of our community?
One nurse commented that in the implementation role ihere should be more of
an ernphasis on community developrnent.
An ovenvhelmingfy majority of participants responded that they were more

involved in policy implementation than policy development. Some of the forms that
implementation took was voiced to be, often a program in response to needs in the
comrnunity, being a consultant, liaison or a resource developer, taking politicians out
on home visits, irnplementing policy during the pertussis outbreak, and public
education. Some of the supervisors saw their roles as "implementing the policies or
directions that are given to us to support" and "implementation is at every level, from
job descriptions to. the philosophy of the agencies and including evaluation. " Another
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supervisor saw her role as "being responsible to see how our health departrnent's
mandate or the priorizing of Our services works at the branch level."
From the participants' perspective the implementation process, "is easy if you've
got the direction and the power." For one nurse implementation was mandated in that
"policies that are made. you uphold as a public health nurse." For another nurse
involvement in implementation was a way "to maintain credibility within the
profession and within the organization. "
Reco~nitionfor involvement in wlicv irn~lemeniation.Seventeen of the twentynine participants (59%) involved in policy implementation responded that they were
recognized for their involvement. The sources of recognition can be found in Table
N3 in Appendix N on page 436. Most of the recognition (n= I l ) for the

implementation of policy was on behalf of the agency. This makes sense in that it is

an expectation of the agency that nurses implement policy. Unfortunately one
participant observed that this recognition was not always positive. Her reward was an
increased work load. "Like in this whole health reform thing.

. . . the way our

department recognims what you do is more work." Closer scrutiny of these numkrs
reveals that the number of peers offering recognition was limited. It may be that
nurses do not place a high value on recognizing policy implementation. This is
speculative given the limited available data. However this finding, Le., limited peer
recognition, is in keeping witb earlier findings that nurses ovcrwhelmingly do not
expect recognition for involvement in policy development (see page 264). Only two
participants reported that cornmunities recognized their involvement in policy
implementation activities. Perhaps the community does not understand or recognize
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the role of the community healtb nurse in policy implementation? It may also be that

policy implementation is essentially invisible work and thus is not amenable to public
recognition.
Conclusions
Community health nurses stated that currently there exists a lack of policy
direction for community health nursing in general. Although they believed that the
health a r e emphasis will shift to the comrnunity, current policies do not reflect this
shift. Even a few years ago when the government spoke about moving services to the
community, what nurses experienced was simply cutbacks which translated into fewer
nurses doing more work as workloads increased. Additionally, health promotion has
not been valued by the government in that very few resources have been directed to
supporthg health promotion initiatives. These cutbacks and limited health promotion
resources have left public health nursing vulnerable. As government action moves
away from the rhetoric espouxd, nurses are becoming increasingly frustrated.

In addition to the general lack of policy direction, community nurses identifid
limited deparunent/agency policies to guide practice decisions in the field. Therefore,
nurses practiced according to their interpretation of action needed in a given situation
upon consultation with another colleague. Policy is either non-existent, or if it d a s

exist, it is not specific to allow for a unificd practice interpretation. Nurses found this
situation frustrating and not a desirable approach to policy implementation. When
policy d e s exist,

it is

interpreted on an individual basis resulting in disparate

application in practice. Sometimes interpretation and application of the policy was

based on the perception of what was rewarded by the agency. In contrast, nurses
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stated that they irnplemented jmlicy with a personal interpretation of that policy even
though they had to amunt for their decisions. This personal in~rpretationwas made
in the best interest of the client. The example given by one nurse was briefly staying
with a client's children so the client could keep her court appointment and fulfil her

cornmitment and need to obtain maintenancdchild support from their father. In a
bureaucratie and hierarchical heal th care systern, inconsistent messages or di ffennces

in interpretation of policy not only exists arnong the nurses, but can exist at al1 levels
of government. Such inconsistency has a direct impact on the work of community
heaith nurses and makes it difficult for them to do their work because they value

consistency in interpretation of government and agency policies. It is particularly
fmstrating when nurses are accountable to several different people in an organization
who may judge their practice based on their own unique interpretation of policy.

Some nurses stated that resisting change and rnaintaining the stanis quo were
common characreristics found in administrators/managers of heaith m e . After
following certain policies for years, these managers were nsistant to having them
change. Participants suggested bat field nurses were much leu resistant to having
policies change ihan were the adm inistrators. Nurses argued for policy change,
particulary policy with respect to the irnmunization of children. They wanted to
reclaim their role in administering imrnunization to children and in panicular in the
schools. They also wanted policy to guide overall documentation activities.
Additionally, nurses wanted their superion to have at least higher education than

themselves. In a hierarchical system and in relation to power, the necd for working
relationships based on mentorship was advocated by one participant.
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Some nurses argued that few people in the health care system had the expertise
to develop policy and implement programs at the community level. In general, nurses

felt that the people in power at the level of government ministries were not really
infonned in the area of health promotion. At the level of practice, some nurses
identified their own lack of knowledge about community development and viewed it as

an "add on' to the rest of their work. Some nuises felt that they lacked the political
skills to be involved in influencing policy development. Even if the evidence was
available, but it was not, nurses felt that political knowledge was very important in
influencing political decisions.
Because the needs of communities were known to participants, they agreed to sit

on policy development committees, but found the experience fmstrating. When the
policy was made known by the agency, it did not reflect their input or their ideas. As

a consequence, nurses were discouraged from participating on future pol icy
development committees. They saw m evidence that they had an influence on policy
formulation.
When nurses were not involved in policy development which was generally the
fase

as suggested by this study, they looked upon this as an act of omission of

recognition. If governmenu and agencies did recognize their expertise, for example,
their assessrnent skills, they would definitely k involved. Continuous policy
development without them was fmstrating for these community health nurses.
However. a paradox existed. Nurses wanied zo be involved in policy development but
they were usually not. When they were involved. their perspectives were sometimes
not valued or accorded legitimacy and thus, policy development became a "make work
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project." Whereby they assumed more work, i.e. policy development cornmittee.
without actually shaping policy. To other nurses looking on, the question arises,

"What are the benefiu and what is the p r i a of king involved in policy
development?"
Sometimes nurses experienced a "1st minute" invitation to participate in policy
making. This placed nurses in a difficult situation. Le., having to choose between

policy involvement and patient a r e needs; the nurses choose the direct client practice
need even though they were awan that they had the potential to influence pdicy that
would impact on many more people than one client. Nurses also commented on the

"irnplicit censureship" existing at meetings about what can be said about policy
development; for example, nurses were told to attend and speak up at health reform
meetings but not to speak tw much. This silencing served to add to the alienation
from policy development already felt by nurses.
Nurses observed that the hierarchical structure within the health department
made it more difficult for them to participate in policy development when at one time
they had direct acwss to health policy makers. ln the ncent administrative

restructuring. nurses viewed policy as corning down to them with little, if any, input
from their level at the gras rooû. Thus. at the practice Ievel, there were many
individualized nursing practices without cornmitment to the policies which arox from
the higher levels. Between agency policies differed and further complicated nursing
practiu in the field. In one ncighbourhood, there could be two comrnunity health
jurisdictions, Le., Manitoba Health and City of Winnipeg. Clients, community health
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nurses and home-care discharge nurses were sometimes confused as to which policy
applied.

Nurses redefine policy to be congruent with their practice contexr. In redefining
policy, resistance is a parallel process. When policy does not fit with the practice
reali ty, nurses find different ways to get around policy. They establish congruence of
policy and practice through an act of subversion which is a consequence of a process
which marginalizes and alienates comrnunity health nurses from the whole policy
arena.
Resistance is a consequence and a way for women to take power in a situation in
which they are powerless. This outcome has major consequences for the community
when policy is redefined by nurses. This stniggle filten down to every level of health

care delivery and culminates at the practice level. Nurses wanted the situation to
change, but until

it does they

were prepared to continue to redefine existing policies

and subven the system for the knefit of the community. Until the lack of

involvement in policy development issue is attended to,

it is certain that

this action

will continue.

Section C-Equity, Vision, and Hope: The Canon
Two additional questions, posed toward the end of the interview, were asked of

the participants. These questions included recommendations about how nurses would

change their work, and additional information.

Themes

Two themes were derived from the data and they are presented in Figure 4.
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1.

Nurses want equity in terms of gender. programrning and professional status.

2.

Community health nurses have sustained vision and hope.

Fimire 4. Themes (Section C)

Theme 1 Nurses w>uequiry in r e m of gendcr, progrumming ami prufesshal
status.

The equity issue in Section C of rhe findings will not go away. The two

components comrnon to the responses by nurses have to do with gender and nursing.
In relation to the delivery of services, and professional models operating, two

nurses commented. The first nurse suggested the following:
Broaden the minds of administration. 1 give it enthusiasm instead of
restriction. Equality for both genders so not just service to women but
service ta men as well. Everyone would be trained as helpers. Not just the
medical or psychiatric models.
The second nurse expressed her views in this comment.

There has to be more input from the bottom up. It has to k a two way
Street and there h a to k an indication that the philosophy can, and will
change-Because of pressure from providers, from the actual service
providers. There has to be a reai dialogue-to talk about the philosophy
and make it a really living thing. Public health nursing h a becorne very
focused on women Le. maternai child; when communities include men.
They're just not in the picnite because of the way the service is structured.
Part of it is that women are cornfortable with women. That's fine. But it
has to be more inclusive.
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In relation to the education of physicians another nurse responded, "I'd like to
see physicians corne with us on home visits too. Rcsidents get half a day of

community with the nurse. We always try to take hem 16 the very worst places."
One nurse suggested the approach of hiring more men. "Hire more men . . .
maybe the whole profession could get working with them."
Increasing the value of nursing work was voiced by one nurse. "1 would change
the value that was placed on it, by the decision makers (within government). I'd like
to have the perception of the work we do valued by the consumer. by the
community. "
Equality for men and women and how this would effeci nursing's power base in
Society was expressed by another nurse.
Having public health recognized more as a force in our communities. Our
work, skills, and knowledge are so instrumental when we talk about
working with communities, and policy, and health promotion. We have to
change Our structures and our power bases in society. We need equality
for women and men. We (society) need(s) to recognize the choices women
make as king very valuable (i.e., raising families and staying home or
having a career).
The tension within the doctor/nurse diad was expressed by nurses. As one nurse
commented, "Adding another nurse to the clinic. Encouraging people to understand
that nursing's there for them. Figure out what the distinction is ktween nursing's role

and the physician's role (need distinct policy as to what is each role)."
A second nurse expressed her views in the following comment.
M a y k if the community nin clinics are nin in some kind of a partnership
with nurses and physicians, it will work well with the nurse in the front
line-and dctinitely doing a lot of the educaing and group work.
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In the office, gender issues were identified by another nurse. "I'd get rid of the
nurses doing the clerical tasks. I'd change the disparity between how men in the office
are treated, and how tbe women are treated (Le., what's considered clerical tasks,

workload issues). "
The following theme was derived from a final open ended question, for nurses

to add whatever they wished to the interview.
Theme 2

Comunity health nurses have sustained vision and hope.

In spite of the fact that community health nurses voiced their lack of

involvement in health promotion policy development and implementation and
expressed many limitations within the context of their work environment. they
adhered to having a vision and hope. The hope is their hope, but a h it is wornen's

hope, and

it is

hope for community health nursing.

For one nurse, the work with clients was the sustaining force.
I've said so many negative things today about the place where 1 work.
Why am 1 there? But 1 think it's just a sign of the times. That must be the
same in many agencies. What keeps me there is the actual work with
clients. Because the satisfaction doesn't come from al1 the bureaucratie
garbage. I derive a lot of satisfaction from the University work too. It's a
whole "other perspective. "
Other nurses supported this research project for its importance in the overall
need for community heal th nuning research. As one nurse commented,

I p e u the shift has to come with our expcctations of what we want from
health a r e . 1 think we're seing Jome of that and 1 think research like this
is going to support it. But it's hard to get ahead when you' re always just
right at the edge of financial things. But I'm encouraged. You can only
live in hope and 1 think people are starting to think.
Another nurse expressed her view in the following way,

I'm really glad that you'n doing this research now. 1 wasn't quite sure 1
understood it befon, but 1 think it's a really good idea. I'm going to ask
you for the names of some books 1 can get from the library over the
holidays.

Flexibility in the work system was voiced by one nurse as a contributing factor
to her work whievement in hcr community health nursing role.

. . what I do day to
day. Ir's cornpletely based on my own assessrnent of the needs and how
I'rn going to îhedule things. And 1 think that's an important pan of our
practice. It's nice not to have to go into the office, and say . . , okay,
there's your assignment for the day. And that's the only way it works and
1 think that's why it works redly well having a sirial1 community. just not
quite small enough. You always have to k accountable to a certain extent,
but not too much accountability for where you are and when you' re there.
That system works very well for me and it works very well for rny kind
of cornmunity.
Within our work, it's very flexible, independent .

Reducing the hienrchy and providing a participatory work environment was
voiced by one nurse as progressive change.
1 think it's very important for us as CHN's to recognize that we metjust
keep saying "they" (they need to change). We need to k "they." And in
order to reach those goals and to be recognized and to be valued the way
we would like to k,we need to become thor decision rnakers. And we
need to have that presence and that involvement. 1 think that's the
direction our agency's going. You don't sec our supervisors anymore,
they're never in the office. Although this may be a frustrating thing for
staff, 1 think that it's a rcally good thing for us. &cause we are becoming
"they" and that's a really positive change I've seen in the last year or s a

This same nurse summarizcd the insightful necessities for policy/political
involvement by nurses

visibility, values, skills and self-esteem.

We are not bemming more involved with policy decision at the big
systems level yet but certainiy out in our community, we're becoming
much more visible. And 1 think that as time goes on and we gain
confidence in oui ability to go out and speak to Our kliefs and out values,
we will become more involved at higher and higher levels. We're
developing a lot of really strong people that will have the skills and the
contidenœ to go on and be more politically active. 1 don't think I had the
confidence in my own abilities to be a political person. and to represent

my views and my kliefs in a really effective way. And that's coming
because 1 woik in an agency whose values and beliefs you believe in.

An experience of change in approach to the structuring of the community health

nurse's work elicited a response of anticipation from one nurse.
Things are going to change. l'm going to be pan of a pilot project for
mobile nursing. This means 1 will work out of my home and only go into
the office octasionally. This wil! be a very different working arrangement
and new to Our agency.
In a few but powerful spoken words of one nurse who said, "1 have a vision and
1 have hope. "

In the next part of this section are preanted the data and categories reinforced
by the preceding themes.
Data and Categories

The final two questions of the interview resulted in rich and powerful data. The
findings are organized by utilizing the headings of recommendations and additional
comments. Table 7 shows the categories and subcategories that evolved from the data.

Table 7

Cateeories and Subcatenories
Equity, Vision, and Hope: The Canon
-

-

Categories
Recommendations
1.
Practice (micro level)

-

-

-

Subcategories
Community issues
Role issues
Professional issues

2.

Agency (meso level)

Structural issues
Administrative issues
Personnel policies

3.

System (macro level)

Organizational issues
Program delivery issues
Equity issues
Professional issues

Additional Comments
1. Practice (micro level)
2. Agency (meso level)
3. Profession (macro level)

Recommendations
Question one in Section C, "If you had the power and the means to change
things about your work-what would you change?", elicited thoughtful and strong
recommendations from the nurses. These comments were made without hesitation or
the need to ponder the question. The broad categories which evolved. again

constituted various levels of activity-the practicc or micro level, the agency or meso
level and the system or macro level. These levels are not seen to be mutually
exclusive but instead overlapping.

Practia (micro level). Subcategories which formed related to the practice of

community health nursing included: community issues; role changes; and. professional
issues for practice.
a.

Community issues

Two nurses spoke about the need for health policy to be determined at the field
level. In the words of one nurse, "I'd have more policy determined at the field level,
and going up and based on actual community needs." In the words of the other nurse

who spoke adamantly about the nurse advocacy role, "We need nurse managed
clinics, doing cornmunity determined work, not losing the advocacy role in our work
with newborns and preschml children. "
One nurse spoke about the need for direction to come from the community.

The direction wouldn't come from government about what programs etc.
should be in the community. Support would be given for each community
to be individual, and identiQ iu needs and the support given for
professionals within that community to develop, k given the skills and
supports to develop comrnunity baxd resources. Policy would be based on
that community so 1 want hem to give a basic kind of support. Like a
basic line of direction . . . you go out there and work in your
communities . . . give us the resources and the facilities to do that. And
let us develop individual communitia. And let the policy development
corne from the people instead of so top down. I think then's a fear that if
they asked PHN's at the field level which direction we should go that
nurses would pick a nuning or a personal kind of direction and develop
policy relaied to that. They have CO rcalite that you' re going to pick the
community kind of need and that when you're in then working with your
community you'll pick community needs and develop policy related to .
that. You're not going to develop it, just for your own son of professional
or personal needs.
Supervisors would give the strength to people in communities to do that
but the size of the communities would necd to change. They are too large
the way they are now. They should be defined by a sense of community
where people can buy in and klong to it. And want to be involved in it.

The neeà for input from the bottom, up was expnssed by another nurse. "There
ha9 to be more input from the bottom up. It has to be a two way sveet and there has

to be an indication that the philosophy can, and will change. "
This sarne nurse articulated that the neighbourhood versus real community
needed to be the fonis of organizing work. "WCneed to look at other ways of doing
Our work. We need to work with real communities for health promotion

. . . not

neighbourhoods. "
The nred to broaden the base of public heaith was the comment by one nurse.
I'd like us to have the ability to do more of the community outreach types
of things. I'd like support to broaden public health to comrnunity health.
I'd like support for the types of groups that 1 think we could do. I'd like
us to be more involved in the school.
Utilizing other resources which are currently not king applied as much as their
potential warrants was the insightful comment of another nurse. "Utilizing other
resources, i.e., physical education and recreation to deal with idle teenagers in a
church basement. "
Yet another nurse commented on the need for community based health
promotion. "1 want more community directed/community bbased health promotion
'building a healthy community' ."
b.

Role issues

Four nurses made suggestions that involved community health nursing roles.
One nurse suggested the introduction of a new roie. In her words, "It would be
the introduction of a family clinical nurse specialist role."

Two nurses were strongly supponive of changes.to the nurse's rolc in the c h i c
sening. As one nurse commented,

I'd love for the c h i c work to be more nurse manageci-where clients
would sense that nurses can be seen as a prirnary caregiver with many of
their issues. I'd love for society and the client base to recognize that.
A re-examination of the way community health nursing is practiced, was the

suggestion of two nurses. One of these nurses commented,
Re-examine the way we practice, Le., generalists with one nurse who is
mon of a specialist, but instead we take her to work in another area. We

keep doing this becaur it's been done forever by public health nurses.
Working with other groups on policy development, i.e., schools, day
cares. Family Services. Bringing us together and having more uniform ity
in the guidelines for follow up ktween the public health agencies
involved, eg. communicable diseases.
The other nurse suggested,
I would like to change people's attitudes. I would like to see PHN's work
closely together with a lot of other disciplines, i.e. access to Our own
social workers, dieticians. Why can't we al1 work out of one place, Le.,
Child and Family. So that it wouldn't have to be just you. 1 share a lot of
information with workers in other agencies but 1 don't get one shred of
information back. This would raise nurse's profile as well as their
pofessional stanis. 1 wouldn't move staff around frequently. I can't

imagine spending al1 your time, and effort trying to ger something going.
And kfore you even x e it going, king pulled out, and put somewhere
elr. You miss out on the reward which you need (recognition).

c.

Professional issues

The need for community health nurses to have power and respect was voiced by
two nurses. As one of these nurses responded, "I'd have more power and respect
given each community health nurse."
The issue of breaking the silence, w u expressed by one nurse.
And you know . . . not this threat of your job for speaking, you know
. . . what you were trained to think. You have skills you learned, and you
assess something, and you 're not dlowed to speak it. The silencing has
increased with health reform. You think, will I have a job.

One nurse comrnented on the need for cornmunity health nurses to have more
autonomy in their work of assessrnent and implementation, "We need more autonomy
given to nurses to provide what is assessed (what the community identifies as needs)."
Anencv h e m level). Categories pertaining to agency issues evolved from the

data and included suggestions for changes to: structure, administration and personnel
pol icies.

a.

Structural issues

Five nurses commented on the need for joint work activities. Three of the
nurses expressed their views as follows:
Have us teamed up, say a joint district--have more joint kinds of things.
There's lots of stuff--tons of issues we could do together. The whole
thought of working with someone else, and tossing i d w back and forth
and planning, and running something with someone else. Sometimes it cm
seem rather overwhelrning, or that there isn't a lot of support, or
whatever, doing it on your own.
We'd hire more nurses. I would like to x e two or t h n e nurses, in every
community or geographic area. So we can collaborate with each other,
Le., let's tearn together and do this program for seniors. I'd like to see
other agencies working together with us. Le., I tried with a social worker
--1'11 say "let's go out to the home together." I've never been turned down
yet.

Having the ability to change our system in how we work, in working more
collaboratively, and bringing people's unique abilities to the table
interdisciplinary, to make the k s t for Our Society. That's what I wouid
want to change-how we structure ourselves completely.

The need far more policy to pmvide stability was expressed by two nurses. As
one nurse commented,
There would be more stabiiity-policy and things. . . . so that you wuld
pay attention to your day-to-day contacts with the people in the comrnunity
ntber than worry about what you'n going to have to do next . . . or I'm
tm tired or am 1 going to get that report in sort of thing.

Two nurses addressed the issue of changes to the size of communities. As one
nurse wmrnented, "A smaller community would give me more time and more
flexibility. "
More resources was identified by

two nurses.

In the words of one nurse, "1

would have more resources, Le., money (to provide the hooks to get people into

groups [food] or VCR/TV or additional staff)."
Changes to the documentation was recommended by one nurse who commented,
"1 would change the charting system."

Gender issues penaining to work in the office ~ t t i n gwas articulated by one
nurse. "I'd get rid of the nurses doing the clerical tasks. I'd change the disparity
between how men in the office are treated, and how the women are treated (i.e.,
what's considered clerical tasks, workload issues). "
b.

Administrative issues

Two nurses voiced the need to broaden the minds of administrators. Ont of
these nurses commented, "Broaden the minds of administration. 1 give it enthusiasm

instead o f restriction. Equality for both genders so not just service to women but
service to men as well." The second nurse had the foilowing comment to make.

And use all the skills, the positive things, that people have. Be fomard
thinking. When your staff make suggestions, accept that they are based on
careful thought. Respect for one's staff. And the opportunity to function in
a health promotion role. So enough staff to k able to do that.

The n d for administrators to listen and respect nurses experiena was
identified by one nurse. "iess work, more time. Being listened to. And mare respect
for people who have the experience."

The educational level of administrators was identified by two nurses. As one
nurse voiced,
1 am a tirm believer in the concept of nune-managed-care. 1 would like to
see someone make policy that statcs that then has to be a certain degree of
education in order to adminisur these programs. The status quo is no
longer acceptable. I'm concemed about the lack of education with our

adminisuators.
Again the second nurse voiced a similar concem. "I would change the choice of
management in tems of educational preparation. 1 would want masters, at least,
prepared. Recognition of your staffs positive and constructive qualities. "
The need for adm inisirators to develop policy with staff was identified by one
nurse. "1 would set priorities and staff would be clear on what they area. We would
sit together and the practitioners, based on their assessment data. would tell you what
is needed. This is policy development. "
One nurse articulated the need for trust to increase.
Trust should extend, nat only to working in the community but if you
need some tirne to get some paperwork done-it would be okay to say-I'm
going to be at home, cal1 me here today. We'd k a lot more productive
with stuff like that. Much more flexible work hours . . . maybe yw need
to work one evening a week. Social workers can do it, Le., they cal1 me
from home. How can you get any work done in one large room with
dividers and phones ringing al1 ovei. It's very difticult to keep focused.
The need for dialogue to bring alive the agency philosophy was voiced by one

nurse. "Because of pressure from providers, from the actual service providers. There

has to be a real dialogue-to talk about the philosophy and make it a really living
thing. "

c.

Personnel policies

The need for flexible work hours was identified by five nurses. Examples from
three nurses illustrates this need. As one nurse mmmented, "For people like myxlf
who are kind of tired and disillusioned, 1 think there would be more flexible work
hours, eg. job sharing." A xcond nurse aniculated a similar idea. "Changing how we
do some of Our work, Le. half time positions." Yet a third nurse endorsed the sarne

point of view. "Work time would be more flexible--then Our services would tmly
xeet the needs of the community."
niree nurses took the opportunity to suggest that less work and more time was
needed. In the words of one nurse,

More time, less work (duties). So often what happens is you just do a
baby visit, and you ignore . . . don't ask the questions to find out if
there's anything else going on in the life, because you don't have tirne. So
you do a partial job, more often. That's where the frustration murs with
nursing. There's no time to do what the gwd part of nursing is-that extra
littlr, bit (ta lay a hand on a fevered brow).
The second nurse, in an administrative position, commented, "Time and the
opportunity to mentor and work in a one-to-one with staff."
The need to hire more staff was suggested by four nurses. Two examples are

provided. As one nurse commented, "1 want the oppomnity to function in a health
promotion role. So enough staff to be able to do that." In the words of another nurse.
"Adding an additional nurse to the chic. Encouraging people to understand that

nu rsing' s there for them. *
System lmacro level). Responses from the participants formed categories such

as: organizational issues; program delivery issues; equity issues; and, professional
issues.

a.

Organizational issues

One nurse suggested that there k no one dominant mode1 operating. "Everyone

would be trained as helpers. Not just the medical or psychiatrie models."
Two nurses spoke about the need to reorganize the system.
I'd reorganize the community health system to encompass different aspects
of community health. niere's going to be a lot of place for restorative
nursing care in the community. Health promotion would be pan of it. . . .
probably a chronic disease component and a lot of sub specialities, with
rhool health, adolescent health, preschool health, materna1 health, family
problems (family violence).
I'd like to change the whole health care system. Docmrs are the
gatekeepers-they have al1 the power in the health care system. I'd like to
see nurse-managed clinics, with a nurse as the primary care person. I'd
like to see us working alongside doctors, not against doctors (work with
the doctor or refer you to a doctor).

The need

to

know the direction and roles in public heal th nursing was expressed

by two nurses.

I'd like to see there be a collaborative effort to sit down and to look at
where public health is going and the role of the community health nurse
. . . who's our boss, what is that role going to be and then to disseminate
that information to people ~ C ~ U1 feel
K
the nurse is the last to know.

Let me give you an example of the conhision, Le., who teaches family
life, teachers or nurses? We have never ken clear about that in 20 years.
Community health nursing practice is vague. We need to know how to
make choices, eg., should I be doing community work or family work;
community kitchen or farnily counselling?
The nced for the structure to change (including money) was suggested by thtee
nurses. Two examples are provided. In the words of one nurse,
I would certainly change the structure and that includes money. In the
clinic I'd change the role that the PHN does now, in that she would be
like the physician. She'd have her appointmenu and her things that need
doing, and she'd have support staff. The accesJ point is a very critical
one. If clients go right to the doctor, how do we ever get them back
because the doctors aren't sharing. Enhancc the opportunitics for people

by ofiering hem the best person, i.e., the best person for tcaching
prenatal care, and nutrition, is the nurse. Then you do the stuff that needs
to be done by a physician. So sort that out. nie biggest thing would k

support io the PHN.

The second nurse made the following comment, "I'd like to see more funding going

into health promotion, and into community health. So we could get to the r d gras

roou of things-the driving issues, Le., anii-smoking campaigns and safe grads, and
healthy comrnunities. "

One nurse ideniified the insightful need for structures and power bases in mciety
to change. In the words of this nurse,
We have to change our structures and our power bases in society. We
need equality for women and men. We (society) need(s) to recognize the
choices women rnake as king very valuable (i.e., raising families and
staying home or having a career).

More co-ordination with community health centres was voiced by one nurse.
Changing the funding (structure). Change the structure of public health in
Manitoba so it isn't fragmenred. City of Winnipeg jurisdiction would go to
the perimeter-rest of province-Manitoba health. Have more coordination
between the community health centres and the federal, provincial and
municipal jurisdictions.

The need for health care reform to continue was the comment of one nurse. "1
don't want to see the change of health care reform halied-like has happened a coupie
of times in my career already."

The differentiation of nurse's and physician's roles was articulated by two

nurses. As one nurse voiced, "In the clinic, tigun out what the distinction is between
nursing's role and the physician's rolc (need distinct policy as to what is each role). "

b.

Program delivery issues

Three nurses suggested that there be programs for men as well as women. Two
exarnpies are provided. In the words of one of thex nurses, "Equality for both

genders so not just service to women but service to men as well." The second nurse
commented, about including services to men and programs for marginalized groups.
WC need to focus oui services mon on the whole community, and include
men in it too. Materna1 child is emphasized in the agency as well, Le.,

maternity leaves for staff nurses. We need to provide services to lesbian
and gay youth.
c.

Equity issues

One nurse suggested the hiring of marginalized nurses. For example, "Hire

more aboriginal nurses. They are going to be more effective in the aboriginal
comrnunity. "
The same nurse recommended hiring more men in community nursing. For
exarnple, "Hire more men

. . . m a y k the whole profession could get working with

them. Having more staffing so we have more time to acmally get involved in health

promotion projects, and more resources. "
The issue of ageism was addressed in the following nurse's comment. "Materna1
child is emphasized in the agency as well, Le., maternity leaves. We need to look at
other ways of doing our work. We need to work with real communities for health
promotion

. . . not neighbourhoods." This nurse felt that agency policies needed to

reflect the needs of al1 employees throughout their working careers and not the
dominant emphasis on maternity leaves, i.e., the mothering role.
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lncreasing the value of women's decision making was voiced by one nurse who
said, "We (society) need(s) to rempise the choices women make as k i n g very
valuable (Le., raising families and staying home or having a career)."
d.

f rofessional issues

The value of work perception w u identified by wo nurses. One nurse stated, "1
would change the value bat was placed on it, by the decision makers (within
govemrnent). I'd like to have the perception of the work we do valued by the
consumer, by the comrnunity." A second nurse commented, "PHN's are ideal people
to do community based health promotion. 1 want to see us valued for that and
mandated to do it. "
The idea was extended by four nurses to include recognition. As one nurse

expresseci, "Women have a caringhumanistic component and would be excellent
politiciansileaders. Give the nuises recognition. "
Additional Comments
The need for women to support each other was aniculated in the following
comment, made by the previous nurse who continued to say, "Women need to k
supponive of women

. . . not compete with each other al1 the tirne (it creeps in hen

and 1 wonder if it is happening at the Manitoba Association of Registered Nuras
[MAN) "

In response to the question, "1s there anything you would like to add that would
help me in this nsearch work?", many nurses (n-19) had something further to say.
A small number of participants (n= 12) responded that they had nothing more to add
to the interview.

Involved in the categorization of responses were the issues of ageism and
gender. One n u r r with experience voiced that ageism was a factor operating in the
workplace and as well in public health programming.
We don't have much opportunity to get involveci with women of different
age groups, mostly just the ones that are child bearing. It applies ta us as
workers too. The younger people on staff have quite generous privileges
now to take rnaternity leave and so on. That's not the oniy developmenal
stage where women need . . . or any workers neeû to have some time off
and some consideration to whatever neeâs they have in their life. Like
everybody's having a baby and it gets to be. . . . There are no policies for
times in a woman's life when she has lots to do but there's not real good
recognition that d K y need time and space to do that. . . . And they need
to replenish themmlves working conditions could be more flexible.
Other nurses (n =4) identified gender as an issue. This issue of gender is a
fmding that appeared repeatedly in the data. As one nurse commented,
I'd feel guilty that I'm not involved-because 1 do have opportunity. 1
don't have rime but I do have opporninity. 1 donit have time to be angry
and 1 think that's something with al1 women, and 1 talk to women about
guilt a lot. 1 know how my mother has dcalt poorly with guilt and I've got
her genes . . . most women feel pilty.

Another n u r r concluded, "We could talk al1 day about women's voices. "
Yet another nurse made the following insightful comment.
Nursing has always been women's work and women's work has always
been under-valued. Our profession is perpetually dealing with women, but
there is a cornpetition around the table. Those who don't share cry hun.
Documentation has CO k up to date and on our tirne. One of our nurses
was set as an example. Policy would have prevented this. 1 think that
public health nursing is under-represented in the decision makers of health
care policy for the province. It seems to k top heavy with institutional
care providers, with physicians, and with men, in the old style of
governing.
Several issues were r a i d by the nurses at various levels. Issues of practice
were identitied at the micro Ievel. At the meso level issues pertaining to the agency

were voiced. At the macro level there were issues articulated which were of a
professional natu n.
Practice (micro level). At the micro level of practice, nurses identified issues

penaining to the measurement of their work, the practice of redefining policy, and
the need for community health nursing research.

To illustrate the measurement issue, one nurse commented,
It's difficult to masure what we do. You don't know if CHN's have done
a good job because everyone functions quite healthily. M a y k we can
rneasure it more with dysfumtio~ifamilies-who do we get off the social
assistance roles? Or who goes back to School?
Nurses find ways to re-det'ne policy. For example,
We do this all the time-find a way to develop policy, or implement
policy, or to get things done. . . . When it may not be in line witb the
policies the way they are. But they can say those policies are outdated.
This is what this family needs. Or this is what this community needs. And
this is what 1 need to do. I will find a way to work around the policy.
Even our higher ups will suppon that. WC get a lot of good suppon.

The necd for research was exprcssed in the following comment,
I'd r d y like to see more resarch like yours to suppon the role of
community health nursing, and community efforts. Because community is
mu1tidixiplinary, I'm really pleased to sec this. 1 think we need the data
to support that this is the way to go. 1 think this is exciting. I'd like to get
in on some of that research just as a more active participant. I'd like to
see mon research dollars coming the community health way. I'd like to
find out where that money is to get the research to support al1 this.
A~encv(meso Ievei). At least two nurses wantcd to add to the research data, an
emphasis on the need for dialogue on the direction of public health nursing and the

role of the community health nurse. For example one nurse made the following
comments.
What a public health nurse does in the city is so different from what a
public health nurse d a s in the province.

Someone needs to lobby within the health care system against the takeover
of nursing roles and functions by medical practitionen . . . at conferences
1 hear them say they envision themrlves going into the schools-and they
do not need nurses to do this. 1 am concemed that physicians are going to
move in and claim health promotion.
Another concern of mine is we don't have a strong voia for nurses in
Manitoba. MARN could do more in this regard. Some of it could come
from MARN but also our administrators in our various institutions, cg.
who did Seven Oaks consult with about their health promotion centre-it
was the fmily practitioners. niere is no proactive lobbying from PHN's
~ C ~ Uit's
K like . . . we've got enough on our plates, don't give us more.
We aren't doing as much woik in the schools as we wuld because they're
focusing on post-pamm follow-u p. What 's happened to out provincial
health is they've becorne glorified home visiting nurses. 1 also have a great
fcar of giving up some of the holds on post-partum a r e and newborn baby
carc.
Two other nurses expresxd an interest in the role differences between
community health nurses who were employees of The City of Winnipeg and those
who were employees of Manitoba Health. The first nurse commented, "I'd be very

interested in the differences ktween those employed by the City of Winnipeg versus
Manitoba Health

. . we perceive there's a big difference, eg. the role in the school's

totally different. " The second nurse made a similar comment,
1 would be interested to know if other community health nurses share
some of the same concems, or if it's specific to the agency. I've said so
many negative things today about the place where 1 work. Why am 1
there? But I think it's just a sign of the times. That must be the same in

many agencies. What keeps me then is the acnial work with clients.
Because the satisfaction doesn't come from al1 the bureaucratie garbage. 1
derive a lot of satisfaction from the University work. It's a whole "other
perspective. "
Profession (macro levell. Two of the issues which arose in the data had to do
with the interdiripiinary nature of community health nursing and the need for nursing

to define its ternis such as, "community."

Two nurses commented on the interdisciplinary aspect of their role. The first

nurse responded,
When you'rc looking at health promotion policy and our role from a
cornmunity health perspective, we need to branch out into other disciplines
to influence how people think about what impacts health. Where major
decisions are made about our environment, our water supplies, our food
supplies. We are very key in chat because we have a bigger understanding,
eg. impact of a housing cornplex on health.
Similarly, the second nurse provided the following exarnple,
Definitely we work in a pretty interdisciplinary way now, and 1 think that
should definitely coctinue. 1 think physicians need a lot of educatingmaybe they could be more helpful but 1 think an interdisciplinary approach
is really imprtant too. There are one or two physicians that are
supportive of public health but not a lot, generally speaking, they're not
helpful. There's lots of areas that we could use other people and wotk
together, eg. custodian at Unicity-he got the room and organized this
place for kids to corne-he got it staned. 1 guess that's a real cornmunity
son of feeling. Others got involved but he got it started.
One nurse provided the following insightful example of the need for nursing to
define its terms.
1 think it will k important that nursing defines community to the
governments who are saying, we're going to open up these community
healtb clinics. If it's opened in their terrns and nursing has very little
input, then it's not going to be the tnie definition of neighbourhood
nursing or community. It may end up to be the walk-in chic--which is
going to again self-serve physicians and keep jobs for them. Community
had better be defined by nursing, and not by sirnply politicians. and
doctors who say what they don't want to do. And defined by nurses who
a n working in the community. So that nurses aren't simply doing rasks to
make jobs easier for physicians or doing the jobs that physicians don't
want.

Concf usions

Ther results suggest that community healih nurses have embraced a feminist
stance in relation to the provision of services. Currently, programs are strucnired
which focus on women's health while excluding the health and program needs of men
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in the community. The participants were concemed about the exclusivity of these
programs and the way they were strucaire-d and recommended inclusive programming
for a11 community mernbers; thus, advocating for an inclusive philosophy.
Nurses alm identified populations who have traditionally ken marginalized
from community based health services. Nursing is female dominated and this
demographic fact contributes in part to a focus on women's health. This makes sense
given that most women assume responsibility for the heal th of fam ilies. Traditional
women's roles (caring for children, men, and the elderly) have also contributed to the
program focus on maternalkhild health in the community. The consequence is
exclusion or lack of service provision to men and other groups including those not
considered part of mainstream society (e.g., gay, lesbian people). The nurses in this
study brought sensitivity to this issue, and they want a more egalitarian approach to
many areas: poiicy development and implementation, the need for gender balance

among community health nurses, and the inclusion of community members who have
been uaditionally marginalized.
Community health nurses expressed the need to work together, to pool tesources
in the spirit of "professional synergy." In partnerships and collaboration they included

other professions as well, such as social workers and physicians. They envisioned
nurses and physicians working alongside one another. Public health nursing has
traditionally k e n actuaiized so that nurses work independently, but also in isolationthe system functions such that nurses engage in solitary practice. The participants in

this study recognized the need for collaborative work and the need to n u a r e the
collective. There is a difference between independence and working in isolation.
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Nurses enjoy and value their independence but they dislike the fact that the system
promotes isolation at dl levels of practice; for example, the lack of formal structures
that would facilitate collective action.
Nurses stated that there is a need to recognize the value and worth of nursing.
In health care, the medical model has dominated so that what is of value is acute a r e
and treatment. In contrast, comrnunity health nurses rnostly focus on the prevention of

illness and the promotion of health. The curative rnedical model has traditionally
devalued primary prevention and nursing are. Consequently community health nurses
are rnarginalized and undervalued by it. The participants were clear about the need to
recognize the work of nurses. Recognition for women's work in general is needed.
Despite al1 of the negative experiences of community health nurses, the
bureaucratie barriers and the alienation of public health nurses from policy

development and implementation. nurses derived great satisfaction from working with
clients and families. The financial forces, Le., cutbacks, have lirnited the potensial for
community health nursing; however, nurses were hopeful and were able to see some
changes on the horizon. These changes included but were not limited to health care
reform , innovative prograrnm ing, and the quest for professional recognition.
Community health nurses stated that they want to be active participants in
decision making; they want to invest in their agencies and they want to be mon
responsible and accountable for outcornes.
Nurses voiced the need to be more visible in their communities--comrnunities in
which nursing care is provided, the agency that employs them and political
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cornmunities. Nurses recognizcd the power of collective work. For example, they
want to function, as catalysu and participants. as women organizing for change.

Participants identified the need for a vision of comrnunity health nursing. Nurses
observed that at present, a vision for the practice of community health nursing was
absent. Hope, in terrns of community health nuning practice, was rotad as important

to the nurses.
The feminist presence found in this analysis and the healthy relationship between
feminism and nu rsing as expressed by these nurses c m bene fit cornmuni ty health
nursing and contribute to a sense of "cornmunitas."When feminism informs
community health nursing, it can serve io strengthen the health of communities.

CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION

Introduction
The role of the community health nurse in the development and implementation
of health promotion policy is illuminated by this study. Not only do the findings

provide insight into this, the main a x a of the research investigation, but they
underscore the work experience of the community health nurse. The collective voice
of the community health nurse participants contributed a rich source of data for
analysis and discussion.
The World Health Organization (WHO, 1984) defines health promotion as "a

process of enabling people CO increase control over, and to improve, their health" (p.
3). Health is defined as "a resource for everyday life, not the object of living" (p. 3).
The findings of this study have implications for the existing system of policy

development and irnplementation in order to establish health promotion policy that
meets the WHO definition. Not only can recommendations be made in relation to the
process of health policy development and implementation ai al1 levels of the existing
health care system, the second aiea of the study, but additionally the findings have
implications to inform future actions for nursing practice, education, research, and
management (see Figure 5).

1.

What is the role of the community health nurse in the development and
implementation of health promotion policy?

2.

What systematic changes to the existing mechanisms of policy development and
implementation are required to establish health promotion policy which is
congruent with the World Health Organization's definition of "health
promotion "?

F&ue 5. Research questions

In addition to dirussing the findings in relation to the two study questions,
reference is made to the four premises of the study throughout the discussion (see
Figure 6).

Comrnunity health nurses have implemented health promotion policy with
communities, but they do not panicipate in health promotion policy
development.
Feminist approaches have not been brought to bear on the development of health
promotion policy .
Although individual community health nurses may use a feminist approach to the
implementation of heahh promotion policy, they may not identify the approach
as feminist.
Feminist approaches for the development and implementation of health
promotion policy would constitue a major and positive change to currently
existing practice and policy in the health care system.
Research premises

The major findings of the snidy are disaissed within the context of health a r e

reform and the work environment of the wmmunity health nurse. Linkages are also

made with existing literature. Recommendations, arising from the findings, are made
where appropriate.
A feminist analysis was brought to this snidy of 31 community health nurses and

their involvernent in policy making. Lessons leamed from the research experience and
the qualitative approach to conducting research are further discussed. The expectations
and realities of using a feminist paradigm in this study are also exarnined.

Based on this research, a feminist mode1 for policy development and
irnplementation is constnicted and presenied. Table 8 provides a visual overview of
this final dissertation chapter.
Table 8

Thematic Schemata
Chapter Five: Discussion
Introduction
Discussion of Findings
1.
Women 's Work
a.

Micro and Macro Analysis-Uncovering the Oppression of

Women
2.

b. Women's Invisibte Work
nie Conreu of Women 's Work
a. Context of Health Care Reform
b. Hierarchy
c. Women and Power
d. Peer Support and Recognition

e. The Value of Work
f. Evidence-based Outcornes-Quantitative Science
g. Accountability

3.

Women and Policy Development
a. Policy Development With Comrnunitics
b. UrbanlRural Voice in Policy Development
c. Gender and Nursing
d. Nurses Who Were Involved in Policy Developrnent
e. Consequences To Not Being Involved: Resistance
f. Personal Values and the Implementation of Health Policy
Feminist Mode1 For Policy Development and Implementation
Feminist Paradigm
a. Ferninist Analysis
b. Reflexivity
c. Reflection
Summary and Conclusion

Discussion of the Findings
The findings are discussed in relation ro three major themes: Women's Work;
The Conrerr of Women 's Work; and finaily, Women and Policy Development. Wi thin
each theme are categories and there are 15 major categaries in total. These categories

and the relationships that bind hem together aie explored. Table 8 outlines the

categories in each of the theme sections.
Women's Work
Micro and Macro Analvsis-Uncoverina the Opmession of Women
It is evident that oppression is not only present in the lives of women, in

general, but it is also visible in the "work worldwof wmmunity healch nurses. Much

has ken written by feminist scholars about the oppression of women (Frye, 1983,
Hooks, 1984; Lorde 1984; Rich, 1977; Waring, 19%). Traditional nursing practice is

not ferninist; however, an increasing number of nursing scholars have made the link
ktween feminism and nursing (Anderson, 1997; Campbell & Bunting, 1991; Keddy,
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1992; Watson, 1991; Wheeler & Chinn, 1991; Wuest, 1994; Yaros, 1991). In the

literature, then is present a tension between nuning and feminism. Nursing, for the
most part, has not embraced a feminist mode1 (Chinn & Wheeler, 1985; Fahy, 1997;
Oakley, 1993b; Shea, 1994). Nurses have l&ed to more "scientific" approaches to

achieve credibility. Although research evidence is beginning to appear in the nursing
literature based on a feminist analysis (Anderson, Blue, Holbrook & Ng, 1993;
Barbee, 1994; Webb, 1984; Wuest, 1997). this smdy stands alone in bringing a

feminist analysis to an investigation of the work of the community health nurse.
Feminist author, Marilyn Frye (1983), argues that to see the oppression of
women, one neais to look at the issue macroscopically. Frye suggescs that the
rnicroscopic perspective does not serve to make visible the oppressiveness of situations
in the lives of women. When you look at issues macroscopically, what is seen is "a

network of forces and barriers which are systematicalty related and which conspire to
the immobilization, reduction and molding of women and the lives we h e u (p. 7). It
was for this very reawn that the involvement of community nurses in policy making
was studied.

The context of the "work worlds" of these nurses was explored so that

the forces and barriers to their involvement in policy activities could be made visible.

However, 1 also argue that both the macroscopic and microscopic perspectives are
valuable and. rnoreover, are essential io understanding oppressive forces in the "work
worlds" of community health nurses.
It was not until 1 focused on the rnicroswpic "work world" of wmmunity health

nurses that 1 truly began to understand their involvement or rather, their lack of
involvement in health policy development and implementation. And, in fact, the

.
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primary focus of the study shifted from a macro level policy perspective to the micro
level. That is, the community health nurse directly working with clients became the
vantage point. In reality, it was the juxtaposition of the macro and micro lenses and

the interplay between these two views which accord4 a more complete understanding
of the oppression of comrnunity health nurses.

In keeping with the feminist tradition of science (Harding, 1987), this study
made use of multiple lenrs, cg. macroscopic and rnicroscopic. The "true" nature of
the "work world" of cornmunity health nurses as context was brought into focus and

seen more clearly, and in particular, their alienation and marginalization from the
policy development proces.
Nurses' work at the cornmunity level extends to the general public where there
is powerful informal validation of their work. Despite the local or situated "power"
inherent in this work,

it

remains largely invisible and through the agency. Nurses'

work at the micro (practice) level is not formally recognized at the macro
(governmentllegislative) levels of organizational structures. This smdy extends Frye's
work (1983) in that both perspectives (macro and micro) are needed to understand
women, work, and oppressive forces. For it is ai the microscopic work level of the

community heal th nurse whereby macroscopic understanding about nurses'
involvement in health policy is made. It is the interplay of microscopic and
macroscopic perspectives that uncovers the reality of the nurses' role in policy work.
Additionally, understanding these perspectives accords me, as researcher, to "speak"
with authority. Other tesearchers (Kleinman, 1992) have argued for both perspectives

(microscopie and rnacroscopic) in understanding phenornena.

The participants recognized that policy development occurred at the micro level,
e.g. practice and at the macro level. e.g. legislation. In reality, only a few of the

participants engaged in policy deveiopment at the micro level and at the macro level.
These perspectives are accounted for in the interpretation of the data (see Chapter

Four, Findings on p. 250). Participants voiced that they were Iargely excluded from
policy development at the meso (agency) level. It may be that the effet of alienation
polarized or divided participants' involvement in policy development and
implernentation into opposite extremes. Policy deveiopment polarization is overtly
micro-macro. but poliey implementorion appears to occur at the micro-meso levels.
This is an interesting paradox regarding policy development and implementation.

Nurses are alienated from policy development, yet for policy implementation, nurses
are central to the implementation process. This situation caused substantial frustration

for the nurses.
Recommendations:
1.

Further research studies that use micro. mes6 and macro ~erspectives.Not

only would this advance the current state of rescarch, it would have a powerful impact
theoretically-by providing a more complete understanding of the facilitative and
restrictive factors which impinge upon nurses'/women's involvement in policy
developrnent and implementation. In the words of Kleinman (1992).
nie result will be a view from up close in the words of the participants
that captures the microcontext of experience, which then can be funher
contextualized by a view from afar that relates this highly focused
perspective to the larger-sale political, socioeconomic, and cultural forces
that impingc on the local world. (p. 131)

2.

Research that utilizes a feminist research ~aradinrn.One of the great

strengths is that there is a range of "feminisms", and theo inherent research
approaches and the nursing discipline reflecu this (Chinn, 1987; Chinn & Wheeler,
1985). nie dichotomy of qualitative versus quantitative research is challengeci by the
range of feminist approaches to science which accommodate multiple ways of "doing"

science. The application of feminist principles (paradigm) is of primary importance to
science, whether qualitative or quantitative. Therefore, ferninist research on policy
development and implementation is warranted. Additionally , "fern inisrns" transcend
diriplinary boundaries and approaches to science and it is for these rasons that the
feminist paradigm has application to the nursing discipline. Much of the work of
nursing is interdisciplinary and especially the work of community health nurses.

3.

Nurses need to be Dan of and present in policv deveio~mentat the macrd

meso levels. A grass roou approach to policy development is needeâ and would

knefit a11 groups involved in public health promotion: nurses, agencies, governments,
and clients. As it is now, nurses are alienated frorn policy development and

implementation. Involvement in policy development and implementation constinites an
exceptional case. This recommendation needs to k actualized in order to achieve the
far reaching goal of formulating policy "wiih" communities.
4.

Nurses need to be conscious of their aower and act on it. They necd to use

their power as a force for change. As nurses becorne more involved in making
change, they will leam to trust the process. Their experience with health care reform

seems on1y to have served to increase their oppression and their ultirnate scepticism
about dl change in their "work worlds."

5.

Nurses need to be educated about mlicv develo~ment.This can be done

for example, through continuing education programs for nurses who are already
practicing. Courses or rminan could be undertaken in partnership with the Faculty of
Nursing at the University of Manitoba. The application of distance technologies could

be made use of so that community healtb nurses throughout the province could
panicipate. This could commence with an on-line provincial workshop for community
health nurses wilh plans for follow-up sessions. Additionally, educational sessions

could take place at the micro level with interested community health nurses otganizing
themselves around a policy issue, and with facilitation, strategizing for change.
Nursing education at the baccalaureate level needs to address policy and possibly
include a practicum. Policy, as a topic, might be iniegrated in al1 nursing courses.

These learning opportunities could k televiseci to communities so that practicing
nurrs could participate and continue their education ai the wotk site. Education
through the medium of television would make it possible for anyone from the
community to leam, lhus strengthening the communities' resolve to participate in
policy development. However, distance technologies have limitations; for exarnple,
the power of bringing women together in one place is potentially greater.

Women's Invisible Work

Women's invisible work has been the subject of rnany scholars (Hume & Offen,
1981; Kelly-Gadol, 1987; Luxton & Rosenberg, 1986; McPherson, 19%; Waring,

19%; Weisner, 1987). The lack of recognition for work done by women in the public

and ptivate sphercs is not a new issue. What is new, and what this research brings
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into focus, is the issue when work done by women is "public", Le., mandated by the
govemment to protect and preserve the heaith of the public and at the same tirne the
work is enacted or carrieci out traditionally in the "private" sphere, Le., the home of

the client living in a comrnunity. We know from this study that the work in these
spheres remains invisible and not valued beyond the nurses and their clients.
Much of the work performed by community health nurses is invisible and
remains unknown. For the general public, when services are required, community
health nursirig becornes visible to particular families and particular care situations. For

those who do not require services. nursing remains virtually invisible to the
comrnunity at large. Additionally. the agency has knowledge of the work assigned

CO

nurses which is measured "quantitatively." Qualitative outcornes and the values held as
important by the nursing staff, i.e., interpersonal relationships, and caring remain
invisible and thus not forrnally recognized nor rewarded by the management
personnel. Moreover, the agency remains officially unaware of how policy is
actualized in the field, and how nurses tailor and "subven* top-down policy.
Coilectively, structural dimensions related to the "work world" e.g.. isolation
among nurses, quantified workload mcasuremenu of agency-derived priorities, moral
obligation of nurses to refonnulate policy and rnake it "fitwwith the realities of their
practicc context, and the lack of rewards for the core caring values of nursing, serve
to silence these women's voices and contribute to the invisibility of their work.

In patriarchal systems such as the health care system, the voices of women are
silenaxi (Shemin, 1992). However, as this study suggests, the silencing is cornplex,
and idenciQing the system as patriarchal does not necessady identib how the system
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needs to be changed. It is true that nurses do not seek ir, know or understand a system
that does not value the very essence of their work. The concept of hegemony, defined

as the construction and imposition of unitied thinking tbat serves the interesu of
dominant groups (Ristock & Pennell. 1996; Stanley & Wise, 1990), cm be
appropriately applied as nurses live this experience every day and are challenged to
step back and critically examine the situation in which they find themselves. This is
difficult to do in a system that promotes alienation. The quest of ihis study, in part,
was to make the invisible, visible. The major forces contributing to the invisibility of

community health nursing practice are outlined in Figure 7.
-
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Structural Dimension-Nurses Working in Isolation
Quantified Workload Measures of Agency-Derived Priorities

Clandestine Policy Reformulation By Nurses
Discounting Caring Values
Fimire 7. The invisibility of community health nursing practice

Importantly, the "public accounu" or the daily statistics kept by nurses, and

demanded by the agency (requiring endless houn of work and personal tirne) a n not
included in the statistics used by the Manitoba Centre for Hcalth Policy and
Evaluation. Therefore, the work of community health nurses continues to remain
invisible at the expense of this purposeles data collection effort. Their work, in the
form of these statistics, is not used by decision makcrs in the development of health
policy. Even when quantitative statistics are generated, comrnunity health nurses do
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not contribute to the development of heaith policy. Work which m l d influence policy
makers in the form of quantitative aceounu remains invisible. Moreover, this data
collection is detrimental in that it does not include or encompass much of the
important work conducted by community health nurses. It is the argument of feminist
activist, Marilyn Waring (1996) that measurements render so much of the work of
women invisible. Through feminist scholarship which entails critical reflection on
professional and personal circurnstances, nurses can challenge the status quo and
question rituals, i.e., keeping endless statistics, that are taken for granted.
There is a need for nurses to rnake "caring" social capital (Cox, 1997). One of
the ways to achieve this is to measure the work of nurses in a qualitative way.

Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1985) speaks about the value of innovative ideas. These rich
contributions by nurses and their outcornes oui be rneasured qualitatively (Kendall,
1997).

There is a need to understand the complex issues embedded in the "patriarchal

system." This research has uncovered some of ther complexities. Nurses and
agencies can take action based on feminist rholarship. This approach enlightens and
empowers nurses to becorne activisu within their own community of nurses. Feminist
consciousness-raising may be an outcorne of the activist process. Two nurses
panicipated in policy development at al1 three levels; local. provincial and national
policy making arenas. Both nurses (one female and one male) were community
activisu and had experience in how to mobilize communities through their personal
and professional comrnunity activist roles. niere is power in nurses organizing.

4
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Wheeler and Chinn (1991) argue for the importance of wornen working together to
learn and create realities based on feminist values.

Nurses can make the invisible, visible with their power. However, they need to
actualize this power. In other words. nurses simply cannot wait for the agency andfor

professional associations to tak action for them. For exarnple, nurses in this study
could cal1 a meeting at Crossways in Common-a community facility. and they could
meet, plan, and develop strategies for change. They can share the responsibility for
how things are a d through the process of feminist political activism effect change.

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries public health nursing and, later,
community health nursing evolved from practice in the home. known as home health
are; community organiting; and political intervention on behalf of aggregates
(Swanson, 1993). Rosen notes that district nursing as we know it today was first
developed by William Rathbone in Engiand during the rime of Florence Nightingale.

He divided the community into 18 districts; each was assigned a nurse and social
worker to meet the needs of their communities for nursing, social work, and health
education. He consulted Florence Nightingale who provided for the training of district
nurses, "health nurses" (as cited in Swanson, 1993).
More than 100 years later, the concept of district nursing with one nurse
assigned to a district is entrenched in the organization of community nursing services.
ûver tirne the direct support to the nurses Le., social worker and othen has ken lost.
This study indicates that community health nurses would prefer to work in wms of

nurses. At minimum. a "dyad" (iwo nurses) in the same communitylconstituencies
could serve to decrease professional isolation. This approach also fiu ktter with the

"new public health" primary health care fccus. For example, parmerships,
collaboration, rnaximizing human resources, and community involvement.
Recom mendations:
6.

Nurses' work should be oreanized so that nurses are workine in dvads.

Two nurses working in the same area (neighbourhood, district, catchment area) would
provide opporainities for them to work as a team, set priorities together and
implement strategies appropriate to the context. For example, it may be best for one
nurse tc make visits in the home on a particular day while the other nurse engages in

a community development project. In this way many different strategies cm corne to
strengthen the health of the community. This reuimrnendation addresses a change to
the stnictural dimension of the agency and addresxs the issue of nurses working in

isolation.

7.

A "communitv develooment" ao~roachneeds to be broueht to agncv

structures and functionine. The challenge is to change agency structures and shift the
organization from individual nurses to team (a collective). This shift needs to take
place ai the conceptual and applied levels. A collective of women working together

toward a similar goal-bringing together resources is needed. S m (1997) observecl,
however, that government policy makers and the medical profession through control
of the health agenda had a disabling effect on primary health care practitioners. One
of the particular consequences was the reluctance of community h d t h nurses to form

a collective group which would strengthen their power base. The collective,
"community health nurses", need to develop themselves as a community. Nurses have
the requisite skills-they apply these skills with communities and community rnembers,
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Now, they need to apply these skills to their own comrnunity of nurses. Energies bat

are extended outward (to the micro level), now need to be directed inward (to the
meso and macro levels).
8.

Marketing strateeies need to be established. The public needs to be

educated about the work of the community health nurse. In fact, this education needs
to occur at al1 levels (policy rnakers, decision rnakers, govemment, other agencies,
and the gencral public). An image needs to be created that presents the intelligent
work of the community health nurse whether it be, for example, promoting the health
of a "new mom" and baby in the client's home or community activism where the
nurse and community rnembers work together for policy change. This

recommendation addresses the invisibility of nurses work in the public domain. An
expected outcome would be public support for nurses.
9.

Cornmuniw develo~mentneeds to be f'ullv understood b~ nurses and

anencies and valued as a health orornotion i

m

l The concept is not

an eitherlor decision, i.e., home visiting or community development. The decision to
visit in the home and engage in comrnunity development should be based on meeting

community needs so that the goal of strengthening communities is achieved. This rnay
mean bringing clients together who are known to the nurse through home visiting and

heiping hem rnobilize for support and the meeting of their collective health needs.
Nurses working in the home, in reality, are working in the cornmunity for the benefit

of the whole comrnunity. Based on the data of this study there was a range of
undersmding as to what constitutes community development.

10. A feminist ~aradinmbroueht to management. Nurses themselves have a

responsibility for educating and informing the public about their "invisible" work that
has a profound impact on their lives or health a r e . Whether this be the "work of
nursing" or the "work of women,"the expectation for recognition is practically nonexistent. And so this work remains unvalueâ, unrccognized, and invisible. The
bureaucracy which is male dorninated and administratively hierarchical, forces nurses
to engage in clandestine a n d h subversive policy nshaping. Hooks (1984) noted that
women do not shape government policy equally with men. Moreover, and in relation
to the findings of this study, "the power the dominant pany exercises is maintained by

the threat of punishment if the hierarchical structure is threatened" (p. 120). What is

needed is a change ro the organization of the agencies (the hierarchical nature of
agencies needs to be flattened) whereby nurses at the field level are vaiued for their
observations, insights, creativity and understanding of what policy development is
needed. Biley and Whale (1996) argue for feminist approaches to change.
11. The effectiveness of nursine aractice needs to be documented throuph

research and publication. Research is needed that detemines the effectiveness of the
work done by nurses (Josten, 1997; Kendall, 1997). In addition, community health
nurses need to conduct or panicipate in research that contributes to irnproving
practice. These research and publication activities can k undertaken in conjunction
with nurse researchers and the goal should be toward research in parmership with the
community.
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12. A demonstration ~roiectneeds to be bfanned and conducted to determine
the value of nurses workinn in dvads. Because there are cosu involved, having two

nurses working in one constituency (district, etc.), the costs and benefits need to be
credibly evaluated.

The Context of Women's Work
Context of Health Care Refonn
A community health nurse has the Surden of authority; that is, responsibility

with limited resources and increasing work demands leading to occupational fatigue
and an energydeprived system (Manitoba Nurses' Union [MNU],1996, 1998).
However, dwindling resources can serve as a catalyst to challenge the status quo.

Nurses in this study envisioned a fonvard strategy arising out of health care
reform and yet, what they have experienced is more work with fewer resources. What
is needed are energies, resources, and places for connection and support. lncluded in
the nurses vision was the need to irnprove builth not just cut health a r e costs. The
WHO Regional Office has a position on health care reform and States clearly that it

must be about improving health. They express concern that in most countries hulth
care refonn focuns on cost-cutting and inadequatc attention given to the long-tem

health effecu of these interventions (WHO. 1997). In promoting the case for health,
the WHO Regional Office, Department of Health Policy and Services, ha provided
support and established scientific and ethical platforrns to review current reform and

on which to base future action. Academics, professionais and policy-makers from

countries around the world, including Canada, have made contributions to this stance.
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Will the comrnunity/community health nurse partnership flourish in the ongoing
health care reform in Manitoba? Does the empowering process stand a chance in the
new struchire? Will it be possible to unravel the power relationships which exist?
These are questions prompted by the fhdings of this study as structures and processes

change in the organization and delivery of health care services.

Data were collected during the time of health a r e reform. In addition to "cost
cuttingw,then are issues of concem to women and the health a r e nform proceu. It
is worthy to note that in the Manitoba reorganization of the health care system, Le.,
the Manitoba Regional Health Authorities (RHAS), health professionals (including

nurses) with one exception (CEO. Winnipeg Community & Long Term Care
Authority) are excluded from these boards. The chief executive officers (CEOs)are
predominantly male. With three exceptions, al1 RHAs in the province of Manitoba are
led by men. Ten out of thirteen CEOs are male (B. Hague, personal communication,

June 22, 1998). The three women CEOs are in Marquette. NOR-MAN and, Winnipeg
Community & Long Tenn Care Authority. Nurses are involved in the community
health needs asxssment(s) but are nmoved from the Boards; they can labour but not

make decisions. Frye (1983) in her argument for the macro perspective is correct as
tbe curnnt reorganization of health care dernonstrates "who" holds the executive

decision-rnaking positions. What is happening in health care reform on a large sale is

an entrenchment of the way things have ken in the pst-women are excluded from
decision making. This study on community health nurses is a microcosm of the larger

system .
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Recomrnendations:
13.

EvaIuation research addressinn auestions about the im~actof health a r e

reform. A replication of this snidy, approximately three years following the
introduction of the Regional Health Authorities is recommended. nie findings from
this study are now observed to be happening on a larger seale. Women/nurses are
invisible yet again (see Figure 8).

Cost cutting; doing more with less
Microsystem replicated at the macrosystcm level
Women excluded from policy development and implementation
Alienation and marginalization of women
m r e 8. Experiences of nurses within the context of health care reform

14.

Nurses need to be wsitioned at the management and wlicv levels of the

health care svstem. As it is now, their absence is evident. This should not be in the

form of tokenism but should be based on their intelligence. cornpetence, and value to
the system. Nursing leadership at the policy and senior management levels would be
engaged in decisions about the allocation of community health resources. One of the
ouicornes to this change would be that those involved in policy making roles will

recognize and act on the fact that nurses who work with cornmunities have something
valuable to contribute to policy maùing.
15.

Further feminist research to detemine how women are excluded from

health wiicv develo~ment.Expansion of my study on a larger sale to examine how

wornen in other setting are excluded from health policy development and

implementation. The assumption is that health care refon is setting the stage, yet
again, for the exclusion of women. How women are king excluded from the policy

development process is an important question.

Hierarchv
The data reveal a structural impediment in the bureaucraties of cornmunity
health are. "Getting the work done for the hierarchywor "attending to the work of
the hierarchy of the system" w e n expresxd by study participants. With respect to the

main question of the snidy, nurses' energy is channelled into the maintenance of
management jmlicy, rather than the development of health policy in the community.
Ferguson (1984) argues that bureaucracy separates people from one another in
their acrivities and from themselves in their roles; "and our dependency on the very
organizations that spawn this fragmentation is perpeaiated" (p. 13). In the case of
community health nurses and using Ferguson's argument, isolation is a "modus
operandin of bureaucracy. Although isolation is a panicular aspect of the nature of
community health nurses work (in homes), the hierarchical structures in the
bureaucracy are well served and pcrpeniated by the isolation. For example, nurses a n
silenced, distanced from each other, and disrnnced from the vcry bureaucracy that is
making decisions about thern. 1s it any wondcr then,

that

the response of community

health nurses to burcaucracy and hierarchical structures as a means of suMval is

silence. In the words of Audre Lorde, "your silence will not protect you" (as cited in

Ferguson, 1984, p. 3). As well, the destruction of personal relations, and even self
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identity is evident because of a process which isolates and fragments interaction with
others. One consequence is the rendering of victims silent (Ferguson, 1984). The
theoretical construction of bureaucracies by Ferguson and her feminist analysis is
cunsistent with the findings of this study.
Recommendations:
16. To brine a feminist analvsis herswtive) to the critiaue of the

bureaucratic structures and hierarchical relationships in health care oreanizations and
in ~articu
lar those novemin~the ornanizaiion of ~ u b l i chealth (nursin~services). This

analysis will provide insight into the systern based changes that are required to
improve the "work world" of women, as well as the care provided to community

mem bers.

Women and Power

This study is about the need for change so that women are not cogs in a

bureaucratie wheel. It is about the need for taking an active role in policy
development and implementation, a role they are systematically disenfranchised from.
Contrary to traditional nursing prarrtice, which is not feminist, and where the power is
at the top of a hierarchical health care system, community health nurses do have
power and can actualize it for their knefit and for the benefit of the community. This
study is about the imperative for community health nurses to 'exercise their power."
It is important not to categorize these community health nurses as victims. Even
though their work lives, like other women's experiences historically, have not ken

immune to longstanding subordination by men, they like other women are agents of
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history. For example, Denfeld (1995) reminds her readers that Victorian society in
England inspired the first feminist movement and ferninists won social battles which
allowed rnarried women to control their earnings (1878), attend universities such as
Oxford and Cambridge (1870). and finally vote (1919). As the new millennium
approaches, women (community health nurses) are still subjugaced to patriarchal and
bu raucratic systerns.

This research reveals how health care systems create barriers to the involvement
of community nurses in policy development. As chey exist now, they are systems of

domination (Sherwin, 1992) with a "top-down" flow rather han a "bottom-upm

approach to decision rnaking. Although the "newmrhetoric in public heal th enxonces
that decisions be made at the community Ievel (Manitoba Health, 1994b, 1997a,

1997d). the existing organizational structures, examined in this study, disregarded
their own community: public health nurses.
One of the consequences to the marginalization of "community" is dependency.

The findings show that the foremost accountability in the work life of community
health nurses is to the organization. Thus, an expectation on the pan of nurses is that

the organization must make changes to better things in the work milieu. Community
hcalth nurses, however, need io apply the sarne community activisrn skills that they

use with clients/communities to themselves. Community activism could provide nurses
an opportunity to numire each other's strengths and promotc rlf-can as an antidote
to burn-out in an oppressive milieu (Styles, 1995).
Women's subordination to men is an issue feminists have identified from the

kginning of the feminist movemen t. However, women have subordinated other

women. A woman in a position of power does not ensure a fcminist use of that
power. Women can implement power in ways that alienate other women, in ways

similar to men who have historically alienated women. The subordination of women

by women is an issue for nursing as the profession is predominately female. When the
nurses in this saidy speak about "the men in suiu" making policy.

it

is also truc that

"women in suiü" are quite capable of making policy and in the process alienate other
women, i.e., nurses.
Some women stop the promotion of other women in careers and often another
wornan must come to the aid of her colleague. In the words of Bell Hooks (1984),
1 am alarmed by the violence women do to each other: piofessional
violence, cornpetitive violence, emotional violence. 1 am alarmed by the
willingness of women to enslave ocher women. I am alarmed by a growing
absence of decency on the killing floor of pmfessional women's worlds.
(p. 49)

The values of are, responsibility , and community development held by community
health nurses are violated when women enforce oppression just as they are when men
do the enforcing. In nursing, the question whatever happened to "Sisterhood" begs to
be asked. The term Sisterhood is used to convey solidarity or feminist community.

Sisterhood involves respecting diversity and does not mean uniformity or sarneness. In
relation to oppression and power, nurses need to direct their energies to helping
themrlves; to strengthening their own community.
Recommendation:
17.

Ensure that existing management structures are not realaced by a new

"o~~ressive"
structure that is disresmctful of mwer-and does not wrmit wwer to
used for the benefit of the nurses and the communitv/~ub~ic.

Peer Su~mrtand Recognition
There was Iittie fonnal recognition for the overall work of community health
nurses. Nor was there any recognition from peers for those nurses who were involved
in policy development. Eighteen nurses did not even expect recognition. They
continue to be oppressed and overworked.

Nurses as a "community" (an organized group of persons bound together by ties
of social, cultural or ocmipational origin or geographic location), defined the same as
client/community, need to be educated around valuing and recognizing the importance

of policy development. This need ties in with the lack of peer recognition which is
symptomatic of a serious problem within the agency. When agencies do not support
(philosophically and tangibly) nurses' involvement in policy development, then nurses
do not support each other. For example, nurses state "1 have to pick up the [her]

work" rather than "good for her. She's involved in policy development. " Nurses
conclude that if the agency does not value involvement in policy development, "Why
shouid I?"
Team work versus independent practice wac an issue coming out of the research
of Gott and O'Brien (as cited in Sun, 1997). In my study there was this contras
between nurses wbo saw themselves as members of a team and nurses who saw
themselves as independent practitioners. Some nurses saw themselves working with

the community as client and some were more centered in individual and farnily home
visits. Gon and O'Brien expressed concern about the nurses' struggle to disassociate
themselves from the profession to which they belonged. Bryar and Bytheway argue

.

that "teamwork is not the natural khaviour of practitioners who have chosen to work
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outside institutions in community senings when they have more scope for independent
practice" (as cited in Sun, 1997, p. 180). Stun argues that "the reluctance of
community nurses to unite with their nursing colleages impedes their ability to
challenge the degrce of wntrol exercised over the macro direction of their work by
politics and the medical profession" (p. II).
Recommendations:
18. Tearnwork. and "esmit de coms" bc fostered within the anencv. It is Hook's
(1984) argument that sameness is not necessary for solidarity to exist. McPherson
(1996) found in her study of Canadian nursing that women drew stnngth from female

networks.
19. The need to nurture colleaeueshi~not o n l ~for the a d of nurses but also

for the eood of the communitv. A need to nurture the colleagueship which was valued
by nurses in this study. A sense of community, of Sisterhood: solidarity and feminist

community,involves respecting diversity and dœs not mean uniformity or sameness
(Hooks, 1984).
20. Colleanues need to ~rovideeach other with mutual su~mrtand

understandine. They need to work together and support each other. They need CO
value and practice collective decision making. What is needed or will occur as an
outcorne is social consensus and a concentration on praccss not power. A lack of

sacial consensus promotcs alienation. Social consensus would assist nurses as a
community to move from the margin to the centre of decision making.
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The Value of Work

The nature of how work is valued is a question chat arises from the data. The
quantifiable aspect of work is valued. Introducing a qualitative approach to rewarding
work would

at

least provide a balance to what currently exists. Participants identifid

that quality of work was not rewarded by the agency, but it was the basis of the work
nurses found personally satisfjhg. Statistics kept by community health nurses (public
health nurses) are not used by the Manitoba Centre for Health Policy and Evaluation.
The home care s~tjsticsare not available either (C. Black, personal communication,
March 20, 1997).
Nurses appear to be functioning in their agencies without a reward system for
their work. When asked about rewards many of the nurses responded with "shock"
and surprise. Participants were unable to consider king rewarded for their

performance. Chinn (1987) argues that as nurses we have been socialinxi to think of
ourselves and Our work as not valuable and infcrior. Reward comprises recognition
for contributions and has the effect of validating their role. Individuals should be
recognized and their work valued. This is not a reality for the nurse and agencies
should be fostering the reality that work is valued.
What is interesting is that to shift the locus of nurse's accountability to the
clientlcommunity, the agency will need to re-examine the work that it rewards and the
nature of ther muards. The work that nurses find rewarding is very much client,
comrnunity, consumer driven. nius, a paradox exists whcreby nurses a n primarily
rewarded by the client, and yet, nurrs are accountable to the agency which does not
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"reward" them for their work. Nurses becorne "caught"between their client's needs
and their agency's own organizational priorities.

In the experience of these nurses, the health care system is not a system that
rewards. In the words of the nurses, "We are not rewarded from the top of the
system" and "The agency doesn't do very much rewarding." And, in fact, as another
nurse stated, "WCare made to feel we aren't working hard enough. " Is this any
different from the way other women have felt living/working in patriarchal structures

in sociefl The experiences of ther nurses mirrors the experiences of other women
and their work of caring whether in the "public" or "private" spheres of life.

Recommendations:
21.

Criticallv examine how aualitative data can be incoqmrated into "the

measurement" of communitv health nurses' work.
22.

Establish a reward svstern wherebv there is congruence between what is

valued bv the client and what is valued bv the apencv.

Evidence-based Outcomes-Ouantitative Science
There is a trend toward what is called evidence-based practice (Clark, 1997;
Kendall, 1997; National Forum on Health, 1997). This raises the question about what
is evidence? Sally Kendall in the U.K. relates the story of the "singing man." An
elderly man was living in the cornmunity alone, surviving on little money, depressed,
isolated, and experiencing the pain of a k g ular. A graduate nursing student (district
nurse) treated his leg ulcer, but she also carried out indepth interviews (experience of
living with a leg ulcer), used a phenomenological approach and systematically
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analyzed the interviews. Three months after her are, the man was able to corne to the
ulcer c h i c at the Health Centre for follow-up. His presence was known b u s e he
could k heard "singing" in the corridor. She concludes that her student twk the time
to listen to this man's story-documented and systematically analyzed his experiences.
The size of the leg ulcer. the more quantifiable measure of his care, was far less

relevant than the fact that he wêc "singing." "These experiences are testimony to
nursing effectiveness and provided sorne of the kst evidence for primary health care
nursing practiccw(p. 13).
The agency measures success/values, in terms of the number of visits, and this
is how the work of the cornmunity health nurse is determined. i.e., contributing to the
financial viability of the organization. Nurses understood, however, that health
promotion and disease prevention do not necessarily entail home visits. This is in
conflict with the manner in which the agency measures productivity, Le., the number

of home visits. Health promotion is abstract and the nurse views the agency's concern
as "not enough heads have been checked for lice", Le., the agency's need for
çoncrete, measurable quantifiable information. The message is that in health
promotion work, the community health nurse is not doing enough.
Recommendation:
23. Mu l tide evidence-based outcornes. i .c.. trianmilation. that do iusticc to the

nurses' "work world. "
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Accountabilitv
Explicit accountability can be viewed as the "official" accountability, the reality

of what exists and it refiects what the nurse d a s from the agency's perspective.
Implicit accountability, on the other hand, reflects the "unofficial" position. what the
nurses would like to do, what they want or desire. It appeared that nurses want more
accountability to the nursing profession and to the client and less accountability to the
agencyforganization. With respect to amuntabili ty to the agency , they viewed
themrlves more accountable to die macro level structures of government (e.g.
Manitoba Health or the City of Winnipeg). Despite wanting to be more accountable to
their clients, nurses were pressured by their agency to be more accountable to the
agency .

Accountability to the agency reprernu an old order of management. In the new
order, the organization chan is reversed so that the first order of accountability is to
the client. The power relationship of the organization with the nurses becomes
evident. The system is forcing nurses to be accwntable to the organization and is

doing so at the expense of the client to whom the nurses provide care. In the nurses'
experience. explicit accountability is so strong that it silences implicit accountability.
Nurses feel accountable to where they get paid, the organization, which suggests
the power of the patriarchal system. As one nurse commented, "we are employees.
not entrepreneurs." Community health nurses in this study are employees of
government when there is a need to be politically correct and where the silencing of
nurses serves a purpose. In this way and in many other ways the govemance of public

health services co-opu the work of community health nurses. Kanter (1977) argues
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that power increases as one rises in the hierarchy. In a recent comparative study of
public health nurses and nurse managers (public health supervisors) conceming power
and opportunity in public health nursing work environments, the researchers Haugh
and Laschinger (19%) conclude that public health nurses often feel powerless in their

work settings.
Accountability is more important than ever in society. The implications are a
greater emphasis on the need for nurses to document through research the
effectiveness of their practice as well u conducting research that contributes to
improving practice (Hockey, 1995; Josten, 1997; Kendall, 1995). 1 would extend the
argument to include partnerships with the community.
Recornmendations:
24.

Prirnaw accountabilitv needs to be wi th the communitv/~u
blic. Toward

this end, nurses need to view themselves as autonomous practitioners.
25.

Research conducted in ~aftnershi~
with the community/~u
bl ic. "Action

research" is needed whereby the community/public owns the tindings, not the
organizationiagency.

Women and Policv Develo~men[

Pokv Develo~mentWith Communitie$
Nurses voiad ovemhelmingly the n a d

CO be

involved in policy development at

local. provincial, and national levels. They are the front line workers. they know
where the action is, they know what's going on; they have a good sense of what is
needed in policy development. The policy activity that individual nurses have with
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their diverse communities is important, but even more important is the plurality of
voiccs from the diverse constituencies king heard (Comack, 1996; Luxton &
Rosenberg, 1986; Wine & Ristock, 1991).
There is much work to be done to tmsfonn rhetoric into reality and for
communities to k involved in policy formulation. Changes need to occur, Le., the
hierarchical nature of agencies needs to change so that community health nurses
working in the field a n valued for their observations, insights, creativity and
understanding about what policies are needed and what evidence to apply and how to
strengthen the partnership with communities. This change in itself would move us one
step closer CO the "reshaping" of policy by community health ourses and the
community-both "publics" working together. Community health nurxs are not king
heard in the structure of agencies as they now exist. However, the voices of the

clienu/community are king heard by nurses. This outcome of the smdy speaks
strongly for a pamership of policy development at the cornmunity level.
There is a growing expectation in the literature that the community be involved
in policy formulation. I would argue that this has a better chance of happening when
the community health nurse is involved in partnership wi th the comrnunity . The

comrnunity health nurse knows how to assess wmmunity needs, has the community
developrnent skills and the advocacy skills to bring to this parmership. The community
health nurse and the cornmunity can work together for healthy public policy.

Pat Clpponi (1997) cautions against "colonizing Our communities" and argues in

favor of providing communities the tmls they need to "do their work. " This stance
accords authority and tesources to the community. Community health nurses have the
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community development skills and advocacy skills to work with communities in this

.

way Comrnunity health nurses, historically , have been sttong advocates for their

communities.
With respect to issues of class in the 'work world" of community health nurses,
the argument can be made that they are predominantly educated, white people
working in the core of Winnipeg communities. McPherson (1996)).in her historical
study of Canadian nursing, did an analysis of stams-racial nlationships. She found

"whiteness in nursing", whiteness in terms of social privilege. She also found a
difference in the privilege of community health nurses when compareci to hospita1
nurses. Community health nurses were more "privileged" working in the homes of
clients (they enjoyed relatively more autonomy and higher wages). Smith, Towers,
and MacKintosh (1997) in the U.K. concluded rhat effective integration of community

health and social care involves the need to overcome both social class and cultural
divisions. They also dimvered, as in this study, the extensive integration of informal
health and social care networks ktween district nurses and home carers. They
recommend healthlsocial care integration which builds on working patterns arnong
district nurses and home carers (micro), rather than beginning from the Ievel of joint
commissioning (macro).
Recommendation:

26. &IV

a communitv develo~mentfrarnework with resDect to the

establishment of mlicv.
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UrbanIRural Voice in Poficv Develo~ment
In urban community nursing there is a lack of collective voice. There are many

individual voices who have to be heard, but as individual voices they lack volume.
This is in contrast to rural community nursing where the collective voice was
identifid by participants to k much stronger. The reason given for this contrast was
the smaller number of nurses in rural public health and their voices are stronger
because there are fewer to hear from. Since "everyone knows everyone else" in rural

communities, the collective spirit is usually strong and coming together on issues is
very much a natural pan of the way rural wmmunities function. Community selfreliance is a value found in rural communities. Women in rural communities find the
time, interest and energy to meet in formal organizations. Rural hornemakers clubs,
for example, when these women's groups are the primary source of health education

(Bushy, 1991). Many multidisciplinary community participants share in problem
miving. Bushy hirther writes bat

nital

communities prefer less organized bureaucracy

and value govemment that is locally facuseû. Perhaps because there are fewer people
to organize and there is less hierarchy of structure, Le., more local focus to

governance, nurses in rural communities an more invoived in policy issues. In urban
rttings, the reduced volume of voice rnay reflect the lack of organisation of public

health nurses in relation to policy development. However we do not know this for

certain and further research is nceded.
Recommendation:
27.

Replication of this studv with rural communitv health nurses to determine

their involvement in mlicv makinn.

Gender and Nursing
To what extent is the dienation experienced by community health nurses around
policy development gender-based and how much of it is attributable to the nursing
discipline? This is a wmplex question and was not the focus of this study. It is
difficult to separate nursing issues from women's issues. Apan from the comment
about policy development king the prerogative of "the old boy's club", we also know
that al ienation has oher roots as well (sce Chapter Four, Findings on page 243).
Nursing as a profession has been and continues to be a predominantly female
occupation. !t is considered a tniism

to

state that nursing is women's work

(McPherson, 1996). The "feminimtionwof an occupation occurs when that occupation
takes on the gendered position of female subordination. Ferguson (1984) argues that

the feminine role is inherently depoliticizing, in that it requires women to intemalire

an image of themselves as private rather than public beings. The discipline of nursing
is not recognized for its poteniial to develop or influence health policy. nie
exceptions include the canada Health Act (1984) and in Manitoba, the establishment

of the Community Nursing Resource Centres (CNRCs)(1994). In the case of the
Canada Health Act, the Canadian Nurses Association (CNA) had a longstanding

cornmitment to "Medicare", and a cornmimient to broaden the detinition of
practitioner, to include nurses. The CNA had strong knowledge and strong leadership
(President and a bureaucrat within the leadership structure). They lobbied hard and
were successful. In the case of the CNRCs, then was a strong nursing leader who
was "heard"by the government and who lobbied formally and informally. Also there

was strong leadership corning from the cornmittee who wrote the report on Nurse
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Managed Care (Manitoba Health, 1994a). Other provinces also have had successes in

influencing changes to health policy based on a nursing perspective. An example is the
strong leadership to influence policy by the Registered Nurses Association of British
Columbia (RNABC)in the establishment of the Comox Valley Nursing Centre

(CVNC)(1996).
Thirty participants, al1 women. discussed what their "work worldwwas about in
terms of policy development. For hem, it was a gender issue; the issue is gender
since nursing is overwhelminqly fernale. The snidy confirms a grcat power differendal
between community health nurses and policy makers: disenfranchisement, alienation,

marginalization, and resistance.
Although lirnited (e.g. one male nurse) the data suggests that gender may
supersede professional orientation, Le., a male who is also a nurse was one of two
participants who was involved at the local. provincial and national levels of policy
development. If gender supersedeci professional orientation, then this is an example of
gender and the ability to transcend the oppression of nurses.
Recommendation:
28.

Future research to snidv male communitv health nurses. This follow up

study would include interviews with male cornmunity health nurses. This m p l e
would provide a comparative group.

Nurses Who Were lnvolved in Policv Development
Some nurses (n =7) were successful in policy development. Nurses who were
poiitical/social activists in their personal and professional lives were more involved in.
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policy development at al1 levels (local, provincial and national). These nurses used the
political system and previous experience in shaping policy. In this study, there was
congruence between the personal and professional "worlds" of nurses in relation to
policy and social change involvement. Also, when nurses are involved in policy
development, the nature of the involvement is predorninately cornmittee work.
Factors shaping the nurses' involvement in policy development included:
personal life experience, gender (case of one male nurse), marginalized staais of a
particular group in society, Le., gays and lesbians, and cornmitment to an activist
role. Ther factors have a prsonal sense of ethics and mords associatecl with them.
Nurses found opporninities outside of their work structures to engage in policy
development and in particular with the Manitoba Public Health Association (MPHA)
and the Canadian Public Health Association (CPHA). Why is it that the MPHA has a
higher level of involvement by nurses than the nurses' own agency? Why are nurses
able to engage in policy development with MPHA and not within the context of their
work environment? MPHA is interdixiplinary and utilizes a colleagial approach. The
structure is non-hierarchical and supponive as well as provides recognition to al!
participants. Nurses found a bewr fit with MPHA whcre they were accorded personal
and professional respect.

There is something about MPHA that is encouraging-it provides opporainities
for leadership arnong nurses. The MPHA and CPHA are non-hiearchical. Value and
power is beyond hierarchy. The valuing of nurses and the power accordeci to them is
not limited to hierarchy and do exist outside the contut of hierarchy. Profesional
nlationships are collectively interdiriplinary and go beyond the boundaries of

specitic disciplines. Relationships are characteriled by respect and col legiality . There

is an invitation exmded to nurses to have a voice. Thcre exists mentoring of studenu
and novices. In summary, non-govemmental organizations (NGOs) a n more feminist
in their orientation and wmmunity health nurses are making a difference in these

organizations. The NGOs demonstrate the potential of wmmunity health nurses
working in partnership with the agency. At prernt, nurses tind involvement outside
the agencies.
Recommendation:
29. Conduct research with anencies wherebv nurses have demonstrated their

Çonseouences To Not Being Involved: Resistancc
Community health nurses are functioning in the role of policy broker, Le.,

interpreting policy in the best interest of the public. Kaufen, LavaIlCe, Koolage and

O' Neil (1996) established sirnilar tindings arnong interpieters. Nurses bridge the
realities of policy with the realities of practice. However, it is a forced brokerage in
that cornrnunity health nurses are disenfranchised, marginalized and alienated from the
development and implementation of health policy. In engaging in this form of
resistana nurses put themrlves at great risk. This clandestine activity is fraught with
danger. The ultimate conxquence of risk taking behavioun, Le., subvening policy,
could be job loss. Puning the public into public health policy for nurses is a risk
taking initiative. Thus, this policy broker work remains invisible to the agency and

public-both recipients of accounrability. The work m u a also remain invisible in order

to protect these nurses who could face disciplinary action.
It is the argument of Ferguson (1984) that resisting policy is a fom of

resistance to organizational oppression. She further explains that resistance is a
political act and "buieaucracy's daim to k nonpolitical mystifies the very act of
resisting" (p. 117). This may explain in pan why community health nurses continue to
subvert policy-they are exercising a political act which aligns policy with the practice
realities and remains invisible to the organization.
Clandestine activity is a response to the authoritarian nature of bureaucracy

(Ferguson, 1984). Nurses in this study are engaged in clandestine activity in reshaping
and subvening policy. My study indicates that these clandestine activities are

symptomatic of a problem, and resistance works to empower onerlf (Scott. 1985). It

is Scott's thesis that resistance is a patient, silent struggle by weak communities to
assen their righu. Scott's research is an ethnographie study of puisant resistance,

"The pro& but constant struggle between the peasantry and those who seek to
extract labor, food, taxes, renü and interest from hem" (p. 29). The context of my
stuciy is not 1978-1980, and not a Malaysian village, it is the 1990s in a bustling

urban city in an industrialized nation. Although the context is quite different,
clandestine activity viewed as "weapons of the w u k " provides an informed
explanation and link with the findings of rny snidy. In response to authoritative
approaches, community health nurses are skilled in "the an of resistance" as they
reshape policy in the field. Resismcc to poor policy becomes realized in each
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woman's way. Reinterpretation is also a way of relating to natural circumstances, i.e.,
how the nurse will use hcr time.
This study unravels the culture of resistance as comrnunity health nurses
acnialize policy to their practice context. But what we do not know is the extent to
which this individual interprttation of policy is happening (subvening, reshaping,
redefining policy). When nurses talk about not being involved in policy development
and the resulting difficulty "getting us on board" for the implementation of policy,
this staternent is an identification of residance. "Women's resistance" is an important
concept and it is a feminist piece. It involves subversion. Resistance is a way for
women to take power in a situation in which they feel powerless.
There is a need for agencies to recognize nurses as having intelligence and
experience to contribute to health policy development. Resistance is what people do
when they are oppresxd. Women carry this response to relative powerlessness into

the "work world."

Recommendation:
30. A feminist mode1 for m k v develo~mentand implementation. This

recommendation is baxd on the lack of community health nurses' involvement in
policy development and implementation and the rrious symptom of resistance. The
paradox is that nurses are silent around the issues of their marginalization in policy
development and implementation, and yet they engage in "high risk khaviour" to
reshape policy at the field level. This is a downstream approach to public health
policy. Nurses are currently blockedlprevented from engaging in the upstream

approach to policy development. When nurses are forced to subven policy and act as
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brokers they are placed in "at risk' positions. A feminist paradigm brought to policy
development and implementation would build productively on these resistive acts,
transforming material resistance policy into organizational pof icy. The creation of a
feminist mode1 for policy development and implementation has implications for
community h d th nursing practice, ducation, research, and management.

Personal Values and the Im~lementationof Health Policv
This snidy illuminatts the understanding that nurses implement policy based on
their own personal values and the moral obligation they feel to others. Compassion,
concern and love comprise the heroic spirit much needed in contemporary nursing
practice in today's society (Lanara, 1996). "Thedevaluation of the heroic spirit
among nurses as well as among other health professionals, a direct consequence of the
crisis in the sphere of eternal and moral values, provokes serious apprehensions
regarding the future of nursing" (p. 5). Heroism as a nursing value (lanara, 1996),
applied to al1 levels of the system, whether it be policy making or work environment,
would add a measure of peace and power (Wheeler & Chinn, 1991) to the work iives
of community heaith nurses who are dedicated and passionate about their work.

Policy cornes down legitimate [legal] channels but is enacted in the field. Based
on the data of this study, policy implementation can k understood in terms of
personal value sets. Nurses are involved in an implementation process which is public,
but it is also personal. Policy implementation becornes personal. It needs to k
understood within the context of the individuals' value set. The individual [nurse] may
accept it or panially accept it or resist it. In a feminist viewpoint, policy
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implementation is also a personal policy. We can talk about the nurse in parmership
with the client and the personal implementation of policy. With respect to the third
premise of the study, the findings indicate that feminist approaches are brought to the
implementation of health promotion policy by community health nurses.
Policy is implemented by personal values; for example, the nurse who
accompanied a single mother to her court appointment about maintenance and child
support. This finding is about the translation of policy into private action by the nurse
and the action is detenined by the nurse. Camen de la Cuesta (1993) views the
work dont by nurses, such as driving a mom to an appointment, as "fringe work."

Whereas, I prefer to bring a feminist analysis to the issue and view the same example
as nurses implementing policy based on their own personal values. This may make the
"official work" look like "unofficial work" when in actual fact, 1 argue that it is the
implementation of "official policy" in a personal, valuedriven way.

This act of resistance, i.e., implementing policy based on their own personal
values, when viewed from a feminist perspective, is an example where the personal is

political-learned and institutionally reproduced. The persona1 is marginalized, that is
how it is made personal. Moreover, that marginalization is a political act of policy.

Tensions exist in the implementation of primary health care (Jones, 1992). For
example, nurses are trying to implement community development strategies such as
empowering communities in the absence of clear policy. This situation creates
confusion and frustration for community health nurses-for some this is even seen as a
decanting (off-loading) of responsibility. Jackie SNR (1997), in her doctoral rescarch

in the O.K.,found thar health care workers implementing primary health care were
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faced with a complexity of messages, Le., no clear policy as they proceeded to
implement ernpowering formula. In rny study, this is further illuminated by the fact
that thete is no formal sanctioning of these activities and in fact some nurses

expressed that program directives were clear: nurses work in home visiting or they do
community development activities. The health care system has made both these areas
mutually exclusive and nurses perceive these two activities as separate and distinct.
What is needed is a framework which supports irnplementation and evaluation

outcomes at the individual (home visits) and community (community development)
levels. Every nurse should engage in community development and this work should be
factored into the nurses' current workload. In general, the system has failed the nurses
and the community with respect to community development.

Recommendation:
31. There is a need for feminist research about nurses' erso on al values and
how these

values influence their involvement in wlicv develo~mentand

In summary, the recommendations of this study are as follows:
1.

Further research studies that use micro, meso and macro perspectives.

2.

Research that utilizes a feminist research paradigm.

3.

Nurses need to be pan of and present in policy development ai the rnacro/

meso levels.
4.

Nurses need to be conscious of their power and act on it.

5.

Nurses need to be eàucated about policy development.

*
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6.

Nurses' work should k organized so that nurses a n working in dyads.

7.

A "community development" approach needs to be brought to agency

structures and functioning.
8.

Marketing strategies need to k established.

9.

Community development nceds to bc hlly understd by nurses and

agencies and valued as a health promotion implementation strategy.
10. A feminist paradigm brought to management.
11. The effectivtness of nursing practice needs to be documented through

research and publication.
12. A demonstration project neeàs to k planned and conducted to detennine
the value of nurses working in dyads.

13. Evaluation research addressing questions about the impact of health care

reform .
14. Nurses need to be positioned at the management and policy levels of the

health care system.
15.

Further feminist research to detennine how women are excluded from

health policy development.
16. To bring a feminist analysis (perspective) to the critique of the

bureaucratie structures and hierarchifal relationships in health care organizations and
in panicular those governing the organization of public heaith (nursing services).
17. Ensure that existing management structures are not replaced by a new

"oppressive" structure bat is disrespecthl of power-and does not permit power to be
used for the benefit of the nurses and the community/public.
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18. Teamwork, and "esprit de corps" be fostered within the agency.
19. The need to numn colleagueship not only for the good of nurses but also

for the good of the community.
20.

Colleagues need to provide each other witb mutual support and

understanding.
2 1. Critically examine how qualitative data can be incorporated into "the

mwurement" of comrnunity health nurses' work.
22.

Establish a reward systern whereby there is congruence between what is

valued by the client and what is valued by the agency.
23.

Multiple evidence-based outcornes, Le., uiangulation. that do justice to the

nurses' "work world. "
24.

Primary accountability needs to be with the cornmunity/public.

25.

Research conducted in partnership with the comrnunity/public.

26.

Apply a community development framework with respect to the

establishment of policy .
27.

Replication of this study with rural community health nurses to determine

their involvement in policy making.
28.

Future research to saidy male community health nurses.

29. Conduct research with agencies whereby nurses have demonstrated their
policy development activities.
30.

A feminist mode1 for policy development and implementation.
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31. There is a need for feminist research about nurses' personal values and

how these values influence their involvement in policy development and
implementation.

Feminist Model For Policy Development and Implernentation
This study supports the need foi a feminist model of policy developrnent and
implementation. It is a reconceptualization of the community health nurses
involvement in policy development and implementation. The strength of the model is
that it includes in addition to policy development, policy implementation, and it
includes the "work world" context of wmmunity health nurses.
It was developed by bringing into focus each recommendation generated by the

smdy (empirical evidence) within the frarnework of structure, process, and outcome.
As noted previously on page 34, the relationship of structure, process, and outcome is

arguably complicated. The model is dynamic, with associative relationships. The
recommendations have implications for nursing education, practice, research, and
management. Neithet the recommendations nor the implications are mutually
exclusive. There is overlap which suggesu that the model needs to be applied as a
whole in order to ensure the community health nurses' involvement in policy
development and implementarion and to achieve health promotion policy that enables

people to increase control over, and to improve, their health (WHO, 1984).
The model is proposed as a means to achieving "healthy public policy" within
the context of prirnary health care (Hancock, 1982. 1985, 1994). It is an alternative CO
the medical model and the traditional hierarchical management mode! applied to
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community work. This model is characterizcd by associative relationships; for
example, community development, political action, and policy formulation.
Theie is strength in a model which has k e n developed from the rnargin, i.e.,
alienation and marginalization of community health nurses ( R u s , 1983). The intended
outcorne for the application of this mode1 is achievement of integrated centrality by
community health nurses in the development and irnplementation of health policy.
This model is found in Table 9.

Table 9
Feminist Model for Policv Development and lm~lementation

I

Stnicture

Process
-

-

I

Outcome

EDUCATION
-

-

Opportmitics for
continuing ducation wiihia
agency structure

Scminvs

Workshops
Distance Educatioa
A case study in policy-kilitatcd
on site witb the community b d t h

Nwsing community informcd
about policy devclopment ami
implemenration

Nurses informd and exposai
to various smtegics for change

nurses

inclusion of policy as a
curricular t t u d in the
undergraduate
baccalaurcate degrcc

PRACTICE

Examine how policy is taughi to
undergriuiuate sndcau anâ adjust
accordingly
.

- ---

--

Graduates w i h tbcir BN
dcgrtc informd with respect to
policy

-

-

-

-

--

* Policy dcvclopmmt and
Relevant policy devclopment
Unplcrnentltion advisory committccs
venucdrnodcs whicli give
Incrcased participation aad
voice to community Ircalib ro the agency and govemmnit
dcctcased aiicnation of
community hcaltô nurses in the
nurscs
ara of policy
Worksliops
Unleashing the totiercnt powcr
f i s e consciousness of
SeJninars
of community heaitb nurses for
cornmunity hcalth nurses
Staff meetings
the bettement of all groups
involvcd in public h d t h
Gucst speakers (acivists,
ac;dcmics)
promotion (nurses, agcncies,
Gucst f;iciliotors (înviting womcn govcrnmcnts, clients)
from other agcncics to shvc tbeir
expcricnccs and succcsscs, c-g. a
women's co+p)
Two nurses are assipal to work
Nurses would support cach
Nurses working in dyaûs
in a particukr constitucncy
oihet
Autonomy is prcscrved yid
isolation is reâuced
Primary hcalth carc actuaiizcd
in the community
Practicc implcmcntation of rhe
Quality H d t h for ManitobansThe Action Plan (Manitotm
Establishment of

-

Hcaltb, 1992)

Identify gtograpluc ara wbtre
Itie dyad concept could bc applied
Establish a formative anâ
suinmative evaiuation plan
Secure fiindïng from Manitoba
Haitb for dcmonstration projeet

-

I

Structure

I

Outcome

Agency policies that support
Edmtion of agcncy
aaâ Icgitimatc community
aâminismtots d staff about
community development as a h d t b dtvelopmcat
incrwed support for
promotion implcrncntation smtegy
community dcvelopment as a
0 worlcîhops
viable hcaltb promotion strategy
0 scminvs
Taking the dialogue on
community dcvelopment to macm
lcvcl dccisioa rnakers, c g .
Manitoba Hdtb, City of Winnipeg
Development of an
Community h d t h ourses Community h d t h nurses engage
in a fminist discoursc fkcilitataî by empowcnnent model with
should bc encouragad to
application not only for nurses
a fcminist activist
briag a fcminist
Explore alternative fonns of
but for the community as client
perspective and critique to
existing b~xaucratic
relations anâ organimtional
Morale of nurses would
suucturcs and hierarchid structures
improve
Rcconceptuaiizt "powcr' witb rlic
Energies would bc frccd
goal of flattening hiccarchical
Cetcbration and validation of
St WXUf CS
values central CO community
Establish an inventory of existing heaîtb nurses
powers
Nurses bccomc political
examine values slwed by the
activists
collective of community liealth
Nurses actively engage in
nwscs
policy dcvelopmeni
Ensure dut the currtot oppressive
Management stnictwts that are
management is not rcplaced by a
respective of powcr and use
new r~rcssivcstnicturc
powcr for tôt bacfit of the
collective

Establishing policy tbat
legitimates community
development

-

Commwiity heaith nurses n d to
discuss and clarify wirb whom the
primary accountability resu anâ
how to safeguard (Iaat accountability
0 In cotlaboration with MARN,
agcncy, anâ govcnunmt, map out
h e lines of accounilbility that arc in
k q i n g wilh the "ncw public
hcalth' anâ Code of Ethics ami
Standards of Nursuig Pncticc

Fcminist reswch paraâigm
Lcgitimate rcscvcb as an
integral pan of the role of
M icro/macro rescucb
the community hcalih
perspccuvts
nwsdagcncy
Conduct rcseucli whicb exanines
the effcctivmcss a d o r outcomcs of
nursing pncticc

Consensus a to primary and
secondary accountability

Nurses and agcncy will be
wrking toward the satnc
pnctice goals
The agcncy reward system and
accountability are in concert
* Reduction in conflict ;rnd
tension among community hcalth
nu= in relation to
accountlbilicy of practicc
A range of feminisms anâ thcir
inhcmit rescarch approacba to
more fully understand policy
development and implemcntation
Thcoretid development of
pheno~ncnon

Structure
Involvcmcnt of
community h d t h nurses in
rcscarch thît irnpmvcs
practice

8 Examine tbe impact of
hcalth carc refonn on the
mle of corntnunity bcalth
nurscs anâ agcncies

Fcminist rcscarch to
establish how women are
cxcluâed from healtb
policy devclopmtnt

Addresses quîlity asswuiu
Makcs the invisible w r k of
community health nurses more
visible
Incrclscs the power of
community h d t b nurses ud
agtncics with rtsptct to dccision
malers (powet capitai)
Fosrer pamerships wiih research
Dau idenci fying positive and
units, ix., Deparnent of
negativc outcomcs around
Sociology, Faculty of Nursing, IO
community h d t h nwsing can be
detcrminc the impact of h d t h cart sharcrl wilb decision makers
rcform
Public will invcst in
Action based rcsearch to examine understanding how health carc
the impact of health carc rcfonn on rcfonn is afftcting their lives
the wtllbeing of citixcns
Participation on rescucb tcams
Assist with data collection
Identify rcsearclrablc problems

Agcncy to foster parmenhip wilh
Faninist scholarship and
kmiilist scholars aad univenitics
rcseiuch will capture thc rdiiies
throughout the province
of womcn's cxpcricncc
Action a n bc takcn ;O bette?
Lbe situation of women bascd on
anpirical data
Crcating iiifrastructure to support
Fosteriilg of strmgths bctwcen
researcliers (c. g. office spacc,
die agencies, community hedth
:oinputcrs)
nurses and the mmmunity
Action rcscvfb as an
cadorscmcnt of the cornmitment
to partncrship with Lbe wvcrsity
Community invcsts in rtscarcb
and claims ownership of data
r Research io detcnnint the
Establish the cxtcnt to which
iivoivemait of rural iiurscs in
rural community h d r h nurscs
mlicy dcvclopment aicl
are includcd and/or excludcd
mplcmcntatioii
from die policy proctss
A sunpk of male coininunity
A comparative group to
~eaitbnurscs
examine the impact of gcodcr on
nwscs involverncnt in policy
devclopmcnt
Ideotify those agcncies (MPHA,
S t ~ \ ~ ~ n i rplwcsses,
cs,
md
ZPHA)whctcby nurses b v t h outcomcs tcgarâing the
mcouragcd to engage in plicy
involvcmcnt of cornmunity haitb
levelopinent
nurses in policy dcvelopmenr
Identificatioa of the strcngths
community h d t h nurses b ~ to g
-

The ucltd for action
rcscarch with die
cummunity as p m c r

Replication of tliis study
vm'ous nurse
populations

with

Conduct rcscuch with
agtacics whercby nurses
bvc dcmonstratcâ k i r
policy devclopmcnt
activitics

-

-

. --

-

I

stnicture

, feminist
Tbcre is a
for
rcscvch about

I

I

Process

~utcome
I

An wldentladhg of those
Feminist rcscvcb which
achowledgcs the importance of
personal vaiucs which are
'
nurses pcrsonai/values and personai vaïucs in the "work worldn important to wmcP who work ul
the public sphcrc
how Lhcse values influence of wornea
thcir ibvolvcm«it in policy
development and
implcmentation
neal

1 MANAGEMENT

I

-- - - -

-

--

-

d

-.

Invcsung in promothg a sense of
Cobesivc work force
Cornmunity development
Supportive work environment
approach applied to agcncy communiiy among nurscs/staff
Decision mlking with staff
Vdidacion of contributions
structures and functioning
Formal recognition of
Promotion of anpowcnnent
coittributiotis made by nurscs
More consultative srance b c t w n
adminiscrators and nurses
Crcating a safe environment
which pcnnits nurses to frcely
didogue and discuss issues
Promotional activicia are directcd O An image that prcscnu the
Establishment of
towards policy mlkcrs/dccision
marketing stratcgits
intelligent work of community
makers, governmcnt, othcr
h d t b nurses
agencics, public
Maka visible some of the
invisible work done by
:ommunity h d t h nurses and
tgcncics
Positioning of
Stntcgics parmcrsliips among
Policy that reflccts the rcaiitics
community hcaith nurscs at MARN, MNU, and agmcies to
~f community heattb nursing anâ
the management anci policy advocarc the prcscnce of community ttic community exprienu
lcvcls of the h d r h carc
health nurses in decision mlking
r Voicc would be established
system
arcnas
within the cxisting burclucracy
:a voict for nurscs/womcn)
Estabtisli a reward
Coinmunity Iuaitli irurscs sliould
A systcm that rew;uds
system chat rcflccts
considcr meeting mi ideiitifying
rxccllencc across the continuum
congnicncc of vaiue
work tliat should bc valued and
)f nursing carc
bcrwtni clicnt and agmcy rcwardd
Potcntial CO grcatly improvc
r Coininuiiity I i d d i iiurses i i m l ro
itaff morale
coininunicate to the agciicy work
Decision makers would be
chat is valucd hy ail groups involved nfonned about the
in public 11~4thpromotion (nurses, iccomplishrnerio of community
cliaits, agcncy/govcrnmcnt)
d t h nurses
Mividuîl aaâ colIcctive
achievcmcnu nead to be celcbratcd
Individual and collective
achicvcmctits aced to bc mldt
known at ai1 levels of the systcm
-

-

- - -

Praccss

Structure
-

Embncing and
cstablishing a fcminist
mode1 of human tesource
management

Mamgemetit worlcing in
parmership with nurses
0 Consulting ud valuing field
staff
Recognition of the nurses work
which is cunmtly invisible
Formally recognizing the value
set held by community b d i h nurses
c g . caring
Assisthg commuaity h d t b nurses
to cducatc the public about thcir
'invisible' w r k
Clcvf y dcvdopcd policy
addrcssing pcimary health ciuc

(PW

Clear direction with tcspcct to
pmgnmrning and PHC
Establishment of a sense of
'c0mmuoji;rs "
lnvisiblc work of commuriity
h d t h nurses becornes visible
Dccision makers and public arc
infonned about the important
work of community bealtb nurses
Dccreascd subversion of policy
Public more informai and
encoumgcd to participate in
hcllth care services
Improvcd morale among
community h d t h nurses

Endorsing and initiating
quaiitativc Jar? collection t b t
capcura the nurses work
Critically cxainining cuncnt data
collection practiccs (stats)
Dcvcloping a working relationship
aiid parmcrsiiip witb the Centre for
H d t h Policy anû Evaluation
Explore altemative modcls of
govcrnuicc
Actively secking the opinions and
perspectives of coinmunity hcalth
nurses in the field witb respect to
policy dcvdopment and
implemcntation
Workloads sbould bc examincd
mû adjustcd in light of policy
developincnt activitics
Crcatc venues for public
puticipatioii in bealth care
pmgnmining
Adopt a fcminist approach to
change

Criticaily examine Iiow
qualitative data can bc
incorpontcd into the
nmeasuremcnt ' of
community hcalth nurses
work

Establisli qualitative collcctioti
protocols-ssek aûvicc with
community Iidtli nurses as to the
important variables

Workload measures that go
btyoiirl the cxisting dao set
Qualiraive data would capture
the work of imporranu to the
client as wcll as to the nurses

Process
Multiple evidmce-ôased
outcomcs arc rcquircd to
"mcasurc' the impact of
nurses work

Tcamwork, "esprit de
c~rps*bc fostcrcd

Triulgulation of various h'nds of
data

Consult with the commuaity
h d t h ourses about less cancrete
outcomcs and how they cyi be
capturaf by data
Establisb wbat arc important
outcornes for clients
Examine to what extent
community hcairb nuncs are
cuntntly accountablc for outcomebas& cuc anâ detemine utu of
potcntial growch
Recognition of divcnity as a
sttcngth *thin the work force:
samcncss is not aeccssary for
solidvity to cxist
A workshop on the bcnefiu of a
unitcd community of community

The work dccmed important b)
dl groups involvd in public
hcâûtb promotion (ai1 parties wirb
vcstcd intcrest) is identified and
A more bolistic pcrspecavd
understanding of the work
providd by community h d t h

nurses

Iacrcaxd clicnt/community
~ k i p a t i o nin health

Sotidarity
'Ibc dcvelopmeot of a sense of

pridt, collective identity wherc
individuai strcagths are
rccogniztd îad valuai by the
collcctivc
h d t b ourses
Moving community h d t h
nie cmtion of a supportive
nurses ftom the margin to tbc
environment whtre nurses can leam centre of decision making
about clch othcr
Opprtunity to discovcr how
Re-visioiiing how a tcam approach nurscs bave bctn involvcd
could add 'cncrgy' to the ageacy
succcssfully in dcvcloping plicy
Extend concept of tcrmwork to
witb NGOs
includc 0 t h agmcics (network of
sistcr organizations)
Establislurig Iinkrrga witb nongovcrnmcnr?l organizations
(example, MPHAfCPHA)
Nurturc thc concept of
'sistcrhood" without excluding
mednon-feminists
Gcncration of socid consensus
N d to recognizt and rcwvd
nurses for k i r w ~ r k

Outcorne

Process
Educatc community meniben
about comrnunity dtvelopmcat
Agtricy rccagnitts the potcntiai of
a community developmcnt approach
to policy
M h g change to existing
stnictwcs ud pmcsses to
îccommcxîate a community
developmclit perspcctivc/approlch
Idcocify skiils lad "tools" th?t c
m
bt devclopcd unong cornmudry

nie sacngths ud WCÎIQtesSes
of cummunity devclopment are
undcrstood
0

Concept, 'community

devclopmcnt" is de-mystificd
Policy devclopment is relevant
given the involvcmcat of
community manbers
Community can cscablish
prioritics munâ policy
nie comrnunity is etnpowcred
rhrougb acquisition of skills uid
membtrs
abilitics
The community h d t h nurses
Respect and dignity for
fuactioa in a liaison role to link
community mcmbcrs rcgarâless
community mcmbcrs and agtacy
;rrd
~C
C ~ S
Esmblish pafmcrship and diaiogw of C U ~ N
The raciaî/culniral compositioo
with variow social/culrur;il groups
of a r e pmvidcrs
in the community
rcflcctslpiuailels Lhc tthnidracial
Gencrate awucncss of
composition of the community
classlcultunl issues moag carc
providen
hvolvc womcn of colour as carc
provider mlt modds (thraugb
formai cbvlnels e.g. nurscs or as
community workcrs)
Educate cornmunity about the
cornmunity dcvelopmcnt
process/ourcomcs
Encourage Faculty of Nursiag,
University of Manitoba to becorne
involvcd in inncr city
ncighbourhoods

niere are benefits to making the invisible, visible. Interestingly, for the agency
to remain viable and vibrant. the work least visibly rewarded by the agency would

likely be of greatest knefit. For example, innovative idem generated by nurses and
related to policy development, programming, quality of care with clients, and
dedication and comm itment could smgthen the agency 's political position-espccial l y
given the cornpetition for health care dollars. Millman and Kanter (1987) found that
certain methodologies (quantitative) and research situations (men studying the "work

worlds" of women) may systematically prevent the elicitation of certain kinds of
information; yet the undiscovered information may be the most important for
explaining certain phenornenon.
Invisible work and potential benefiu are further discussed in relation to the

consumer/client/community(the public), nursing staff, and agency. Other cummunity
members would hear about the "good work" of the nurses and the agency through the
informa1 sharing by the public of positive Gare experiences.
There would be knefiu to the nursing staff. Nurses would rewgnize each other

for their contributions to health care. Nurses an k evaluated and ncognized for the
work they are doing. Work becomes legitimate. Work would be valued and
recognized and nurses would not be operating in isolation. Nurses would be
empowered, they would have a say and know they are king heard. Nurses would
know that they are having an impact. They would know that not only the volume of

their work is valued but also the quality. This would be a challenge to the whole
medical system of health care which is based on volume, not quality of care. Nursing
staff would create a corporate culture that is collegial and bottom up in decision
making.
For the agency there would be many benefiu. The agency would incorporate the
invisible. legitimize and factor it into evaluations as an agency. Evaluations would
show that the agency is meeting iu social mandate and allow it to be more visible and
viable to hinding bodies and to society. Making work visible forces a change in
present management approaches (models) and leadership styles. The old style is at
odds with management innovation. The management style would have to change
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because there are wnxquences to kecping work invisible. The original management

paradigm will not "fit" and therefon it will n a d to change. Leadership styles will
change. The current management style will resist. Making visible is incornmensurate

wi th current management structure. The current management structure silences
women. In this snidy 1 uncovered a range of invisible work. 1 found that nurses were
dirmpowered, disenfranchisecl and alienateâ from the policy development process. A
shih is needed to a new management paradigm ternpered by feminist management.
Ferninist means a cornmitment to the equality of women and men. This corninitment is
integral to feminist management. We neeù to reexamine the traditional management
model in light of these findings and a feminist rnodel. The shift to a new management
paradigm would be characterizeâ by a pend of "unfreezing" to allow for the new
feminist model.
There would be knefiu to a feminist management model: nurses would have
more power; invisible work would k legitimid and this would force the agency to a
different way of being. In contrast to Carmen de la Cuesta's work on the invisible
work of community nurses which she calls "fringe work", 1 argue for the
legitimization of invisible work. If this work is legitimid, it would force the agency
to a different way of being. Another benefit would be, the potential for leadership to
corne from wichin the organization is greater. A new paradigm would encourage

organizational transformation. Labonte (1994) argues that health promotion, viewed as
a metaphor (a professional and bu~ucraticlens) could be the lever to institutional
and organizational transformation. As a result of this shift to the new paradigm, the

agency's role and nlationship to the public would change. The agency would k more
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approachable; to influence the public the agency necds to be able to wmmunicate with
the public. What we sec now as found by this smdy are symptoms of an il1
management model. A feminist mode1 would privilege the work of cornmunity health
nurses and listen to their voices.
We neeà to apply a feminist mode1 which is inclusionary, involves the gras
rwts in policy development. A model where women are valued and recognized for
king intelligent and informed about policy. This model would include the
consultation process and reveal caring values (Ristock & Pennell, 1996; Wheeler &
Chinn, 1991). Marketing strategies and nurses working in dyads would have the
benetit of making invisible work, visible to the agency and the public at large.
Involving community health nurses, primarily women, in formulating health
promotion policy would make a diffcrence; for they know the needs of the community
and have the cornmunity development skills necessary to involve the community in the
policy process. The bencfiu to be derived for community health nurses and
communities would indeed becorne a reaiity, one which now remains only a rhetorical
expectation. Subversion of health policy at the implementation level is symptomatic of

a problem-the system of policy development and implementation is "sick. " The
outcome when nurses are involved in policy making is their reduced vulnerability and
therefore reduced need to subven policy.

Feminist Pandigm
According to Lemet (1986) women's history is the essential tool in creating
feminist conriousness in women "by providing the body of experience against which

#
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new thcory cm be wted and the ground on which women of vision c m stand"
(p. 229). It is hoped that this living account of the role of the wmmunity h d t h nurse

in policy developrnent and implementation contributes a feminist consciousness to
icnowledge developrnent in the nursing and public health sciences. In this way, what
nurses have dune and experienad wiil not be left unremrded, neglected, and ignored
in interpretation as has been the case throughout women's history.
Lerner (1986) argues that wornen have made history, yet they have been kept
from knowing their history and interpreting history. In tbis investigation even though
publishing and research opporninities for community health nurses are minimal or
nonexistent, they have k e n agents in writing and interpreting their work experiences
through their participation. What Lerner calls "the dialectic of women's history " (p.
5) she argues has moved women forward in the historical process.
The use of a feminist paradigm which values women's experiences and involves

them in the interpretation of these experiences is an approach which in many ways
presewes and protccu "the dialectic of women's hiuory. " Women's exclusion from
science and theory-formulation, historically, c m be rnitigated by a research approach
which places women at the centre of the research process (Bleier, 1986; Harding,
1987; Kirby & McKenna, 1989; Ristock & Pennell, 1996). The same is true of nurses

involvement in policy making. Even though community healtb nurses are not involved
in policy development, their participation in this study is in itxlf a way of making
policy; a way of "legitimizingwmistance. Although nurses did not see their
involvement in this research as part of a policy process, they definitely voiced a

cornmitment to contribute to research and viewed their involvement in the snidy as
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such. "The dialectic of women's history," I argue, was "acted out" in an inclusive
research process which used a feminist paradigm and ultimately involved the

community health nurse participants in a process of writing policy. Participants
provided a pathway to linking research with policy and the policy developrnent

process.
Feminist Analvsi~

There is a need to shift the üaditional paradigm, Le., positivist, to a naturalistic
paradigm (Clarke,199î; Labonte dr Robertson, 19%; Lincoln, 1992). How the
quantitative paradigrn is applied (praxis) can silence nurses at the level of research and
publishing. The stories that nurxs have to tell are invisible because they do not fit the
positivist paradigrn. Quantitative science, often serves to render nurses' work invisible

as they try to "fit" their qualitative experiences into a quantitative, statistical format.
In qualitative work, the approach to analysis is one of, what is the best interpretation;
not, what is the correct interpretation. Then is the building of consensus around
tnith. Qualitative research and the value of nursing outcornes such

as "the singing

man" (Kendall, 1997) would have a positive effect on nursing. 1 believe nurses would

find a way to do research and publish when the work they do can be understood and

even small stories about a nurse-client interaction published. A fem inist management
approach would increase the visibility of the nurses' work beause it would promote

qualitative ways of knowing. The qualitative research approach can be empowering

for community health nurses. Qualitative research will promote the ability of nurses to
provide evidence. Feminist science is inclusionary-not only of participants, but also
approaches io knowing the world. Although qualitative remrch is greatly needed to

.
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revd the 'work worlds" of community health nurses, (Le., their stories), feminism
also embraces quantitative (or uaditional) science (Anderson, 1997). Feminist science
accommodates various approaches, but clearly recognizes the strengths and limitations
of these approaches.
Feminist research sceks to value the context of the research. Not only did my
study reveal findings around policy making-the major focus of the study, these
findings have greater significance because the context was valued and questions about
the work environment and htalth care reform includeâ. For example, not only are

nurses not valued for their work in policy making, their work in general is not valued
or rewarded by govemments/agencies, colleagues. nor the public. The inclusion of
context helped to foreground the work of the nurses rather than keeping their "work
worldmas background information to the study (Kirby & McKenna, 1989).
Reflexivity
Fonow and Cook (1991) define reflexivity as, "the tendency of feminists to
retlect upon, examine critically, and explore analytically the nature of the research
process" (p. 2).
This study provides evidence chat nurses are silenced around the issues of health

policy development and implementation and in general silenced in their "work world."

The question arises, were they silenced when king interviewed by myself in this
research experience. In my field notes, one cornmon thcme was the hesitation of the
nurse participants when questions approaching the poiicy making section began in the
interview. My explmation at the time was their uncornfortableness with the topic
because of Iack of understanding, and an uncertainty about what I as a re~cvther
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wanted/expected. Reflecting back on ihis issue. 1 chose to use a feminist research
paradigm which in itself is an approach to creatc a "level playing field" b e w n the
"researcher" and the "researched" (Stanley & Wise, 1991). It is an approach to make
visible the voices of women by valuing their experiences and placing them at the
centre of the research. The researcher is a participant in the interview process so that
the interview is more like a conversation (Oakley, 1981). The silencing issue,
although there is a possibility for it to bc present, in my opinion, was dealt with by
selecting a research process which in itself is sensitive to this issue. The subvening
issues around policy making did corne out in the data. One can only assume that
clandestine activity on the pan of the nurses, may be even more prevalent than this
snidy demonstrated. However. for the most pan, the nurses indicated to me that they
valued the opportunity to talk openly and freely in a research situation which ensured
contidentiality. The transcribed data compriseci 1,094 pages. My field notes indicate
that nurses were reflective about their work.
Reliability and validity are referred to in qualitative research as trustworthiness
of the findings. Toward this end, the findings in summary form were sent out to al1
the participants. Eight nurses responded. Their responses indicated a confirmation of

the findings. What was of great interest to the nurses was the collective voice. In
other words, knowing what other nurses thought and the affirmation that they , alone,
not only held these views but so did their peen. The volume of the voices and the
strength of the collective voie was reassuring to the participants. 1 argue that this
research process anended, in part, to issues of silencing and isolation by bringing
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together community health nurses who work in isolation and whose work, for the
most part,

is invisible.

As noted previously on page 150, when a summary of the findings was
distributed to the participants, one of the participanu requested that she have
permission to share the findings with her colleapes. As a researcher 1 was
enihusiastic about the value she placed on the results, however 1 was uncomfortable
with saying yes. Afkr talking this over with the Chair of my Cornmittee, 1 understood

the rasons for my uncomfortableness. There was the ethical issue of maintaining

confiûentiality of research participation and also the snidy at that time was research in
progress.
Upon reflection, the health promotion policy literature is not easily r d . There

are two major problems. Firstly, the message is often confushg because the sentence
stmcture and style is "wordy" and the reader is ieh asking the question, What is the
intended meaning"? Having to dig for meaning and re-reacl consistently, renders the
work invisible ôecause, for example, pracütioners, Le., community health nurses and
others will not commit their time to this endless process. And, in actual fact, they do
not. Surely, as public health professionals when "getting the message across" is
critical to rhe educative process, our writing could be more "user friendly." Academic
writing can k made clear and retain a scholarly nature. In fact, rholarship would
increase and researchers/authors would not be producing work whose impact is to
silence.

The second problem with the literature is the lack of theoretical basis in the area
of health promotion. This phenornenon contributes to the silencing nature of the
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literature as understanding by the reader is, in many instances, a stnîggle. It also
contributes to difficulties in the applied sense. For example, nurses are atternpting to

apply in practiu what in thtory is unclear. Evidena from this study suggests that
community health nurses held a range of understandings about "health promotion" and
"community."

The literature can have the same silencing effect on the researcher. In my case,

as researcher. it was necessary to reîonceptualize much of the literature before 1
wuld proceed to analyze it. In addition, the boundaries of the health promotion policy
liarature are not clearly defined. For example, the boundaries around theory,
research, and practice issues xem to blur. It appeais that the health promotion policy
literature has two main components. One is research issues and the other is program
issues. In both instances there is a need for a stronger theoretical basis.
There is another silencing factor to the literanire. For the most pan, it is writtcn
for those individuals working at the macro level of the health a r e system, i.e., policy

rnakers or administrators. The micro level or the level where community health nurses
practice is silent on their work. As my study indicates, the potential opportunity for
community health nurses to publish is rich in possibilitia but within the reality of
their "work world" they are not afforded this "luxury."
As with the understanding of community healtb nurses' involvement in health
promotion policy development and implementation, both macro and micro
perspectives were essential-so too the health promotion policy literanire necds to k
wntten to include both perspectives as the concentration on one perspective (macro)
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serves only to silence those working at the (micro) level, i.e. practitionen of public
health.

The data analysis process for me was akin to making a quilt. The various shapes
and sizes of the data were r e n and organized in themes, concepts and subconcepts.

The possibility of various configurations was wnsidered and p i e d together with
great thought and care. Was the outcome a thing of beauty or just hard work? The
quilt analogy implies that the answer to the question is a thing of beauty, created with
endless hours of hard ~ o r k Intensive
.
labour equity was criticai to the process. Under
different circumstances, Le., non demonstration of individual competency at the
Ph.D. research level, other resources would be brought to the research process
(research assistants). The usefulness of the findings i s yet to be known, but every
attempt will be made to distributelshare these findings in ways that will promote their
impact.

Were 1 to repeat this study, 1 would do some things differently. One of these
changes would be to ask the questions in a way which contributes to a more
manageable analysis. This issue was panicularly true in asking the questions about
policy development and irnplementation-the major thnist of the research. For

example, rather than ask, "What is your involvement in health policy development at
the local, provincial, and national levels?", 1 would ask the question, considering each
of the levels in a separate question.
I would not include as many questions as 1 did (43 questions). Two sections of
the data were left for detailed analysis at another time. These sections addressing the

health promotion needs of women in the community and opportunities for women's

*
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voies to be heard did not further illuminate the two study questions and in pan, were
answered in other sections.
1 would give nurses the subject position of defining the word "love" and

distinguishing it from the history of passivity, beauty, and selfiessness (among others)
that have been associated with it. Love is wcially constructcd and has been a major
factor in producing and nproducing the oppression of women.
Reflection
According to $e Concise Oxford Dictionary (1976). reflection means
reconsideration; concemed in thought. In this section, 1 reflect on the personal "me"
as a woman, rescarcher, and scholar.
As a researcher, 1 have experienced qualitative reswch and a feminist

paradigrn, in this study, and the impact on me has been immense. One of the major
changes is my approach to research and writing. nie research questions I want to
pursue can be done kcause they lend themrlves to qualitative research. Evidence can
k provided that reflecü nursing work. My approach to writing has changed and in

fact qua1itative research and the fem inist paradigm have accorded me the opportunity

to speak with authority and in a more clearly understd way. The contrast is writing,
motivated by the authority of othen and their authority driving the development of
ideas. My writing process now makes my ideas more visible and 1 have experienced
empowerment in the nsearch process.
The writing process, at kst, was a challenge to my personal leaming. This

process consisted of bringing together the dichotomies of organization and integration

as well as analysis and creative thinking. It is somewhat ovemhelming to bring al1 my
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experiences, what 1 see and hear to the analysis with respect to my research and
writing praccss.
What did this research do for me? 1 now better understand the role of the
cornmunity health nurse in health promotion policy development and implementation.
Other research questions arise out of this study for future scholarly endeavours. The
feminist lens and this qualitative research has tmsformed my thinking and my ability
to sec the world and analyze issues with a higher level of understanding. My thinking

has been challenged and responded to in my efforts to achieve breadth and depth of

knowledge in my research area.
Growth can fiourish when my research work is the centre of rny experience and
a11 things circumscribed around this. The ultimate growth for me was not relying on

the authority of others but respecting the authority of my own work. The value of
giving international presentations during this research joumey was very usehl to rny
work. A network of colleagues of similar interests developed. support and challenges
to my ideas and validation were gathered along the way. For me, the attainment of a
Ph.D. degree was not only self-motivated but in "my work world" (the academy) has

become a requi rement for acadernic progress.
Many riches and gifu have been shared with me throughout this research
process. 1 have developeâ relationships with a host of feminist colleagues. 1 have
learned that oppression is r d . 1 now view the world differently as a woman and as a
feminist scholar.
This qualitative snidy was hard work-it was a labour requiring full cornmitment
and "staying power.' When 1 ihought 1 had campletcd a piece of the work, 1 soon

.
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discovered that there was always more. 1 laboured in this research process. 1 learned
what the labour invcstment had to be-i< was kyond what 1 could have ever
wmprehended.
The cost of the labour was high. Relationships changed-some friends drifted
away. It was a challenge to find the right mix of solitude and human contact (Sanon.

1973). The people in my life who respected this. 1 valueâ even more. 1 leamed what

that mix of solitude and human interaction was for me. 1 learned the value of solitude
in my lifc and a greater appreciation for women's scholarship. Connecting with

women writers in rny professional and personal life was important to my wriiing
process.

How they organized their time and their lives were gifts they shared with

me.

I learned the need for the intellectual stimulation of colleagues and through them
learned the need to celebrate small gains along the Pb. D. joumey. The importance of
concepnial exchanges with colleagues was leamed and practiced.
The stniggles were an important and integral part of the Ph.D. experience.
What 1 leamed with cach one, contributed to my reaching for knowledge and
achieving a higher level of understanding. Nothing cornes without struggle. Hard
work. persistence, and dedication are essential for growth to occur.
I have lived feminism and 1 have researched it. I becarne a more authentic

pcrson and more authentic in the writing process. This was a major change for me. It
was facilitatcd by the gifts of experience shared by others. Therc were cimes in the
process when I felt like 1 was struggling on the margin of the rescarch. 1 felt 1 was

losing control of the snidy. What 1 did not realize at the time was my efforts to make

the participants, community health nurses, the centre of the study, placed me in a
position accupied by them in tbeir lack of involvement in policy making-on the
margin. However, 1 learned there were advantages to writing from the margin in my
sttuggle. From that vantage point 1 had the perspective of both the macro and micro
lenses. This was critical to the application of a feminist analysis. Although 1 did not
appreciate this at the time, I now know the value of the margin in my research

process (Russ, 1983).
In addition, 1 have learned what a feminist analysis cm lead to. lt can tead to
the discovery of a jewel. In this study, the jewel or the core finding is recorded on

page 314 as follows:

Collectively, structural dimensions related to the "work world" e.g.,
isolation among nurses, quantified workload meauiremenu of agencyderived priorities, moral obligation of nurses to refomulate policy and
make it "fit' with the reality of their practice context, and the lack of
rewards for the a r e caring values of nursing. serve to silence these
women's voices and contribute to the invisibility of their work.
1 have drawn on feminist rholarship throughout this PkD. process. I now

know the importance of feminist rholarship. My view of the world is grounded in
feminism. This is a gift of leaming 1 will take with me throughout my life. 1 aiso
learned the need to be vigilant as a feminist rholar.

Summary and Conclusion

Change to involve community health nurses in policy making will not corne
easily or quickly.

It

has taken centuries to establish the current order of doing things.

Action cannot k taken until problems are known. The work of the community
health nurse, made visible in the evidence produced by this research, xrves as a

catalyst for action. Herein lies an exarnple when the power of evidence has the
potential to inform action and forge change through the knowledge empowerment of
community health nurses. Their role in policy development and implementation can be

a vibrant and dynamic force in shaping the future of health care with communities.
This study reveals the consequences of not involving nurses in policy making.
Alienation and marginalization corne at a cost. nie prie is high and ultimately
everyone pays; the govenment/agencies, colleagues and the public. For exarnple, the
cost to the government is policy that is zot in synch with the practice reality; agency
prograrnming is affected in tenns of reduced cornmitment to and subversion of policy;
and the public does not teceive the quality of can that they need. This feminist
research brings into focus the need for the voices of community health nurses to be
valued, rewgnized, and above ail to be heard. These actions alone would make a
difference to what currently exisu in die health care landscape. Nurses wi k the
architects of replanning/revisioning within this landscape through their role in health
policy development and implementation.
The fundamental force that will serve to change these systems is love: defined

by nurses. Caring, an expression of love, is the basis of al1 nursing work (Lanara,
1996; Roach, 1991; Watson, 1991). In the spirit of interdisciplinary health are,

governments/agencies, colleagues and the public need to care enough to listen to the
voices of wmmunity health nurses. T h e x womcn, through their carîng, are a force to
reckon with. Funherrnore, attending to these nsearch findings is imperative. "Let's
hear it for love" (Shields, 1992, p. 362) is a fitting statement of profound

significance. The challenge and the place to kgin is fostering love within the
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coiIective of cummunity heaith nurses. This entails women caring for women within
the context of work. Responsibility for change nsts in the first instance with the

collective and sccondly with the bureaucraties of comrnunity health are-the "work
world" of community health nurses.
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This l e m is follow-up to out conversation with fcspccr to an addiaonal ncruicrnent approach
for rny Ph.D. nsearch enritled, "Th: Community Healrh Nune's Role in Heaith Promotion
Policy.'
A w h ~ dis a copy of the notice rhat was poskd in the public heairh officu at the City of
Winnipeg Deparnent of Htalrh and hfanitoba Health. This notice was postcd in Decernber. The
outcorne w u positive and 1obtained the cernainkg four participants; and in hct. rhe response
was five participants.

This cornpleles rht data collection phare of rny rescarch, which was appmved by che Elhical
Revitw Cornmime Septesnber 13, 1993.
Thank you for meeting with me to discuss the ethical aspects of this additional call for nseanh
panicipaiitr.

Best wishes to you and the Ethical Review Cornmittee.

Yours sinctrely,

Lynn S. Scruby
Assisrant Professor

u

APPENDIX E

RECRUITMENT INViTATlON (1)

1am a graduate snident in the kiterdisciplkiary P U .Program at The Univcmty of Manitoba and
I teach community healih nuning in the Facuity of Nuning. My dissaution addresses the need
foc rcscarch in the anx of healrh promoaon policy developmcnt and imp1ementatîon and ihe
participation of communky hdth nurses.
1 will be inccMemag cornmunity hcaith nurses worlring in nvo official public health'agencies
in Wmnipeg. namely 'Ihe City of W e p e g , Deparanent of H d t h and Manitoba Health. This
is not a comparaave smdy. Nefier the name of the comrnunity h d t h nmK nor the agency of
ernployment d l k associatcd with the data Your involvement is volunury and you can
wichdraw nom the smdy at any t
h
.
Any questions you have wiii k anwucd kion and
durLig rhc interview. 1 wodd like to tape record the intwiew. which will takc approxîmately
1 1 111 hours to compktc. You can stop the corder at any âme. The i n f c ~ e wwiii be
conductcd in my home or your home. whichevcr is more convenicnt for you.

-

Confidentiaiiry wiU be respectcd and maintaincd The pesons who wiU have access to the data
are myxlf and the four mcmbers of my PbD. cornmine:. My adWor is Dr. lanice Dodd,
Depanment of Physiology. Faculty of Medicine. The University of Manitoba (telephone: 7893430). Other cornmince mernben includc: Dr.Keirh Louise Fulton, Department of Englisb The
Universiry of Winnipeg; Dr. Pmin Ghorayshi, Dep~mentof Sociology, The Univmicy of
Winnipeg; and Dr. Elizabeth Rcady. Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation Smdits, The
Universiry of Manitoba.

Your pamcipacion in the smdy would k appreciaud and once the snidy is compktd, I would
be happy to share the fînduigs with you. If you wodd like to voluntcu to participate in the
study p l w e contact me directiy at 488-0626 (home) or 4748936 (work).

Yours sincerely,

Lynn Scruby
Assistant Professor

APPENDIX F

RECRUITMENT INVITATION (2)

In Febnrq. 1994, I sent you a Iccrcr Livittig your parriciparion in my PkD. mearch which
addruses the need for mearch in rhe ares of hcalth promotion policy development and rhe roIe
of communicy health nunes.
The Rsponsc is v u y cncomghg and to date I have collccrcd data h m H the mticipatcd
numkr of pecipano. I s
a nnetd approxknacdy 15 cornrnuniy health nurses to voluntes for
a 1-1H h o u tape rccorded intCNiew.

Perhaps this is a koer tirne for you or evcn someeimc during the surnmu m o n h . 1 would
appnciae hesring h m you and seaing up a convenient Pine for L e h w i e w even hou& you
may noc k avaiiable for a month or m.
ThanL you for considukio this rcquest if you wouid like to volunter, pplease contact me a 4880626 (home) or 4748936 (work). or lcave a message at 4748202.

Lynn Scruby
Assistant Rofeuor

APPENDIX G
RECRUITMENT INVlTATION (3)

THE UNIVE.RS;TY OF M..~SITO~A

FACULTY OF HURStSG

Room 246 Bison BuiIdinJ
Winnipeg, Manitoûa
canada EUT 2.242

Ms.Donna Fork,
Assistant Regionai Director. Ribüc Hcalth

Manitoba Hdth
5 189 Evanson Sntct
Whpeg, Manimba
R3G ON9

-

D a r Ms. F o r k
1 am &ring to rqucst your &tance in b ~ g i n g
to the ariencion of your public healrh n u n a
the necd for addirienai participants in my PbD. rescanh. The focus of the study is the rok of
public healrh nunes in the developrncnt of healrh promotion poiicy.

Public health nurses from the City of W d p e g Healdi D e p m c n t and Manitoba Healrh an
behg invicd to volunfarily participate in the smdy. The interview which cakes the t o n of a
conversation can k cornptcrcd in 1 1 l/2hours and is izpe recorded. I can arrange to meet with
the nurses at a rime yid location that ir convcnient and corntortable for them.

-

The voiccs oi public health nurses arc crieical to this study. 1wish to expnss rny sincere graaaidc
to those n u n a who gave of their Lime CO talk about h
ic w o h To date, 1 have heard h m 20
nurses and 1 would lik to h e u from an additional
nurses. 1 am anxious to acquirc these 10
participants wichin the nnurt four weeks.
kiiercsted public hedth nurses can contact me in confidmct, at work 474-8936 or home 4880626. If the= an n u e s who neai further information about the study or would iike io taik to
me about i~ plcase have them contact me as welL
Again, thank you is extendai, to the public h e m nurses who parciciparcd and to you for your
assistance in bringing this addicionai request ur rhe attention of rhe public healrh nurses in your

agcncy.

.

Youn sincerdy

,pg

Lynn S. Scniby
Assistant Professor

Raom 246 B u o Buiidrag
~
Winnipeg, Y d t d a
C j d aMT Li

Tek (204) 47-02
Fax: (204)27s-SW

Ms. Gwcn Howc
Acting Director of hbiic Hcalth N&g
City of W1l1l1lpcg. Health Department
280 Wrlliarn Ave.
Wipeg. Manitoba

R3B OR1
Dear Ms. Howc:
1 am meing CO qucst your assistance in b ~ g i n gto the attention of your public hcalth nurtes
the need for addicional participants in my PhD. research. 'lhe focus of the study is the role of

public heaith nurses in the development of hcdth promotion policy.
Public heairh nurses fiom the Ciry of Winnipeg Hcalth Depanmcnt and Manitoba Hcdth are
king invitcd CO voluntKily participate in the midy. The inlmiew which takes the fom of a
convtnation CM k completcd in 1 1 V1 hours and is tape recorded 1cm arrange to mcet with
the nurses at a t h e and locaaon thar is convcriient and comfortable for them.

-

Ihe voicés of public hcalth nurscs an aitical tu this mdy. 1wish to expnss my sinccrc plitude
to hose nurses who gave of their cLnt to talk about k i r w o h To date. 1 have hcard h m 20
nurses and I would likt a h u r h m an additional nunes. I am d o u s to lcquirc chest 10
pareicipan~widrin rhe next four weckt.
htcrcsted pubüc h d t h nurses can contact me in coddcnce, at umrk 474-8936 or home 4880626. If thcn arc nurses who a c d funhcr infornueion about the snidy or would lücc to taik to
me about i&plcase have-rhcmcontact mc as wcil.
Again. thank you is extcnded, to the public hcalth nurses who pdciptcd and to yoo fot your
assistance in brliging this additional rquest to the amnaon of the public hcalth nunes in your
agency.
Y ours sincerely,
Lynn S. Scruby
Assistant Rofessor

u

APPENDIX H
RECRUITMENT POSTER

CALL FOR
RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
Four (4) Public Health Nurses are needed t o
volunteer fot the study "The Community Health
Nurse's Role in Health Promotion Policy." The
researcher is Lynn Scruby.

The tape recorded inteMew/conversation c a n be
completed in one hour. 1c m corne out t o your
work and meet over lunch, or come t o your home,
or you can come t o my home - whichever is more
convenient for you.
Plsase phone me today. 1can be contacted in
confidence at work 070-8936or home 488-0626.
Your phone cal1 will let me know of your interest
and the best t i m e to meet. -- .

To date, 26 Public Health Nurses have
participated. 1would like t o complete the
interviews in December, 1990.

Thank you.

Please Pest

APPENDIX 1
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

General Ouestions

To whom are you explicitîy accountable for your work as a cornmunity health
nurse (CHN)?
To whom are you implicitiy accountabie for your work as a CHN?
What work do you do that is rewarded?
What work do you do is not nwarded?
In your work with communities,how do you define "community"?
How dœs your agency define "community"?
In your work with wmmunities, how do you define "health promotion"?
How does your agency define "health promotion"?
Who detcnnines the health promotion need(s) in your community?
Who listens to your expression of the health promotion need(s) in your
community?
Pokv Develo~mentand im~lernentation
What does policy development mean to you?
What does policy implementation mean to you?
Are you involved in policy development
at local
provincial levels(s) ?
national
Should you be involved in policy development
at local
provincial levels(s) ?
national
Are you recognizeâ for your involvement in policy development?
Are you involved in policy implernentation?
ShwId you be involved in policy implementation?
Are you recognized for your participation in policy implementation?
Health Promotion Needs
What is (are) the explicit health promotion need(s) of women in your
community?
What is (are) the implicit health promotion need(s) of women in your
community?
Dexribe your role in addressing this (these) necd(s)?
Are you recognized for your role in addressing this (these) need(s)?
How do the women in your community organize for change?
Are you involved with the women in your community to organized for change?
Are there any race, gender, class issues operating in your comrnunity work?
1s then a form of "silencing" aperating in your Community for womcn?

1s there a form of "silencing" operating in your Community for you?
10. In your work with cornmunities, in what area(s) do you feel least prepared?

9.

Women ' s Voices
What leadership oppomnities do you have in professional associations?
In your work with professional associations. are you king listened to?
Are you king recognized for your work in professional associations?
What leadership oppomnities do you have in "other" (i.e., church) associations
In the work role.
Outside the work role.
In ywr work with "other" wociations, are you k i n g listened to?
In the work role.
Outside the work role.
A n you king recognized for your work in "other" associations?
In the work role.
Outside the work d e .
What oppomnities are available for you to publish your views about your
work?
What oppomnities are available for you to do research in your work?
Are you king recognized for your publishing and research work?
Do you participate on a board of directors?
What does feminism mean to you?
Do you consider yourrlf to k a feminist?
How does k i n g a feminist influence your work as a CHN?

1.

2.

If you had the power and means to change things about your work, what would
you change?
1s there anything you would like to add that would help me in this research
work?

APPENDIX J

ACCOUNTABILITY

Table J1
Ex~licitAccountabilitv1

Ormization-related accountabilitv n =38
Employer/employee relationships
n=21

a.
b.
C.

Agency n= 17

Supervisor (14)
Director of Nursing (3)
MinistedMedical Officer of
Heaith (2)
People one wotks for (1)
Staff (1)

Organization/agencykmployer
( 13)
Government (4)

Client-related accountabilitv n=22
Clients n = 13

Clientlpublic/consumer ( 12)
Families (1)

Comrnunity n =6

Community (6)

Fi nancial n =3

Taxpayer (3)

Professional nursinglstandards of
practice n =S

a.

Professional association (5)

Persona1 standards n =5

a.

Myself (5)

Where a discrepancy in totals exists, some participants may have made
refttencc to more than one category or subaucgory and therefore the total rnay
e x d the num ber of participants. Ovcrall, the majority of nurses identiticd one
primary Jource.
1

Table 32

Persona1 Standards n=9

M y r l f (9)

Professional nursing/standards of
practice n=3

Professional association (3)
Co-workerdeach other (2)

Çlient-rslated accountabilitv
n= 13

Clients n =8

Client/public/people we work
with (7)
Families (1)

Community n =3

Community (3)

Schools n =2

Teachers/principals (2)

Ornanization-related accountability
n=8
Agency n=6

Government (5)
Organimion/agency ( 1)

Employer/employee relationships

Taml (1)

n=2

Medical Officer of Health (1)

Where a dixrepancy in totals exists, some participants may have made
rcference to .mon than one category or subcatcgory Gd therefon the total rnay
exceed the number of participants. Ovcrall, the majority of nurses identified one
primary source.

Table J3
Exdicit and l m ~ l i c i tAccountabilitv Combined3

Ormization-related accountability n =46

Explicit n =38
Implicit n =8
Client-related accountability n =34

Explicit n=21
Implicit n= 13
Profession-related accountabilitv n =28

Explicit n = 14
Implicit n= 14

3

Where the totals are pater chan the number of participants. in some
instances, is a factor of m o n than one accountability category or subcategory k i n g
identifid by the participants.

APPENDIX K
WORK REWARDED AND WORK NOT REWARDED

Table K1
Work Rewarded

Categories

Subcategories

1. Agency

A. Work contributing to
financial viability

a. Quantity of visits (contaas)
b. Finishing work on time
C. Free labour (puning in extra the)

B. Woik contributing to

a. Sitting on cornminees
b. Organizinglplaming programs

rewarded

Examples

agency funaionhg

C.

Initiative

d, Teaching in the evenings
e. Community development
f. Naworking with clients and

cumrnunities
Prcscntations
Developing a data base
Effort to make some changes

Something different
k i n g involved and creative
A complex case
D. Work aincributing

CO

agency visibility

2. Personally

rewarding
work

A. Work with clients

Work that's in the public eye
The tangible extras (cornmittee.
rexlrch, w r k i n g in community
groups).
Planning a conference
Outbreak or epidemic of a disease
Whanver the agency rhinks is the
mirent thing CO do

a. Post-natal visiting

b. High risk families

c One-m-one work with people
d. Gains made with clients
C, Work with families
f. Hdping someone
g Work with moms and babies
B. Work witfi arnmunities

a. Work in rural mmmunities
b Community development
c. Community necds asessrnent
d. Putting something in place for

community and it works

3. The nature of
agev

rewards

C. Work with
programs/projens

a. Families who aime back to health
promotion programs
b. Group education projects
c. The oocasional prcsencition
d. Special projeas
c. Wotk 1 do with schools
f. Communicable discase follow-up

D. Work with staffhworkets

a. Helping to stop disniptive things
for staff
b. Prorcning staff from the
burcaumcy so they can bc
clinicians
c. When things nin smoothly
d. Challenging work
e. Facilitating staff to do community
dcvelopment and needs assessrnent
f. Suppon from ai-workcrs and the
supervisor at montMy brandi
meetings

A. Monetary

rewards

B. Worliing conditions

a. Paycheque
a. Gefting time back
b. Flexibility

c. Independent decision making

C. Feedback

a. Praise

b. Appreciation from suppon staff
and administration within the office

c. Positive performance appraisal
4, The nature of

~~~soMI
rewards

A. F d b a c k

a. Appreciation from
cl icnts/consumets
Thanks from a post-partum mom
îhanks from new parents
Appreciation from families
b. Appreciation frorn the community
City Councillors

. Media

.

Child and Family Serviœs
Tacher, student principal
c. Suppon from co-worked
collagues/tcam mcmbers
d. Tangible fccdback
- A letter

Table K2
Work not rewarded

Categories

1. Client

based work
not
rewarded

2. Agency

based work
not
rewarded

Subcategories

Exam pies

The real work witb families and king able
to assess a a u n t e l y
The refcmls the basic everyday stuff
k i n g available when someone calls
The broad parameter with which we work
Counsclling and staying longer
A lot of the work 1 do with clients
Having a break through with a family
HIV counscll h g
Post-natal visits
For some families. 1 ask mysclf. did they
rcally benefit by my visiting
The day-today stuff. dnidgcry (case load
stufl)-a lot of organhing

-

Program development
Paper work (chning. miting)
Specific programming Le. programs in the
schwls
Vision screcning, some task things
Cornmittee work
Question whether our work in the c h i c is
k i n g iceognized and valued
Basic maintenance that needs to be done in
the c h i c Le. c l a n the fridge
Traveller's immunization
Policy kccps us from doing as much as wc
do in the schools
Weckend coverage

Orienting a new employee
There is not much reward for my work
from the people over me (supervisor
speaking)
Trying u, justify public health nuises
existence every y e u in the budget proass
The political things-systcm 's thingsmiewing and responding to a papa

3. Personal
based work

All the work 1 do
Getting more educaiion
Any work that you do as a public health
nurse
Trying something hnovativc/~~eative
Stress and suain

4. Invisibility
of work not
tewarded

So much of what we do is done in people's
homes and the agcncy doan't sce it
nie linie things that don't look glorious
(spending timc with a post pamm mom
who has depression)
The behind the scenes support and
encouragement of people
Researchlpreparation
Public health nurse v o i e is not prominent
or respectecl in the health refonn
movcment
Our effort. caring. and ammitment
nie las tangiblc-caring. the amount of
time you spend. nie essencc of aimmunity
halth nuning

not
rewarded

5. Howwork
1s not

A.Time

We don't take Our breaks and don't get the

timc back
People can go on leaves but agcncy
doesn't have to pay them
Claical staff wonder why you've spent
extra time on clients
Public hcalth nurses have to have a strong
work ethic when 1 think of al1 the t h e that
is not rewardd. I could make the same
salary and do half the work

rewarded

B. System

We are made to fcel we aren't working
hard cnough
We are not rewarded from the top of the
system
Whcn you're dealing with difficult
situations, everyone's trying to cover their

as
Policy, re: school health
The agency doesn't do very much
reward ing
Don? have on site dayarc
Ask for more nuning timc and get more
physician tirne ( c h i c )

APPENDtX L
DEFlNING COMMUNITY AND HEALTH PROMOTION

Table L1
Definine Communitv

Meaninn the same
1. Gcography

Geographic neighbourhoods
Geographically bounded with distinaly different needs
'nie area that 1 strvc."

2. Aggregates and groups

A gmup of shared intcrests. space. tirne
Inchdes the housing development and the r h o o l
"1 see the scbool as a sepante community."
A group of people sharing a common purpose. goal.
interest
A group of people with common reasons for being
somewhere
Groups of people comprised of individuals and not
neccssarily defined by boundaria

3. Gcography and aggregates

Cenain high risk groups within a geographic boundary

The Iarger juridiction of a district to something as
small as a neighbourhood. It indudes community
centres. wmmunity organizatiuns. down ro families
4. Culntral bond

Cultural paramaers. age. socioeconornics
The community defines what aimmunity means for
them

me an in^ similar but different
1. Geography and aggregates

'It is similar in that it is geographically defined. Le..
neighbouihwd but in rhis instance my definition is
expanded to include i.e.. Our mmrnunity as work. a
rhool. and community a n be spontaneously formcd.'
'It is similar in that it is geognphic but it is different
in that commühity is not just something that's
specifically gcographic. It is groups (families. ethnic.
cultural. rcligious) and people who live in specific
neighbourhoods.'
'nie definition is similar in that it is
boundarics/geographic but for the agency the pst
pamm community is the priority now."
'It h similar in that it is a geogcaphic a r a but
community a n k a group of people who s h a n a
commun interest. Politics is anothcr piccc of
eommunity. "

2. Geography

a. 'The definitions are similar in that it is people who
live, work and play within a certain locale . . . their
relationships . . . the impact of Mustries and
commerce on them. The differcnce is that the agency's
definition is neighbourhood based. '
a. 'It is similar in thai community is defmed broadly but
the ageacy doaa't cal1 it cummunity, they al1 it the
systcm.

me an in^ not the same
1. Geography and common

bond

a. "Within chat chunk of geography called cornrnunity are
different neigbbourhoods. Community has its own
amomic sense. It is more than a piece of geography.
The agency defines it as a geographic ara."
b. 'Bunduies on the papa can't produce a sense of
aornmunity. ri's an a r a of the city where they have the
samc sense of bclonging, rogetherness. a sense of
cohesivenas. Our agency defines it using city a r a
categorization (neighbourhood based) but you can't
make a neighbourhood.'
c. 'It's a sharal set of intcrests which may be in a
gcognphic location but it may be in a varicty of other
things, ic a s h e d undustanding of what it meam to
be dimiminated against. Neighbourhood, as the aguicy
defins community, conccnis are not cumrnon
conam. They are not shared as a community.'

2. Geography, common bond,

a. 'It's evcrybody, everything. Our work in the agency is
fairly limitcd to p s t partum families . . . young
families. It's not in our job description to be broader. 1
mess it bas to be defined."
b. "Thesame in terms of gcographic area or common
concern but 1 go further in chat my community fits into
the city community and 1 fit into the community of
mankind. and the beasts and everything else that goes
to make the community of the eanh."

3. Geognphy and aggregates

a. "Groups of people with a similar interest whereas the
agency looks ai the whole larger a r a as the
community.'

and univcrse

Unknown
1. Wriuen communication

a. 'Don't know wh&a thcre is a specific wrinen
definition. '
b. 'Don't know as they (the agency) are looking at
various concepts. '
c. 'It's probably wrimn d o m somewhere but 1 haven't
rcad it, to k qui# bonest.'

2. Verbaf communication

a. 'I've never had the opportunity to talk about it. "
b. 'I'm a linle suspicious. but 1 thhk we might corne to
the same point. '

Table 2.ï
Definine Health Promotion

Meaninn the same
1. Enabling people

"When 1 s b n information on health-give people the
oppomnity to enhanœ or maintain wbat they have.'
Worting with people to help them anain something
positive out of life. lrnplics a sense of community.
family. support nawork
A-ng
when people arc in the health continuum and
working wiih thun to promote their hcaith
Giving people mols to carry on with their life
Helping people idcntify their needs-hdp them find the
r s o u r a s or build up their rcsourm to achieve that
levei of health so they an get on with the r a t of their
t ifc
f. "Watching your cornmunity for n d s and
oppomnitia. Helping people find goals and set out to
achieve them. My roie is facilitator (catalyst). If it
becornu kcy provider. we kocp evaluating io sec if we
can play a lesser mle."

2. Empowering people

a. Helpinglempowering people in chat community to
maintain and incrcase their health . . . their sense of
weII-king ,self-satisfaction
Helpinglempowering people to be m o n independent in
terms of managing their health

3. lntervtntions to influence
heal th

a. Ways we Fan infiuenœ or change behaviours. working
with gmps of pcople
b. Any aujvity-intervention that worb m improve or
maintain the b l t h status of individuais, families or
groups in that community
Promoting healthy lifcstyla

Meaninn similar but differenf
1. Lifatyles and self-

aaual ization

Bath the aune and ageacy agreeâ that the definition is
about lifatyla but Ibc nurse commentai. 'the agency's
definition isn't as spccific as mine- funhtr increasinn -

your energy-sel f-actualization. For example. family
interventions during transition times. '
2. Anticipation

a. Both the nunc and agency agreed that the definition is
about anticipation-proaaivcly aying CO pmmote cheu
heaith. The DUKC commenicd. 'for me it's thiiigs that
people aren't imrnediatdy rreopizing as a problem.
For the agcacy it's pot visiting enough people or not
chedOng aiough heads for lice. *

3. Enabling and individualism

a. One nurse made the hcbbsavation that the defuiitions
wcn the n m e in that bealth promotion was enabling
people to use rcsaurces. to bc able to mainciin wcllncss
as bey bat define it. The agency's definition didn't
state the individualism of health promotion.

Meaninn not the same
1.

Enabling and health care
reform

a. 'Community health nurses have the skills (empathy.
love. caring) Dccded to promote health so chat
cornmunitics are able to make people healthier in their
own king.' mis nurse vieweû a relationship between
health pmmotion and health can reform but the big
difference came from the agency in commena such as,
'nobody understands health reform. "
One n u m saw it as giving information to the
communicy so that it a n identify what is and what they
a a community would want to work on toguher. The
agency's appmch is more like a prognm but the
agency would like to change this approach.

3. Lobbying and community
action

a. Another community halth nune found that the agency
doesn't define it as broadl y but emphasizs ducation
whereas the nurse said. "it is much more chan
eduation. it rcquires lobbying and community aaion CO
make a diffcrencc in peoples' livs.'
One nurse commenteci. "the agncy is uying KI dcfne
it in terms of statistia and health promotion is difficult

to quantify." For the nurse. hcalth promotion is
working on issues such as btast feeding and family life
in the schools.
5. Comrnunity basal

One nunc saw hdth promotion as nuaing
intementions chat communicy baltb nurses a n do to
promotc tbc hm1th of individuals, communities.
groups. The agency. on the other hand, defined W t h
promotion more towards illncss prevention but more
definitdy in urms of prognms they can get fuading
for becorne bcalth promotion.

.

b. Another nurse commented. "for the agency it is doing
programs and providing a service, but for me it is
community based and helping people achievt their

optimum halth. The agency's definition is changing
though.'

unluiown
1. Written communication

a. 'It must k in the policy manuals, somewhere."
b. 'To tell you the God's gospel nuth. I've never w n
anything writtcn. Then's a module but it's on hold.'
c. "It's probably Wnen somewhere.'
d. 'They musr have one somewhere. 1 don't think they
define it for us, we define it for them."

2. Verbal communication

a. '1 think it's fairly broad and open to interpretation-it's
evolving .'
b. "1 wish I k w it, and t should know it but I don't."
c. "1 think we have a definition but 1 don't know d y
w h t it

is.'

3. Enabling

a. Helping people identify their own needs
b. Hdping people to know their own role in health

4. Educating

a. Education prognm, teaching about health behavioun

5. Mental health

a. 'I focus on mental health promotion. ' (in working with
maternallchild necds and in pmmoting self-estem)

6. Community development

a. 'It's tbe community development things that you do-the netwurking. asseshg halth issues. It's aII the stuff
that isn't disease a>ntrol and discase prevention."

7. Prevention

a. Pmcnting illness-ihings that make peoples Iives bencr

APPENDIX M

HEALTH PROMOTION NEEDS

Table Ml
Identification of Health Promotion Needs4

Ornanization determines needs n =3O
Public health nurse n=21

Agencyldepanmentlother agencies n =7
Students n = l
No one n=l

Clientkommunitv detennines needs n =20
Community n = 11

a. Constituents

Clients n=6

Schools n=3

a. Tcachers

' Where a discrepancy in totals enists, some participants may have made
reference to mon chan one catcgory or subatcgory and dierefore the totai may
excced the nurnkr of participants. The rnajority of nurses identiticd one primary
catcgory.

Table M2
Listenine to Health Promotion Needs3

Ormization listens n =47
Employer/employee relationships
n =26

a.
b.
c.
d.

Agency n-11

a. The structure/agency (6)
b. The Depanment (2)
c. City Council (2)

Supervisor (17)
TeamIrnanagernent team (4)
The Minister (1)
Team leader (1)
e. Public health nurse (1)
f. Staff (1)
g. Regional Director (1)

d. Administration (1)

Colleagues n =5
Not the organization n -3
NO one n=2

Communitv listens n =20
Agency n = 9

a. Another agency/hospital (4)
b. School system (3)
c. Churches (1)
d. Media (1)

Individuals in the community n=7

a. Police Ch ief/Commissioner (2)

b. Teacher (1)
c. Social worker (1)
d. Politician (1)
c. Family practitioner (1)
f. Other (1)

The public/community n =4

'

When a dixrepancy in tocals exist, some participants may have ma&
refenncc to mon than one ategory or subcategory and thenfore the total may
excecd the numkr of participants.
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APPENDIX N
POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION INVOLVEMENT

Table N1

lnvolvement in Health Policv Develooment

Involvement

Yes
Sometimes
No
Should be involved
Yes

No
Reccgnition

Yes
Sometimes
No
No expectation
Unknown

Table N2
lnvolvement in Health Policv lm~lementation

Involvemcnt
Yes

No
Should be involved
Yes

No
Unknown
Recognition
Yes

Somaimes
No
Not expeaed
unknown

Table N3

Remmition Sources

Sources of remmition
Pers
Supervisor
Asew

Community

